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INTRODUCTION
This study is motivated by Canadian choreographer and producer Judith Marcuse’s desire to
develop opportunities for artists to learn to put their arts practice toward making meaningful
change in society. Increasingly, practitioners working in the domain of arts and social change,
usually artists who engage in art-making in collaboration with communities, have noted the need
1

for solid training as the field expands . Partnerships between communities and artists—never
forgetting that artists are members of communities—are delicate. Collaborative relationships can
fail. Conflicts can arise. Projects can fall apart. Community engagement in the arts can reveal rifts
that were hidden from view. Marginalized communities, often the sites for arts and social change
work, have a history of being manipulated as pawns in political games that do not benefit them.
The potential for damage is great, and this means that artists need to be, at the least, informed,
ethical, critical, and reflective.
Traditionally, learning in the domain of arts and social change has been on-the-job, and one of the
findings of this study is that while learning-by-doing is seen as critically important among leading
organizations in the field, formal training opportunities—which most often include practical
experience in communities—are prized and scarce. Opportunities for training are increasing
gradually, particularly in the United States with the recent creation of new academic degreegranting programs in community arts. The new Certificate in Community Arts Practice, an option
for undergraduate students in the Faculty of Environmental Studies at York University in Ontario, is
the first Canadian academic program focused on multidisciplinary arts and social change. Some
community-based training opportunities are available, most often on a short-term basis—over
several days or several weeks—but more are needed. The handful of institutions that teach or train
artists to engage in social change work, both academic and community-based, are still figuring out
how to best foster leadership development in the domain and how to assess both the successes
and challenges in their programs. And the need is growing.
It is against this backdrop that Judith Marcuse Projects commissioned a study of the diversity and
range of the enormously rich and burgeoning domain of arts and social change, with a particular
focus on training and the values that motivate and shape work in the field.

1 Cleveland, William. Mapping the Field: Arts-Based Community Development (May 2002).
http://www.communityarts.net/readingroom/archivefiles/2002/05/mapping_the_fie.php;
Adams, Don & Goldbard, Arlene. Creative Community: The Art of Cultural Development. (New York: The Rockefeller Foundation, 2001).
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On the definition of terms
In traditional societies, the domain of arts and social change was most likely not segregated from
other kinds of art-making: creative production in the aesthetic realm by people in a community
with and for others. In recent years this domain, or parts of it, have been identified as community
2

3

arts, arts-based community development , community cultural development , community5

4

engaged arts, activist art and new genre public art . Subdomains have also been noted, such as
arts-based civic dialogue, studied by the Animating Democracy Initiative of the Americans for the
6

Arts , and eco-art, among others. Community arts is probably the most commonly used term by
practitioners in the field, at least in North America, and tends to be defined broadly. Jan CohenCruz describes community art as “that which is rooted in a shared sense of place, tradition or spirit
[…]. Not all community art has an activist agenda; it is as likely to celebrate cultural traditions or
provide a space for a community to reflect. But even such community art projects share activism’s
7

commitment to collective, not strictly individual, representation.” Community cultural or social
development is also a widely used term, particularly in Europe and among organizations that work
8

in and with the global South.

After considering a range of terminology for labelling the wide array of activities that take place
under the umbrella of interest in this study, I was deliberate in selecting a term—the domain of
arts and social change—that I thought was open enough to avoid unintentionally excluding
individuals and organizations who might feel that they don’t belong in a particular ‘camp.’
Organizations and artists who were invited to participate in this study were asked to ascertain
that they met the criteria for inclusion in the study—which were the closest I came to defining the
domain of arts and social change during the research process. The research process invited
participants to define their work—and in several cases organizations or artists started the
interview by taking exception to the terminology used in the criteria! The criteria for inclusion
determined that participating organizations and individuals:
• Use art as a tool for social change;
• Use art practice to explore issues in, and with, specific communities;

2 Cleveland, William. Mapping the Field: Arts-Based Community Development (May 2002).
http://www.communityarts.net/readingroom/archivefiles/2002/05/mapping_the_fie.php
3 Goldbard, Arlene. Looking Before You Leap: Community Arts in Context. In Art/Vision/Voice: Cultural Conversations in Community: A Book of Cases from
Community Arts Partnerships. (California State University, Monterey Bay; Columbia College Chicago; Cooper Union for the Advancement of Science and Art;
Maryland Institute College of Art; Xavier University of Louisiana; and the CAP Institute, 2006). http://www.mica.edu/CAP/casebook.pdf
4 Cohen-Cruz, Jan. An Introduction to Community Art and Activism. (February 2002).
http://www.communityarts.net/readingroom/archivefiles/2002/02/an_introduction.php
5 Lacy, Suzanne, ed. Mapping the Terrain: New Genre Public Art (Seattle: Bay Press, 1995).
6 Korza, Pam. Civic Dialogue, Arts and Culture: Findings from Animating Democracy. (Washington DC: Americans for the Arts, 2005).
7 Cohen-Cruz, Jan. An Introduction to Community Art and Activism. (February 2002).
http://www.communityarts.net/readingroom/archivefiles/2002/02/an_introduction.php
8 I use the term ‘the global South’ and ‘the South’ throughout this report to refer to countries, largely in the Southern hemisphere, in Central and South
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• Work through partnerships between artists and community; and
• Have a history of at least five years’ work in the field.
For the purposes of presenting the research in writing, I am not providing a definition, but instead
hope that an understanding of the fuzzy boundaries of the domain will emerge as you read about
the diversity of the organizations’ and artists’ work. At times I use the term ‘community-engaged
arts’ interchangeably with ‘the domain of arts and social change.’

Introducing the study
Forty-six organizations and individual artists participated in this study by taking part in a
telephone interview questionnaire with open- and closed-ended questions covering topics from
community engagement practices to social change values to training activities (see appendix A for
more detail about methods, including characteristics of the organizations, and appendix B for the
interview questionnaire). Organizations and individuals were nominated as exemplars that “do
outstanding work both in terms of art practice and in terms of achieving social change outcomes.”
Nominations were solicited through postings on e-mail discussion lists and online discussion
boards, as well as from conversations with key informants in the field. Nominated organizations
and artists were contacted if they were determined to meet the study criteria. I sought to learn
from as diverse a group of organizations as possible. Each of the interviews resulted in a written
summary of the organization or individual’s activities, structures, training, values and outcomes.
Each summary was shared with the interview participant to allow for any inaccuracies or
misrepresentations to be corrected.
Two analyses of two smaller selections of organizations are based on the same interview
questionnaire responses as the summaries; these case studies are explored in more depth and from
different angles. I selected six organizations that have a formal teaching or training component to
analyze training practices in the domain of arts and social change, and six other organizations—
that do not necessarily have training activities—to analyze the meanings of social change in their
work and how those values relate to practices and impacts. The first analysis explores the diversity
of possibilities in creating training in the domain, and is organized by topic areas: what are training
goals, who are the learners, what do learners do in the programs, what do they learn, what are the
organizational contexts of the programs, and what are the social contexts of the programs? The
second analysis takes a look at what social change means to all 46 organizations before digging
deeply into how six organizations link the meanings of social change in their work to their artistic
and community engagement practices, as well as their work’s social impacts.

6

Limitations of the study
This study is just a dip of the toe in the vast and complex ocean that is the domain of arts and
social change. The methods of nomination and referral as a basis for subsequent interview
questionnaires by telephone were rigorously applied and appropriate for a study of this scope. The
nomination and referral approach strengthened the selection of organizations; in the absence of
our ability to visit organizations and gather outcome data ourselves, relying on the nominations of
others ensured that the organizations involved in the studies engage in meaningful, high quality
art and social change work. However, to deepen our understanding of the domain of arts and
social change, other research methods must supplement the current study, including in-depth
interviews with multiple participants in an organization or program, analysis of documents and
texts, observation of work in process, and even participation in an organization’s or artist’s art and
social change work.
A concern about the lack of international networks for the communications of best practices was
one of the motivations for this research. Inclusion of organizations and artists practicing outside
North America, and particularly in the global South, was an important part of the research agenda
for this project. Despite best efforts, only a handful of organizations and artists in the South, and
another handful of European organizations, participated in the study. This can be seen as evidence
of both the thin international networks in this domain as well as evidence of the challenge of
thickening those networks. Time differences across regions of the world and language differences
were obstacles to involving some potential participants outside North America. In addition, relying
on nominations gathered through internet-based networks as evidence of outstanding work
automatically narrows the playing field and creates barriers to including organizations that do not
already have international connections. At the same time, this was a study of high ambitions and
limited means; although international organizations are only weakly represented, and the same is
true of organizations by and for Aboriginal peoples, the study was successful in capturing a sample
of organizations largely in North America but diverse in many other respects, including region
within North America; urban/rural status; racialized/ethnic composition in leadership, involvement
and reach; art discipline; and more. Further research and action aimed at growing the domain of
arts and social change should place a heavy emphasis on fostering international networks and
including organizations run by, involving, and serving Aboriginal peoples.
The domain of arts and social change is complex and growing. The 46 organizations and artists
that participated in this study are but a small sample of the many individuals, groups, and
organizations that could meet the study criteria. Some organizations and artists, including non-
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North American and Aboriginal organizations, that were not participants in the study are listed as
resources in appendix E: Print and web-based resources.
Finally, the analyses in Part II are preliminary, and are presented here before garnering feedback
from peer organizations; feedback is welcome and should be directed to the author. The analyses
are intended to provide food for thought by inspiring questions to guide both further research and
new training initiatives in the arts and social change, and by suggesting some possible directions
for answering these questions.

Structure of the report
This report contains two major sections, three smaller sections describing implications and
recommendations, and five appendices. The 46 summaries drawn from interview questionnaires of
artists and organizations in the domain of arts and social change comprise Part I of this report.
Part II of the report is composed of the results of the two analyses of selected case studies. The
first analysis that I present explores dimensions of teaching and training in six organizations. The
second investigates the relationships between the meanings of social change, practices, and
impacts in six different organizations. The report concludes with implications for research,
implications for training, and a brief list of recommendations for training in the domain of arts and
social change. The appendices include research methods, the interview questionnaire, contact
information for the organizations involved in the study, curricula and program modules, and print
and web-based resources.
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PART I:
SURVEYING THE FIELD
OF ARTISTS AND ORGANIZATIONS
ENGAGED IN THE DOMAIN OF
ARTS AND SOCIAL CHANGE
ORIENTATION TO PART I
This section comprises summary descriptions of 46 organizations and artists working in the
domain of arts and social change. The summaries are in alphabetical order by the name of the
organization or program within the organization that was the subject of the interview. Each of the
summaries is based on a telephone interview questionnaire with an artist or staff member at the
organization, occasionally supplemented with information from the artist’s or organization’s
website. All of the quotations in the summaries are from the person who participated in the
interview unless otherwise indicated; since phone interviews were not audio recorded but typed
during the interview as close to verbatim as possible, the quotations should be read as
approximations of the participant’s words, although hopefully accurate in capturing the
participant’s intent. The quotations describe the organizations from the point of view of the
individual being interviewed; keep in mind that other artists, staff or community members
involved with the organization might have very different ways of representing their work.
You can find contact information for these organizations, as well as a list of other exemplary
organizations that were not participants in this study, in Appendix C.
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A LT E R N AT E R O OT S
Carolyn Morris, Executive Director
Atlanta, Georgia, USA
http://www.alternateroots.org/

Alternate ROOTS is an intermediary arts-based membership-based service organization that has
been serving artists across all art disciplines in the Southeastern United States since 1976. The
organization’s “primary objective is to offer programs and services that support artists in working
directly with their community.” Alternate ROOTS has a strong emphasis on eliminating oppression
and on fostering art that is rooted in community and in place. In addition, Alternate ROOTS actively
seeks to support artists who are working in isolated areas within the twelve states that the
organization serves (plus the District of Columbia). The organization fosters the sharing of skills,
critical analysis, and information through its Annual Meeting, ‘rhizome’ meetings of regional
clusters of artists, publications, festivals and showcases, and programs. A major program of the
organization, the Community Artists Partnership Program (C/APP) seeks to partner artists with
community organizations to engage in particular projects by distributing funds that Alternate
ROOTS has been granted by major foundations. The Touring program provides touring fee
subsidies for 19 companies and solo performers, particularly for rural or emerging performers, and
performers reaching a culturally diverse audience. Member artists participate in the awarding of
the Touring program’s funds. The Resources for Social Change (RSC) program has “brought together
the skills and knowledge of community-based artists, organizers, and activists who’ve been doing
this work over the past 30 years, to create training workshops throughout the Southeast region”
and partner with community groups to address issues of particular concern over a two or three
day workshop. C/APP “seeks to support artists developing healthier relationships in their
communities, whether at home or on the road, in partnership with other organizations and
individuals.” Artistic projects that are supported by Alternate ROOTS generally are completed
within nine months, or artists may use support from the organization for a phase of a larger
project. The communities served by member artists are diverse: “when we seek to support our
members […], it’s in service of the community that they’re trying to reach.”
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How Alternate ROOTS works
As a resource for social change, Alternate ROOTS supports artists in a variety of ways. “When an
artist is looking to establish a relationship with a community, we provide a project mentor.” The
mentor helps to communicate “a set of guiding principles about how an artist works in the
community” that are also outlined in documents made available to artists who have received a
grant from Alternate ROOTS. Some of the guiding principles include: “shared power between artist
and community. Everybody’s clear up front about what they want from the project, and agreeing
on mutual goals of the project.” Alternate ROOTS is developing a manual that will include steps for
engaging with a community as well as the principles articulated in Alternate ROOTS’ trainings.
Annual Meetings, which take place over a week-long retreat in the mountains, are an important
component of Alternate ROOTS’ organizing. Artists who want to become members of the
organization attend the Annual Meeting, “present themselves before the voting members, they
talk about how their values align with the ROOTS mission, talk about the work they’re engaged in”
and members vote on whether to offer membership to the artist. Studios at the Annual Meeting
serve as spaces where ideas can be shared: “last year we partnered with Project South, an
organization that exists for the elimination of poverty and genocide. They brought pressing
community issues to the Annual Meeting where artists could interface with those issues and think
critically about ways to interface their art with those issues when they go back home.” Rhizomes,
or regional clusters of artists who can meet more frequently, create opportunities for dialogue and
for “artists to open awareness about issues that need to be addressed, and the power of art” to do
that. Alternate ROOTS offers supplemental resources such as packets of information that go along
with Resources for Social Change meetings.

Training and professional development
The Resources for Social Change (RSC) program evolved as a technical support mechanism to
support the mentors of the C/APP program. “So you have a core group of individuals, and there are
meetings at the Annual Meeting with this group, and also various trainings that take place where
members are invited, and it continues to grow organically. If an artist finds a place among the
trainers, and wants to develop as a trainer, and starts engaging with the process, attending
trainings, they pick up skills and become a trainer.” The workshops are tailored for the particular
community in which they take place. For one training, “we went throughout the community and
had conversations with individuals who ran community programs, who may not necessarily
engage the arts, and some that were arts-focused. We expressed to them who we were as an
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organization, and […] expressed that we had resources and wanted to do a training workshop in
arts and activism […] to find out what interest level was. There was interest, and we asked the
community “what issues does your community face?” They expressed what those issues were, and
we proposed [to bring a workshop to the community.] People in that instance were interested in
the resources, so once we had buy in, we promised we’d be back in touch about where this would
take place. We went back to our workshop, critically looked at the issues that communities said
were issues, [in that case they were] partnership and turf issues […]. We designed a three-day
workshop, began on a Friday and ended on a Sunday, that took a close look at issues being faced
on day one and day two, and we imagined projects the community would want to do, and did a
workshop on potential projects that could happen. Also on day two we broke into different artbased activities. One activity, ROOTS Resources for Social Change trainers created a community
museum, and community members could put whatever they wanted to put in that museum, the
medium was primarily visual art. Another was capturing stories, we use a story circle process that
allows us to listen to those stories and then create a performance. Another workshop imparted
storytelling skills that could be used in the future to get stories and connect the community. We
talked about funding, we provided information about how to apply for grants. Before we went to
the community we did research into what funds are available, and how they could apply to get
those funds. And the last day we invited artists to have tables where participants could visit the
artists, see what work they do, and see how they could work together past the weekend.”

Challenges and opportunities
Alternate ROOTS has three full-time staff running the programs and services. There are about ten
committed trainers in the RSC program. The organization’s annual budget is about $350,000, with
the majority of funding from foundations, and some funding from individual donors and
government entities. Alternate ROOTS is exploring ways to contribute to the budget through
earned revenue. The organization is understaffed, and while it is adequately funded, it is a
“constant struggle to continue to raise money. We’re not unique in that part of our existence.
Today it’s good, what it’s going to be tomorrow, next week, it’s an ongoing struggle to continue to
raise funds.” The major challenge for Alternate ROOTS “is about keeping members happy; it’s like
having 150 children, 150 members. Making sure everyone’s informed, and feeling like their input is
valued.” The membership has declined from 250 at its largest, and although the decline is not a
concern—”that’s to be expected, having been around as long as we’ve been, and having changed.
We’re remained true to our business model, our mission, and some people are not into art for
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social change. People have left for different reasons”—Alternate ROOTS is interested in sustaining
and increasing membership.

Values and outcomes
For Alternate ROOTS, social change means “being able to positively impact a community towards
being in a better place with itself” and “ensuring artists are the vehicle by which we do it.” The
organization’s work touches on a wide range of social and environmental issues, based on the
diverse projects of member artists. A primary focus of the organization is “about uprooting racism
[…]. We feel racism is alive and well and continues to be one of the oppressions that keep
community and people pitted against one another.” Fostering critical thinking and identity
development are important areas of Alternate ROOTS’ work with artists, in particular around
racism and oppression of gay and lesbian people: “we have a large population of individuals who
are gay or lesbian within the membership, so make it a priority to address these issues.” All of
Alternate ROOTS’ work supports members in participating in their communities and becoming
agents of social change. Alternate ROOTS gauges its success through direct feedback from
members and community stakeholders, formal program evaluation, new and sustained
relationships with artists, communities, and funders, and increased dialogue and information
about the issues artists’ tackle in their communities.

A R E P P : T H E AT R E F O R L I F E
Brigid Schutz, Director
Cape Town & Johannesburg, South Africa
http://www.arepp.org.za/

arepp: Theatre for Life—originally the African Research and Educational Puppetry Programme—
was founded in 1987 to engage communities around health and social issues through theatre and
puppetry. The organization, now arepp: Theatre for Life, creates developmentally-appropriate
targeted theatre shows for school-age children and youth, “very carefully crafted theatrical pieces,
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usually 30-45 minutes, followed by interactive, facilitated peer discussion.” Teams of four
performers fan through different regions of South Africa, working whenever possible in the home
language—South Africa has eleven official languages—of the children at the schools they visit.
The current focus is on schools in urban and outlying urban areas that were townships during
Apartheid and are now “sprawling poor areas.” Although arepp has worked in very rural areas,
“where there’s tremendous need, our way of doing shows is quite sophisticated for them. They’re
so completely enthralled by the ‘television’ that comes alive, and trying to understand the
conventions of theatre in front of them, that they miss the point.” The schools are largely in
financially disadvantaged areas, “but we do also do more wealthy schools. The issues are the same,
the kids are as in need, but we can’t justify spending donor funds on more advantaged areas, so
we charge for the richer schools.” The organization has a national scope, which varies depending
on the state of arepp’s funding. “We believe a lot of people focus on behaviour change and
statistics on HIV prevalence, looking at condom use, that sort of thing, but really for us it’s about
looking at ways of getting young people to engage with issues, to find vocabulary to talk about
things, [and] know they aren’t alone, and know how to access support on a number of sexuality
issues.”
The organization is tackling a need for education about health issues, though the needs have
changed rapidly as South Africa has emerged from the Apartheid era. “When the organization
started, it grew out of a need to impart basic HIV education, because the government at the time
wasn’t doing anything about it, and we started working with adults, doing puppet shows, giant
puppets at first, then smaller puppets. Basic information: what is HIV, how do you get it, how do
you avoid it, because people knew absolutely nothing. Now our focus has become in-school, youth
and children, largely because the education for adults is less effective, so we’re choosing to spend
our money where there’s greater impact. And it’s about huge numbers of kids who are affected by
dire social circumstances. […] There is high HIV prevalence, sexual abuse, a lot of exchange of sex
for material goods because people are very poor, poverty levels are very high, a lot of child-headed
households. […The work] springs from a passionate desire to work with kids, to talk about these
things, try to alleviate the situation in some way! But we’re also working in support of the
educational system. During Apartheid years were [we were] doing work the government refused
to do. Now we’re working hand-in-hand with the Department of Education because it’s hugely
under-resourced.”
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How arepp: Theatre for Life works
arepp: Theatre for Life has recently shifted its language and its focus to the school as a community.
“I think we’ve been different from other organizations in that we have focused on the individual,
and theatre is an individually moving experience, but it can only happen in context. We used to do
work in open public spaces like marketplaces, taxi ranks, and clinics in rural areas with adults, but
now we would rather work with groups that are connected, like a group of learners. They know
each other, have a shared experience, and will put pressure on each other to live by that
experience. So it is individual-focused but very much in a context.” In order to support the learners,
arepp: Theatre for Life works to support the educators, schools and surrounding organizations.
New relationships with schools are developed by arepp’s project managers who will initiate
contact and build a relationship with either a principal or the life orientation teacher at the school.
The organization has found the work is best done in the context of long-term, on-going
partnerships over the years. “We make judgment calls about a school, in terms of how they
respond and how organized they seem. A school that seems disinterested or doesn’t call back or
doesn’t engage, we would be less inclined to work with because the assumption is they’d be less
able to support the learners if we do find or bring up issues. […] It’s going to be a waste of money,
and [in the] worst case scenario it’s going to bring up issues that can’t be solved.”
Plays are researched and designed for different age groups: six to nine years; ten to 13; 14 to 15, and
16 to 19. Schutz and Gordon Bilbrough, who both have theatre backgrounds, develop the plays
together, write scripts, and monitor whether they are “still on track regarding the concerns of the
youth, how they’re talking.” They spend time at the schools, talk to children and youth, observe
how the students react to the plays, and gather feedback from the performance teams. It is critical
for the two directors to “keep our fingers on the pulse of what the issues are” for youth and in the
national context of South Africa. For example, the content of the plays has shifted to include issues
of children orphaned by AIDS and of children with HIV+ relatives. “The stories are universal; we’ve
done these performances in Scotland, Norway, England, South Africa, and the Netherlands, and
using the right young performers and the right language, the stories remain the same. A lot of
people don’t see that, but they really do, the work works all over the world as long as it’s in the
right context, as long as characters are identifiable.” The theatre pieces are performed by young
adults who have completed professional theatrical training; they are “young enough for kids to
identify with them, but adult enough to give input on cultural or community issues into the plays
that they’re doing.” arepp: Theatre for Life tries to employ performers on “mixed racial teams, I
suppose trying to portray a more integrated society, and portraying that as normal.” The
performance team enters the school communities, performs for groups of youth, and facilitates
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dialogue with the learners. A team will perform up to four performances in a day, with up to 200
learners per performance. The learners are split into two groups for discussions of two performers
and 100 youth; “We find that when the numbers drop below that, the kids are reluctant to talk.
We’ve tried much bigger and much smaller, and right now find that this is the optimum. It seems
like a lot, but it does work!”
The performance team carefully documents all the questions and issues that arise in the
facilitated discussions; this becomes informal feedback about how the children and youth are
thinking and what issues concern them. The performers provide the life orientation educator and
other teachers with information about the interactions they have had with learners, such as the
“types of questions the learners ask, the discussion that they’ve had, the attitude of the learners,
or [the learners will] say things like ‘when we’re having sex we’ll use two condoms because it’s
safer’ and the performers follow up and discuss it, and then let the educator know.” The report the
performance team creates by the end of the day discusses areas that need more work or specific
issues that have arisen. In addition, arepp also networks with community-based organizations
local to the school area so that social service providers can support the school, and those resources
are provided in the report. The work that arepp does in schools serves to support and complement
educators and the curriculum. “It really makes the work of the life orientation educator easier,
because now they have new ways to talk about sexuality issues with learners, and it helps them
see how to talk to kids and bring up a lot of issues.” The organization provides educators with a
teacher’s guide that includes information about how open discussions about sexuality were
facilitated, follow-up lesson plans that can be used throughout the year, and links to the
curriculum. For the youngest age group, arepp provides the educator with all of the songs from the
plays and an activity booklet for the children to reinforce the concepts and issues.

Training and professional development
Performers at arepp come from higher education drama programs around South Africa; the
organization visits programs and sets up auditions each year. The performers need to have a high
level of academic skills, including written English skills, because they are a critical part of impact
report writing. Once hired, performers have between two and four weeks of training that covers
sexuality issues, development issues, specifics about HIV and typical questions from learners,
including how to handle the disclosure of abuse. The training also includes rehearsal of the plays,
how to facilitate discussions, and how to capture the critical information in the writing of impact
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reports. The Directors train the performers, and provide continuing support. “We travel a lot to
monitor how shows are going. We’re often there to monitor how they’re handling things and give
them feedback, give additional information or help, [on] how they’re handling questions.” The
organization brings in a new corps of performers every three to six months, “because we need
young people for identification purposes [so children can identify with them], but also as
performers they need to be out in the world. They need to get agents and start being seen, and in
terms of their career, they have to do that.” Performers may stay with the organization three years
at the most.

Challenges and opportunities
The size of the organization is contingent on the level of funding. Currently there are four
permanent staff, including one project manager who works on networking and logistics, but at
times arepp: Theatre for Life has had as many as ten staff members. Currently there are two teams
of four performers; the organization has had up to seven teams. The organization’s budget is
approximately one million Rand (about $150,000 CDN) per year per performance team. The largest
source of funds is international donor agencies, followed by public sector funds, including the local
lottery, the National Arts Council, and the South African Department of Health. Local corporations
support arepp, and 6-7% of the organization’s funds comes directly from the schools. arepp:
Theatre for Life could benefit from more project management staff: “We are permanently under
stress. I feel we work to slightly over capacity all the time.” Both finding funding and finding and
keeping project management staff are challenges. “We’re struggling with funding this year; we
need to find new ways to communicate with donors. A lot of people see what we do as developing
soft skills so it’s not working towards their millennium goals, so finding ways to communicate the
value of what we do with the donors” is a priority. The work itself is inherently emotionally
stressful, which makes it difficult to sustain lower management staff and also a strain for
performers, who “don’t necessarily come from wealthy background but have education and now a
nice job with us, and to work with these learners, the rape and sexual abuse, gang violence […].”
Although arepp: Theatre for Life is well-linked in the non-profit sector, the organization lacks the
capacity to engage with the broader arts community.
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Values and outcomes
For arepp: Theatre for Life, social change means “witnessing visible change in attitudes, particularly
around gender issues and abuse issues. […] And contingent to that would be drops in teen-age
pregnancy and HIV rates. For me personally it’s about ways of engaging with issues and being able
to talk openly about formerly taboo topics.” The main topics tackled by arepp’s plays are HIV/AIDS,
sexual abuse, rights development, sex and sexuality, sexual and reproductive health, relationships
of all kinds, drug abuse, peer pressure, and domestic and community violence. The organization
attempts to foster critical thinking in the learners: “In the way we conduct the facilitation, the
performers aren’t there to give answers, so with the learners it’s very much about problem-solving
in that group, finding a variety of opinions that are suitable to their specific contexts. The
performers are trained to get learners to think about what they’re saying, question themselves
and each other.” Learners are supported in solving individual problems that they face, and
educators are supported in broadening their knowledge. To arepp, a strong sense of identity and
self-esteem is important for children and youth to be able to sustain positive decision-making, so
issues of identity are central to the plays and discussions. “I think an important focus of our work,
how it leads to social change, [is that] individuals who are making positive healthy choices are
contributing to a more positive healthy society.”
The organization engages in extensive monitoring and evaluative processes, both formal and
informal. Learners, educators and performers all offer feedback that helps shape the organization’s
work as well as the content of individual theatre pieces. “We worked with an independent
consultancy, they ran the evaluation over 4 years and had a lot of input, but it was largely [the
directors] developing [the format of the impact assessment report created for each school]. We
wanted the evaluation to be of value to the company. So the report back to the educators, that’s
our way, that comes out of us assessing the impact of that show. It’s useful to the work, to the
educators, [and it’s] also a tool for evaluating impact. […] It really is capturing feelings and
anecdotes—it works because you know it works! You feel it working! But finding ways of
capturing that and quantifying” it is important.
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A RT S I N YO U T H CO M M U N I T Y D E V E L O P M E N T M A ST E R ’ S
P R O G R A M / C E N T E R F O R CO M M U N I T Y A RT S PA RT N E R S H I P S ,
CO L U M B I A CO L L E G E C H I C A G O
Nicole Garneau, Assistant Director of Community Partnerships in the Center for Community Arts
Partnerships at Columbia College Chicago, Assistant Director of AYCD Graduate Program
Chicago, Illinois, USA
http://www.colum.edu/ccap/

The Center for Community Arts Partnerships (CCAP) at Columbia College Chicago, founded in 1998,
helped to create the curriculum for and helps manage the Arts in Youth Community Development
(AYCD) concentration of the Master’s in Arts Management. According to Nicole Garneau, Assistant
Director of Community Partnerships at CCAP, Columbia College is “a big arts and media college, we
have 11,000 students. The college is very practice-driven; it’s not a research institution. [Faculty] are
working professionals in the arts and media […]. It’s close to the ground, scrappy.” AYCD, currently
in its fourth year, is a master’s program within the Department of Arts, Entertainment, and Media
Management at the College. “The degree is actually a management degree; we’re preparing
people to run youth arts community organizations. We expect people to come in as artists with
their own arts practice. [The program is] for people who love working with youth and want to
work in this context, but it’s really about training them for leadership in the field from a
management point of view.” The Center for Community Arts Partnerships’s goal is “to help develop
and support partnership activities between Columbia College Chicago and Chicago public schools
and community arts organizations.” The Center’s portfolio can be organized into school
partnerships and community partnerships, including AYCD. The focus of CCAP is school
partnerships from Kindergarten through high school, particularly involving matching teachers and
artists to engage in arts integration work during the school day, and after-school arts programs.
Besides AYCD, the community partnerships area comprises project-based learning opportunities
for Columbia College students; students, faculty and community collaborate on a project,
sometimes through service learning pedagogy in a course.

How AYCD works
The AYCD graduate program grew from discussions between Julie Simpson, founding executive
director of CCAP and Dr. Shirley Brice Heath, of Stanford University, about building a field of youth
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community arts. In addition, there was growing attention in the non-profit and community arts
fields to leadership development; “A lot of the organizations are run by their founding artists. They
were started by artists who learned to run organizations by trial and error, and who’s going to take
over?” CCAP banked on its relationships with community arts organization in the development of
the program: “Because we already had these established relationships, we could pull people
together to mine the knowledge of the field, their expertise. We could listen to them tell us how to
develop the program, and how the program could be of service to them.” Students work for four or
five semesters in an intensive practicum in one of the community arts organizations. “The
emphasis is a deep and meaningful experience at a community arts organization. We really feel
that it’s important that students understand something about the life cycles of organizations, and
you just don’t get that until you spend at least a year somewhere.”
AYCD has a diverse student body of artists who have experience in the field: “We need them to
come in with experience, because this program, because of the practicum and because we almost
immediately send them out into the field, I need them to have their act together already. If it were
a literature program, I wouldn’t need to worry about their social skills or their understanding of
social justice. I can’t send people out into the field with little supervision from me without having
that understanding already.” In order to identify appropriate students, CCAP interviews students in
person and over the phone before they are admitted or before they can enroll in AYCD. “We ask
them about social issues, we ask them about economics, we ask them about what they’ve done.”
Students learn about the program through word of mouth and from the program’s website. “We’re
trying to be as clear about what the program is going to do as possible. Our biggest issue is we are
still attracting too many people who don’t understand that it’s really a management program.”
Community arts organizations that want to work with AYCD apply to CCAP and are put through an
intake process to ensure that they do community development and youth arts work, and that they
have the organizational capacity to mentor a student. CCAP’s community partnerships staff visit
the sites before students are placed and prepare the organizations for what to expect from a
graduate student. Mentor meetings are held two to three times each year, to talk about the
program and broader issues in the field, and to create a space for organizations to network. At the
start of the program in their Introduction to Youth Arts Practicum course, students go on “a
whirlwind tour to all the organizations. […] Then students are required to interview at three
organizations; they set up their own interview with the person in the mentor role” at each
organization. Garneau listens to the preferences of both students and organizations, and
supervises the placement of the students. She visits each site at least once each semester and
checks in with the student and the mentor periodically throughout the placement. Students and
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mentors both evaluate the students’ progress twice a year using an online evaluation tool, Journey
Mapping. More informally, Garneau stays in touch with students and mentors and supports them
in working out difficulties together before involving her in problem-solving. Students are paid by
Columbia College as part-time employees for their practicum hours.
Full-time graduate students complete their coursework in five semesters, and then write a thesis,
do a thesis project, or take a comprehensive exam. The master’s theses tend to be managementoriented, and they can be project-based or research-based. “The organizations themselves get
really excited about the research projects. In some cases they feel they’ll benefit from the research
students are doing.” The curriculum of the graduate program “encourage[s] students to think
about how aesthetics affect their decisions as managers. They have classes and readings where
those [issues of aesthetics] do come up in discussion, but I think a lot of it comes up at their
practicum sites. They’re in a situation all the time where people are talking about the aesthetics of
the work.” Garneau encourages students to “get into the habit of talking to leaders of community
arts organizations about their work and their management practices. I think it’s valuable for them
to have an overview of the scope of what’s going on in Chicago, so that’s a very valuable part of
the course. There [are] big organizations in major cultural institutions, and little tiny organizations
in storefronts, and there’s media organizations, and some are oriented to political and social
change and some are not. Some are about teaching young people to sing and developing them as
human beings and don’t take overly political stances.”

Challenges and opportunities
AYCD has two main staff people: Phyllis Johnson, the faculty director of the concentration who is
the academic advisor to the students, and Garneau, who supervises the practicum aspect of the
program. In addition, Paul Teruel, Director of Community Partnerships, offers his expertise and
oversees CCAP’s role in the AYCD program. Other college staff and faculty play both management
and teaching roles in the program. Because the AYCD program is so young, staff are constantly “in
a mode of trying to establish some educational practices while also staying open to new
developments in a rapidly changing field.” Fitting into existing funding categories is a challenge for
CCAP and AYCD. The program is currently funded by foundations but is working towards
sustainability of funding from a variety of internal and external sources. “When the program
started, the idea was that the student tuition dollars would support things like teachers, desks, the
educational expenses of supporting a college. But we wanted students to be paid for their
practicum; what we believe on a basic level is that people should be paid for their work. […] If
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people have to work for free, the only people who we can have in the program are the people who
can afford to work for free. We need to have working class and low income people in positions of
leadership—not perpetuate a system where the cultural elite are running programs for people
with less resources.” Community organizations also receive an annual stipend of $5000 to cover
the time that mentors spend with students.
Finding and sustaining good faculty and community organizations can be a challenge. In terms of
faculty, there are limited numbers of experts in community arts who are available to teach for low
wages at a college level, and recruiting faculty of colour is a priority for the program as well.
Partner organizations must have the capacity to take on a student, which means there need to be
at least several full-time, stable staff present in the office. “One of the things about having good
and respectful relationships: they’ll tell us if they don’t have the capacity to take a graduate
student in a given year, they take that really seriously.” Over time the longevity of relationships
with practicum sites is benefiting both the sites and the program. As the sites “are getting settled
in and locked in […] they’re seeing students have a lot to contribute.” At the same time, Garneau
feels that relationships between the College and community partners “can be good and productive
and should be challenging” because of the fundamental power differential. “That relationship is
always going to be negotiated, but we try to benefit from each others’ strengths. The communitybased organizations are nimble, fast, in touch, on the ground.” Within Columbia College itself, CCAP
and the AEMM department have very different organizational cultures, but must communicate
successfully about the AYCD program. CCAP is “almost entirely grant-funded, externally funded. We
have different deadlines, timelines, we move at a different pace, we have different priorities. We
have accountabilities that [the department doesn’t have], and we may have a missionary zeal that
may not be shared by the upper levels of college administration.”

Values and outcomes
In terms of the AYCD graduate program, social change means “supporting an infrastructure to
allow community-based organizations to thrive and do good work.” In courses, “we deal with
subject matter like economic justice, immigration, gentrification, housing. But the other thing we
talk a lot about […] is valuing youth voice, valuing youth leadership, valuing community
development from the point of view of the people of that community, whatever it is, having the
agency to develop their own communities.” AYCD staff members are exploring their measures of
success, and are interested in seeing the success of their individual students, and the impact on
the field of community arts. CCAP brings practicum organizations together in part to create a
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network, so evidence of success might be collaborations between community organizations. If
students can contribute to the organizational capacity of their practicum sites, AYCD staff will feel
successful. “I think for me and other people there are challenges around knowing if we’re effective.
The program is very new; it’s challenging to be in the debate of ‘do you know you’re effective?’ Do
you judge the jobs students get? The work they do? The funding you get? The kind of people who
apply?”

B E E H I V E D E S I G N CO L L E C T I V E
Worker bee
Machias, Maine, USA., and decentralized throughout the Americas and Europe
http://www.beehivecollective.org

The Beehive Design Collective is a collection of loosely affiliated visual artists—worker bees—who
collaborate primarily to develop visual tools for communicating “the way the world works” and
explaining complex human, economic, and environmental consequences of globalization, with a
focus on North-South relations in the Americas and Latin American solidarity. The group began as
a mosaic mural collective, but is best known for its elaborate illustrations in poster format, each of
which takes about one year to research, design, produce, and then tour. Posters are attributed to
the Collective rather than to an individual, and are anti-copyright; others are encouraged to use
the Collective’s posters to educate about the impacts and complexities of globalization. In its sixth
year, the Beehive Design Collective is working on its sixth poster, a triptych called ¡Mesoamérica
Resiste! that depicts stories of resistance as well as the negative impacts of Plan Puebla Panamá, a
massive development project slated for the isthmus of Mesoamerica. The Collective works in deep
collaboration with a multitude of groups working on the same issues, resulting in a slow and
meticulous process of image creation that represents hundreds of stories on one piece of paper. In
addition to mosaics and graphics, the Beehive Design Collective is involved in local activism in
Maine.
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How the Beehive Design Collective works
Each of the Collective’s posters has developed through the same process. The Beehive Design
Collective identifies a large convergence, such as a protest or forum on a topic of interest, in its
early planning phases, and meets with the organizers of the event to discuss the creation of a
poster. Worker bees develop relationships with the organizing groups and, based on those
contacts, travel to gather stories from groups and individuals affected by or working on the issue.
From there, the worker bees incorporate stories into the design of the poster. The collaborative
nature of the work means that the illustration is shared with the people whose stories are
depicted, and feedback is incorporated into the art: “We’re just super-aware of resource extraction,
and mining other cultures for inspiration is something we talk about and try to be really
responsible about. It’s very on our minds and present all the time, and we put that into the process
as well as the work itself.” A team of 18 artists has worked on the current ¡Mesoamérica Resiste!
project, and 75 different groups and individuals in Central America have contributed stories or
edits. The Collective is dedicated to creating cross-cultural designs so that people in both the North
and the South can see their stories represented, embrace the poster, and use it in their own
organizing and education work. To that end, the Collective has learned to use images of animals,
plants or insects native to the bio-region to represent a story, rather than images of humans which
are more likely to trigger the viewers’ stereotypes. The posters are created for dissemination at the
convergence, and are strategically distributed so that thousands of people “can all take a poster
and go back to their town.” The Beehive Design Collective then delivers 200-250 presentations in a
tour, sharing the posters and the stories wherever they are invited to audiences that range from 15
to 300 people. Through this mechanism of engaging with communities, the Collective has
distributed 60,000 posters over the past five years.

Training and professional development
The Beehive Design Collective does not engage in formal training, but describes touring
presentations as rich with learning for both the worker bees and audience members. Attendees are
invited to share their own stories related to the issues, “so just being there you learn tons about
the way the world works.” The Collective is interested in establishing a residency program—an
“oasis” for artists or activists to come focus on creative, aesthetically engaging ways to talk about
social and environmental issues and make political art, “not just art where the political is added in
as subject matter, but a community strategy that is visual.” The artists-in-residence would live at
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the large Victorian home owned by the Collective, and have the opportunity to plug their work,
which would also be anti-copyright, into the Collective’s distribution chain.

Challenges and opportunities
Though the Beehive Design Collective describes itself as more of an ‘organism’ than an
‘organization,’ the Collective is feeling the growing pains of expanding demand and is working
towards developing more organizational stability. The number of full-time worker bees at the
central ‘hive’ in Maine fluctuates between two and six, with about 25 decentralized self-identifying
bees throughout the Americas and Europe. The bees volunteer their time to the Collective, and a
challenge for the Collective is to identify bees who have the political commitment and energy for
hard work, and also the resources and desire to work on art as a volunteer, without individual
financial remuneration or recognition. The Collective is funded almost entirely by earned income
from donations for posters and talks, and earned $119,000 in 2005. The bees see this as a strength
and opportunity; the Collective is flexible and self-sufficient, and not dependent on the caprice of
granting organizations. Half of the posters and talks are given for free, to high schools in the
United States and individuals and groups in Latin America. Being recognized and understood by
both the art and the activism worlds has been a consistent challenge for the Collective. “We’re just
not accepted, people say ‘there’s that group who makes posters’ and don’t understand there’s a
process, and we’re getting people’s stories, and it’s organizing.”

Values and outcomes
The Collective aims to create “visual tools that then take on a life of their own, mutate, crosspollinate, and other people adopt them and become storytellers” and to encourage people working
towards social change “diversify their tactics more and embrace more artistic ways” of engaging
with issues. The Beehive Design Collective knows the projects are successful when the people most
directly affected by the work feel compelled to embrace it and use it for their own purposes.
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B L A C K T H E AT R E W O R K S H O P
Rachael Van Fossen, former Artistic Director
Montreal, Quebec, Canada
http://www.blacktheatreworkshop.ca

Black Theatre Workshop (BTW) has existed as a Black theatre company, doing African diasporic
mainstage theatre, for 35 years. The company’s “very existence is geared towards social change in
the sense of equity and representation for culturally diverse and visible minority artists” and it
“Has always had a social mandate, which is greater, better representation, putting stories on stage
that are of and speak to Black audiences and artists.” Rachael Van Fossen—the founding artistic
director of Common Weal (see p. 62)—was the artistic director of BTW for almost five years. During
her tenure, Black Theatre Workshop began community-engaged programming through a largescale community project, several other projects, and the revival of Youthworks, a youth theatre
training program. The large-scale project was a ‘co-lingual’ collaborative community play, entitled
Shifting Ground/Créons un monde. Shifting Ground, based on a long period of outreach and
research with an emphasis on oral history, was about immigration and diversity among Black
populations in Montreal. “There’s a tendency to speak of ‘The Black Community’ but there’s a huge
diversity: French speaking Haitians, immigration from former French colonies in Africa, Englishspeaking African-Canadians from the West Indies, and various waves of immigration from the
[United] States. The intention of the project was to bring people from those populations together
for exchange and dialogue, which doesn’t happen very easily or very much. And we also wanted to
present this diversity, point out this diversity to the broader public.” Besides projects like Shifting
Ground, and a UNESCO-sponsored project about the transatlantic slave trade, called Sea Change,
Black Theatre Workshop mainstage productions have “incorporated opportunities for dialogue
with the audience.” The primary goals of Black Theatre Workshop, and in particular the
community-engaged projects, are threefold: 1. To create opportunities for Black and other artists,
and for “audiences of colour to recognize themselves on stage”; 2. To bring people together across
difference, particularly across generations; and 3. To create opportunities for people to identify
their own issues “rather than having these determined by government agencies, or social welfare
agencies.” Van Fossen explains: “A principle of this work is that the naming of what is going to be
treated in artistic content comes from within in the community. And the project itself should not
shy away from displaying difference on that level as well. Different perspectives, that’s really
important in this work, in that the projects bring together a multiplicity of perspectives around a
theme.”
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How community-engaged projects
at Black Theatre Workshop work
Van Fossen describes that in establishing relationships with a community important elements
include: taking time, orienting artists who are new to community work, listening closely to the
community, and physically working in the community. “We’d hold consultations with the director
of the Black Community Resource Centre or la Maison d’Haïti [about] what kinds of workshops
would be developed for their clientele. We would develop workshops tailored for that group or
population. That helps to develop a partnership with an organization; we provide resources, they
can identify what they want to do.” Van Fossen’s methods of working in community are influenced
by Paulo Freire’s Pedagogy of the Oppressed and the community play model from Colway Theatre
Trust in the United Kingdom. The Colway Theatre Trust model involves a steering committee made
up of community participants, so that the artists are not the only ones driving a project. Shifting
Ground had an Advisory Team for that purpose. The research for Shifting Ground involved a range
of techniques, from oral history interviews to image theatre workshops to archival research. Black
Theatre Workshop offered skills workshops in community settings, which were intertwined with
the research process; the theme of immigration emerged both from workshops and research.
When the play closes “there’s a feeling of loss” so Black Theatre Workshop placed the emphasis on
continuing involvement through workshops, rather than on the production itself, which Van Fossen
notes “in and of itself is transformative for a lot of people.” Mainstage plays involve audiences by
incorporating “reflection and dialogue.” There was “a particular mainstage show dealing with the
story of a slave who did not want to leave at the end of the Civil War and ends up in Nova Scotia.
We had audience members fill out questions that the play raised for them. And then with those
questions, we put together a public forum where some artists and some academics were invited
and paid honoraria to present pieces that dealt with these questions raised by audience. Questions
of identity, where is home.”
Community members played a wide variety of roles in Shifting Ground and other communityengaged projects, including planning, participating in workshops, interviewing and being
interviewed, creating and performing, providing feedback, sitting on the Advisory Team, and
participating in evaluation. Youth are involved in similar ways, though not on the Advisory Team,
and in addition they may participate in Youthworks, the training program. People who attend
performances have access to information about resources available in the community, and
information about the issues tackled by the project in the form of notes in the program.
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Training and professional development
Youthworks, the training program for young people, is funded primarily to train youth in
performance skills. “The program also takes a very organic, inclusive approach to training in the
sense that it has a mentoring component, so relationships between team leaders, instructors, and
guest artists, are considered really crucial to the youth experience.” Work is developed from young
people’s “stories and priorities.” Before Van Fossen’s tenure as Artistic Director, the program, called
the Young Performers’ Initiative, created a play based on young people’s interviews with their
parents and grandparents. The program languished from a lack of funding, and while Van Fossen
directed Black Theatre Workshop, she reinvigorated the program as Youthworks and built “a forum
theatre piece that toured to community centres and youth groups around Montreal.” Training
gradually became more central to the program, drawn largely on African forms of performance,
including storytelling. The UNESCO-sponsored Sea Change multidisciplinary performance also
involved Youthworks. Artists were commissioned to create work around the contemporary
relevance of the transatlantic slave route. The young people in Youthworks performed in a
choreography onstage, and mounted a display that toured with the show of photograph portraits
and texts from interviews they conducted with community members. “My aim was always trying
to integrate the various strands of programming. […] One of the aims of that project was to have
Youthworks working on stage with professionals.”

Challenges and opportunities
A reliance on project-to-project financial resources means that sustaining programs can be a
challenge. Shifting Ground was funded with a three-year grant; continuing workshops in the
community are now funded by the Department of Immigration in Quebec. Participants in a
community-engaged project number between 60 and 100. Including mainstage performances,
Black Theatre Workshop reaches between 1500 and 2000 audience members annually. Challenges
for the organization, particularly in relation to the community-engaged projects, include recruiting
participants, communicating the nature of the work to the arts community—”a huge challenge,
especially in Quebec”—communicating to funding sources, and fitting into funding categories. Van
Fossen emphasizes that burn-out is an issue for artists engaged in community as well.
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Values and outcomes
Van Fossen sees social change in Black Theatre Workshop as meaning “a shift in public and
institutional thinking about what diversity means, […] not just in terms of cultural diversity in the
arts but in terms of this idea of—this is especially true in the Quebec context—Eurocentric notions
of how things are done. […]A shift in how we consider diversity—that it’s not an add-on, that it
needs to be really fundamentally embraced with all the challenges that brings. That it’s vital and
fundamental to our ever-changing society. And that it’s not easy, it’s very difficult.” Black Theatre
Workshop works on fostering critical thinking, by creating opportunities to open up new
perspectives on a problem. For example, Shifting Ground included a new immigrant character
trained as a doctor who works in a factory: “The play then deals with what are the obstacles—
within the play people think that’s only natural [that he cannot work as a doctor in Canada]
because certification in Africa is different, you have to work up the ladder. Another perspective is
that it’s a waste of knowledge and skill, in a province with a desperate shortage of physicians, to
have a doctor working in a factory.” Identity and the impossibility of holding a fixed identity is also
a central issue in Black Theatre Workshop’s work. Again in Shifting Ground, there’s “a fantasy scene
where recent immigrants are climbing a boat to return to Africa because they are having such a
challenging time.” They are stopped by a bird who tells them that what was ‘home’ has now
changed; the play raises questions of identity and belonging. Visibility of diverse Black
communities is an important aspect of the organization’s work. The programs that engage the
community are “all geared towards bringing many voices to the fore, so they’re all geared towards
looking at a collectivity” and what it means to adopt behaviours that benefit society as a whole.
Black Theatre Workshop assesses its work as successful—particularly the community-engaged
work—through direct feedback from audiences, participants and community stakeholders. “On a
qualitative informal level, [an indicator of success is the] friendships that form among participants
[…] who would not ordinarily have opportunities to meet, and that includes artists as well.” The
organization tracks attendance statistics and engages in formal program evaluation. Part of the
Shifting Ground evaluation involved a reunion of community participants which asked what the
next steps were: “We were posing the question of what would people like to do now, now that
they’ve had the experience of being in the play and thinking about those issues.” From there, Black
Theatre Workshop began to facilitate what participants identified as their next steps. Though
difficult to measure, the organization is interested in increasing public discourse and the flow of
information in the community about the issues raised in the projects. Black Theatre Workshop has
had success over its 35 years in drawing attention to issues of equity in the funding of culturallydiverse arts.
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C E N T E R F O R A RT A N D P U B L I C L I F E A N D T H E B A C H E L O R O F
F I N E A RT S ( B FA ) I N CO M M U N I T Y A RT S , C A L I F O R N I A
CO L L E G E O F T H E A RT S
Sonia BasSheva Mañjon, Director of the Center for Art and Public Life, Chair of BFA in Community
Arts
Oakland, California, USA
http://center.cca.edu/ and http://www.cca.edu/academics/communityarts/

The Center for Art and Public Life opened its doors in 2000: “There was a group of faculty [at the
California College of the Arts (CCA)] who felt we were training artists who have no connection to
the community in which they live. It was very individualistic; students didn’t collaborate. So the
Center developed to say that artists need to work in community, need to collaborate with each
other, need to be involved as artist-citizens in society.” The establishment of the Center has created
opportunities for the wedding of community work with an academic, theoretical base, and has
also made the case that to become ‘expert,’ students need to have access to community-based
artists for a well-rounded education. Mañjon has created the Community Faculty Fellows program
to bring “folks who’ve been working in community who don’t have MFAs […] but have community
organizing, leadership, advocacy, [who are] self-trained artists” into the College to teach or coteach courses. Students in the BFA in Community Arts, and other CCA students who engage in the
community through the Center, tend to be visual artists, writers, ceramicists, architects and
designers who have the resources to attend a private college. Increasingly, CCA students are firsttime college students; historically the College has had a large base of transfer and second degree
students. The broader community, in which the Center is located and where the students engage
in community-based arts, comprises largely communities of colour, disenfranchised communities,
and invisible communities. At the same time, these are communities “that have cultural and
traditional artistic practices or that have really utilized the arts as a vehicle for social change and
for voice.” Mañjon came to CCA to start the Center with founding director Suzanne Lacy because
“the arts are a very powerful vehicle for communicating social issues and producing change, […]
and I think it’s extremely important that higher ed. institutions begin to see the possibility of
engaging in community and being a part of the community in which they exist and thrive.”
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How the Center for Art and Public Life works
Because of Mañjon’s long history in the arts in the San Francisco Bay area, she brings to the Center
a wide array of contacts in the community. In addition, “because of our mission we get a lot of
people artists and community members coming to us proposing projects.” A project with the
Tongan community developed when a faculty member at CCA introduced a Yale scholar to the
Center who approached Mañjon about collaborating on a project, and later became a scholar-inresidence at the Center. The Center then supported the project: raised funds, offered office space,
offered a venue for students not directly involved with the Tongan project to become involved
through classes. At other times, the Center will initiate a relationship. The current year-long project
with the Iranian community developed from Mañjon’s commitment to create a residency focused
on the identity of Iranian people post-9/11. The Center has a variety of programs in addition to the
artist-in-residence program and the Community Faculty Fellows program, including the SMART
(Subject Matter Art) program that prepares students for postgraduate teaching credentialing
programs, and the Students in Action programs. Students in Action provides opportunities for
students to acquire small grants for collaborative community arts projects, to have internships at
schools and community organizations, and to live in a dormitory community focused on art and
activism. A new community youth development project intends to support young people in middle
school and high school in becoming college-ready; the project is a strategy for supporting collegereadiness in disenfranchised communities, and also for laying the foundation for diversifying CCA.
A major project of the Center with the goal of fostering family and community infrastructure is
the 100 Families program. The Center is working in four communities in Oakland to produce art
with families. About 120 families have been reached in the first year of the program. After ten
weeks of artistic engagement in the community, an art exhibit is mounted. “we want people to
come out so they can understand what we’re doing and meet the families. Family members come
and their friends come and the community comes.”

Training and professional development:
The BFA in Community Arts
The BFA in Community Arts is founded in a service learning pedagogy that values the integration
of theoretical, classroom learning and real-life community experience. The program is also
historically grounded in other community-based art movements in the United States, including the
Arts and Crafts movement, the Chicano arts movement, the Harlem Renaissance, Franklin D.
Roosevelt’s Works Progress Administration (WPA) movements, the origins of the National
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Endowment for the Arts, and the proliferation of arts agencies and cultural centres in the late
1960s. “All of those movements of communities that have had very deliberate art forms [as] a part
of those movements is what I use as a foundation in teaching students and theory. It looks
different in different parts of the country and at different times.” The commonality across the
movements is the critical role of the arts.” Mañjon emphasizes a framework of collaboration and
partnership building: “once you don’t have that anymore it’s not about community arts.”
The BFA curriculum encompasses history, theory and practicum. When artists work in community,
they contribute “an understanding of art and how it can be used as a vehicle for galvanizing
energy” and a knowledge of how to bring people to the table. Having an education rich in history
and theory means that students have more to contribute when they go into their practicum where
“everyone is a learner and everyone is a teacher.” Tools for practice in community are also part of
the curriculum: “Students learn about resources and what it takes. ‘Art and Society II’ focuses on
grant writing, fundraising, networking; how do you sustain projects economically.” The student
body is made up of “two kinds of people”: those who come from privileged circumstances and
want to do good, and those for whom “this is about where I’ve come from; this is about my
community; this is a lifelong calling or passion of mine because I know what it’s like to grow up
and live in a community that doesn’t have access. Put those two together and it makes for a very
rich educational process.” Students who are not in the BFA Community Arts major have
opportunities to learn through the Center by applying for a Center Student Grant, or being a
Community Student Fellow. “Students can actually be based in the field they’re interested in. We
have painting majors who don’t want to major in community arts but want to know what their
options are as an artist to be connected with community: what is their relationship to,
commitment to, connection to the society in which they live?”

Challenges and opportunities
The Center is well-supported by the College: “A lot of times we try to leverage these human and
financial resources for community partners and our students.” When the Center began, its annual
budget was $300,000; now, in large part thanks to a $5 million endowment bequeathed by a
single individual, the annual budget is $1.2 million. After individual donors, the sources of support
for the Center are foundations, corporate sources, and public sector monies. “What I find is that a
lot of the partners we work with in the community, funding, that’s one of their major challenges.
We try and bridge that gap as much as possible by partnering and accessing financial and human
resources in partnership with the community because it opens doors for them. We have the
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privilege of having a Board of Trustees that can raise hundreds of millions of dollars.” The BFA in
Community Arts is a new program, with a cohort of 14 students. The Center serves about 300
students each year—the CCA student body is close to 1500—through courses taught through or
with connections to the Center, through internships and other programs. Recruiting students and
community participants for Center projects and activities has not been difficult; and finding artists
has not been a challenge either: “I’m in a whole sea of artists!” Sustaining students’ participation
has been more difficult, though the creation of the BFA in community arts has created a small but
stable base of students active in community arts. Sustaining the involvement of the community
and of artists hangs in the balance of having financial resources to support the work; with the
Center’s growth and financial success, relationships have flourished.
Transportation to the communities where the projects take place is a challenge for students: “a lot
of time we’re carpooling or picking up students.” The Center’s finding its place in relation to the
community, the College, and the world of social change organizations have been the areas of
greatest challenge. Because the Center is so new, even with a supportive administration, fully
integrating into the College is a long process. “A lot of people don’t understand, even people at
CCA, the connection between the Center and the College, why we’re here and what we do. There’s
a lot of fear around working with the community because community issues seem so large and
overwhelming.” Although the Center is well-funded, it is supported by soft funding, and is one of
two departments at the College that must raise 90% of its operating budget, “so the College really
hasn’t integrated the Center into its infrastructure. […]And that was one of my reasons for starting
the major, because that’s what really grounds us in the academic institution. We offer classes, we
hire faculty; that’s something that the College will have to support. We don’t raise funding for the
major or for the classes.” Projects that bridge academia and communities, especially communities
where people do not speak the same languages, always requires effort towards maintaining
communication. The relationships between the Center and the broader community are new; the
College is “celebrating our 100th anniversary in 2007, so for the college to be here a hundred years
and not have these sustained relationships with the community is a travesty.” The Center is “still
the new kid on the block, and sincerity can only be measured by time.” Finally, the Center is making
inroads into developing relationships with organizations focused on social justice and social
change: “I think it’s really starting to pay off now; we have direct links to the Department of Social
Services, Alameda County Office of Education, Oakland Parks and Rec[reation]. We’re transcending
the boundaries, and are really starting to come together to work together. It’s a slow process, and
still building.”
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Values and outcomes
Social change, in the context of CCA, the Center, and the BFA in Community Arts, means “really
creating a paradigm shift, a different way of looking at issues and coming to deal with issues from
a community perspective, and […] it’s a social movement, based in a collective of individuals and
communities.” For faculty and staff involved with the Center, “something important to all of us is
that we’re agents of social change, and we are very consciously trying to make changes, doing
things differently to produce different outcomes. We’re not here as ‘art for art’s sake,’ we’re all
saying things need to change. There are too many inequities […]. We’re very intentionally focused
on social change issues and social justice.” Critical thinking is fostered in classes taught out of the
Center when students meet for class in community settings. Classes that take place in the West
Oakland organization Art Esteem create awareness around, for example, “what is West Oakland?
Why is West Oakland seen the way it’s seen in the city? Who lives in West Oakland? Students
coming into CCA are told not to go to West Oakland, so I take them there.” These students also
spend time at a school site or organization in West Oakland working with an artist and children or
other community members. “At the end of the semester 90-95% of my students will continue to
volunteer at the site they were placed in. They come to understand there’s a lot of sociopolitical
and economic issues that go into disenfranchising a community.” The exploration of identity is
infused in the BFA curriculum; students explore their own and other identity issues through a
diversity seminar class and a diversity studio class (requirements of all CCA students), and studio
classes are available in a range of traditional cultural media.
Mañjon views the growth of the Center as evidence of its success thus far. Alongside the growth in
resources and increasing financial stability, students are increasingly coming through the Center,
“more and more faculty are coming to do a project through the Center, or teach a class through
the Center, and there’s been a tremendous community response. We get requests for more projects
that we can take.” Many students who have connected with a community partner through a
course or an internship with the Community Students Fellows program have remained with the
community partner, and “in some instances end up working for the community after they
graduate.” Some of the community partner organizations are now headed by alumni of CCA who
are now “working in community around social justice issues and social change.”
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C H A R N W O O D A RT S
Kevin Ryan, Director
Loughborough, Leicestershire, UK
http://www.charnwoodarts.com

Charnwood Arts is a multidisciplinary, place-based arts organization that has engaged in
participatory project work with communities since 1976. For the first 15 years of the organization’s
life, social change work was primarily focused towards changing educational systems “in the way
young people are involved in the arts, and in terms of creating opportunities for people who would
not normally associate, to associate in the arts.” More recently, Charnwood Arts has broadened to
effect change on multiple levels, widening participation and “contributing to a sense of identity
and equity” in the borough of Charnwood, an area of 120 square miles. The organization has
worked with a wide range of communities, from poor to affluent areas, and with all types of
communities defined by interest or identity. The focus is primarily on areas “with cross-ethnic
populations,” but Ryan exclaims “I can’t think of a combination, over time, of types or categories of
people we haven’t worked with!” Much of Charnwood Arts’ work is concerned with bringing
people and organizations together, and creating “opportunities for people to step outside of their
own comfort zone” and to have a venue for their voices. Ryan gives an example of how Charnwood
Arts works across groups to create access for individuals in their communities: “Today we ran a
meeting that brought together police, the Community Relations Council, the Health Service, Youth
Service, ourselves, with a sports worker to look at developing programming in local schools related
to crime and racism.” Charnwood Arts projects—usually over 50 in simultaneous delivery or
development at any one time—are mostly in partnership with other organizations and groups.
They range tremendously in content, art discipline, and lifespan. Projects last between one day and
multiple years, depending on their purpose and the relationships they are founded on. “I think over
the years that people who work for us even don’t see how big the organization is, entirely. Because
the network is very, very extensive; the organization is woven into the fabric of local life.”
Charnwood Arts is based in “a fundamental belief in the power and integrity of the arts to enable
people to grow, express themselves and their voices and stories. There is a fundamental belief in
the value of working with the arts collectively. A fundamental understanding and belief in
everyone’s ability to experience their own meaning through the arts, irrespective of their level of
skill or ability or disability.” Organizations like Charnwood Arts are needed because “they are
humanizing. I think they are explicitly related to the development of social equity. I think they are
about the democratization of culture and the arts. They are challenging—we’re a charity and have
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certain restrictions about being political, but there are lots of ways we can challenge the status
quo, and be responsive.”

How Charnwood Arts works
New Charnwood Arts projects develop when the organization is approached by individuals, groups
and organizations, and community members play a wide range of varied roles in Charnwood Arts
projects. “Every time it’s different. We don’t operate with a single way of working. The ways in
which people participate is unique to that particular project.” At times Charnwood Arts is
commissioned to engage with communities, although “that’s the kind of work we sometimes
refuse to be involved in doing, depending on what we find. If we have doubts about where that’s
coming from, we try to talk to the people first and if it doesn’t fit we don’t do it.” Sometimes
Charnwood Arts is approached by people who already have captured resources for their proposed
project; at other times the organization helps groups find resources. “A lot of my work has been
about connecting people to other people. We’ve got to a position where we see things, hear
things, are connected to things in ways a lot of agencies perhaps aren’t.” Most work develops out
of relationships that grow over time: it is “kind of viral thing, [it starts] with one or two individuals
and it expands organically.” Charnwood Arts has seeded many groups that continue working
beyond the initial project with the organization: “We were asked by the local authority to do work
with kids to paint a mural about a proposal to develop a piece of land in a very poor working class
area, environment not very nice. We thought we were being asked to do something a bit
reprehensible, so we went to talk to the young people and got them engaged in a deeper project
about what the local authorities and business were doing. So we started working in the street
with long pieces of paper, and people would come by and ask ‘what are you doing?’ After weeks of
working in this way we ended up closing the street for two days, engaged all the kids and got a
third of the residents in the area to meet with the planners. We helped set up a resident group and
five years down the line that group is still meeting. They have changed the plans for development
in the area, secured a park for the residents and changed how the local authorities and residents
think about planning for that area. All that came out of a project where we originally were asked
to supply a mural project with young people.”
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Training and professional development
Charnwood Arts provides a range of opportunities for staff to engage in professional development
and growth, including on-the-job training, professional development courses, personal research,
and engagement in staff skill share and meetings. At times external trainers are brought in to the
organization. “The critical thing for me is how well an artist relates to people, how well they work
with people, how reflective they are in terms of understanding people’s needs, [and can] shift to
other people’s experiences and ideas. These are difficult things to do in an isolated way through
training. So much that’s really important [is] experiential learning and about the dialogue you
have with that person.” Reflection is an important part of learning within Charnwood Arts, to
assess how project work is going on a day-to-day basis. Ryan formulated a year-long course at a
university five years ago, “a combination of arts management, participatory arts practice, and
combined arts practice. […] I think it was quite successful for those artists who had a strong
inclination to work in a participatory way.” Due to personnel changes at the university, the course
did not continue past the year, but “That was our greatest attempt to create [some sort of ongoing
training that is] more systematic.”

Challenges and opportunities
Charnwood Arts’ annual budget is about $1 million (CDN) on the books; additional money that
nurtures projects also comes through partnering organizations. The organization also assists other
groups in raising funds. The greatest source of income is government agencies, both national,
regional and local. Earned income and trusts are the next largest sources of funds. “In the way that
we’ve developed, we were very, very poorly funded up until the year 2000. And when I came to the
organization, we were turning over $40,000 a year. I came to close it down, actually, but I’m still
here! The strategy has not been to chase after project funding, but really to build up the core
funding. I put an awful lot of effort towards building the core funding. I hope we’ve got to a
position where we can sustain ourselves through the ups and down of political and economic
change.” Charnwood Arts has 16 staff members, nearly all artists, and seven of whom work full
time. Additionally, the organization contracts about 100 freelance artists each year. Each year
about 50 young people engage in voluntary work at Charnwood Arts through a variety of external
programs. The organization seeks to move people on to new opportunities, to support the
development and work of new artists. The number of volunteers fluctuates from year to year. “We
have a network of people we can draw on, and their work contribution is voluntary, not-for-pay. I’d
say a good couple of hundred people are in that network. […] I operate from that vision of actually
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being networked to many hundreds of people. So the involvement over time can be a lot higher
than it is visibly day to day.” Having a broad network of support allows Charnwood Arts to mobilize
new projects quickly and effectively. Charnwood Arts reaches 15,000-20,000 people directly each
year, but the true reach of the program is difficult to assess; the organization has internet-based
projects and other media projects like the South Asian arts magazine.
Because Charnwood Arts has a long history in the community and has re-invented itself multiple
times, a challenge is that “people have seen us five years ago, have a relationship with us that way,
and their expectation is that we’ve stood still, and we haven’t.” The organization has had difficulty
attracting capital support to find a better or larger space to work in. The “politics of place”
constrain the development of Charnwood Arts, which is located in a university town, and
relationships between the organization, local authorities, and the university can be challenging.
“They would almost rather develop something in their own image under their control than
support our further development. […] They don’t quite realize the value of what they have [by
having Charnwood Arts in the community] when it’s being recognized by a lot of other people,
including elements of their own organizations.” For example, Charnwood Arts has been developing
a conceptual plan for a space for the arts in the community. “The local authority have known about
that plan, the university has known about that plan, and I hear today the university is wanting to
work with the local authority to develop a participatory art centre in the town. […] There are often
problems around ideas of ownership in engaging with larger corporate concerns.”
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Values and outcomes
“The key thing that our presence is really about when we’re out there actually doing the work, is
dialogue. Really, the key thing about the work is the quality of dialogue. That dialogue is through
the arts or through being creative, or through reminding people one way or another that there’s
always choice. The ability to choose new ways of doing things or looking at the world” Charnwood
Arts is “very grounded in the reality of relationships we develop with people,” and that is a guiding
principle for the work. Ryan describes the balance of product and process in the organization’s
work: “A lot of the ‘engaged’ arts in the UK in the early days was about fun, so it was often seen as
poor quality from people on the outside. That argument about process and product, over time has
often resulted in high product values outcomes, but hasn’t overridden the importance of process.
[…] For every good product that comes out, of [high] aesthetic value, there are maybe 5-10 that
don’t have that wider aesthetic value, but have great integrity in the process. […] Art isn’t just
about the product, it’s about the process that leads to that product. Where a person is, in
relationship to you and the wider world and their emerging awareness of and confidence in what
they can do, is sometimes far more important than the product. Don’t get me wrong—products
and high value products can be very important in that too.” Engaging in community arts requires
flexibility “and that’s why core funding is very important. We said we’d do a play but we’ve ended
up with a book or a mural. How flexible are you with that? Because once involved in a process with
people, the emphasis might shift. […] The process may be freeing up people to associate with each
other differently, think about things differently, and not necessarily about the product.” Ryan
explains: “But when [you’re] involved with a product, who’s involved with that product? Who’s
involved with guiding the play to a more specific end? Where’s that process of engagement and
dialogue that gets realistic about using three colours to represent a million? Is that the role of the
artist representing the community? Or the role of the community? Does the artist step aside and
come back later? There’s a million ways of approaching things, and [what is important is] what’s
appropriate at a particular time. And who makes the thing? If it’s a film and there’s a hundred
people involved, what are the ways those hundred people are involved? So the art form also
determines to some degree how, when, why, and where people are involved. […] If you keep an
open and creative mind about ways people are engaged in the processes, you get a much vaster
range of outcomes.” Charnwood Arts projects are evaluated through feedback, reflection processes,
and at times also external evaluators. The organization pays attention to outcomes on multiple
levels: “We are effecting social change at different levels. Change ranges from individual life stories
to collective developments with small groups of people over time, to long term impacts on the
area. When we had our 25th birthday five years ago, people were coming and telling us what our
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impact had been over that time in a way we don’t normally see, the way the social fabric and
activities of the area in which we work had been transformed.”

C H I C A G O A RT S PA RT N E R S H I P S I N E D U C AT I O N
Arnold Aprill, Executive Director
Chicago, Illinois, USA
http://www.capeweb.org/

The Chicago Arts Partnerships in Education (CAPE) has worked on school reform through the arts
for 14 years. “We create long-term collaborative partnerships between classroom teachers and
professional artists, and encourage the teachers and the artists to become more engaged with
young people as thinkers and innovators. We are about returning teacher and student leadership
and innovation to public school systems.” The organization worked with inner city public school
teachers and students, predominantly in low-income, Latino and African-American communities.
Relationships between CAPE and a school are long-term, and a given school will have a
collaborating artist through CAPE on an on-going basis. Aprill describes why the work of CAPE
matters: “young people need educations that connect them more to real world leadership” and
“the creative class and the educating class have been […] too separated; [we are] reintegrating the
capacity of educators and creative workers.”

How CAPE works
CAPE focuses on teacher development: “We really believe in a local capacity building model as
opposed to a service delivery model. Teachers are the point of intervention. Often they don’t know
the community that well and aren’t from the community, but they are a significant liaison to the
community. […] We’re interested in leadership in the school that has a deep and wide connection
to the parents and the students.” CAPE only enters into relationships with schools that already
have “a pre-existing effective liaison between outside resources and the community. So we’re able
to have a strong impact very quickly because we build on the change capacity that already exists.”
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Schools are investigated carefully; the organization will only work in schools “that we’ve visited
and we believe there’s a critical mass for positive change” based on teachers’ already seeing their
roles as those of change agents. “We ask [the teachers] what they think kids need; we ask them
how working with artists will help them. We only will do it if they will spend significant time
talking with other teachers and artists, if they will document their work. We talk to their principal;
we talk to kids; we observe classes.” Adult artists and artist public school teachers co-create new
opportunities for young people, and youth “become the actual implementers of the program.”
Young people plan projects, create and perform, curate and exhibit work, and provide feedback
about the process.
The organization builds its theoretical framework to link the radical school reform community
with the arts education community. A number of important thinkers have informed CAPE’s work.
Paulo Freire has provided the understanding that “communities have an emergent curriculum and
that they need to be called upon to be aware of their own power to problem-solve.” Fred Newman
has found that children become engaged through intellectually challenging instruction “and the
poorer they are, the more challenging it needs to be.” The Reggio Emilio preschool program in Italy
has potent ideas about children and the arts: “kids are powerful and capable and need challenging
problems and aesthetically rich environments.” Project Zero, at Harvard University School of
Education, has linked the Reggio Emilio philosophy with the North American context: “They expect
teachers and artists to do extensive documentation of kids’ thinking processes and work in
progress and share it publicly. We’ve embraced that and it’s been radically effective.” Other
influential scholars have been John Dewey, Shirley Brice Heath, Ted Sizer and the Coalition for
Essential Schools, Jonathan Kozol, Deborah Meier (“The Power of Their Ideas”), and Gail Burnaford,
CAPE’s primary curriculum consultant.

Training and professional development
CAPE staff attend conferences, workshops and special events: “If the staff isn’t constantly learning
and experimenting than we can’t expect teachers and kids to. We’re constantly developing
curriculum, we’re constantly doing research. [We] are committed to exploration and professional
development is more networking and exploration than traditional training.” Artists who work in
the schools through CAPE tend to be cross-disciplinary artists focused on contemporary practices
and new technologies. The “absolute requirements” for CAPE artists are that they must be
interested in what teachers think, they must be interested in experimenting with their own art
form and they much be interested in “what young people will contribute aesthetically to their
work.” Artists with CAPE attend an ongoing symposium “on social change work in art and
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education, about creating a community and network.” New artists and veteran artists and teachers
attend different symposia. New artists and teachers attend—and are paid for attending—a series
of meetings: “We invest very heavily in teachers and artists being paid to plan together, not just to
deliver programs but to design them; collaborative design is at the heart of the work. New
teachers and artists are trained by veteran teachers and artists.” The symposium for new artists
and teachers focuses on methods of collaboration, methods of documentation, “sharing your first
flops and laughing at them.” Newer schools use CAPE’s curriculum as their base. Veteran artists
and teachers attend an “ongoing graduate seminar for everyone who participates, and everyone
becomes part of our research efforts. You have to become a researcher of your own practice, you
have to document and critique your own work.” The symposium for more advanced artists and
teachers is “more exploratory and experimental, and much more sophisticated,” and largely about
how CAPE develops as a research network. The symposia each meet five times a year, plus a
curriculum fair at the end of the year where innovations are showcased, and artists display
multimedia documentation of their experiments. Different programs at CAPE are convened in
different meetings, of about 30 people; there is a network of schools “that experiments on action
research in school, another on early childhood literacy development, another on dance, theatre,
and music teachers as leaders in their school.” Aprill notes that the clusters must develop from the
grassroots, where “the change agents are on the ground, otherwise it’s colonial.” The clusters must
be shaped “so that they are doing most of the leadership on the ground and have lots of
opportunities to document and share their work.” Once or twice a year CAPE convenes larger
gatherings of teachers and artists. In addition, CAPE tries to network with other organizations and
networks that are doing important or similar work. “We bring people together to talk about their
practice. [We have a] rhizome structure, about network and tendrils and intersecting
collaborations rather than a hierarchy.”

Challenges and opportunities
CAPE is a large-scale organization with an annual budget of over $1 million, and nine staff, eight of
whom are employed full-time. Approximately 50 artists work in the public schools. CAPE’s largest
source of funding is government, starting with the United States Department of Education. Other
monies comes from foundations, corporate sources, individual donors and fundraising, and earned
revenue through consulting. The organization’s resources are adequate for supporting CAPE’s
mission, though CAPE would benefit from a larger corps of volunteer staff, and a space for
exhibiting works, housing international visitors, archiving research documents, and hosting
workshops. CAPE works with 120 schools, most directly with four or five individuals at each school.
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Overall, 15,000 students are impacted directly through working with 500 adult teachers and artists
who are engaged with the programs. The students present work which is exhibited for the entire
school, so the organization reaches about 90,000 people annually through the work that young
people create. Aprill would like the school reform community to be more aware of CAPE’s work,
and similarly, would like to have broader public awareness and more attention from policy-makers.
Additionally, fitting into funding categories can be a challenge for CAPE.

Values and outcomes
At CAPE, social change means that “all learners, that includes adults and young people, have
equitable access to material and intellectual resources to make informed expressive choices about
their lives.” CAPE actively advocates for critical thinking, but Aprill critiques arts education
programs that only focus “on art being used to deconstruct power relationships. Without focusing
on art as a mechanism for kids to take action and actually construct power, critical thinking
becomes an intellectual exercise rather than real empowerment.” The teachers in the schools are
not necessarily “very radical in their political views but are very radical in their practice. I’d rather
someone be an innovator in bringing arts into the curriculum, [and] rethinking kids’ access to
community resources […] than someone be radical and bully their kids.” CAPE maintains a relatively
flat organizational structure: “One of our prime values is distributed leadership.” CAPE’s work
supports students’ critical thinking skills and identity exploration. Students at one school are
developing a media project and campaign to have asphalt at their school replaced by green space.
At another school, students created advertising images around racial, gender and class identity
that were distributed throughout the school and neighborhood on posters, leaflets and t-shirts.
CAPE’s projects often lead to broader community participation and social change work. “Third
graders at one school developed a campaign for looking at environmental abuse in the
neighborhood. They organized a clean up, interviewed people about their use of energy. It really
taught third graders that they have a responsibility for addressing the physical needs of the
community.” At another school, second grade students “recreated the school grounds in a model
and designed a playground.” The teacher told them if they wanted a playground, they had to form
a delegation and address the school principal; they did and were successful in having their
playground built.
The effects of CAPE’s work in the schools can lead to broader advocacy of the arts. “One of our
schools was feeling so good about the work their teachers were doing with artists that they raised
money to create an in-school gallery where the work is on permanent exhibition.” Through CAPE,
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“teachers go from feeling victims to becoming leaders and innovators in their schools, and that’s
on a consistent basis.” Other measures of success for CAPE include direct feedback from the
viewers of projects, and from students, teachers, artists and stakeholders in the schools and
community. CAPE has external evaluators to assess its work. The organization makes an effort to
publish articles and attend conferences to increase the flow of information about school reform
through the arts. CAPE is working towards public policy change.

C H I C K E N S H E D T H E AT R E
Paul Morrall, Director of National Training and Development
London, UK
http://www.chickenshed.org.uk

Chickenshed Theatre was founded in 1974 as a theatre company that “didn’t set out to make [social
change] a feature of our work; we just wanted to involve everyone in the performing arts. The way
we’ve done it, people use Chickenshed as a model for what the world should be like.” The
organization has a plethora of programs. At the forefront is professional company performance
work. There are six children and youth theatre groups in two-year spans, from Children’s Theatre I
for five to seven year olds up through Youth Theatre II for 15-21 year olds. Besides the professional
company, there’s an adult workshop company and also Tales from the Shed, a performance
workshop experience for young children under five and their parents. In addition to performance
companies and workshops, Chickenshed engages in education about the organization’s inclusive
theatre methods. Middlesex University partners with Chickenshed to offer a Foundation Degree in
Inclusive Performance, and Chickenshed also offers an accredited education course for young
people over 16, the BTEC National Diploma in Performing Arts. The organization runs summer
schools, intensive two-week training programs, and also corporate training days for businesses and
organizations “to show them that through a model of inclusive theatre they can become inclusive
in their organizations.” Finally, Chickenshed runs a national inclusive theatre training and
development program that seeks to seed new children and youth theatre companies in other parts
of the UK and internationally. It is “basically a training program to get ahold of arts practitioners
who want to work inclusively so they can set up their own companies. And we spend the first two
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years with them setting up and starting the company off, we train them and then they take over
the groups.”
Children and youth theatre programs are membership-based programs, and projects last two
academic terms, the first focusing on workshops, the second on rehearsal and performance.
Children and young people stay involved an average of seven or eight years; “there’s a lot of
children who come in at five and stay right through to 21.” The catchment area for Chickenshed is
half middle class and white, half economically disadvantaged and more ethnically diverse.
Inclusive performance and education are offered because “in England inclusive activity of any kind
is very much under-resourced […]. There’s quite a bit of money going into mainstream provision,
and special disability provision, but we consider those both to be labels and not much to be
inclusive work, which encourages everyone to work together and achieve together.” Morrall
describes what inclusivity means to Chickenshed: “Inclusion doesn’t just cover disability, it covers
whatever the community is that you’re in, your activities should reflect that community. And in
every community there are kids or adults who might be separated from their peers because of
perceived disabilities, and they shouldn’t be, so we provide activities that ignore those types of
boundaries. It’s been successful; especially the theatre that spearheads everything is really good,
and we say the inclusion makes the work artistically more excellent. The quality is really
important, and there isn’t that much theater that has both quality and inclusion.”

How Chickenshed Theatre works
Chickenshed develops its membership in the children and youth theatre programs by publicizing
activities and accepting applications. Higher education courses are advertised in the newspaper
and through networks. Audiences come largely from North London, and performances are widely
publicized. For outreach programs that involve seeding and setting up new companies, “in the
early days we approached the borough, the leaders of the [borough] council and the education
council, and ask, ‘Have you got inclusive theater in your borough?’‘Is there enough inclusive
activity in the community?’ And if they said no, we’d say, ‘Do you want it?’” Now Chickenshed tends
to be approached, and relies more heavily on its reputation to develop partnerships in new
communities. Community members are involved as participants in activities—” children and
teenagers and adults and students”—and as volunteers, staff, and audience members. Young
people in a children’s theatre group, “from both mainstream and special environments, […] take
part in workshops run by […] Chickenshed staff and performers and students. They devise their
own material, and that’s combined with material that’s devised for them, and they take part in
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performances as well as end-of-term open workshop types of things. And they’d be directed, they
have people choreographing them, and also helping them direct themselves.” Chickenshed,
alongside education programs and workshops, offers a range of resources to the broader
community, including teachers’ guides, contact lists for resources, booklets that outline the
organization’s methods for education and performance, and artistic resources such as songs and
scripts.

Training and professional development
“The bulk of our performers and teachers […] have grown up within the company or have been in
one of our courses and have gone through the system, so they’re very experienced in inclusive
theatre from quite a young age.” Chickenshed’s “structures are quite developmental, so by the time
they get to be 16, 17, 18, we know them very well, and they know us and the Chickenshed method
very well.” Chickenshed staff receive practical training through the education department. In
addition, staff attend training courses. A “more fluid and informal” mentoring happens when
younger staff join a department; they are “trained in job they’re hired to do and also trained to
extend their skills.”

Challenges and opportunities
Chickenshed’s staff number about 70, about 60 of whom work full-time for the organization,
including performers, directors, teachers, administrators and managers. There are 200 volunteers—
”we like to call them trainees; it’s not just giving up a bit of time, it’s learning something”—50 of
whom are young people under 21 years. The annual budget for Chickenshed is about £2 million
(British), drawn from education work which is largely government funded; outreach programming,
also largely government funded through schools and local authorities; performance and audience
generation; donations and fundraising; and finally membership subscriptions. In addition,
Chickenshed is funded by foundations and corporations. The organization reaches approximately
1,000 participants annually in activities at Chickenshed, and an additional 1,750 people across all
the outreach groups. At Chickenshed alone, the total annual audience is about 40,000. A challenge
at Chickenshed is recruiting an inclusive mix of people: “we don’t just want to take a first come,
first serve approach; you don’t end up with an inclusively balanced group of people.” It takes
careful communication and effort to create a balanced and diverse applicant pool. Chickenshed
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continues to work, through a great deal of marketing and publicity, towards building a wider
audience across the London community. Communicating an inclusive approach to the arts
community can be difficult; “The arts community and the education community are quite
pigeonholed in mainstream/disability boxes.” Similarly, capturing funding can be a challenge
because “sometimes funding organizations want short-cut definitions to get a handle on what
they’re funding. […] Funding is very much seen as either mainstream or special, in the arts and in
education. If you’ve got a cast of 50 you need funding for all 50, not just the ten that come from a
special environment.”

Values and outcomes
Chickenshed is “looking for an inclusive society, with all its organizations, activities, communities,
being open to anyone who’s part of those communities. Not open to some and closed to others. If
we engage in social change, that’s the end we want to look for, an inclusive society.” The
organization’s core philosophy is to build inclusive relationships, and that is enacted in the work:
“We tend to have a method for making sure when any individuals or groups come to the theatre
they see the need to include each other.” A root element of the training curricula, across programs,
is to create dialogue about “what do things look like at the moment, and how can the arts,
without compromising quality, create change in society.” Most artistic products at Chickenshed
begin with individuals “questioning themselves and their own perspective,” exploring their
identities. The organization works towards expanding its model and methods, so that people who
come in to Chickenshed have “an opportunity here where they can succeed, and trying to record
that success so they can take it to other places.” As an example, there are about 20 theatre
organizations that have grown from the National Inclusive Theatre Training and Development
Programme that aims “to replicate the Chickenshed philosophy in other programs, and use the
Chickenshed model as a model of change.” Morrall explains, “it’s almost like having an inclusive
artistic think tank: how theatre can effect those types of changes. And the outreach model is a
model of going out and discovering a process to make a permanent difference in their
communities.”
Chickenshed develops internal evaluation systems, and invites outside evaluation organizations “to
externally verify activities.” Chickenshed monitors feedback from audience members, project
participants and community stakeholders and attends to attendance statistics—”and look at ways
to be proactive to react to that type of monitoring to ensure the next production is better
resourced or better attended.” The organization attends to sustainability: “You know something’s
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been successful if people carry on coming, and when people are attending, are they fully engaged
in all the activities […]. We always adopt a team approach to everything, the impressions of a
team, which is fueled by regular pre- and post- sessions or activities meetings. [We have] lots of
meetings to make sure people’s impressions converge, or if they don’t, we adapt what we’re
doing.” Generating new partners or generating continuing funding based on a successful project is
positive evidence for Chickenshed. “If we can encourage new types of dialogue with people who
normally wouldn’t communicate with each other, we feel we’ve done a good job.” Morrall notes
that it is a challenge to create change in public policy, but that some boroughs have adopted
inclusive policies in direct response to input from Chickenshed. Just as critical to the success of the
projects is “whether people like the artistic product. We don’t compromise the art; we try to
synthesize the two things [art and social impact] as much as we can. If it has a lot of messages
and is boring as hell, no one is going to be changed by it. The artistic is at the forefront. Everyone
benefits really, from that kind of focus.” External evaluation organizations will “send verifiers who
come to shows usually anonymously and verify shows, and write reports, and those form the basis
of future funding activities. They’ll evaluate aesthetic quality, also how satisfied participants are
with their input, and how the audience feels about something. Also the relative cost of projects
and if it provides value for money. Those would be the main key factors. The other key factor is
does it make an impact in the community? Does it offer something unique to the community?
Does it seek to effect change? Does it successfully impact the community in terms of what it seeks
to do?”

CO M M O N W E A L CO M M U N I T Y A RT S
Marnie Badham, former General Manager(on one year leave of absence)
Regina & Prince Albert, Saskatchewan, Canada
http://www.commonweal-arts.com/

Common Weal Community Arts Inc engages professional artists and communities across the
province of Saskatchewan in arts across the disciplines, including theatre, sound art, sculpture,
storytelling, dance, film and more. The organization was founded in 1992 as a theatre collective
working on large-scale community plays. The first play “brought together First Nations reserve,
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town, and farming communities to talk about their history and who they are today, […] their
realities, economies, politics and culture.” In 1995, the organization decided to expand its focus
from theatre to a wide range of arts media. “It’s always evolving, it’s really organic. With every
project that we work on, there’s an artist with an idea and a community with an idea, and we sort
of facilitate them.” Common Weal works with people who do not have access to mainstream arts
nor a forum for their voices to be heard in public life. The communities that Common Weal works
in “define themselves to be marginalized, from youth to First Nations reserve [communities], to
women in jail, to people in poverty, to the queer community, to rural farming communit[ies].”
Projects vary in length; some are long-term and consistent over time “with a goal for the project to
become independent.” A Survivors writers group, originally in partnership with a street worker
advocacy project, has been running for seven years. Others spend one or two years in visioning and
planning, and then engage intensively in the community for several months, concluding in a
performance. Badham describes: “art has a transformative nature, especially collaborative art, in
community building and self-actualization. Where we live there’s a lot of disparate communities.
[Projects like ours are] one really great way of building community pride and cultural identity, and
sharing that with the rest of the world.” Because individual artists often do not have the
capacity—in terms of resources, support and training—to engage community projects, Common
Weal is able to extend access to organizational stability, resource development and project
management to support artists working with communities.

How Common Weal works
Common Weal has two artistic coordinators, one operating in the North of the province and the
other in the South, who have a wide range of community connections. The artistic coordinators
outreach to communities, develops partnerships with artists, community members, and
organizations that work towards social development and social change. Projects develop
organically, based on relationship building. Recently Common Weal has begun to market the
organization, not to start projects but to heighten the organization’s profile with artists who are
already connected to communities, many of them marginalized people themselves, and to
promote the mandate of social change. The development of projects is very collaborative and
responsive to the needs and interests of the artists and communities. Common Weal has
developed an internal planning tool to help the organization select projects, based on the
engagement process and organizational values. Once a project has been taken on, Common Weal
engages in community consultation and planning, walking the artist and community through the
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process together: “For example, I’m talking with a woman who works for a women’s correctional
facility, and she said ‘oh, we have a literacy program, but it would be great for women to do their
own writing.’ Then a few weeks later I am visiting with a storyteller and writer, and say ‘hey, let’s do
this together.”
Common Weal works in close partnership with community—usually human service—
organizations: “there’s always a partner who has some kind of support. We need counselors from
the beginning when we’re at a methadone clinic; there’s someone there trained to deal with
issues, because it is not the artist’s responsibility.” Common Weal leverages the assets of
partnering organizations to make sure needed resources, such as the presence of counselors or
access to venues, are available to the community during project development and workshops.
Community members serve in a wide range of roles in Common Weal projects, including planning,
recruiting, participating in the creation or performance of art, providing feedback and participating
in follow-up evaluation of the project. In communities in which members have economic barriers
to participation, Common Weal is sometimes able to pay a stipend or cover costs such as
transportation, child care or food. The theoretical base that drives Common Weal is a grounding in
popular education—Paulo Freire’s philosophy—and community development theory, as well as the
community play model, although the mandate has shifted to community-engaged art across art
disciplines.

Training and professional development
Artists that engage Common Weal projects must have a high commitment and sensitivity to the
community in which they will work. In addition, they must be able to demonstrate their artistic
skills through their past work and experiences. At the same time, Common Weal is interested in
bringing in and mentoring emerging artists, who are often paired with a more experienced artist
for their first project. “The training is the mentorship. There’s a certain amount of orientation we
do around the history of the organization; we [show videos and share] projects we’ve done, what
the community learned, successes and challenges.” The organization recently developed a book,
Artist and Community Collaboration: A Toolkit for Community Projects, that walks an artist or
community through the different steps of community-engaged art, from community planning to
dissemination of the work. The book is based on stories from organizations that have been
involved with Common Weal projects, and it includes worksheets and reflective exercises that
support artists and communities in visioning and decision-making around their community arts
projects. Badham would like to provide opportunities for Saskatchewan artists to come together to
share “their skills and assets.”
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Challenges and opportunities
Common Weal has three staff members, all artists: Badham and the two artistic coordinators. In
addition, contractual staff fall into three categories: 10-20 professional artists in residency or on
short-term contracts, about three project managers who provide administrative support and
community consultation to projects on the ground, and about 10 apprentices, who are either youth
or emerging artists or cultural workers. The apprentices often come from community projects
“because the people we work with are our greatest resources.” Since it is a challenge for one
person to have both the skills for community engagement and artistic merit, Common Weal builds
capacity by partnering artists, project managers, or apprentices, depending on their specific skills
and a project’s needs.
Common Weal’s annual budget is approximately $400,000, almost entirely from government
sources. The organization is beginning to think about other sources for generating revenue,
including foundations, corporate sources, individual donors, and opportunities for earned income
through the sale of products that develop from projects. “Sometimes the community wants to get
it out there, so we’re just starting to do that.” At other times, Common Weal must consider
“sensitive nature of project, so we have copyright agreements and want to protect communities
that have been traditionally exploited.” All performances have a pay-what-you-can policy. Common
Weal projects benefit from a great deal of in-kind support from community partners, particularly
in staff time and space. Approximately 3000 community members participated in Common Weal
projects last year, with a broader reach of about 10,000 people as audience members or viewers.
Common Weal is challenged by a need for capacity growth. There are few staff members to
coordinate projects in communities across Saskatchewan, there is a need to develop a stronger
theoretical base, and there is a need for constant and ongoing training. “The more successful we
are, the more demand there is. We don’t have the ongoing capacity.” In order to handle the
demands on limited capacity, Common Weal is developing a tool “about how to make ethical
choices according to our values. […] Every relationship, partnership that we develop we want to be
meaningful and have impact.” In addition, challenges include sustaining artist participation,
communicating with the broader arts community, transportation for community members, and
fitting into funding categories.
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Values and outcomes
For Common Weal, social change means the opportunity for individuals and communities to “be
empowered to make positive social change” and “to promote understanding between either
themselves and general public, or between two potentially disparate communities.” Through
creative work, participants and communities experience “personal and community empowerment,
realizing there are options outside what they’re currently experiencing, mobilizing others to think
about change, even if it’s on just a personal level of other [people] in their community, or on a
larger scale.” Projects cover a wide range of issues, from the environment to poverty to labour
issues. “Two years ago, the Grasslands Project was a huge dance project, all the top modern
dancers from North America were there collaborating with the community around rural and urban
identity, and loss of agriculture for our culture. It was during the BSE—mad cow [disease]—crisis.
We were in a town where 70 people live, and there were over 1000 people there for the project.”
Identity and critical thinking are important components in Common Weal’s projects: “Everything
we do is about community identity and how people want to be represented.” For example, the Proz
Anthology was a project that involved “mentoring filmmakers with a group of current and past sex
trade workers doing video projects to explore and promote their own identities beyond just their
trade.” By partnering with human service organizations, Common Weal creates opportunity for
advocacy, such as the Thinking Out Loud Theatre group, a “theatre project was a 6-month, full-time
intensive theatre training project but also cultural and life skills training project.” Through
participation in a Common Weal project, community members become more visible in the
community: “A lot of the community partners will engage with the participants beyond the
projects. For example, the City of Regina Social Development Committee, after seeing a
performance, asked a young underemployed Aboriginal woman with young children [to sit] on the
Social Development Committee.”
Badham emphasizes that “a commitment to higher artistic merit in community-engaged art [is]
definitely very important in our work.” She adds that the community’s “engagement with the
professional artist is really important in the work we do, both in terms of artistic merit but also in
offering alternative role models in the community other than human service workers.” Another
important role that Common Weal plays is as a bridge “to connect these communities that are
often in the margins or disenfranchised to the larger public to speak about who they are, as well as
to the mainstream art world. There are two levels: the actual project engages with the
community-based partner and Common Weal, and then dissemination of the work goes to the
broader public [including] the mainstream arts community.”
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Common Weal has recently started developing an outcome-based evaluation model for projects.
The organization reviews and analyzes feedback from participants and audience, attendance
statistics, media coverage and continued or new funding, and continued engagement in the
community, among other measures of success. “Above and beyond community outcomes, the
individual was something we often overlooked as outcome: individual engagement and
transformation and participation, and personal creativity and expression, personal engagement
with community—participation for people who have barriers, so we know projects are a success if
they’re involved. Also for the artist, an outcome of increased understanding of community is
important as well as increased profile of them as an artist and their work as well.”

CO M M U N I T Y A RT S P R A C T I C E C E RT I F I C AT E , FA C U LT Y O F
E N V I R O N M E N TA L ST U D I E S , YO R K U N I V E R S I T Y
Deborah Barndt, Professor, Environmental Studies, Associate Dean
Toronto, Ontario, Canada
http://www.yorku.ca/fes/programs/bes/certificate.asp

The Community Arts Practice (CAP) Certificate, a new certificate program at York University, is a
collaboration between the Faculty of Environmental Studies and the Faculty of Fine Arts. The 24credit CAP certificate is for undergraduate students in the two faculties, and is also open as a
stand-alone certificate for people who have already completed a bachelor’s degree in a related
field or have relevant work experience. Upon completion of the program, learners will have
developed a social analysis and artistic skills in a range of art disciplines, and have worked towards
integrating their analysis with their creative process. Learners in the program gain experience
facilitating and organizing collective art projects. Undergraduate students are involved in a
capstone activity in their fourth year, applying their learning in a community context. During that
year students work in a community organization, either in Toronto or potentially through an
international internship in Los Angeles, Mexico, Nicaragua or Panama. Finally, learners participate
in the University’s annual Eco Art and Media Festival.
The key goals of the certificate program are to foster students’ artistic skills, deepen their social
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analysis, and help them learn to work in collaboration with others towards social change. Barndt
explains that community arts are important for many reasons: “To counter a notion that art is only
for professionals and experts, for consumption in a market economy. We need to reclaim art as a
capacity within ourselves. To tell our own stories, make visible our lives, express our identities, our
struggles. [That capacity is] an integral part of life that in many ways has been denied us, and
community arts counters that and reclaims the capacity we all have. It’s also really critical to
education and activism. Education that only works at an intellectual level doesn’t engage people in
profound way. Activism that isn’t connected to people’s daily lives, feelings and own stories is also
not effective. [Community arts] brings a lot to both education and activism.”

How the CAP Certificate works
The CAP certificate program was developed to build on the strengths of the Faculty of
Environmental Studies and the Faculty of Fine Arts and to offer students the opportunity to
benefit from the strengths of both faculties and develop the analytical, artistic and collaborative
skills for community arts practice. Students enter the CAP certificate program in the second year of
their four-year degree, taking a second-year introductory course, Community Arts for Social
Change. Barndt teaches the introductory course, which presents theory and issues in community
arts in different social and historical contexts, and demonstrates the integral role of communitybased arts practices in social change. Barndt’s syllabus lays out four key elements of community
arts practice—collaboration, creative artistic practices, critical social analysis, and commitment—
and describes how each of these elements are integrated into teaching and learning activities in
the course. Students write weekly in-class writing activities, ten-minute papers reflecting on a
question that relates to the reading assignment for that day. They take on a responsibility for
developing a classroom community, such as bringing food, developing an arts-based opening ritual
for each class session, researching a case study of community arts practice to share with their
peers, or documenting the course using drawing, photography, video, and comments from
classmates. They also keep a journal of their reactions and experiences in class and in the field, and
completing a final assignment that can be a research paper on a community arts project, a project
proposal or a field experience. Evaluation is participatory and involves the instructor, teaching
assistant, collaborating groups, and the students themselves.
In total, students take 18 credits of core courses, including: Foundations of Environment and
Culture; Crossing Boundaries; The Artist as Activist and Educator; a Preparatory Workshop in
Community Arts in year 3; and a Practicum/Seminar in Community Arts in year 4. The third year
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preparatory workshop includes discussion of the ethics of community arts and issues around
funding community arts projects, and students begin to negotiate their fourth year practicum
experience with community organizations. In addition, students take six elective courses from the
Faculty of Fine Arts or the Faculty of Environmental Studies. Students from each faculty are
encouraged to take their electives in the other faculty. A sample of the electives students might
take include Mural Painting, Latin and Caribbean Popular Music, Racism and Environmental Justice,
Arts Administration, and Social Movements, Activism and Social Change. The fourth year capstone
activity involves hands-on experience in a community-based cultural production; students work in
a community organization—locally or internationally—and are mentored by a community artist.
The CAP Certificate program has a community advisory group that includes representatives from
some of the community organizations that take interning students. Students are involved in a
wide range of community organizations and projects. The organizations and projects may be
neighbourhood- and place-based, or focused around issues of identity, such as ethnicity or
sexuality. Some are based on particular social, economic or environmental issues. Some
organizations run popular theatre groups, spoken word or performance groups, mural programs,
arts programs for homeless youth, and other kinds of community cultural activities.
The CAP certificate program makes an effort to create a community of learners. Students come
together as a cohort: a group of students who enter and proceed through the program together.
The entire body of CAP certificate students is also involved in community-building activities
through occasional meetings, involvement in the annual Eco Art and Media Festival, and
presentations by visiting community arts practitioners and scholars.

Challenges and opportunities
In the first two years that the introductory course has been offered, approximately 90 students
have taken it. Students attracted to the program tend to come in as artists already. A cohort of
students has not yet completed the certificate program. The CAP certificate program is housed at
the Faculty of Environmental Studies, and resources are shared across both faculties. Most of the
certificate’s courses already existed before the program was created; only the introductory course,
the preparatory workshop and the fourth year practicum course were created for the certificate
program. This permitted the program to leverage resources already in place in the two faculties.
The third and fourth year practicum/seminar courses are co-instructed, and those instructors also
serve as coordinators for the program.
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The Faculty of Environmental Studies “has always had a space for alternative ways of knowing and
communication.” Since Barndt has been the associate dean, the Faculty has moved into a new
building. “I’ve made a project out of the new building. We’ve had a task force of 40 students […]
who’ve started seventeen projects including a large mural project […] transforming space into
place.”

Values and outcomes
Bardnt describes her evolution in the field of community arts, including her early community arts
work in the 1970s using photography and social documentary with literacy programs in Peru using
methods devised by Brazilian educator and activist Paulo Freire. A common thread in her work is
the desire “to democratize media.” She explains that her work with photography involved “really
trying to put the camera in people’s hands for documenting, creating materials, telling stories that
could be used” towards social change. “I think the photo story production became a medium for
me over a decade, how do you work with people and transform their stories into a photo story.”
Barndt describes her values and motivations for engaging in community arts: “The arts tap all
aspects of us, [they] touch our hearts as well as our minds and bodies and bring us more fully into
whatever we’re doing, and [arts] have the power to really inspire as well as provoke: both more
critical thinking and more effective ways of responding, [taking] action. [The arts provide] ways to
connect people as well as to learn from the differences among people.” The CAP certificate
provides an opportunity for students to learn to engage in practices that democratize art and
emphasize collaboration.
Although the CAP certificate program is too new to have many known impacts, students have
responded positively to the introductory course in the program. The Faculty of Environmental
Studies has a history of successful collaboration between students and faculty members in
community arts. Barndt and her master’s students decided to create a book compiling their
experiences; Wild Fire: Art as Activism, published in 2006, is built on the work of 21 contributors
from the Faculty’s master’s program.
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CO M M U N I T Y A RT S T R A I N I N G ( C AT ) I N ST I T U T E
Roseann Weiss, Director of Community Art Programs and Public Art Initiatives, Regional Arts
Commission
St. Louis, Missouri, USA
http://www.art-stl.com/CAT.cfm

The Community Arts Training (CAT) Institute’s first year of training artists and community
workers/social service providers to engage in community arts partnerships was in 1997. Housed in
St. Louis’ Regional Arts Commission, the non-certificate Institute provides the 16 participants each
year—eight artists and eight community workers—with five two-day sessions from November to
March, plus lab assignments and readings. The sessions cover a range of topics, including research
and evaluation processes, creating and sustaining partnerships, negotiation, conflict resolution,
diversity and identity issues, creative process, and more. Because of the range of topics, all
participants are likely to spend some time on familiar ground and some time engaged in new
ideas; for example, artists are comfortable discussing creative process and social service providers
have experience with evaluation processes. Participants may be new to the field of community arts
or they may want more guidance and support in their ongoing work. The CAT Institute also offers a
variety of opportunities for alumni of the Institute. The Institute works to foster the development
of community arts partnerships in St. Louis because of the belief that the arts can make social
change, can be a vehicle for changing individual lives, and can give people voice. In addition, the
CAT Institute plays an ethical role in training artists to work in community: “You can do a lot of
harm if you don’t know what you’re doing, you can create animosity instead of creating
community.”

How the CAT Institute works (Training and development)
The CAT institute recruits students through relationships with alumni of the program and with
social service organizations, as well as through e-mail discussion groups and by sending press
releases to media outlets, particularly those targeting St. Louis’ immigrant and low income
communities. Potential participants must be nominated—and they can nominate themselves—
and applications are due from interested nominees in September. St. Louis is rich in immigrant
groups, and is 51% African American in the city and about 18% in the region; “it has all the
problems many American cities have, all the prejudices and problems of racial inequality; Being
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able to work within the African American community is really important.” Crossing the racial
divide in the city to bring in participants from the African American community and immigrant
communities is a critical goal for Weiss. The Institute maintains a cohort of 16 participants: “you
want to keep it small enough to create relationships, but big enough so people can actually do
things.” The CAT Institute curriculum incorporates the concept of multiple intelligences and
theories of how people learn, both in content and in how the sessions are constructed. “I make
sure there’s lots of exercises, breaking into groups, demonstrations. For instance, in the creative
process [session], they all make art. And what I love about [the instructor of that session] is she
takes people very quickly inside themselves and outside themselves to make art. We also do a
community building exercise: take junk objects and use these to make a model of an ideal
community. This is an exercise to spark discussions about ideal communities and the arts roles in a
community.”
The faculty members of the Institute group participants into teams of three or hour people to
engage in the lab project. Lab teams are deliberately constructed to be interesting collections of
people who can learn from each other, balancing artists and community workers, and considering
participants identities and past experiences. The lab project involves proposing a community arts
project and working through the steps of developing the project, writing reports to the CAT
Institute faculty throughout the process. The team must do research: speak with community
stakeholders in the community they have chosen, identify a group with which to work, and
consider how the collaboration will unfold. “They can come up with something that’s real or
something imagined. We don’t want you to have any restrictions on what you can do. If you tell
people it’s real they start thinking about why it can’t happen. The job in the lab is to create the
best possible community arts project you can—that lets them [use] their imagination. Usually
they come up with something feasible and programs come out of it.” Weiss noted that teams
make clear to the community that they are doing research for an assignment: they “talk about
what the CAT Institute is, that in the future they might love to do [the project], but for now they’re
just doing research.” The team must also complete a mock grant proposal to the Regional Arts
Commission. “I had a group last year that met and met and talked and talked, and were never able
to complete the lab. Which is OK, too. Because you’re going to be working with people dissimilar
from you—that’s OK, it was a learning process for them. That’s why we do the labs, it’s a chance to
fail.” The process and the learning in the lab project is more important than the outcome.
CAT Institute alumni are invited to continue their involvement with the program and develop a
network of relationships. The CAT Café is an opportunity, four times a year, for alumni to come
together, snack and chat about ideas, collaboration, and problem-solving. The CAT Café uses “Open
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Space Technology” in which participants can write a topic on a piece of paper on the wall, and
people who are interested in discussing it join the conversation. A new Summer Institute offers the
opportunity for alumni to return for professional development workshops. Alumni are also
brought back into the CAT Institute as special guest instructors, and alumni feedback on the
Institute helps shape the curriculum.

Challenges and opportunities
The CAT Institute has five staff, including Weiss, none of whom work on the Institute full-time. One
of the lead faculty members was one of the CAT Institute founders, and has been teaching in the
Institute since the beginning. Weiss notes that it is important to her that the social identities of
the faculty are diverse and reflect the identities of the participants and the community. Guest
instructors include alumni as well as arts organization lawyers and accountants who teach about
contracts, budgeting, and negotiation. “I consider the alumni faculty. I pay all faculty, but alumni
when they do presentations don’t get paid; I tell them it’s their fee, because the program is free. So
it’s an interesting camaraderie.” The CAT Institute is well-supported: adequately funded with a rich
pool of alumni volunteers and a new building in which to meet. Not including Weiss’s salary, the
CAT Institute annual budget is between $25,000 and $35,000, and covers contracted faculty,
honoraria, notebooks, paper, photocopying, and food for participants. The Regional Arts
Commission pays for the CAT Institute. The CAT Institute also recently used a grant from the
National Endowment for the Arts. A grant from the Nathan Cummings Foundation to Intermedia
Arts in Minneapolis is permitting Weiss and the Regional Arts Commission to partner with this
organization’s community arts training program, the Institute for Community Cultural
Development (ICCD), to develop training opportunities in other communities using technology.
“Community arts is a global movement; people working with arts in communities in St Louis could
be talking with people in South Africa.” The greatest challenge to the CAT Institute is making the
applicant pool more diverse: “Though I always have many more people than I can take—we always
have 60 applications—I want to make the pool bigger, want to make sure we’re reaching the
people the work needs to be done with. The racial divide is huge and its sometimes hard to cross
that divide. My job and my mission is to cross that divide and make sure people in the
communities are getting into the CAT Institute.” Finding creative ways to convey ideas to 16 very
different personalities during the sessions can be challenging; the notion of communication is
central to the work of collaboration and partnership. Weiss is working on publicizing the CAT
Institute, not only to arts organizations and social service agencies, but to the community at large.
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Values and outcomes
Engagement in the arts is an important aspect of social change, through giving voice to people. “I
think that’s a step towards democracy.” In addition, the arts drive economies, creative economies
require people “to think freely and creatively,” and yet arts education is being cut from schools;
“We’re cutting out a whole group of people who won’t be part of the future once again because
we’re not allowing them to take part in creativity.” The CAT Institute does not model a particular
approach to engaging in community: “You don’t go into community as some kind of great gift to
them, you are collaborating with them. We don’t emphasize one way of doing art in community
more than the other. Doing something with people in which they are also making the art is what
we emphasize more.” The CAT Institute has not used external evaluators because “we don’t allow
people to sit and observe part of the institute. Alumni are always welcome. Because stuff comes
out and people need a safe environment in which to do things, and that’s hard if someone’s
observing.” However, the Institute teaches participants to use surveys for evaluation, and faculty
evaluate the Institute the same way: “I talk a lot about evaluation being incredibly important, and
that you don’t know where you’re going if you don’t know where you’ve been. I preach pre-survey,
mid-survey, post-survey. […] Narrative is [also] a valid form of evaluation.” Weiss considers her work
successful if she’s “making more and more inroads to various grassroots organizations, and
hav[ing] people from those organizations participate” in the Institute. Other measures of success
include informal feedback, involvement from people in new communities, and involvement of
alumni. The CAT Institute has had a significant impact on community arts in St. Louis, where
“almost every arts organization in town wants to do community work or education” and the St.
Louis Art Museum “will not hire an artist to do […] outreach unless they’ve gone through CAT.
[…]Among people who know what it is, it has value.” At the same time, the value placed on CAT
Institute training has its drawbacks: “It’s one of the reasons why I want to expand it or maybe do
more than one class a year. You want it to have this reputation but you also don’t want to make it
exclusive.”
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CO M M U N I T Y C U LT U R A L D E V E L O P M E N T P R O G R A M ,
V I C TO R I A N CO L L E G E O F T H E A RT S
Sue Clark, Head of CCD Program
Southbank, Victoria, Australia
http://www.vca.unimelb.edu.au/ccd/

The Community Cultural Development (CCD) Program at the Victorian College of the Arts offers a
Master’s degree and a Post-Graduate Diploma in Community Cultural Development practice,
engaging “artists/animateurs and communities in a process of participation, transformation and
9

self-determination.” The program commenced in July 2005, and is now working with its second
intake of students—and is in the process of forming a new unit at the college as The Centre for
Cultural Partnership. The new Centre as a network organizational model will create opportunities
to extend the programs of teaching and learning, research and field-based partnership projects.
Students comprise a diverse group across all art forms, and most students have had some
experience working in community-based art practice. The study programs “certainly focus on
collaborations between community and artist, and there’s a strong emphasis on building creative
capacity, addressing social agendas and social change. It focuses on the social and developmental
changes that take place within arts and community collaborations, and about how community
culture is expressed, explored, interpreted.” The CCD courses use a “learning model of inquiry,
which is very much about students being given lots of opportunities to frame questions which
then triggers their learning.”
Sue Clark differentiates the CCD Program from programs at other institutions: “We’re encouraging
ourselves to really dig deep into the intellectual fiber of what we’re doing. So many of the courses
that I looked at are procedural: with an emphasis on how to manage a project. And we obviously
talk about project management, but that’s not all we talk about. We examine charters of human
rights, including cultural rights and peace agendas, and how policy can lead and inform program
developments. We pose ‘If you as a student were to write a bill of rights, what would that look like.’
We do a lot of thinking about the diversity of intellectual models and theoretical frameworks,
including cultural theory, social theory, leadership theory, and participation models. The depth of
the curriculum we offer is action-based, and that means we are constantly applying theory to
practice as applied research and ethics, for example. And as reflexive practice we model the cyclical
processes of reflection and review, the notion of praxis. We see research as fundamental in what
we’re doing. At every stage, students are engaged in research.”
9 From the program’s website: http://www.vca.unimelb.edu.au/ccdabout/
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The CCD Program is also working to develop an online learning component in the Master’s study
module that examines research models for CCD practice. In addition, the Program is exploring
community enterprise as business development models with the Brotherhood of St. Laurence, an
organization that is “well known for their social research innovation. This encompasses artists
exploring the means to establish cooperative business structures, so that artists can stay
independent and not ‘limp’ from project to project.”

How Community Cultural Development Program works
“Most people who want to employ artists in community-based activities believe it’s important for
artists to be very clear about their specific role as an artist, knowing how they’re going to work
collaboratively with community, also being aware of the developmental stages in their creative
methodology.” The CCD study program is based in pedagogy of inquiry and action research.
“Students test their thinking in small groups, as individuals, in large groups, and in their journal
diaries, it’s all about framing questions. Learning how to focus inquiry. When the students first
enroll, many of them write long involved questions, but over time that certainly changes.”
Students also learn to identify research models that are designed specific to each community
context and situation, to build an information management system to manage the breadth of
interdisciplinary material, and to present their work in a range of ways, including visual and digital
formats. In their journals, students “‘monitor and map’ what’s happening in their thinking each
week, what they research out of class, and what they find useful in books, helpful websites, and all
the resources and experiences that inspire them. A ‘mapping’ of all that’s happening to them
means they chart the lessons they’re learning and identify what they still need to learn.”
Students are involved in a “reflexive ‘building block’ process. They start at the beginning of the
course by creating a hypothetical project concept within a chosen community concept in order to
establish a project plan. Then as each module progresses they build another layer.” Master’s
students engage directly in a field-based research or arts project; Diploma students work through
a hypothetical project, though these projects can often come to fruition. When the students “talk
to people about their ideas to gauge interest and/or test reactions and broker and/or negotiate
partnerships, they suddenly find that people get inspired and find money for the student/artist to
actually do the project.” Part of the students’ leadership role is to mentor or train community
leaders, as a “generative leadership approach” that will allow community cultural development to
continue when the visiting artist is gone.
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Students in the CCD Program undertake study models such as CCD Theoretical Frameworks,
Cultural Development Policy Paradigm, Brokering Cross-Sectoral Partnerships, New and Innovative
Models and Praxis in Community Cultural Development. For their community projects, students
tend to develop relationships with organizations that respond to their interest in community,
whether that is a geographic community or a community of identity or of specific interest. Each
module of study has a reader, which includes case studies of local organizations that students are
able to visit, and at times ongoing relationships evolve out of those visits. “It’s a process of working
out where the students’ natural passion and creativity can best be positioned and resourced. And it
is about believing in the organic process of dialogue with people that can move from ‘dreaming
up’ ideas together, processing well-framed questions to arrive at fresh insights and new
opportunity.”
The CCD Program brochure (available on the program’s website) “has been a very important tool
for starting conversations with people.” Student work and digital storytelling web-films are also
posted on the CCD Program website.

Challenges and opportunities
The staff who are working in the CCD Program are teachers and researchers. Besides Sue Clark,
working at present only three days each week as the Head of the CCD Program, there are two
other lecturers, Lachlan MacDowall and Michelle Evans, who each work one day a week, and there
are sessional staff who come in to teach specific modules of study.
The next challenges are about transmitting the teaching and learning in new and innovative ways
and extending the scope of the curriculum. Clark expects that the Centre for Cultural Partnerships
will expand the range of leadership courses and the breadth of research projects engaging both
local and global partners. This will also demand expanding the core staff. “We’ve really worked very
hard, and you can’t go on working that hard forever! We’ve got to make a model that’s going to be
sustainable, not one that will have people in burnout. We have to consider how to take up the
offers being presented, how we strategically manage our growth, so we don’t overcapitalize, or
take it too far too quickly.”
The CCD Program is intentionally mentoring young teaching staff and sessional staff members “so
we have a succession plan” in place for when the core staff, and Clark in particular, retire from
teaching. Financially, although the public funding area for the CCD sector is experiencing
difficulties and a form of decline, “the philanthropic sector is stepping in because they see and
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understand the need for this sort of work as social equity. They’re providing funding for CCD and
they witness first hand the value of the arts.
The CCD Program has received funding for course development, field-based research, publication
production, and for student scholarships through a variety of funding partners. Locally, partnering
organizations and practitioners are also supporting the work: “they offer to stay with us mentors,
work placement partners and critical friends.” The CCD Program hopes to host an international
conference in 2008 or 2009.

Values and outcomes
As the CCD Program developed its curriculum, the faculty was told “in different ways that it’s very
important that artists become well-equipped facilitators of community processes that assist in
collaboratively identifying and clarifying cultural values and ethical frameworks. The people we
were speaking with surprised me, because they said ‘but don’t over-train your artists, because the
very thing that the artist does is that they come without being too over-professionalized, they
come with their own unique creative spirit, which is playful, active, experiential and engaging.
Because of this, they can create new dialogues that no one else can”. I constantly remind myself
and also the students, that we mustn’t lose sight of this fact: that artists stand for a form of
freedom! An open and inclusive type of freedom!”
In the CCD Program student projects address a wide range of public policy areas, including health
and well-being, housing, palliative care, youth issues and alternative schooling, indigenous and
other geographic and rural communities. Many students are interested in the “area of social justice
and social change. This is the students’ shared vision, that’s where they come together. They want
to make a difference, they want to work with people through creative means. The emphasis is
about social justice, and the focus is often on the communities that are fragile and/or
disenfranchised.” Students have facilitated the establishment of an East Timorese choir, with a
“refugee community living around a public housing estate, and in another public housing estate
there is a Chinese choir of 150 elderly people that is now touring regionally and has been invited to
sing at Parliament House here in Victoria.” A Master’s student working in a palliative care program
has established a ‘museum of memories’ that incorporates ‘domestic objects’ such as an old
refurbished chest of drawers that becomes filled with creative artifacts that residents in a hospice
have collected or created. “You could see a dress packed away in a drawer, but when you pick it up
you find notes or letters that add personal memories or poetry or drawings about it, you might
find a scrapbook that also tells you a bit more about the person, the family, the situation. The
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elderly people of the hospice also plan to become storytellers, as they are thinking of taking their
domestic form of a ‘museum display cabinet’ out to the community and there they will tell their
stories. Suddenly you can well imagine there will be children sitting at their feet wanting to hear
about their wedding dress, or whatever ‘memory object’ they have discovered. And we all come
alive!”
Although the CCD Program is very new, evidence of success lies in the tremendous interest from
students, communities, and sources of funding that the program has received. Some corporations
and government organizations would like their personnel to be trained through the CCD Program.
New sources of funding have been captured, and the Program is developing into its own unit at
the College. Students, while networking in the community and working on their projects, are being
offered work while they are still in the program. Student projects are growing and attracting
interest and attention, such as the invitation to the Chinese choir to sing in Parliament. “We’re still
doing evaluation, and we’re fine-tuning each module as we go. […] I think our model of teaching is
really well-worth [our] analyzing, and that’s hard to do yourself. So I’m starting to talk to people,
I’ve put in a plea for a form of evaluation where we can have people sit and watch us and help us
isolate what’s happening.”
The first part-time delivery of the CCD course with six modules over a two-year period will be
completed in July 2007. “We’re still undertaking evaluation, and we are refining each module as
part of that ongoing process of review. I know that our model of teaching is really working well, as
evidenced by staff and student evaluations, but there is always room for more fine-tuning. So
often objectively analyzing and evaluating the teaching and learning objectives and key delivery
elements and detail is hard to do. So, I’m now talking with experts in the learning models of
inquiry. I’ve put out a plea for a form of evaluation where they can sit and objectively observe us in
action, and help us isolate all the strengths, weaknesses and key elements, and recommend
additions to this productive way of working.”
Although the CCD Program is very new, evidence of success lies in the tremendous interest from
students, communities, and the sources of funding that the program has received. Students, while
networking in the community and working on their projects, are being offered work while they are
still in the program. Some corporations and government organizations would like their personnel
to be also be engaged in training sessions through the CCD Program. New sources of funding have
been captured, and partners both local and global have expressed interest in collaborative projects.
The CCD Program ‘is witnessing that there is a place in each of us, whether student, teacher or
community member, that is the source, the wellspring of our highest values and greatest creative
vision. This place is not a physical location. It is the space that exists between and in-between our
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experiences, our thoughts, our relationships and our sense of belonging to our communities and
our universe. We all become alive when we reclaim the living evolutionary nature of our vision!”

C U R I O U SW O R K S A N D T H E M I G R A N T P R OJ E C T
Shakthi, Director and Facilitator
Sydney, Australia
http://www.migrantproject.com.au/

CuriousWorks is a new multidisciplinary arts organization, and its first major project, the Migrant
Project, began in 2005. The project and organization have grown “organically” from Shakthi’s
interest in connecting with other artists. The Migrant Project will last two to three years in all, and
will have two final outputs: a touring show and an interactive multimedia recorded experience, for
DVD and television. As part of the Migrant Project, artists are producing mini-projects related to
their personal stories, community stories, and heritage stories. The stories are premised on the idea
that Australia is a migrant country—even the indigenous culture was a nomadic culture—and that
there’s a concept of moving and traveling “in our culture, but we don’t look at that.” Finally, a
program called Reason brings together two very different youth communities, from Eastern and
Western Sydney, that would normally not have the opportunity to meet. The art—primarily film
and music—that emerges “is a product of those communities meeting.” The program is an
exchange in which artists have the opportunity to see the world of the young people, and youth
have the opportunity to gain production, theatre and other skills, as well as to visit the world of
the artists. There have been three shows as part of the Migrant Project: two development shows
and a major season in March 2006 involving a visual installation, five live musicians, two singers,
and seven performers. In Australia, Shakthi explains, there are many projects and performances
where a single cultural group presents its art forms, which “brings a perspective we don’t usually
see.” However, the Migrant Project is a response to contemporary issues by reflecting and
exploring what happens in the city of Sydney, where cultures are “constantly bumping into each
other” to “look at a world that’s not about tolerance, but what happens when [different cultures
are] engaged with each other.” The work is not about bridging two worlds, which is the way
migrants are traditionally framed, but about the overlaying of global and local, and the
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intersection of cultures and identities. “Trying to categorize it in simple binaries doesn’t work
anymore, especially with the younger generation.” Important to the artists involved in the Migrant
Project is the diversity of audiences that attend shows and forums. The forums, which take place
every second performance and are facilitated by the younger artists, are “not about talking to the
artists after the show, but using the show as a springboard for talking about the issues of the
show.” They draw people from particular cultural communities interested in the issues, where
“they meet all these other communities, art forms, cultural and artistic traditions that are different
than what they’re used to.”

How CuriousWorks and the Migrant Project work
The Migrant Project grew from Shakthi’s contact with a diverse range of artists over dinners and
discussions about values and interests. Shakthi then “tabled all those ideas into a manifesto. Each
person who becomes involved reads that and responds to it how they want to, each artist will
come with their own set of goals.” For the first 18 months of the project, new artists continued to
join the project, and artists are involved in many different ways in “a collaborative process.” For
example, a young Anglo-Celtic cellist created a personal monologue about his family’s coming to
Australia as miners and missionaries, “to mine the land and convert the people,” and his
relationship to “the land and the city.” His cello music is woven into the text. Another artist, of
Chinese and Australian background, researched and interviewed Chinese writers in Australia, and
threaded their narratives together into two people’s stories, “but all those stories are the real
stories of these people.” Community members are not performers in the major shows: “It can be
daunting for them to get up on stage, but they’re involved in the film and music, and their
movements inform the artists so the artists can become bodies and voices for all these untold
stories.” For the young artists, the Migrant Project has been a critical opportunity to “open up the
ballpark of what’s possible” in their careers by having an opportunity to be paid to create and
present work based on their own stories and to “be challenged by someone else’s story.”
The major shows are site-specific works, taking place on a “significant site that represents a
contested space,” to “reclaim that space in the public’s imagination.” The ‘stage’ or the screen, in
the case of the multimedia DVD, is a representation of the city. The final stage will be at Hyde Park
Barracks, one of Sydney’s earliest surviving buildings. The location was the home grounds of an
indigenous tribe, then the structure was built as a convicts’ barracks, and was used as a migration
house, an asylum for the old and infirm, a temporary gaol cell, and is now a museum. “So all the
layers of history are built into the space, and in the show we’ll tie in some of the stories that are
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actually from that building.” The show will be developed and filmed at that site, and concerts and
film screenings will take place there. “We get closer to our goal—no one really knows what’s going
to happen when they turn up to the Barracks, a film or a show.” Shakthi explains that the Migrant
Project is breaking the boundaries when people come to a performance expecting to see a display,
“a culture on stage”, because the audience will come not knowing what they will see: they “will
just see people telling their stories, and those people can’t be categorized easily.” The Project
serves to challenge organizations and institutions as well as individuals’ perceptions: “Cultural
diversity is one of the key priorities for what the Council for the Arts wants to fund, so we try to
challenge their notion of what cultural diversity is, [by] not having goals that seem to tokenize
cultures.” Similarly, the Project “becomes a tool for putting things in the paper that would never be
in the paper” and engages the mass media to “challenge their notions and they challenge us as
well.”

Challenges and opportunities
Shakthi is the only staff member in CuriousWorks; he is not yet ready to “give back on such a big
scale” by being tied to rent payments on a space, supporting a staff, and being constrained as the
head of “an established organization.” The Migrant Project has had 32 artists as contractors and in
total about 45 collaborators directly involved, including the 20 youth in the first Reason project.
The “lines between artists and non-artists blur.” All the artists are involved with other people in
their process of creating mini-projects, so indirectly at least 100 other community members have
been involved. About 75% of the artists and participants are under the age of 25, and participants
range from five to 44 years. The audiences for all events combined have totaled about 2,000. “One
of the main reasons we want to make a DVD, which will be on sale at the final live show, is to have
a permanent record, get it to schools [and] community centres” to reach a much wider audience.
The Migrant Project has received $20,000 in funding through government and philanthropic
funding for the arts, though the project cost so far is about $200,000 when in-kind donations of
rehearsal space and rental equipment are considered. “When you have a young group no one’s
heard of doing something they’d consider ‘weird,’ it is harder to get money.”
Shakthi and the artists of the Migrant Project are committed to ethical principles that make it
challenging to partner with organizations, including funders, who may not be interested in deep
exploration of the issues that the project tackles. “Community impact is very important now to
businesses for a variety of reasons, and getting people more engaged with democracy [is] kind of
trendy and important and supported. It’s a minefield of stepping where you want to step, doing
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what you want to do.” The Project seeks to enter into meaningful partnerships and “do things in a
way that reflects why you’re doing it.” In addition, finding ways to make the projects sustainable,
and to continue supporting youth, artists and community members in building their skills, is a
challenge without an infrastructure that “requires constant money coming in, and constantly
describing to people what you’re doing.” Because of both the process of collaborative exchange
and the issues that the project tackles, working together with such a large group of artists, “the
disparity of opinions and voices in such a fragile, vulnerable atmosphere,” can be difficult. Working
in the community can also be a challenge, though one that is ultimately the reward: “you don’t
want to present yourself as going there to help them, but they might see you as that. It’s a kind of
quiet, friendly resistance. And then [to] understand eventually how much they’re opening your
world also […]. That’s how exchange happens.” Finally, constantly staying “in the grey area”
between the romantic idea of all cultural groups “getting along” and the demands for
assimilation—” learn the language, get on board, play sport and eat sausages”—is challenging.
The Migrant Project artists work to stay in that grey area for themselves, and then for the
audience.

Values and outcomes
Social change, for CuriousWorks, “is just trying to bring things into contact that don’t usually come
into contact,” and creating spaces for discussions that are important to people and do not usually
take place. Shakthi maintains that different sectors of and institutions in society play a different
role in creating change, and if an artist or an arts organization wants to change laws, it requires
partnering with institutions in society that have that role. Yet “no change can happen without
dialogue” and “the arts is about constantly finding wonderful and legitimate ways of celebrating
that’s not exclusive and alienating, challenging communities, being subversive, creating dialogue.”
If there could be a world without borders or boundaries, Shakthi states, “the arts would be doing
something about the importance of having borders!” The Migrant Project is doing this work by
challenging prejudices and opinions, telling “untold stories of the city,” and finding sustainable
ways to do it. The arts can create “situations that don’t normally occur, creating freedom for
expression, and dialogue that wasn’t there before […] It’s a long term thing, but for the people
involved, there’s definitely change in their lives. It’s done that for me, and it’s done that for
everyone else in the project.” Although the Migrant Project and CuriousWorks are so new, some
artists and collaborators from the Migrant Project are engaged in new “side collaborations,”
evidence of success for the Project’s goal of creating a new community.
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D E PA RTM E N T O F DA N C E , B OY E R CO L L E G E O F M U S I C A N D
DA N C E , T E M P L E U N I V E R S I T Y
Karen E. Bond, Ph.D., Associate Professor and Program Coordinator, Master of Education in Dance
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, USA
http://www.temple.edu/boyer/dance/

The Department of Dance at Boyer College of Music and Dance emphasizes “the role of dance,
broadly speaking, as a vehicle for personal, cultural, and social change.” Situated in a marginalized
community in North Philadelphia, “there is always a lot of opportunity here to be doing
community-affective works.” The Master of Education in Dance program, which offers
concentrations in Cultural Studies and Dance Education Studies, creates opportunities for students
to work in the local community. “I think a lot of the students attracted to our programs become
sensitive and aware of possibilities for taking dance into the community.” Temple University has a
highly diverse student body, and “from the start had a mission to educate motivated youth
regardless of financial or social backgrounds.” Dance faculty reflect the University’s mission: “most
of us are committed to social action through the arts.” Professor Kariamu Welsh has developed a
pan-African technique that is taught at Freedom Theatre and other local community venues.
Merián Soto’s choreography and performance integrates elements of her Puerto Rican identity
with influences of popular culture and American concert dance. A graduate student is researching
how to advocate for dance for African American young men. Bond sees her role as facilitating
students’ experiences with dance and in the community; “I see my own teaching as a form of
social action.” She works with both doctoral and master’s students, and also teaches a popular
undergraduate course, Dance, Movement and Pluralism, offered by the department for twenty
years, that engages students “in a consciousness-raising experiential inquiry” into questions of
identity and difference.

How the Department of Dance works
Community-based projects, involving students from undergraduate to doctoral levels, tend to
develop in partnership with existing community organizations and schools. Most graduate
students in the Department of Dance are engaged in the community at some point in their
program. Bond asserts, “You can’t live in this place without being affected by what’s going on
around you.” For three years, Bond has been involved in bringing dance to Meade Elementary
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School. “This year a doctoral student is doing a research apprenticeship there, and an EdM student
is doing her thesis project with first graders, blending dance and literacy education.” At the end of
a community project, parents and families are often invited in for “a sharing of participants’
accomplishments… we want to help advance family communication.” The Dance, Movement and
Pluralism course is a University core course, open to students outside of the Department of Dance
with four sections per semester. Students in the course meet twice a week for 80 minute sessions
to explore “race, ethnicity, gender, class, and other social constructs through dance.” Bond sees the
course as a microcosm of pluralism, an opportunity to build community in the classroom. “We
work with metaphor a lot. Every action has potential meaning in the larger scheme. What does it
mean to stretch your body, and your thinking, and your heart.” Much of the work has “a strong
performance component. If you add a performance element to a process-oriented course, it just
lifts it.”
“The programs all emphasize the importance of finding personal voice within the group. There’s a
strong component of self-study as the basis for authentic praxis. ‘Let it begin with me,’ or however
you want to put it. Students have reported quite profound changes of direction in the Pluralism
course: ‘I started out in advertising but I now feel that’s too superficial’—people change their
majors. Through discourse on ethical pluralism, a clarification arises that ‘we have to stand up,’‘we
have to contribute.’ And the basis for that is self-empowerment within a social context. A lot of the
experiential work I do highlights kinesthetic qualities of empathy, intersubjectivity, and
illuminating personal style as a basis for clear communication. I challenge students to articulate
their intentionality, their philosophies of teaching, of being in the world. We’re trying to look at the
big problems, the ambiguities, where right or wrong disintegrate, where we’re faced with the
impossibilities and hopes of the world.”

Challenges and opportunities
The Department of Dance has nine full-time faculty, at least half of whom are “directly involved in
outreach activities” in the community. In recent years new fine arts faculty have been hired
primarily on the strength of their “choreographic abilities and performance background.” The
department’s culture of engagement in communities may rub off on new faculty members as well
as on students. The Department has approximately 100 students in four degree programs. Much of
the community outreach work is concentrated in the graduate student population, both on a
short-term and long-term basis. Most opportunities are for volunteers; occasionally community
organizations are able to offer small stipends to students. Lack of resources is a challenge for the
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Department, with associated burnout. “We’re only just starting to think about getting foundation
grants and funding ourselves. Our Center for Research in Dance Education is working towards
capturing grant money. If I can establish a better funding base so I can do more systematic
evaluation of projects, I’ll do it, but in the meantime I stay in a local, intimate space, mentoring
students, creating links with schools, and doing research that helps me to understand what dance
means to the people we serve.”

Values and outcomes
Bond sees the meaning of social change, in the context of the Department, as “a dynamic
construct. In the positive sense, I see social change as working towards a more ethical global
community, with a more equitable distribution of resources, more of a genuine pluralism. In my
course, I am working very consistently to create that. So I’m very systematically going through a
process of social developmental experience and integration. My wish is for many students to feel
at the end of fifteen weeks that they are friends and co-workers who could go out and contribute
to the community.” Social change also means ecological sustainability: “This may sound very New
Age, but if we keep over-utilizing resources, we could get to a place where we become pure
consciousness, when the planet can no longer support us as corporeal entities. And, yes, I think we
would still be a dancing species!”
The Department of Dance is strongly rooted in cultural studies; Bond’s own background is in the
social sciences as well as dance: “My theoretical framework is phenomenology, humanistic
sociology, feminist pedagogy, and dance, the arts.” She describes the range of theoretical
perspectives in the department: “we’ve got a healthy kind of discourse. At our faculty meetings,
everybody talks at once! We’re all different colours!” Faculty, students, and the department as a
whole have evolved experientially and theoretically through engagement in community projects.
“We really are our projects in the world, we are what we do. These projects happen in a social
context. Just thinking ahead: the wonderful qualities, the best qualities of feminism, of aesthetics,
of ethics and communitarian valuing, are coming together in community arts movements. I talk
about that with my students and it helps me feel optimistic.”
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PEGGY DIGGS
Independent Artist
Williamstown, Massachusetts, USA
http://www.williams.edu/humanities/pdiggs/

Peggy Diggs is a teaching artist, working in and between the Arts and Humanities departments at
Williams College, a highly competitive small liberal arts institution offering four-year bachelor
degrees in rural western Massachusetts. Her teaching includes undergraduate courses such as Art
of the Public and Art and Justice. Diggs’ art practice is diverse and has been community-based for
about 18 years. “My own work tends to be not medium-specific, but user-friendly formats to carry
unexpected messages for that venue.” Her projects range from working with a group of ten
homeless women in Chicago to collaborating with incarcerated men to develop design prototypes
for small living spaces to designing artwork on domestic violence that was printed on milk cartons
to reach an audience of two million. “They come about through working with a marginalized
population, either concerning a skill that they have that the general public may need, or they may
be asked to say something to the public that the public ought to know.” Diggs’ projects tend to be
discrete and last up to one year, and the community participants are not generally involved beyond
the end of a project. Diggs aims to “be part of the cultural, social, political infrastructure in some
way. And I find the tools I have available to me are largely art tools, so decided to put my art work
at that mission. […] If you send out a junk mail postcard to all the inhabitants of the city, but it
comes from very discouraged teenagers at a local high school that are furious that all the jobs
have left the town, you might be apt to pay attention to the junk mail postcard in ways that you
wouldn’t if it were on the news.”

How Peggy Diggs works
To establish a new relationship for a project, Diggs’ tends to approach someone who knows the
community or is a part of the community and shares her interest. “I may say something like ‘I’d
really love to be able to talk to you as someone experienced in living on the streets, or having
survived severe abuse. You know something now that the rest of us don’t know.’ […] Generally my
overarching motivation is finding out what people’s expertise is and how they feel it could be
useful to the public at large. They always know what to say to that, and they’re usually excited to
be a part of it.” Often her projects originate with an invitation from an organization, and other
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times, such as with the prison project, she applies for a grant. As an individual artist, Diggs often
collaborates with arts organizations for access to grants or entrée into a community. The process of
creating art varies from project to project. For the milk carton project, Diggs engaged in research
on domestic violence by reading and then “interviewed everybody from detectives to women
living in shelters,” after which she designed her message for the milk carton and found a dairy to
produce it. For the prison project, Diggs commutes to a maximum security prison every few weeks,
where the prisoners are “working on designing a piece of furniture for living in tight spaces.”
Participants in Diggs’ projects are generally compensated; “even the prisoners are paid, this is the
top job in the prison and they make 51 cents an hour.”

Training and professional development
The undergraduate students in Diggs’ courses come from a range of disciplinary backgrounds. The
students’ projects—which are not directly related to Diggs’ own work—last no longer than a
semester, and Diggs finds that students are reticent about engaging in community outside the
college. “The emphasis on individuality is sacrosanct. And yet, having said that, they’re still very
intrigued by thinking in broader social terms, but when it gets right down to it, they don’t really
want to do it.” Diggs provides examples of assignments and activities in her courses: “In Art and
Justice we analyze found images, first assignment is bring in three images you find, one of which
typifies ‘America,’ one which typifies ‘the Right,’ one which typifies ‘the Left.’ We put them all
together in categories to see how we’re defining our terms. Then we explore issues of beauty in
relation to ethics and justice, looking at art and photojournalism and photography.” A major goal
of her work with students is to foster the development of critical thinking skills, and she values
when students take a critical approach to seeking out the truth and source of an issue before
starting a project.

Challenges and opportunities
Diggs’ greatest source of support for her own art projects is foundations, often through an
organization that initiates the project and invites her to participate. Most of the projects are low in
budget, under $10,000, and some significantly below; the milk carton project was funded with a
$1000 grant to Diggs and the dairy paid for the manufacturing of the cartons. Funding for her
projects “always cover[s] materials and supplies, but inevitably I make zero money, and that strikes
me as enormously, profoundly wrong.” Projects average 50 participants in their making, and
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audience ranges dramatically depending on the project. Diggs finds that communicating her work
with the arts community and with funding sources can be a challenge. Funders “tend to ask social
work questions like what are your measurements for how you know if it succeeds. I refuse to
answer those questions, because I don’t feel that latching onto another system’s way of measuring
things is the way to go.” Funding sources also value sustained participation by the community in a
project, and Diggs does not share that value: “there are a lot of assumptions about what’s
important in art, and one of them is ongoing-ness or sustained contact or permanence, and I don’t
know why we think that’s important. […] Seems to me things that are transient or temporary and
hit-and-run can be as interesting and as important and as relevant.” Diggs feels like “an anomaly”
in that her work is more solitary than other artists’ creating community-engaged work, and “would
really love to do more collaborative work, […] partly just for the feedback and conversation, but also
more could be done if there were more folks involved.” Getting “input and reflection” from
professionals in other domains, particularly those with expertise in the area of a project, can also
be a challenge because of the many demands on their time: “For my project on disaster, from
which Readiness emerged, I tried meeting with nutritionists, social workers, and doctors in New
York. Informational meetings are rare; in the end only an emergency medical person met with me.”

Values and outcomes
“My overarching goal, which I think is a realistic one, is to provide opportunities for people to
question their own assumptions about groups of people and talk it through with other people,
because I think it’s in talking and concretizing our thoughts about something that we are apt to
discover our own values and apt to consider changing or refining them.” For Diggs, a central issue
is what people want to say and how they would like to be heard, and her work creates spaces for
marginalized voices to be heard. In addition, by approaching people “who have been thrown away”
by society for their expertise, Diggs hopes that her community participants generate a greater
awareness of what they have to offer to others. To assess the success of her projects, Diggs relies
on direct feedback from participants and viewers of the work, on the extent of media coverage,
and on opportunities for future partnerships or funding. She also pays attention to when “weird
things happen, like after my milk carton project I was called by someone on Capitol Hill and asked
to come and testify to a subgroup of the House Judiciary Committee and they wanted me to talk
about the milk carton project because they wanted to have some positive examples of something
that an ordinary citizen had done that’s proactive. I thought that’s really interesting, not only did
they find me, but they thought something I had done was legitimate work that could be of use to
others. That to me was a fabulous moment and fabulous way of determining success.”
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E A ST B AY C E N T E R F O R T H E P E R F O R M I N G A RT S
Jordan Simmons, Artistic Director
Richmond, California, USA
http://www.eastbaycenter.org/

The East Bay Center for the Performing Arts is a place-based community centre in an economically
challenged but culturally rich neighborhood in the San Francisco Bay area. In existence since 1968,
the East Bay Center provides a wealth of programs to train and engage young socially-engaged
artists both at the Center and in the public education system, with the mission of using the “arts
as vehicle for reconciliation and social change.” The Art and Public Education division offers
repertoire training at the Center, afterschool and in-school outreach in minority arts perspectives,
as well as professional development for classroom teachers. The Artists and Repertoire
Development division comprises nine resident ensemble companies, the Center’s signature
productions, and other programs. Performances have included a three-hour dance theatre opera
from four different African countries and a four-night show with Appalachian performers at four
sites. The Professional Training and Comparative Arts Study engages in a variety of training
activities, including training middle school youth in the Intensive Summer Institute as part of the
new Leadership Diploma Program. All of these areas converge in the community-responsive Living
the Mission work, in which the Center collaborates with social and cultural organizations to create
dialogue on social and community issues through the arts. The Center has engaged in
collaborations, largely through theatre and film, with 100-200 groups on projects tackling issues
including AIDS, date rape, neighborhood violence and its relationship to place, biracial children’s
issues, civic unity in the Iron Triangle neighborhood. The Center’s Call and Response season
responds to community requests for performance groups to perform at events such as
neighborhood picnics and celebrations. This summer, the Center organized and hosted a
conference on Youth Arts, Social Justice and Community Transformation, to “reflexively think out
loud with peers” about questions that define the field of youth arts. The Center was born out of a
“recognition that society has not always provided an institutional setting where the whole range
of cultures and disciplines and ages could participate in performing art, training and expression.”
In recent years, the Center has reflected on its priorities and “we came to the conclusion that our
highest value, [our] best practice, was in the raising and preparation of young artists to be
engaged artists […]. We continue to do the projects which are important in and of themselves but
also to train young people who have a deeper perspective. [The work] poses the deeper questions:
how do you keep a life in the arts going, how do you do work without leaving behind the context
of your life and the people who surround you.”
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How the East Bay Center for the Performing Arts works
Community members play a wide range of roles in the work of the Center. “The ability of anybody
to walk in the door and find a place is a hallmark of a place-based institution.” Adults as well as
youth take music and other classes, and are part of the resident ensembles. Parents and young
children attend outreach programs together. Adults from the community, even those who have
come in as students, “have a highly conscious role as mentors to the students.” In the African Music
and Dance Ensemble, “some of the drum parts are very, very complex and take years and years to
learn. So while young people are learning drumming, some adults will be playing some of the
musical accompaniment.” In community projects, adults may participate as artists, performers,
creators, community peer educators, as well as volunteers and audience members. A two-year
series of workshops with African American women at risk for or infected with HIV resulted in a
half-hour documentary film about their stories. Those women have lectured and written about
their experiences to educate peers in the community. Young people, the focus of the Center’s work,
are represented on the Board of the organization. They help shape their own self-determined
projects, and they create and perform in plays and films, among many other roles.
The Center has no single method of engagement with the community: new collaborations can be
“data-driven” or can arise from a “unique moment in community,” such as a tragic weekend in 1991
of sixteen shootings near the Center. New programs and projects can develop from parents’
requests, from individual artists’ inspirations, from “long nights of contemplation between faculty
who’ve been here twenty years.” Simmons exclaims, “There are a hundred right answers. Maybe
there are 10,000 answers” to the question of how collaborations develop. “We’re interested in the
essence of what makes a community-based place work in a complex historical time. […] You bring
everything you possibly can, and you don’t frame it. I’ve seen so many ways over the years. We try
to remain open and connected to the world. […] The name of the diversity itself has generated
many, many different kinds of practice of how good programming occurs.”

Training and professional development
The two-year Advancement Diploma Program was created because “instead of doing another
project we want to create artists who will do many projects and reflect their experience of
growing up in a low-income community and bring that experience to projects that we may not
even be around to see.” The program is open to a select number of middle school students who are
at an intermediate or advanced level in one of the Center’s areas of core training, and who are able
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to commit to consistent practice and group engagement. The young artists spend up to 400 hours
each year in three areas: repertoire training, cross-cultural and cross-disciplinary inquiry, and
leadership, which includes “civic engagement, issues of social justice, community participation, and
collective action.” In repertoire training, students focus on the cultural and technique area of
interest, such as Mexican, African, or Northern Indian music and dance, but also balance their
training by gaining experience in other cultural and discipline areas. The cross-cultural and crossdisciplinary inquiry area includes improvisation, composition and other cross-cutting skill areas, as
well as a core curriculum relating how artists develop in different forms. The Intensive Summer
Institute involves Diploma students in five weeks of training, six hours each day, Monday through
Friday. The rest of the year, Diploma students engage in more individually tailored repertoire
classes, recitals, and group workshops. Diploma students are recruited from private lessons,
ensemble practices and other Center programs. Each cohort has 15 students participating every
year. The Center plans to create a high school-level program as well, to create a “much more highly
structured feeder system” for young artists to develop expertise and leadership skills in the
minority arts. The Center’s decision to engage in long-term training, starting with young children
who can stay with the organization through adulthood, is an investment in a “long-term cooking”
approach to fostering socially-engaged artists, “simmering those values and ideas.”

Challenges and opportunities
The East Bay Center for the Performing Arts has ten full-time administrative and program,
including five performing artists. There are about six half-time faculty, and 40 part-time staff, most
of whom are faculty. Young artists may be paid for particular projects or for internships. The
Diploma program is grant-funded, so students do not pay for their instruction, instruments, or
costumes. The Center has about 100 volunteers, besides Board members, including 25 who
participate actively and often in supporting Center programs and projects. In recent years, the
Center’s budget declined from $2.2 million to $1.2 million as government support was slashed; in
part, this led to the reflection that resulted in the creation of the Diploma program and the focus
on fostering young artists. The largest source of funding is foundation grants, followed by
contracts, which include some government funds. Earned income, from tuition and performance
fees, and individual donations make up the rest of the Center’s budget. Across all programs,
including school-based activities, the Center involves 1,400-1,500 students annually, and reaches
10,000-30,000 audience members each year. The Center’s major challenge is a lack of unrestricted
funds for administration, development and general operations. Communication with the general
community, with the arts and social service communities can be constrained—or simply kept
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lean—because of a lack of resources and time. The Center runs on a “very vulnerable economic
model,” and an ongoing issue is finding “who wants to pay for what we do and who has the ability
to pay for it who thinks it should be done.”

Values and outcomes
At the East Bay Center for the Performing Arts, “in terms of core outcomes,” social change means
“providing young artists with the skills they need both as individuals and as members of a
complex society; that prepares them to be performers and teachers and also translators.” Social
change also means addressing social problems such as reducing poverty in the neighborhood,
addressing education disparities, and tackling other areas that the Center works on through
projects and partnerships: “creating new work, building institutions, putting off the forces of
gentrification and poverty.” Identity exploration is an important part of programs at the Center,
from fostering ethnic and cultural pride to “the kind of journal keeping and portfolio creation
[students] do in the Diploma program.” The Comparative Study curriculum, which explores crosscultural exchange, is “geared to generate critical thinking” in the grade 4 media literacy curriculum,
among others. Civic engagement and community participation are critical components of the
Diploma program, and also are evident in other areas, such as the Call and Response program
where performers move into community spaces to perform. External evaluators help the Center
create logic models and measurable outcomes that are then assessed and evaluated. The evidence
includes quantitative, measurable data, the performance portfolios of the students and their selfreported outcomes. The Center tracks data over multiple years, and has conducted case studies.
Evaluation findings are used for the organization “to move itself” forward or in new directions.
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E V E RY B O DY ’ S T H E AT R E CO M PA N Y
Dale Hamilton, Playwright, Artistic Director & Producer
Eden Mills, Ontario, Canada
http://www.everybodystheatre.ca/Dindex.html

Everybody’s Theatre Company (ETC) has undertaken projects in different communities since 1989.
Dale Hamilton calls her approach community-engaged theatre, rooted in the collaborative
community theatre methods of Colway Theatre Trust, now Claque Theatre, where she apprenticed
in the 1980s. In 1990, John Oram, the artistic director of Colway, collaborated with Hamilton to
produce a community theatre project in Eramosa Township, Ontario. Since then, ETC has produced
about a dozen projects in different communities. The multidisciplinary projects are staged in
“unorthodox venues like barns, mill ruins—we even did one on a convoy of school busses,” and
often take the form of promenade theatre, with the audience walking or being bussed from stage
to stage. Projects generally take two years to develop and complete, including fundraising, building
relationships, and putting together a steering committee in the early stages. ETC projects use
inclusive casting “so anyone who wants a part gets a part.” Hamilton describes the purpose of ETC
as using theatre as a tool for building community spirit. “I do it because I think it’s going to do
some good in the world, which is my obsession in life, otherwise I wouldn’t do it. In the long run
the number of people’s lives that have been touched is significant […] We have direct testimonials
from people and these make it feel worthwhile. But there’s always a point in the process where I
say ‘I’ll never do it again!’” She has also started, with an American colleague, a consulting company,
Lateral Strategies, based in New York City, in order to support creative approaches to community
development.

How Everybody’s Theatre Company works
ETC projects happen “where communities request our involvement or sometimes we focus on a
community and build relationships to develop a project.” An important goal is “to engender a
sense of ownership in the community. […] We find there’s a point in the process where you can go
‘Aha! A sense of ownership has kicked in.’” In one instance, a professional set designer had to leave
a project, “and the people rallied and got lighting and worked in a barn all night to build a set
piece. It was clear that the stakes had become high enough; they were feeling that sense of
camaraderie. An old man in England said he hadn’t seen such a sense of camaraderie since the last
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war, so we like to say we’re a creative alternative to war. You don’t need to get together to build a
tank, but to build, for instance, a giant puppet!” The subject matter of ETC scripts tend to be “an
historical event that somehow reflects an event going on in contemporary times. So it creates
some distance, so you’re not alienating anybody, but hopefully some audience members might be
changing their thinking about something going on in contemporary times” by opening their
minds to alternate possibilities.
A steering committee is set up early in the project, with as broad a community base as possible.
The steering committee already is, and becomes even more so, a body of experts on the
community. The ‘sounding’ phase of the project involves dialogues in the community based on five
questions, including “What do you consider sacred?” and “What worries you about your
community?” The soundings are a research tool for the script and are billed as “story-gathering
sessions.”“We’ll have kitchen table soundings sometimes, go to a school or farmhouse where a
group of farmers have gathered, or a senior citizens home, and then have a big [sounding] where
we try to get lots of people.” The script is written by a professional playwright and brought back to
the community for feedback. It is then adjusted after casting, since everyone who wants a part can
be involved. Plays always involve community history, and casting reflects this approach: “We also
do ancestral casting, which is whenever possible to cast people in role of their ancestors […]The
ancestral casting can be a very moving experience; people get a whole different sense of their
heritage. […] The resulting performance can’t be touched by professional actors because there’s a
realness to it, someone deeply feeling the words.” ETC also casts people by matching their interests
or career to the character “so a contemporary lawyer might be cast as a lawyer in the 1800s, so as
to feel a sense of resonance with the character.” The projects are strongly intergenerational,
intentionally involving young people and adults together.
A team of professional artists—including the playwright, the director, the costume and set
designer—is hired to facilitate a collaborative process. ETC projects usually take the form of
theatrical hikes: “It seems to be a Canadian thing about doing plays outdoors, and that’s
something I feel strongly about.” The promenade aspect of the work “is connected to the
community building piece because it breaks down the barrier between audience and performers,
so the audience has more of an experience than observational status. […]Audience members might
be recruited to help push a wagon stuck in the mud, which is symbolic of someone’s ideas being
stuck. Or a scene might take place beside you, a scene between a woman and her lover, and he’s
going away to war: a very intimate moment between a small group of audience immediately in
the vicinity of what’s called a ‘basket’ of performance. So there might be a number of baskets
going on at the same time and different audience members getting different baskets.”
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The building of community spirit is a critical aspect of ETC’s projects. “My first one in 1990 is a good
example because very clear, demonstrable community spirit developed [and the community] went
on to do a number of other projects as a direct result of the play: it was the spark that kept things
going for years. […] Things change, but I still see the repercussions. The project was about a rural
community faced with intense, extensive suburban development. We used the play as a tool to
stop ill-conceived development and encourage people to run for council. That same land remains
undeveloped, which from a community development perspective is a good thing; the proposal was
for rural estate housing, which was, and is, very inappropriate for that community. The original
developer’s son took another run at it a few years ago and I was very nervous […] But at a meeting
held to discuss the proposal, the room was overflowing. He didn’t get past the first meeting, so
that says something about the sustainability of that community spirit.”
Hamilton is committed to creating sustainable change in communities through ETC’s work.
“Unless funders are prepared to fund a follow-up phase, I won’t do the work. Otherwise it’s like the
circus comes and then leaves town, if there aren’t resources to leave some infrastructure” behind
after the play is over. “There needs to be some resources for one person with community
development skills to be hired, even part-time, to go forward and facilitate and mobilize people to
carry on. The end of the play can be the beginning of something else if there are some resources
behind it.”

Training and professional development
Every ETC project involves “people we call shadows or apprentices.” Each of the professional artists
has a community member shadowing them, supporting the work and learning to carry that role.
“Ideally when the professional team leaves town there’s a trained theatre group in place. A very
active theatre group started, as did a writers’ group and a songwriters’ group, and a political
movement as well, after the show in 1990.” The projects are highly labour-intensive, so shadow are
“up to their elbows, diving in and helping.” In an ideal situation, apprentices receive honorariums
so that they can commit to spending significant time on the project, and ideally the professional
artists are paid sufficiently so that they can spend “some concentrated time with the apprentice,
rather than just throwing things at them.” Hamilton is also involved in training by offering
workshops to groups on using the arts for community development through her consulting
company.
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Challenges and opportunities
An ETC project’s professional team includes, at minimum, a director, playwright, a set/costume
designer. Some projects also include a technical director, movement coach or voice coach. In
addition, a project coordinator engages in fundraising, outreach, and organizing the steering
committee. The stage manager is sometimes a professional, other times a community member.
Cast members from the community volunteer their time. A two year project’s budget varies
depending on its size; a very small 40-person project had a $20,000 budget, and a larger project
could benefit from a $100,000-200,000 budget, although ETC has worked on much less. The
greatest part of project budgets is usually received from the public sector. The Laidlaw Foundation
has also supported ETC’s projects. Ticket prices are kept low, so the box office brings in about 10%
of the project budget. ETC relies on in-kind contributions such as rehearsal space, building
materials, and fabric for costumes.
ETC has been involved in projects that have ranged from 40 to 280 cast members, often with
several hundred more people involved behind the scenes, depending on the size of the community.
For example, the 40-person project was Hamilton’s home village, a rural community of only 300
people. Hamilton has found that generally over 70% of community participants are women: “Some
people think it’s because women are more involved at the community level—maybe theatre tends
to be a more feminine undertaking—but in some ways the women have the most to gain, and in
every project I’ve seen a handful of women who’ve really come into their own, and it has
repercussions in their jobs and at home.”
Generally projects have had twelve consecutive, or almost consecutive, performances, although it
is logistically difficult to take that much of community members’ time. “I think it affected who
could be involved, too. For instance, a single mother working a job and a half or two just can’t
devote that kind of time to a project. There are people who live below the poverty line who can’t
participate, so I’m interested in adapting the process to make it more inclusive.” Hamilton’s
envisions her next project as incorporating an all-inclusive community festival that she calls a
‘Comora,’ followed by a promenade play with a smaller, more contained cast that could run for
several weeks. Hamilton estimates that with a cast of 100, the audience over the course of the run
tends to be about 1000 people. “People tend to be interested in the history of their community
and its current issues. The plays are original plays and about the community, so there’s a natural
draw, and word of mouth is very important.”
Above all other challenges, Hamilton speaks of burn-out. “I’m thinking and writing about how to
do it differently so that it isn’t so exhausting. It sometimes comes down to too few people doing
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too much with too few resources.” The grant application and report process is a major part of the
burn-out. “When I started doing this work, there weren’t funding categories for it. When I start
feeling depressed about the state of community-based arts, I try to remember that we’ve made a
lot of progress. I’ve been told that Laidlaw created a new funding category partially based on ETC’s
1990 project, so that it itself makes it feel worthwhile.” Competition is fierce for those monies, and
as a result, projects are often funded with grants that are smaller than the requested budget, “and
that can be deadly, because the community artists will say ‘well, that’s almost enough, so let’s do it
anyway”. It’s just enough to tempt the artists to do it, because they’re dedicated, and it’s yet not
enough to really do it well or not drive oneself crazy.”
ETC has found that community-engaged theatre is more challenging in larger cities than in rural
areas, because of the difficulty of recruiting both participants and audience when there is so much
competition for people’s attention. Sustained participation by both community and artists is
difficult to maintain, because of limited funds for the work. For the community, follow-up requires
a community development worker to sustain the community spirit and move forward; artists lose
energy and burn out because the pay is low and projects are exhausting. The gap between
community members, who are not paid, and professional artists, who are paid, can lead to tension,
especially among community members with theatre experience.

Values and outcomes
For ETC, social change is both human development and social development: “I think the two go
hand in hand, and one of the downfalls of many social change movements is that the people
within them aren’t necessarily developing as human beings and building relationships to carry
forward the movement.” Hamilton sees a socially just world as a place “with a fair distribution of
resources and wealth, and [where the] most vulnerable members of society are taken into
account.” Her interest in making projects more accessible to people living under difficult
circumstances—like developing the less time-taxing ‘Comora’—reflects a commitment to
inclusion. ETC projects can have “a leveling effect” on relationships between individuals with
differences in their access to resources in the community: “People get involved and have fun, and
don’t even think to ask what so-and-so does for a living unless it might come up in conversation at
the final party on closing night. Differences within groups can evaporate to some extent.”
Artistic merit and community engagement—product and process—are in a fine balance in ETC
projects. “It’s a delicate dance. If a scene isn’t working, […] would you want to cut it because of the
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quality of the final product, or wow, these kids are getting a lot out of this scene. Or maybe a
person with mental health issues isn’t speaking very clearly. Jon [Oram, who has directed several
ETC projects] will sometimes keep a line in, even if it isn’t working, because it’s someone’s big
moment, even if it means that the audience misses the line. I think it’s better to err on the side of
process rather than product, but you always want to keep artistic quality in mind, because you also
want people to impress themselves and their neighbours. You want the cast and the audience to
walk out blown away by it, not walk out saying ‘oh, that was a good little community play.’”
ETC looks to the steering committee, participants and audience members for feedback on projects.
Evaluation forms are a part of the process, and become a part of reports to the funders.
Attendance statistics, increased or new funding, increased dialogue about the issue, and increased
involvement of participants in the community are all important measures of success. Final reports
to funders “are still tricky things to do because how do you measure community spirit?”

FRINGE BENEFITS
Norma Bowles, Founder & Artistic Director
Los Angeles, California, USA
http://www.cootieshots.org/

Fringe Benefits began creating theatre for social justice plays aimed at hate crime prevention in
1991. The organization started touring in schools, from elementary school to the graduate level, in
1993, and incorporated as a non-profit organization in 1999. Fringe Benefits works to stop
discrimination by “equipping people targeted by discrimination with the tools for handling it
either proactively or in the moment,” by equipping bystanders “to become allies and advocates”
and by raising “awareness in the discriminator about what they’re doing.” The organization offers
single-session workshops, five day institutes, and longer residences to students, educators, artists,
activists and organizations to develop plays tackling the discrimination issues affecting their
communities. Residencies also involve education around civil rights issues and movements, and
highlight the role of the arts in social movements. Fringe Benefits offers a variety of theatre and
social justice workshops to the broader community in Los Angeles. Common Ground workshops
use forum theatre techniques to teach students about stereotypes. The organization also hosts
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workshops and spaces for youth, parents, educators, and others to collaborate in developing
performances “promoting understanding and respect for lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgendered
10

people in schools.” The 1999 play, Cootie Shots, has toured—and continues to tour—throughout
schools and community and religious organizations throughout the United States. Initially, Fringe
Benefits worked with homeless lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender (LGBT) youth in Los Angeles;
now, the organization works with broadly with student groups and grassroots organizations, in
both the US and Canada.

How Fringe Benefits works
Fringe Benefits becomes involved with an organization or a school by invitation. Teachers, parents
or students contact the organization for workshops and plays addressing discrimination issues, or
because they want to develop the tools themselves to do hate crime prevention work through
theatre. Universities—usually theatre departments, though occasionally social work, history or
political science departments—contact Fringe Benefits so that students can learn techniques of
theatre and social change. Fringe Benefits engages with the university and/or organization to
prepare for a workshop or residency. There is a lengthy conversation to narrow down the topic
proposed to a specific issue or problem, such as LGBT youth being expelled from their homes.
Fringe Benefits suggests “ways they can hold focus groups with their community representatives
to talk about ‘what is the issue that needs to be addressed?’ and ‘whom do we need to reach to
get forward motion on issue?’ If it’s to promote marriage equality, do we need to reach the voting
age public? Are we trying to reach Latino church-going families? Or Rotary Club members? Whom
do we need to reach to effectively address the issue?” Is the aim to equip the targets of
discrimination with tools to deal with their situation or to raise awareness among perpetrators or
potential allies? Fringe Benefits poses questions to support the organization or group in
understanding their needs and goals. “If we’re addressing racism in the LGBT community, we want
to make sure that we have a racially diverse representation of people affected by the issue involved
11

in the playmaking process. If the goal is to create a play promoting trans-friendly bathroom
policies in a university, we want to make sure trans people and policy makers are involved. If we
want to reach Rotary Club members through our play, we make sure they’re involved in the
process. We want to include their perspectives to help insure that ours play will be fair, accurate
and effective.”

10 From Fringe Benefit’s website: http://www.cootieshots.org/
11 ‘Trans’ is an abbreviation of transgender.
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The making of Cootie Shots, the still-touring 1999 show, and 2001 published anthology, is described
12

on Fringe Benefits’ website. A typical play development session would involve a diverse group of
individuals, including both youth and adults collaborating “as equals.” The session would begin
with a question: “What’s the scariest thing you or your child had to face in elementary school?”
Children and adults would share their stories, and from these, the group developed improvisations
that were recorded, and later transcribed and edited. Adults and children would have opportunities
to swap roles in the improvisations, and all participants would have input to shaping and reworking the improvisation.
In workshops at schools, young people contribute stories about what’s happening in the school
and in their lives, and adults, such as teachers, both contribute stories and help create connections
with curriculum. Fringe Benefits makes a wide range of resources available to participants and to
audience members: a bibliography of relevant readings, teachers’ guides, counselors at workshops
or events, and plenty of information about the issue being tackled by the project. In addition,
Fringe Benefits provides grant-supported trainings for students, artists and activists, both through
Fringe Benefits workshops and external conferences and trainings.

Training and professional development
Fringe Benefits supports the development of new artists both through in-the-field mentoring and
train-the-trainers courses. The train-the-trainers programs are offered infrequently. First the
workshop experience is modeled, with new artists as community participants. Then the workshop
is broken into its components, and new artists practice leading the components: “You now have
twenty minutes to come up with a play structure and guide the group through it.” As the artists
practice, the experienced artists coach from the sidelines when needed. The in-the-field mentoring
often follows from workshops and training days as well as from the train-the-trainers programs—
in which the new artist has participated. Fringe Benefits offers a range of theatre and activism skill
building workshops, from which potential new workshop leaders may emerge. The new artist has
opportunities to observe the planning and delivery of a Fringe Benefits workshop. Eventually the
new artist becomes a ‘Beta’ workshop leader, and co-facilitates workshops with an experienced
artist. “People are brought along and gradually get more responsibility.” Bowles explains: “My ideal
is that the work should be done through a University. That’s what we’re working towards: being
based at a University so students can get more in-depth, regular training, not just on our specific
workshop, techniques but so that they can develop their own approaches, be mentored through
projects, learn about the ethics and politics of doing theatre for social change.”
12 Quotes are from Norma Bowles unless otherwise indicated
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Challenges and opportunities
The size of Fringe Benefits’ staff is “constantly in flux” with about 10-to-24 teaching artists
contracted for projects over the course of the year. Artistic leadership positions such as set
designer, stage manager, may be paid for by Fringe Benefits if the organization has a touring play,
but may be covered by a sponsoring organization or university if they are producing the play. Some
community members may be paid by their organization for their work with Fringe Benefits, while
others work on a project on a voluntary basis. Fringe Benefits’ annual budget is approximately
$120,000, and is largely funded by foundations, followed by individual donors, earned income from
workshop fees, performances, and royalties from the Cootie Shots book, and lastly public sector
support. Fringe Benefits struggles to sustain operational administrative and development funding;
however, project-based human, physical and financial resources are adequate. One challenge for
the organization is sustaining participation by trained artists from contract to contract; “artists and
educators and social service professionals need to earn a living.” The train-the-trainers program is
offered infrequently simply because it is difficult “to get the right balance of getting people ready
and having the work there for them. It can be disheartening to go through a big training, and then
there’s no work.” Establishing a training relationship with a University is one way Bowles wants to
tackle this challenge: “An economically sound way to approach it is to have university students
who have a few years of education and training in theatre, social justice, or teaching lead the work
themselves, and get at least course credit, which has some economic value.”

Values and outcomes
Equality, tolerance and respect are at the heart of Fringe Benefits’ work: “The idea that every man,
woman and child needs to be treated with dignity and respect by other individuals and
organizations, and under the law.” Bowles describes: “Back in the day, we were always asked: ‘Is this
empowering for the youth involved?’ What comes to mind when I hear this question is Marcella,
one of the male-to-female trans youth we worked with back in 1992. She shared a story about the
time before she started to dress as a woman. She’d go in to a job interview in a business suit, with
all the qualifications for the job. They’d be thinking ‘Male? Female? Dyke? Fag? What is this?!’ Not
listening at all. And the application got circular filed. She wasn’t listened to ‘til she put on lipstick
and hit the boulevard. So to support Marcella’s theatre skills or presentation skills, was one thing.
But no matter how talented Marcella is, not until attitudes change—until both the laws as well as
the basic homophobic and transphobic attitudes fundamentally change, not until then is Marcella
gonna get a job.” The organization works with individuals in service of creating broader social
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change: “Our work is about increasing visibility of community assets and breaking down
stereotypes: showing what discriminatory behavior looks like, what impact it has on the
community and individuals within the community, and presenting role models, three-dimensional
human beings.” Creating individual change is important in terms of “inspiring bystanders to
become allies and advocates, and giving them an opportunity to really rehearse for challenging
situations […] It’s about bringing in a family of allies.”
Critical thinking skills and critical awareness-raising are important aspects of the process of Fringe
Benefits’ workshops. The first session of a Theatre for Social Justice Institute, a five-day workshop,
involves “participants bearing witness to how the particular discriminatory behavior we’re talking
about manifests in their community and stereotype-busting stories that people feel the target
audience would find illuminating.” The second session involves thinking critically about who the
target audience is: “More and more and more thinking about who that group is whom we need to
reach Then thinking through: these are the stories we shared, this is the group we want to reach,
here are the assumptions we’ve made, some of our stereotypes and fears about our target
audience. Here’s some common ground we believe we share.” Fringe Benefits works in deep
collaboration with the target audience: “So we’re not coming up with straw dogs. We don’t want
two-dimensional antagonists, we don’t want to preach at the audience. It’s not about empowering
a group of people, but about collaborating with a group of people.” Because there are so many
varied roles and tasks in the creation of a play, using theatre is a powerful way to involve everyone
in a “concrete, fun, and meaningful way” in the process of creating social change: “the art and craft
of theatre is a pretty darned populist tool. There are so many roads in, and so many of them are
fun!”
Fringe Benefits is sharply focused on the impact and effectiveness of the work. The organization
identifies measurable outcomes at the start of a project, and works to find the “best strategy to
deal with social injustice.” Fringe Benefits is “more interested in the results in the community than
in the individuals. If we’re collaborating on dealing with the lack of trans-accessible bathrooms on
a campus, and collaborating with the trans community, among others—we get student
government, school staff, and custodial workers involved, among others. In the end, our wish is
that the community ends up with the transgender bathroom policy they’ve asked for.” Another
type of success for Fringe Benefits is for the community or community organization to have the
process tools for new collaborations. Fringe Benefits gathers direct feedback from project
participants, community stakeholders, and audience members. Increased dialogue about the
discrimination issue is an important outcome of the work, as well as increased communication
among groups who have not worked together before, and new efforts to include those most
affected by the issue. The perspectives of the teaching artists themselves are also critical for
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evaluating the success of a project. Ultimately, Fringe Benefits examines its impact on behaviour,
policy and law, both at the local level and on a broader scale.

H E A D L I N E S T H E AT R E
Dafne Blanco, Outreach Coordinator
Vancouver, BC, Canada
http://www.headlinestheatre.com/

Headlines Theatre was founded in 1981 by a group of politically engaged artists and activists with
the mandate of using theatre for social change. Since 1988, forum theatre has been Headline’s
main tool, replacing agit prop. Forum theatre allows the audience to participate in creating
interventions in a conflict situation by stopping the action on stage and joining the cast to try out
new strategies for creating safety and change in the situation portrayed. Artistic Director David
Diamond developed his methodology, Theatre for Living, through exploring Augusto Boal’s Theatre
of the Oppressed techniques in Headlines’ community context. Headline Theatre works with a
diversity of communities, on a wide range of issues, from battery and sexual assault to land
reclamation to, most recently, violence in Indo-Canadian communities. “The purpose is to borrow
specific subject matter as a starting point and then open dialogue, and use that as an opening for
other communities to come and engage in a dialogue. […] We go from the specific to the universal
through the audience interactive theatre event.” Headlines Theatre produces one mainstage
project annually that is developed over 12 to 18 months. In addition, 90% of Headlines’ work is by
invitation; the organization facilitates workshops in a community on a particular issue using a
process called Power Play which takes the community “from zero to public performance” over six
days. Every summer Headlines Theatre offers two six-day trainings to teach Theatre for Living
techniques. Headlines Theatre’s work provides “a way for communities to tell their stories, express
themselves, find solutions by themselves” and in doing so, heal themselves by opening doors for
dialogue. Diamond sees the community “as a living organism, and understanding that before the
commodification of art, communities used to use art as a way to communicate, as a collective, as a
way to heal. As long as you can express yourself as a community you can preserve the balance and
health of a community.”
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How Headlines Theatre works
The annual mainstage project is born through dialogues between Headlines staff and
communities of interest: “we discuss possibilities in the office and then go to the communities and
ask for permission, or ask them if the project is worth it.” Headlines establishes relationships with
as many community organizations working on the particular issue as possible, “to recruit
participants and to develop a grassroots publicity campaign in terms of accessing resources and
lists of people in the community to bring audiences to the theatre.” Community organizations
serve as a bridge between Headlines and the community at large, people “who have real life
experiences in the subject matter.” The smaller projects, the Power Plays, bring Headlines Theatre
into a community to tackle a specific issue. In both the mainstage project and the Power Plays,
“the most important aspect is that participants have to have connections to the issue explored,
they have to be living the issues. If the issue is addiction, or racism in your community, or lack of
communication, people have to have a connection, and then using the techniques throughout the
week, this exploration happens. Kind of digging the collective story of the community around a
specific issue.” Headlines brings together 25 people who are living the issues for a six-day process,
and out of that group, five or six people become the cast members, “absorb the material gathered
in the workshop, and create a play that reflects the issues as experienced by the community.” The
final performance is a forum theatre event, with the purpose being “to gather the community to
have an audience interactive experience and engage the larger community in dialogue.”
Headlines Theatre is increasingly interested in involving multigenerational communities. The
organization’s interest in looking at the root causes of problems, which means that relationships
among family and community members are important dynamics to explore. “This kind of theatre
is good at looking at issues from human day-to-day perspective.” Community members serve in a
wide range of roles, including recruiting participants, participating in workshops, creating and
performing the plays, and providing feedback to Headlines; they are less involved in project
planning. Community members are paid for their participation. Adult community members serve
on the board. Resources about the issue are made available to participants and audiences through
a resource table with information about advocacy groups at each performance. Often Headlines
creates a lobby display with information about the issue, and the program for the performance
includes a list of local resources in the community.
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Training and professional development
Headlines Theatre offers two training sessions each summer, a level one and level two session,
facilitated by David Diamond. The training sessions use the Theatre for Living techniques,
modeling what is being taught. One of the main ways that Theatre for Living differs from Boal’s
Theatre of the Oppressed is that the language of ‘oppressor’ and ‘oppressed’ has disappeared;
“oppressors and oppressed are both part of the community [...] and in order to promote real social
change, we have to understand where they’re coming from even if don’t condone [their actions],
and honor their basic humanity. So in order to promote a real dialogue with a person you identify
as the oppressor in the community, first you have to put them on the stage as a real person in the
community, with all their history and background. Because we’re social beings and affected by the
communities we live in.”

Challenges and opportunities
Headlines Theatre has four full-time staff, plus a publicist that is brought on for the mainstage
show, and seven or eight project-based contracted artists. The average annual budget is $300,000,
and the major funders are government bodies, followed by foundations and earned income from
trainings and community workshops. Projects are well-funded, with fundraising continuing
through eight or nine months of the year. In a year, Headlines tends to facilitate four or five invited
Power Plays, each involving 15-20 participants over six days. The mainstage project engages 25
workshop participants and a smaller core of cast members continue for three to four months. The
trainings tend to involve about 45-50 people across both levels. In addition, Diamond presents five
to ten one-day workshops or part-day workshops that involve anywhere from 20 to 300
participants, at conferences and other venues. Headlines’ reach to audiences is more difficult to
estimate, because mainstage performances are telecast and webcast. Telecasts can reach 15,000
people in the Vancouver region, and the last mainstage project, Here and Now, had 660 computers
logging in to the webcast from all over the world. Mainstage performances reach about 100
people per performance over a 10-20 show run. Recruiting audiences is a challenge, though one
that Headlines is able to meet successfully: it “involves a lot of work, but it is part of what we do.”

Values and outcomes
Social change at Headlines Theatre is about “empowering community members through the
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dialogue promoted by the forum theatre event.” The starting point is a belief, based in systems
theory, that “communities are a living entity and we are all interconnected.” Therefore, “by
embracing the concept that the community is living organism with a need to express itself to
maintain balance, we believe that using theatre can achieve those goals; theatre can engage the
community to explore its issues and find solutions to them.” The workshop process and
performances help community members understand that the issue under exploration “is not an
isolated incident or aspect; everything is connected to your family, to school life, to a larger social
context.” For example, in the mainstage play Here and Now, about violence in Indo-Canadian
communities, participants explored the idea that young people become involved in gangs not only
because of the “glamour and power in becoming a gang member”—how the news and
entertainment media present the issue—but also due to family dynamics and societal norms
about achieving power through money and social status. Issues of identity are an important part
of Headlines’ work; in Here and Now, “our whole frame of mind was ‘we understand there is an
issue of violence in the Indo-Canadian community, but the way the media portrays the issue is
really focusing on this particular ethnic group and it creates a stereotype of the community. […]We
had a lobby display in the theatre with research about different groups being the target in the
past, and how different communities have been focused on at different moments.”
Headlines works to foster self-advocacy and participation in community. In Here and Now, “part of
the idea was to have a community scribe to attend all the performances and gather all the
interventions [suggested by the audience to resolve the conflict in the performance] and group
them under different categories. And the idea was to put together a community action report to
tackle the issue of gang violence and to enhance existing programs.” Similarly, in 2004, Practicing
Democracy, a legislative theatre project, resulted in over 90 recommendations to City Hall. “Some
of the initiatives were forwarded to the particular departments [in city government] and they took
on particular concepts and incorporated them into their programs. The final victory was that City
Hall approved the idea of creating a Sex Trade Worker and Homelessness Advocate position to
interact between the city and organizations in the Downtown Eastside,” an area of Vancouver
facing social and economic challenges. Headlines engages in social change through creating a
process with opportunities for community empowerment: “we cannot define the content or the
strategy beforehand; the content comes out of the workshops, and we honor whatever comes
out.” The process is less about direct organizing for structural changes in society, but “more like a
silent revolution at an individual level within the context of your own community.”
An important outcome for Headlines Theatre is that people who are most affected by the issue are
included in creating solutions to community problems. Direct feedback from community
stakeholders, participants, and audience members is a critical mechanism for evaluating success.
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Headlines also pays attention to media coverage, to the creation of new partnerships with
organizations and funding sources, and to the flow of information and community about the issue
in the community. Some projects, such as Practicing Democracy, have clear outcomes in changing
public policy. Although Headlines does not have a formal evaluation process, at times projects have
been evaluated by an outside organization. A researcher at the University of British Columbia
studied the individual outcomes of the 2003 mainstage project, Don’t Say a Word, about violence
in schools, and found that students were able to deal with bullying more positively and
productively after the project.

H E T WAT E R H U I S ( T H E WAT E R H O U S E )
Roel Twijnstra, Artistic Director and Co-Founder
Rotterdam, The Netherlands, South Africa & Zambia
http://www.hetwaterhuis.nl/internationaal/en_index.html

From the inception of Het Waterhuis in 1996, the organization has wedded art practice with
development issues. Currently Het Waterhuis is working primarily on HIV/AIDS by partnering with
theatre companies and health organizations in South Africa and Zambia. The organization has four
primary activities: 1) Artistic and management capacity building training for partnering
organizations; 2) touring productions by the ten individual partnering theatre companies and a
large outdoor multimedia theatre spectacle in which all the companies participate; 3) the Access to
Care medical project that trains counselors as part of each theatre company to do voluntary
counseling and testing (VCT) and follow-up referral for HIV/AIDS alongside the tour performances;
and 4) a support program in Europe that facilitates exchanges between European and African
actors and performances. Though Het Waterhuis initially worked on raising awareness of HIV/AIDS
in South Africa and Zambia, political shifts in Europe around questions about the efficacy of
development projects pushed the organization to work towards concrete, measurable results. Het
Waterhuis aims to reduce rates of HIV/AIDS infection through the pairing of theatre and
performance with the Access to Care project. Roel Twijnstra stresses that Het Waterhuis works to
support not only the need for effective development projects but also the need for a structure for
artists who are committed to development issues to engage in that work.
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How Het Waterhuis works
Het Waterhuis partners with ten theatre companies that use theatre to tackle development issues.
The companies vary in their extent of and approach to community engagement. At the start of the
collaborations, Twijnstra explains, “Most of the companies face[d] the problem that the audience
wasn’t really interested anymore in the issue and the young audience wasn’t interested anymore
in how the message was done in the theatre plays.” In response, Het Waterhuis developed Indaba,
a training program in which the companies come together for ten days with an artistic team of
directors, choreographers and video artists from Het Waterhuis. After that training period, the
companies continue to work in their own communities, which vary from male laborers on
commercial farms, to youth in urban schools, to community members attending funerals for young
people in the townships around Johannesburg. The theatre companies tour their individual
productions, paired with counselors who can deliver HIV/AIDS voluntary counseling and testing
(VCT). After four years, the partnership is complete; the theatre companies continue without Het
Waterhuis’ support, and Het Waterhuis finds new companies as partners. Every year approximately
40,000 people attend the touring performances, and 20% of the audience takes advantage of the
VCT opportunity, from which point those who test positive for HIV/AIDS can access longer-term
care. In addition, a large-scale outdoor multimedia theatre spectacle incorporates all ten theatre
companies in both the process of creating the show and in its performance. Input is gathered from
the companies, and the script is professionally dramaturged and directed. The outdoor
performance also tours South Africa and Zambia, reaching 700 people each night of a week at
each touring locale.

Training and professional development
The Indaba training—both artistic and managerial—is a cornerstone of Het Waterhuis’ work. The
annual training lasts 10 days, and all 40 artists from the 10 partnering theatre companies
participate. The artistic trainings are developed and delivered as a collaboration between Het
Waterhuis and the umbrella organization, South African Theatre Initiative. Managerial training
includes administration, fundraising, publicity, tour management, and more. In addition, a South
African organization, in partnership with a medical centre, trains two members of each theatre
company for VCT training. Het Waterhuis artists in the Netherlands also have opportunities for
artistic training. Although Het Waterhuis has published two books on theatre and development,
the organization avoids sticking to a model, preferring to innovate and change as needed in the
field.
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Challenges and opportunities
Het Waterhuis, with an annual budget over $1 million, is supported largely by government
funding—both European and African—as well as by non-governmental organizations that focus
on development issues. In 2005, 13,000 audience members attended the outdoor theatre
spectacle, as well as the 40,000 who attended individual theatre company performances. For Het
Waterhuis, sustainability is a major goal; after four years of working in partnership, the theatre
companies continue the work unsupported by the organization. The greatest challenge the
organization faces is the need to continue to innovate, both artistically and organizationally, to
approach the HIV/AIDS epidemic effectively in light of constantly changing circumstances. In
addition, recruiting participants and artists and sustaining relationships is a challenge, as well as
communicating what Het Waterhuis does with the broader arts community.

Values and outcomes
For Het Waterhuis, social change means changing the sexual behaviour of men and women to
healthy sexual and reproductive behaviour. To create this change, Het Waterhuis emphasizes the
creation of aesthetically powerful performances based on personal stories, to impact audience
members’ emotions and shift their attitudes so they can seek out information about HIV/AIDS and
their own HIV/AIDS status. Het Waterhuis uses a formal evaluation system, implemented by an
external organization, to monitor the success of the theatre and medical projects. The evaluation
process gathers data on performance attendance, use and continuity of use in the VCT and Access
to Care projects, feedback from community stakeholders, and media coverage. The evaluation
findings are discussed by all the partner organizations during the annual Indaba trainings.
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I N CO N C E RT W I T H N AT U R E
Daniel Dancer
Rowena Wilds, Oregon, USA
http://www.inconcertwithnature.com

In Concert with Nature is conceptual artist Daniel Dancer’s name for his collected projects over the
past 20 years. For the last six years, Dancer’s main activity has been Art for the Sky, week-long
residencies in schools and communities that culminate in large-scale outdoor image using
participants as “human paint drops”—in a very real sense, the living artwork can only be fully
appreciated from the sky. Dancer is motivated by environmental crisis, and has developed his
residency approach to reach the greatest number of individuals in the shortest time: students,
teachers, parents, and entire communities through the publicity that his work receives. Dancer
aims to teach five principles: sky-sight—the opening of imagination to envision the whole, the big
picture; collaboration; gratitude—giving a gift to the earth and the sky through the creation of sky
art; impermanence; and interconnection.

How In Concert with Nature works
Schools and organizations learn about Art for the Sky residencies primarily through word of mouth
and networking. Dancer is developing a newsletter, SkyView, to reach a larger audience. Once a
relationship is established with a school or community, Dancer and the organizers plan the
residency for about two months. In preparation, teachers receive curricular guides and students
learn Dancer’s song ‘Wings to fly,’ which encapsulates the five principles of Art for the Sky. During
the residency, students learn about the history of sky art and about the image, usually an
endangered species or indigenous representation of an animal, through classroom presentations
which end in the singing of ‘Wings to fly.’“We talk about showing them their flying dreams; we do
visualizations where they close their eyes and imagine growing wings and rising up above their
world and looking down on it… to awaken that part of their brains and then apply that to their
lives and their problems.” At the end of the week—or three days for smaller schools—Dancer
coordinates the creation of the sky art image. Most materials are contributed in kind: cloth and
materials from thrift stores to help create the image, and a bucket truck or hot air balloon for
Dancer to photograph the artwork from high above. Some children help organize the image, and
all participants become a small part of the large image. Finally, the entire school gathers in an
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assembly to sing ‘Wings to fly’—to repeat the message of “seeing with our sky-sight”—and to see
the photograph of their own Art for the Sky image embedded in a visual presentation with images
of nature, people, and other Art for the Sky images. The school receives a large print of the image,
and each student is given a small print with messages along the border, such as ‘Collaborate—
we’re all connected’ or ‘Awaken your sky-sight,’ and the date.

Training and professional development
Dancer has not provided any training to other artists, but hopes to in the future. His work involves
deploying a wide array of skills: computer, photographic, public speaking, and more.

Challenges and opportunities
As a one-person operation, In Concert with Nature experiences the challenge of finding
opportunities to present residencies. Funding is largely earned income; each week-long residency
costs $2,200. Dancer relies heavily on in-kind support, which is a strategy both for reducing costs
and for engaging a wider circle of participants in the projects. In the past year, Art for the Sky
reached about 6,000 participants, with approximately one residency each month. The broader
audience is difficult to estimate; the project always receives local newspaper coverage, almost
always front page, and even television coverage at times. Dancer would like to see social change
organizations embrace sky art as a tool for reaching broad audiences with an ecological message.

Values and outcomes
To Dancer, social change involves “waking up,” developing awareness of the five teachings he
emphasizes in the Art for the Sky residencies. It is “learning to train their imaginations to rise
above their world and see how all the parts fit into the whole… Teaching children and teachers
about how to access their sky-sight, doing this art form that makes no sense from the ground and
then showing it to them from above.” Through the creation of a group image, students experience
that everybody is interconnected and equally important in creating a whole; “If one class didn’t
show up one of the deer [the image] wouldn’t have a leg, and if that happened in real life the deer
would have died, so we need all the pieces to be healthy.” Every aspect of the residency experience
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is constructed to “create an unforgettable memory by doing something totally unique”, in the
bodily experience of the sky art, or in the repeated singing of the song. Dancer evaluates his work
through direct feedback from participants and community stakeholders, particularly through the
enthusiasm and emotional reactions of students and teachers in the final assembly. He uses preand post-tests to evaluate whether students learned and understood new concepts. Dancer also
feels the work is successful when he is invited to return for a second residency in a school, and
when the impact of the work creates new dialogue, communication, or change in a community.
One project on Blackfoot Nation land resulted in the withdrawal of a proposal to drill on the land.

I N T E R M E D I A A RT S / I N ST I T U T E F O R CO M M U N I T Y C U LT U R A L
D E V E L O P M E N T ( I CC D )
13

Daniel Gumnit, Executive Director & Wendy Morris, ICCD Core Faculty
Minneapolis, Minnesota, USA
http://www.intermediaarts.org &
http://www.intermediaarts.org/Pages/Programs/iccd/index.html

Intermedia Arts, founded 31 years ago, is a multidisciplinary art centre, involved in a broad and
diverse range of programs using performance art, dance, theatre, spoken word, a range of visual
arts, and with a new emphasis on digital technology. The Institute for Community Cultural
Development (ICCD), one of Intermedia Arts’ programs, is a training program for artists and social
service/community workers that is currently expanding from its regional focus. (ICCD will be
described in detail below). Intermedia Arts, as a gathering place, is a space of “strange
juxtapositions of people who wouldn’t otherwise talk with each other. We were running a
performance program for refugees from Burma, Karen people, all these Karen elders [were] out
there smoking cigarettes and interacting with graffiti artists in the graffiti art program. Who’d
have thought these refugees from Burma looking for ways to maintain their traditional culture
and stories would hang out with these young body-pierced graffiti artists, hanging out and
smoking cigarettes and talking about art? And the power of that.” Participants at Intermedia Arts
are as diverse as the programming: “we serve people who might identify themselves as part of the
13 Quotations in the Training and Professional Development section are from Wendy Morris and quotations in the rest of the summary are from Daniel
Gumnit unless otherwise indicated.
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dominant culture, and we also serve many people who don’t identify themselves as part of the
dominant culture, and of those many would be the GLBT community and new immigrant
populations.” Activities range from a one-day event to programs that last four years. Intermedia
Arts’ mission is “to be a catalyst that uses art to build understanding among people.”

How Intermedia Arts works
Programs and projects at Intermedia Arts often develop out of interactions with the community.
“We start with our mission, we look at the community to see which needs are in the community,
we create programs, we look behind us to find investors like corporations, philanthropic
organizations, etcetera, to provide funding for the project. The community is the centre of what
we’re doing.” Programs take place in schools, at the centre, and out in the community. Most of the
work is carried out in partnership with other organizations. Adults and young people in the
community both facilitate the arts experiences and participate in them. They create and perform.
They are involved in program planning, they provide feedback to Intermedia Arts, and are involved
in evaluation processes. Many of the participants are paid for their engagement with Intermedia
Arts. The organization offers a wide range of supplemental resources to the community, depending
on the program or project, from teachers’ guides to information pamphlets, including web-based
resources.

Training and professional development: Institute for Community Cultural
Development
History
Since 2002, the Institute for Community Cultural Development (ICCD) has brought together 14
artists and people involved in community development for a ten-session leadership program “at
the intersection of community-engaged arts and community development” with the goal of
contributing “to capable and caring community.” The structure and content of ICCD is similar to
the CAT Institute in St. Louis, Missouri (see p. 72) because Bill Cleveland of the Center for the Study
of Art and Community was involved in developing the CAT Institute before he became a part of
ICCD. The core founding group of ICCD held a series of curriculum development retreats to plan the
program: “We went from mission, to what do we want this program to do, who is it for, what are
our guiding principles, and then the curriculum flowed out of that.” The group also determined
“the bones of the curriculum: what were the ritual practices that were going to anchor each
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session that we do.” For example, each session is driven by a set of theme questions, and each
session includes a case study, a free-writing period, and so on. The curriculum developers
determined that the heart of the program is “to create a network of people who would be in
relationship with one another. We were really creating a learning community.” The core question at
the centre of ICCD is: “How do arts and community development contribute to capable and caring
communities?” The four guiding principles of the program are:
1. Excellence: identifying and maintaining one’s standards of practice. “The term excellence is very
provocative, and to provoke the awareness of where are your values,” whether with excellence
in the aesthetic realm or in terms of engagement. “If you don’t have the skills for both, who
does and how do you partner with them.”
2. Respect: “being aware of rank and authority and power, and integrity fits in with that.”
3. Accountability: not only to one’s “aesthetic muse” but also to a community.
4. Sustainability: “how do you integrate and embed programming in community?”
Each session is careful to address multiple learning styles and to be inclusive of artists and of
community development workers—and of community organizers who are also artists. Initially the
core group that developed the curriculum decided to develop a regional network of communityengaged art practitioners. At this point, ICCD is collaborating with the CAT Institute to explore
ways of using technology to broaden the programs’ reach beyond their regions. “We’re very aware
of the importance of intentionality—what are we intending to do? We ask ourselves over and over,
what is the intention? Why are we doing this? What are we intending to accomplish? So we try to
use those principles embedded in the curriculum to drive our own creative process around
curriculum development.”
ICCD Participants
Like in the CAT Institute, ICCD fellows are nominated or nominate themselves in a highly
competitive admissions process. “Who these people are is really important. We think about it
almost like a theatre ensemble. Who really needs to be in the room, what are they going to
contribute to the field in the long run?” Thirty potential fellows are interviewed, and seven artists
and seven community development workers are selected. Artists who apply tend to already be
engaged in community arts; community development workers are more likely to be new to the
work. ICCD seeks for a diverse cohort every year “in terms of age, in terms of people’s experience,
cultural diversity, racial, gender.” Interviews ask potential fellows about their current work and
vision for the future, why they want to participate in ICCD, how they think arts and culturallybased programs benefit communities, and about their learning style. In addition, “we ask directly
about race: what role does race play in capable and caring communities? A purposely ambiguous
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question about race. That’s been the most helpful question for understanding where people are in
relation to this work.”
ICCD Process
Each session takes place at a different location around the city, often directly related to the theme
of that session, to give the fellows a sense of belonging and connection to the different sites
where community-engaged arts are happening in the city. “Sometimes the places we chose
provoke the conversations we want to have, is the mayor’s office a community space? Who owns
the space? Who has a right to be here?” Guest artists come in to the sessions to take “people into
new ways of expressing and [give] them ideas of how different artists might work with different
communities.” ICCD also encourages the fellows to lead parts of the sessions based on their own
areas of expertise “so people get a flavor of what each other’s skills are.” Because artists and
community development workers come from different cultural communities, the faculty “let
people know up front that there’s going to be moments in each session where what’s useful to
them is going to be really really dull to somebody else.” At the end of each session, fellows write
down “a moment they felt engaged, a moment they felt disengaged, a moment they felt confused,
and anything else they want us to know.” The ‘bones’ of the curriculum include this checking out at
the end of every session, as well as movement in every session, a quick writing activity, ‘morning
news’ and ‘evening news,’ and a check-in where a talking stick is passed and people share how they
are feeling. The curriculum, aside from the ‘bones’ that create consistency, is flexible, adapting to
opportunities and “what’s alive in the room.” The sessions are “not so much about us as a faculty
disseminating our knowledge and experience but presenting questions to inquire into and having
arts-based exercises and activities to generate insight around those.” Fellows have homework; they
are assigned readings and they research case studies, but because of a recognition of how busy
fellows are, ICCD has moved towards engaging fellows in small groups to do simulated projects. At
the end of the program, fellows present a grant proposal to a panel of grant reviewers who share
feedback. The final sessions use Open Space Technology, where participants “set their own agenda
based on questions they have passion about and are willing to take responsibility for.”
ICCD has been formally evaluated: “One of the sessions is about evaluation sustainability, and
public relations: what are you trying to accomplish and how do you know if you’ve succeeded?
Telling the story. So I think it was a real piece of integrity that we had substantive evaluation
process built in.” One of the anecdotal outcomes of ICCD include two alumni who started the only
artist-run community development organization in the region, buying property to use as a
contemporary youth art centre. Although ICCD has not yet developed a substantial alumni
program, the program stays in touch with past fellows.
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Daniel Gumnit suggested that the value of a training program is in moving the “huge piles of
things I don’t know that I don’t know” into awareness, into that pile of things that “I know that I
don’t know.” His example of the danger of being unaware and naïve to the broader context is the
great learning gained from an event where Karen immigrants from Burma shared their stories:
“They came up and started telling these horrific stories of murder and abuse and sexual assault
[…] And the audience was completely and totally unprepared to deal with this unbelievably brutal
onslaught of information they didn’t expect to deal with in the performance. The ripples from that
were just tremendous in terms of our organization, and questions of exploitation, what have you.
The [Karen] people who participated in the program thought it was the most wonderful thing in
the world, to be able to tell their stories and have people listen. And many people in the audience
thought we were exploiting those people. It sparked discussions in the organization about what is
art, what are expectations of people in an audience.”

Challenges and opportunities
Intermedia Arts is comprised of ten full-time staff and approximately 40 contracted adult artists.
About 20 adults participate as volunteer staff. The annual budget for the organization is over $1
million, with little money from the public sector. The largest portions of the budget come from
foundations, followed by corporations, and then earned revenue. Although Intermedia Arts is a
large-scale organization, the number of staff and level of core financial resources is not adequate
for fulfilling the organization’s mission. Intermedia Arts reaches 30,000-40,000 people annually:
“The way we operate, it’s a level playing field, have a hard time separating who’s offering a service,
who’s participating. We’ll have a performance, there may be 100 people in the performance, and
then we’ll have a dialogue after it, and 30-40 people participate in it, so then they’re no longer a
viewer. And just by showing up they’re participating.” Transportation is a challenge for community
participants. Communicating with the broader arts community is a challenge for the organization.
Relationships among groups in the community can be a difficult part of the work: “We were trying
to do this [project] with new Latino artists, and the hostility between the different groups […] the
Ecuadorian artists wouldn’t talk to the old Mexican artists, and the old wave Mexican artists
wouldn’t talk to the new Latino artists. It made the program massively difficult to do. It ended up
being a really successful program but it took massive amounts of work. We didn’t know the extent
of enmity that existed in the fractured community!” In addition, Intermedia Arts, though
relationships are “fantastic” with the city, has had challenges with members of the police force,
especially in relation to the aerosol arts program.
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Values and outcomes
Social change “means a lot of different things to a lot of the different communities that
participate in our programming.” It is intricately tied to “tolerance, free expression, and helping
people recognize that status is self-determined rather than imposed upon them, meaning that as
a new immigrant I am a person with my own ideas and my own rights and my own responsibilities
and freedoms irrespective of the label that I may be given by the dominant community and/or
governmental agencies.” Gumnit explained: “Social change is not just for the benefit for people
who perceive themselves as oppressed or oppressors, we’re trying to get past that whole
paradigm. […]If we only focus on trying to look at the world through the eyes of oppression and
strictly through the eyes of privilege, we’re missing many opportunities for people to interact at
real levels and have real communication. So, you know, we have to recognize issues of privilege and
class and race and the like in what we’re doing, but that’s the power of art too, that allows us to
communicate in ways that get beyond the judgments we’re applying to other people, and see
what ways people are self-identifying.” Intermedia Arts works towards social change in many
ways, from encouraging critical thinking in the digital literacy program and immigrant status
program to fostering self- and community advocacy in the GLBTQ Cabaret that reaches out to the
straight population. Evaluation is important to Intermedia Arts, and the organization places
resources in the service of formal external third-party evaluation, that takes into account feedback
from participants and the community, attendance statistics, media coverage, and other less
tangible evidence of success, such as increased communication between individuals and groups
that have not worked together. Intermedia Arts has felt an impact on public policy through its
work on new immigrants “because it’s so visible and because we involved so many people at the
government level” and its involvement with the issue of public-private partnership for city-wide
wireless internet.
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T H E I S R A E L I F O R U M F O R E CO L O G I C A L A RT A N D S H A I
Z A C K A I ’ S E CO - A RT
Shai Zakai, Founder & Independent Artist
Srigim, Emek Haela, Israel
http://www.eco-art.co.il/home.asp?CL=ENG

Photographer and eco-artist Shai Zakai has been using her camera as a tool to investigate social
issues since 1989. Her projects have centered on a small community of Armenians in Jerusalem,
women from different ethnic groups and in different layers of Israeli society, and, since 1994, on
ecological issues, largely focused around creek and stream cleaning and reclamation. The common
thread that stitches together the diverse communities of her current environmental artwork—
quarry and factory owners, Bedouins, cement-truck drivers, and others—is an indifference to or
lack of awareness of the environmental problems in their surroundings. Zakai’s activities take
place in three domains: the Photography and Eco-Art Centre, the non-profit Israeli Forum for
Ecological Art that she founded, and her own independent artwork. In addition, she is planning the
First Eco-Art Tribunale, a large-scale conference, to take place in 2008. She is driven by a “feeling of
mending,” the desire to solve the “amazing lack of environmental awareness I see everywhere,
locally and globally.” Zakai suggests that her environmental mending is akin to traditional
women’s work. Her work is also advocacy: for artists to move beyond the margins of ecological
activity and into interdisciplinary teams—with scientists, community, and government—offering a
different kind of process for environmental change.

How Shai Zakai works
Zakai explains that she establishes a relationship with a community by working simultaneously on
four levels: a) starting a dialogue with the decision-makers in the community; b) seeking out the
experts—the artists and scientists—in the community; c) locating specific groups in the
community depending on the issue being tackled; and d) sending out an open call to create a
space for anyone in the community to participate in the project. Involving the community from the
beginning is a critical component of Zakai’s process. For example, Zakai found ways to support
women in the Bedouin community who are not traditionally permitted to work in creating a
relationship with the stream reclamation project. For a few months after the final event of the
Concrete Creek project, Zakai brought women from the community to the project site to develop
dance around the creek, to connect both the women and their families to the creek, and raise local
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awareness. Art played a role in mediating between the creek and the community, and the project
is “an excuse to bond the community together around their own environment.” Zakai’s large-scale
projects, which usually take over two years with smaller events along the way, often include
collaboration with other environmental non-governmental organizations in Israel.

Training and professional development
Zakai created a graduate program for her own education, combining art and the history of art,
ecology and environmental quality, political science, social sciences, and geography. She frames the
way she intervened with the academic process as a move towards social change by creating a
vision that other artists could take up in their own education. Based on her education and her
experiences as an eco-artist, Zakai has developed a year-long eco-art course, ‘Art for Social Change,’
through the Photography and Eco-Art Centre. The course, which was first offered in 2001, covers
how to work with community and how to create a dialogue between community and decisionmakers, as well as how to work with different artistic media. Though Zakai has also taught the
course at three universities, when offered at the Centre it involves workshops in the forest and
stream and takes place over ten to 15 Fridays. Artists, ecologists, and others participate for several
hours each month and complete exercises between meetings.

Challenges and opportunities
The Israeli Forum for Ecological Art, the non-governmental organization that Zakai founded, has a
volunteer staff of six, including artists, scientists and administrative staff. Core funding is a serious
challenge; after seven years the Forum is finally being funded by the Ministry of Culture and
Education. Project funding has been more readily found, and funding is from foundations,
government sources, individual donors—including Zakai’s Photography and Eco-Art Centre—and
membership fees. Zakai notes that she pays a price—not being paid for many of her professional
activities—because her pioneering work is in the margins. Concrete Creek cost between $100,000
and $125,000, and involved hundreds of people over three years of cooperation—”there are no
viewers […] They become activists even if they don’t know it, become part of the process, are asked
to sign […] a community agreement to preserve streams around that area.” The final event involved
about 1000 people in a single day. Besides the paucity of funding, recruitment and sustained
participation of community members and artists, communicating the work to the arts community
and people involved in social change work, and fitting into funding categories are all challenges.
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Values and outcomes
Zakai wishes to create social change on two fronts: helping artists “regain their power of being
influential figures in society” and influencing environmental policy through art. Art remains
marginal because in a society that prizes linear thinking, “art is the only territory that […] doesn’t
contribute to capitalism.” The greatest evidence of success for Zakai is that the stream in the
Concrete Creek project is not contaminated, that it is still being cared for by the community four
years after it was first cleaned by the reclamation project, unlike other streams cleaned by the
Israeli government. “My model is not based on the physical layer […] but also based on community
relationships, social relationships, cultural relationships and spiritual ones at the same time.”
Increased dialogue and communication about the environmental issue and between individuals
and groups who hadn’t previously worked together are also critical outcomes.

J U DITH MARCUSE PROJ ECTS
Judith Marcuse, Founder and Artistic Producer
Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada
http://www.jmprojects.ca

Judith Marcuse Projects (JMP) is a multi-disciplinary arts organization that has been in existence
for 27 years. Over the past 13 years, artists have worked with youth and with community
stakeholders to develop large-scale projects that include the creation of touring productions
incorporating dance, theatre, visual arts, and new media. Each production focuses on a particular
issue with content that is youth-focused. Past productions include “Ice: beyond cool” about youth
suicide (premiered 1997); “Fire...where there’s smoke” (2001) which focused on how youth are
affected by violence; and “EARTH=home”(2006), which is about global sustainability and social
justice. These large-scale projects, each on a five-year cycle, have multiple embedded projects; for
example, the Earth Project included an international symposium and a festival celebrating activist
art which hosted 300 artists and their work in performances, workshops and dialogues, as well as
90 local community activist organizations. The primary goals of JMP are to educate the community
and nurture engagement with issues of concern to youth; to create networks of artists using their
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art practice to effect social change; to advocate for the role of the arts in social change; and to
harness artistic processes to create personal and community transformations.

How Judith Marcuse Projects works
Each large-scale touring production begins both with outreach to the community in the form of
visits to and meetings with community organizations and stakeholders, and with artist-run
workshops with young people using different forms of art disciplines, including visual arts,
movement, media literacy, video, writing and theatre. This three-year workshop phase serves to
gather stories and information about issues that matter to youth, which become the content for
the development of a performance production by professional artists. Equally importantly, the
workshop process also serves as a catalyst for the participants, hopefully nurturing insight, positive
change and ongoing engagement with the issues being explored. Both youth and adults from the
broader community play a role in every aspect of JMP, from serving as liaisons between JMP and
other community-based organizations to serving on the Board of Directors; from participating in
the creative process to creating promotional and resource materials. Each production culminates in
a touring multidisciplinary, multimedia performance, and each performance is followed by a
talkback session where audience members engage in dialogue with performers. Resources are
made available to the community around the issue of the production, in the form of pre- and postevent teacher guides, information pamphlets and resource contact lists. Counselors attend each
performance and talkback.

Training and professional development
The artist-facilitators involved with JMP all have extensive experience using their art practice for
social change projects before they become involved with the organization. Some young artists
have started their work as assistants in an informal mentoring process. After the culmination of
the EARTH Project and the international festival, JMP initiated a shift in direction away from
production in order to focus the organization’s resources and energies toward developing a centre
for the study of art for social change, an initiative that will include the creation of a one-year
curriculum in arts for social change work at the Master’s level, as well as programs for professional
development, research and documentation.
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Challenges and opportunities
The organization is large in scale, with an annual budget that averages just under $1 million, and is
largely funded by regional and federal government sources. Judith Marcuse estimates over 200
community members, the majority youth, participate annually in activities, and the last project
reached about 24,000 audience members and participants. Nonetheless, capturing adequate
funding is difficult, and funding for core administrative activities is inadequate. Aside from
funding, JMP finds recruitment of artists and participants, and sustainability of community
relationships an ongoing challenge. In addition, a key challenge is finding a mechanism to
facilitate artists and community members to stick with and grow with the organization.

Values and outcomes
For JMP, social change means the creation of relationships that allow people to move forward into
collective action, the development of critical perspective and engagement, the lessening of barriers
to communication and creative problem solving, and the fostering of dialogue and hope. Most
critically, JMP taps into a personal and emotional transformative process through art practice.
Creating intergenerational dialogue, “breaking silences, breaking silos,” is an important aspect of
Judith Marcuse Projects, where art inspires personal transformation and the dialogue that is a
necessary first step in social transformation. Judith Marcuse is proud of evidence that suggests the
organization is planting seeds for young people to take their experiences in workshops and
performances as inspiration to create new projects, from theatre about social issues to recycling
programs in their schools. It follows that the outcomes that are most important to JMP are about
fostering a flow of information about an issue, and creating new relationships and communication
between individuals and groups.
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J U M B L I E S T H E AT R E
Ruth Howard, Artistic Director
Toronto, Ontario, Canada
http://www.jumbliestheatre.org/

Jumblies Theatre, started in 2001, engages in long-term residencies in urban neighborhoods where
“we welcome everyone.” Jumblies is based in theatre and performance, but does interdisciplinary
artwork, linking professional artists with communities. Projects are on a three- or four-year cycle
within a community, and community members can participate for a single day, or for years: “we
also have a growing band who follow us from project to project.” Jumblies’ work in communities
comes from “a desire to make our art happen where life happens, and a desire to connect life, art
and society.” Howard describes a desire to “leap across the disconnect, and that leads to social
change, transformation, and all the things that happen when we do that.” Jumblies is strongly
place-based, and works “neighborhood to neighborhood. We don’t ever do quite the same thing
twice. Issue to issue is not my preferred way of working.” Starting from a place means that
Jumblies finds the diversity within the community: “They end up being about themes and stories
and issues and imagery that come out of that place. […] They end up being about what content
emerges from working with the community.”

How Jumblies Theatre works
Jumblies begins a project initially through an invitation from someone who has seen past work.
Relationships are developed “partly through the length of our process, through one-on-one
meetings with people, getting established physically in the place, making connections with
organizations. Getting familiarity and currency with a place. At some point we’ll start doing
presentations and initial workshops, and build from there depending on the interest in the
community and how it develops.” In the current project on public housing, Jumblies has work
space in public housing “so we can sit in the lobby and chat.” Schools are good sites for connection.
“We also have a heritage museum in the neighborhood who’s a partner, and introduced us to good
people in the community.” A Somali cultural interpreter has been brought into the project, and
Jumblies is working towards hiring a Korean cultural interpreter as well. Building relationships in a
community is about “being responsive, trial and error, if something doesn’t work [then] listen a lot,
read, inform oneself to be able to have a basis. Find out who lives there, eat in the restaurants, talk
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to the storekeepers.” Jumblies is starting to make budget space for hiring from the community. “It’s
very slow. We’re trying to do as much of it from art as much as possible; doing it, not just talking
about it.”
In each three or four year cycle, “we’ll have a phase of research for a year or more, then a phase of
creation and production, then a phase of legacy and sustainability which will last about a year.”
Ideally, Jumblies would like to “ease out and pass on leadership and something is left behind.” In
each community, with each project, materials are developed in different ways, ranging from oral
history research, working with “folk tales as catalysts to develop materials,” or “doing more artsbased research activities where we do a mixture of activities [that] produce visual imagery, text,
detailed histories and stories.” Projects are intergenerational, and community members are
involved in a wide variety of roles, “from organizational to conceptual, to performing, to outreach,
administration, always with the intention of mixing ages and categories of people. […] I think we
tend to categorize people and separate them, and there are barriers that are socially destructive
and dangerous, and art can feed into that rather than disrupt it.” Jumblies works to disrupt those
divisions and bring people together. “We may do a youth project, or activity with seniors, but the
urge is always mixing people together. We won’t say no to adults who want to participate in youth
project.”
Stories drawn from community facilitations become raw material for the artists to pull together
and use as a basis for creation. “I like to support a process where artists can have their own
creative satisfaction, enjoyment. I do like to safeguard the artistic process for the artist, because it’s
something that nourishes me. At some point I’d stop being passionate about it if I couldn’t do
that.” Meanwhile, more materials may be gathered as needed from the community, and artistic
products will be brought to the community to test and explore, and eventually to produce and
perform. Artists on the project have “collaborative artist days” to create space for the artists to
engage in their own process. “I also believe in the quality of the product, and being able as artists
to ensure that. […] Ideally there’s not a process/product tension but finding a process and form
that generates the best quality product. […] I think taking the art seriously benefits everything and
everyone, and enables change more strongly.” Jumblies is informed by the Community Play
tradition, such as the cornerstone principle of having long phases of research, creation, and
transition out of a project. The principle of inclusivity, including everyone who wants to be involved
and mixing people together, also comes from the Community Play tradition. Howard is also
inspired by the celebration arts movement, puppetry, and outdoor theatre from sources such as
the UK’s Welfare State International, Vancouver’s Public Dreams Society, and Bread and Puppet.
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Training and professional development
Jumblies’ artists need to bring their own expertise and arts practice to the projects. Artists often
do not have a community facilitation background, but are interested in learning, and Jumblies
accommodates and supports them. Jumblies has engaged in training and mentoring by taking on
students, interns, advanced interns, and volunteers. “We’ve gotten in the habit of having an intern
position. […] We have a year-long advanced intern, and also four to six month-long positions like
that. That’s worked really well, and that’s very individualized; I’ll work closely with a person on
what they want to get out of it.” Advanced interns tend to be high caliber artists who have worked
in community arts and “they’re at a point where they’d like to direct their own, learn about
managing their own project, they want to jump to a new level of leadership.” Howard is interested
in creating more “guided independence opportunities” for artists in which they can take the
artistic lead on a small project or small area of a large project. Volunteers receive more ad hoc
training, as needed.

Challenges and opportunities
Jumblies Theatre has three full-time and four part-time salaried staff, and over a year contracts at
least 20 artists. Other contracted staff include occasional consultants and artists, including a
graphic designer, a grant-writing consultant, and an evaluation consultant. At a given time, about
6-12 people who work at partner agencies put time into a Jumblies’ project. Another 6-12 people
from outside the neighborhood where a project takes place work on the projects as volunteers.
Students are placed with Jumblies from post-secondary institutions, and receive academic credit
for their work. The annual budget is approximately $300,000, plus in-kind contributions including
work space, staff time, food, translation, photocopying, and janitorial services. “That [figure is]
precarious; we’ve had a pretty big budget leap in the past few years. It fluctuates a bit; the year we
do the big production, the budget needs to grow.” Government and public sector funds are the
greatest share of the budget, followed by foundations and earned income in equal measure. Funds
are a mixture of arts funding and social service sector funding. Jumblies collaborates with 200400 people as participants in the process of creating art. Estimating ‘audience’ is challenging; “it
varies because we go on a three-year cycle, and sometimes there’s not a distinction between
participants and audience members.” Howard estimates the Jumblies reaches 300-1000 people
annually.
Howard finds that increasingly funders require evaluations that “aren’t compatible with how the
work should be evaluated. […] I’d like to shift the paradigm in terms of what we’re being asked,
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instead of having to respond to statistical stuff.” Jumblies attempts to avoid being forced to fit into
narrow funding categories: it is “something to negotiate. Especially now with the emphasis on a
youth focus, where we like to work intergenerationally all the time—we don’t want to be steered
into youth [work] based on funding. If we get that red-light feeling we step back from that
funding opportunity.” Jumblies has been successful at supporting projects financially, but “the
other big challenge is maintaining funding, and not drowning in fundraising, being able to be an
artist with amount of grant writing we have to do. […] We do very well, but I’m still constantly on
the brink of not being able to cope; all I do is sit at the computer and write grants. It’s barely viable
with the integrity, social and artistic, that is essential to the work.” Beyond issues around funding,
the “unpredictability of the participants” is a challenge for Jumblies—at time too many, at others
perhaps too few. Howard describes the “challenge to maintain the relationship between one’s own
artistic vision and passion, and community engagement and what the goals are. They’re not
always identical but they can be compatible. Also [balancing] your own artistic vision when
working with artistic traditions that aren’t your own. Kind of my ‘high arts’ Western background,
how I intersect with the community where they’re exploring other artistic traditions that aren’t
mine. That’s a challenge, how to even think about that, practice it, keep that balance, where I
believe the artist isn’t outside the equation but in the middle of it.”

Values and outcomes
Howard is uncomfortable with the term “art as a tool,” stating, “We do art and things happen out
of it.” For Jumblies Theatre, social change means “transient utopias and lasting ripples”: creating
change within the immediate environment, both in ways known and unknown, and that change
creates ripples which “create inspirations for the way the world could be and society could be.”
Outcomes of the work may be unexpected, “it can be ineffable.” This is especially true of work in an
urban environment, where an organization cannot have a direct impact on the whole community.
It is also true of work that leaves a legacy of community members continuing to work together on
projects that will, in turn, effect change. Creating ‘transient utopias’ means “creating an alternative
community and a way of being with people in the projects that carries back to people’s lives.” This
includes breaking through categories: bringing youth and adults together, bringing disparate
groups of people together; there’s “a difference between a community that’s already been defined,
and a community that we create out of people being together.” The core of Jumblies work in the
projects is creating a community identity. “A huge amount of our activities are about exploring
individual, collective, group activities. From oral histories to visual art to performances. Right now
we’re doing fabric transfer art with photographs and life maps onto fabric that’s meaningful [to
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the participants].” Art within the projects provokes dialogue which inspires more art and creativity.
As people get to know others in their community, they participate more in the community: “it
fosters a sense of caring, [even] in some cases space transformation. In the last project we got
capital grants to transform a space to a community arts space within a community centre.”
Jumblies values aesthetic exploration, and sharing within the arts community the art that the
organization is creating. “How do you work as a dancer with non-dancers, or with a visual artist?
How do you work with dialogue and text with people who don’t speak English? How can you turn
it to advantage? […] What being good means.”
Jumblies evaluates its work through “informal ongoing feedback and evaluation and responding
and strategizing” as well as through audio-visual documentation that demonstrates the quality of
both the art and the engagement. Important to Jumblies is “not just how people [participants]
talk about the content but how people talk about the experience, how they talk about art and
creativity and themselves in relation to the world and how that changes in the project.” Although
Jumblies does not work on civic engagement, “very common evaluative feedback is [participants,
particularly new immigrants or people with behavioural and mental health challenges] learned
more confidence, learned to speak out.” The involvement of people “least likely to get involved” is a
measure of success for Jumblies: “we see who’s left out and include them.” Artistic colleagues who
are not involved in the project are an important source of feedback. The legacy of a project, for
individual participants, for the community, and for the artist as well, is evidence of the project’s
success.

L I Z L E R M A N DA N C E E XC H A N G E
John Borstel, Humanities Director
Takoma Park, Maryland, USA
http://www.danceexchange.org/index.asp

The Liz Lerman Dance Exchange has been engaging communities in dance locally and nationally—
and sometimes internationally—for 30 years. The Dance Exchange’s main areas of activity are
performance, community engagement or residencies, and educational programming, which ranges
from dance classes for children to institutes for professional dancers who are interested in doing
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community engagement work. In any given situation, the Dance Exchange seeks to combine all
three mutually reinforcing areas of activity. John Borstel provides the example that people in a
community might be learning by being involved in developing artistic work that they may be a
part of performing. All the Dance Exchange’s work is an encounter with four guiding questions:
Who gets to dance? Where is the dance happening? What is it about? Why does it matter? By
addressing these questions, the Dance Exchange seeks to re-integrate the many functions of
dance—aesthetic, healing, spiritual, social—into one practice. The Dance Exchange’s main
activities have been multi-year cycles built around a major work, such as the Hallelujah project
(1998-2002), but currently there are a variety of projects developing simultaneously.

How the Liz Lerman Dance Exchange works
The formation of partnerships is at the heart of how the Dance Exchange works. For a given
project, community might be defined geographically, generationally—working with teens or the
elderly, most often with the intention of creating intergenerational work—or even by profession,
as in the Dance Exchange’s current work with scientists. In Safe House/Still Looking, a project
reflecting on the history of the Underground Railroad, the Dance Exchange started by interviewing
community members in Wilmington, Delaware, about what was significant to them in their
history. Other times the Dance Exchange starts with a topic and seeks a community from which to
learn. Often the Dance Exchange is invited into a community by a performing arts centre or a
University’s performing arts organization. Ferocious Beauty: Genome, a current project about the
impact of genetic research on society, has developed in part through a partnership with Wesleyan
University and the University’s interest in creating a dialogue between the arts and sciences. Once
in a community, the Dance Exchange offers workshops to get people moving and sharing stories
and practices. Community members contribute to the creation of work through a structured
process directed by the company, and often are performers in the final presentation of a work.
They offer feedback to the organization through a variety of structures, including Liz Lerman’s wellknown Critical Response Process. They can be audience members, simply watching a performance,
or they can be audience members engaged more interactively. In addition, community members
may be a part of an advisory group.

Training and professional development
The Dance Exchange has generated a methodology over its 30 years that it is able to break into
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constituent teachable tools. Some of these tools have been made publicly available through an
internet-based toolkit. Workshops that are part of the Dance Exchange’s community residencies
rely on the tools to create performance, and in some cases teach the tools not only to dancers but
to people with a variety of roles in their communities. Within the Dance Exchange, dancers become
part of the company after an elaborate and rigorous audition process that involves not only
demonstration of dance techniques, but opportunities to work collaboratively and engage in
artistic problem-solving. Internally, training is multilayered, from workshop situations where
dancers learn tools or techniques and apply them, to one-on-one coaching and debriefing, to
observing the normative behavior or organizational culture of the company. For example, by seeing
how other company dancers engage with participants in a workshop informally before the
workshop begins, dancers learn to walk around the space, introduce themselves, and talk with the
people in the room. The Dance Exchange places value both on careful preparation and on setting
challenges to its artists to stretch their capacities or lead activities for which they may not quite
feel ready.

Challenges and opportunities
The Liz Lerman Dance Exchange is one of the 15 largest contemporary dance companies in the
United States, with an annual budget of approximately $1.2 million, nine administrative staff, six
full-time dancers, and about ten adjunct dancers. Half of revenue derives from earned income,
much of which is fees for residencies, and the other half is largely from foundations and
government sources. Dancers are involved in all tasks of the organization, from choreographing to
fundraising to community engagement. On average, the Dance Exchange reaches 20,000-30,000
audience members in a year, and 5,000-10,000 people engaged in anything from participating in
an interactive performance to developing and performing a work. Though the Liz Lerman Dance
Exchange has received critical acclaim and recognition, communicating with the arts community
has been a challenge over the years. “We still live in a world where things are categorized as art for
art’s sake, art for community’s sake, art in support of learning… and in our world there are no
differentiations… art is valuable in and of itself and it has many functions; our goal is to restore art
to its integrated state.”

Values and outcomes
Among other issues, recent works by the Dance Exchange have tackled spirituality and art, art and
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science, the implications of scientific discovery, and genocide. Borstel describes the Dance
Exchange as ‘place-based,’ and engaging people in a collaborative project of building movement
together, a process that fosters critical thinking, encourages identity exploration, and develops
people’s skills in working together, across and in spite of differences. “If we leave a situation and
know how we’d do it better next time, that’s success. We challenged ourselves to do something
that we didn’t necessarily feel we had complete mastery of […] and we are reflective enough to see
how it can evolve.” In addition, the Dance Exchange looks to the impact its work has on
participants and audience members as a measure of meaning and success.

L O S A N G E L E S P OV E RT Y D E PA RTM E N T
Henriette Brouwers, Associate Director
Los Angeles, California, USA
http://lapovertydept.org

The Los Angeles Poverty Department (LAPD), established in 1985, creates theatre primarily with
very low-income and homeless people. The company grew out of artistic director John Malpede’s
work as a homeless advocate gathering narratives to provide assistance to people living on the
street in Skid Row. Over LAPD’s two decades of work, the organization has stepped away from
sharing personal stories to create work that connects the lives of people in poverty and the
processes and decisions of policy makers. Though most of LAPD’s performances are built on the
words of participants, LAPD has also created plays using archival material, such as court transcripts
in Agents & Assets. LAPD engages in residencies and projects outside Los Angeles by invitation,
such as the Agents & Assets residency project in Detroit, Cleveland, Philadelphia and Baltimore,
and a project with Head Start teachers and parents focusing on drug issues in poor communities
in four Kentucky counties. The participants in LAPD’s work—the members of the company—are
people who live the struggles of poverty in the United States: poor or no health insurance, trouble
finding work, often problems with drugs, and being told, and often thinking, their poverty is their
own fault. LAPD’s work is needed, Brouwers explains, because “There’s no social fabric! The
government doesn’t take care of its people at all!” In LAPD plays, the actors have an opportunity to
share their experiences and the audience connects personal stories with social policy, provoking
not only empathy but an impulse towards creating social change.
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How the Los Angeles Poverty Department works
LAPD does not take a ‘models and methods’ approach, but engages “in artistic inquiry, as an
14

ongoing endeavor.” Malpede explains : “One of the great things about being an artist is […] you
don’t need a license to practice and best practice is to keep one ear to the ground and an eye to
the sky. It’s ongoing dialectic finding out what’s going on and bouncing that off your big ideas.” In
developing a play, participants begin by talking about their experiences, or react to newspaper
articles and other materials about current issues, and the texts grow out of improvisations. At
times the directors write texts from which the company improvises. From improvisation, texts are
created by the directors and sometimes by participants to help solidify the actions on stage so
they can be repeated. Even if the text of the play does not come from personal stories, such as in
Agents & Assets, the material comes from the interests of the participants. In Agents & Assets, the
participants, primarily people formerly addicted to crack cocaine, memorized long and complex
transcripts from court trials about the CIA’s involvement in selling crack cocaine on the streets of
Los Angeles and San Francisco in the 1980s to support the Contras in Nicaragua. The process of
making sense of the language in the transcripts leads to discussions and reflections, and new
understandings, by the participants, many of whom were affected directly by the events they
depict. LAPD plays are designed and directed to culminate in a discussion between actors or
experts and audience about situations presented in the play, rather than about the actors’
personal stories or experiences. After an Agents & Assets performance, invited experts engage in a
panel discussion about the war on drugs, linking the court trials depicted to current situations, and
opening the conversation to the audience.
LAPD provides resources to participants and the broader community largely through partnering
with community-based organizations. Some plays emerge out of relationships with organizations,
such as Evacuation Plan for the City of Charlotte, based on testimonies of homeless people
imprisoned during Hurricane Katrina and developed through a relationship of an LAPD participant
with activist group Critical Resistance. “Everywhere we go we find the people who are already
doing the work and connect them to the performance we are working on. That means the actors
get informed but also generates an audience for the performances.”

Training and professional development
LAPD participants gain experience by showing up and being a part of LAPD activities and plays.
Occasionally LAPD organizes a special project, Change / Exchange, in which students, activists and
14 In an e-mail exchange.
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artists from across the country and internationally come to participate with LAPD company
members to create a performance. During this training experience, LAPD provides theatre
workshops for the students and visitors.

Challenges and opportunities
A small organization with a long history, LAPD has two paid—and sometimes volunteer—staff, the
artistic director and an administrative aide, who are not on continuous salaries but find ways to
keep LAPD going. Actors in LAPD plays are always paid for their performances, as are participants
when they travel for residencies. The current annual budget is $100,000, but some years the
budget, all grant-funded from foundations and government, is under $50,000. LAPD’s major
challenge is finding funding; the organization’s capacity is stretched to write grants, manage
administrative tasks, and carry out artistic activities. At the same time, poverty is deepening and
the demand for LAPD’s work is increasing. Because of the nature of the participants’ lives in
poverty, sustained participation is a challenge, as is communication with LAPD members and
transportation for any work outside of the neighborhood. Some participants have stayed with
LAPD over ten years, while others participate in one production. Each production involves
approximately 15 actors, and each year there are about 25-30 LAPD members who are actively
involved in the organization. Attendance at LAPD events varies; Brouwers estimates reaching about
1000 people annually.

Values and outcomes
Social change for LAPD means “connecting the lived experience to the social forces that impact the
lives of poor people.” LAPD aims to change the social policies that create poverty and affect the
lives of people in poverty. Theatre can show people that they are not solely responsible for their
situation and that they can affect the conditions they live in by addressing decision makers.
Participants gain confidence that what they are saying is important. At the same time, LAPD’s
productions can show policy makers the results of their decisions. The exchange of points of view
is a central component of the work, which has covered a broad range of issues including
gentrification, the economics of housing, drug abuse and health, criminal justice, war, social
policies and others.
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LAPD assesses success through feedback from participants and audience members. Sometimes the
participants gather to reflect on the process of a production. Concrete impacts on the community
are important to LAPD; for example, a production resulted in the emergence of a homeless writers
coalition. The size of audience is not a major concern for LAPD; rather, the impact on the audience
members who are present is a central concern. LAPD aims to create communication between
groups and individuals, and values the creation of new relationships with organizations. Aesthetic
quality is important to LAPD, and it comes from the reality and passion that participants bring: “it’s
sort of the starting point that it has to be interesting and good theatre, and I think we do it by not
trying to be traditional or imitate any kind of idea about theatre, but by being real and going to
the realness of all the stuff people are talking about[…] And to be unexpected. […] Things always
happen! Like it happens on Skid Row.”

L U D U S DA N C E
Jane Barrett, Director
Lancaster, UK
http://www.ludusdance.org

Ludus Dance is a cooperatively-run organization that has been in operation for 30 years based in
the idea that “dance can offer people empowerment and transformation, and the ability to socially
change.” A touring company provides week-long residencies, primarily in schools, that deal with
social issues as well as dance as an art form. Ludus also develops dance in the county of
Lancashire, creating opportunities for communities disadvantaged in their access to dance and/or
disadvantaged socially. Jane Barrett sees Ludus Dance as engaged in political and social change,
whether a) through direct political content in performance and residencies, such as the
performance Perfecting Eugene, about human genetics, or b) simply by offering dance to people
and in places where it otherwise would not be found. Ludus Dance seeks to counteract a
consumerist society that “divides experiences down to commodities” and “leave[s] people
dispossessed from their community, from their sense of self and self-worth, and with little room to
explore alternative ways of being.”
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How Ludus Dance works
At this point in the organization’s history, Ludus Dance has a high profile and is inundated with
requests, from a couple to be married wanting to learn ballroom dance to larger organizations and
institutions. Ludus Dance also pursues relationships at the local government level to create
opportunities for people in the community and schools to access dance. Community members play
roles that vary from project to project, depending on parameters set between the organization and
the contracting body. For example, in Ludus Dance’s work with youth at risk for juvenile offending,
the basis of engagement is to foster young people in developing lifelong, healthy hobbies. In
weeklong school residencies, the engagement of young people is shaped by the agreement
between Ludus Dance and the school. The approach to dance teaching is organized to encourage
the creativity and expression of the participants views through dance whatever the contractual
terms of the engagement. For example, in workshops during school residencies based around
Perfecting Eugene, each young person creates a sequence of movements from common building
blocks, a dance equivalent to a genetic code. The movements, like each person’s DNA, are then
subjected to different environments—what would it be like to be a leaf in the wind? Or attached
to a ball and chain? In general, community members are involved in project planning, creating and
performing dance, and ongoing feedback and evaluation to the organization. Ludus Dance
provides a range of resources to community members, most notably a teacher’s pack for school
residencies, and a website with a ‘Dance Café’ chat forum and short videos by young people
sharing the process of their work with Ludus Dance.

Training and professional development
Ludus Dance provides professional development to both staff and artists. Dancers have a budget
for weekly technical training. Technical and other dance training, including dance teaching and
community choreography, is provided throughout the year as well as during a three-day training
forum once yearly. In addition, dancers receive health and safety, child protecting, and equal
opportunity training. Ludus Dance has student placements for young people age 14 through
undergraduate education. Barrett notes that although she would love to see a training program to
help dance artists become aware of social and political issues, she believes most learning is
situational at present.
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Challenges and opportunities
Ludus Dance has grown to be a large-scale arts organization, with an annual budget of £500,000
(approximately $1 million), half of which is fee for service, the other half of which is mostly local
and regional council funds. Fifteen staff members—seven administrative, eight artistic, most of
them full-time—run the two departments of Ludus Dance, the Touring Company and the Dance
Development Department. An additional 15 artists are contracted regularly. Each department
reaches about 20,000 participants annually. Ludus Dance is facing the need to build capacity, both
to meet demand and to negotiate strategic relationships with funding sources to support new
projects and maintain ongoing programming in a trend-driven funding environment.

Values and outcomes
Social change means helping people recognize that they have potential, simply by engaging in
movement: “dance allows people to go into that liminal space where they can be who they are and
not who they are at the same time, so they can practice new identities.” Ludus Dance is also
interested in raising awareness of how power works. A piece about child labour, Sold, encouraged
young people to question where the manufacturing of their toys and clothing employed child
slave labour. Ludus Dance works to develop participants’ critical thinking skills and to encourage
the exploration of identities through celebrating history and learning skills for collaboration. Less
directly, Ludus Dance works on encouraging people to think about the global impact of their
behaviours. Success is measured through formal program evaluation, and attendance metrics as
well as informal assessment of young people’s enthusiasm, motivation, and engagement.
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MY T H S A N D M I R R O R S CO M M U N I T Y A RT S
Laurie McGauley, Founder, Artistic Director
Sudbury, Ontario, Canada
http://users.vianet.ca/myths/

Myths and Mirrors Community Arts is an interdisciplinary, neighbourhood-based organization that
works with communities predominantly in Sudbury “to develop projects that give the community
a voice in the public sphere [using processes that are] meant to engage people in dialogue, so they
come to understand the issues that affect them.” During its ten years of work, Myths and Mirrors
has approached communities without an art discipline in mind but with a theme; “we have done
theatre, murals, outdoor performances, street theatre, photography, video.” Programs specifically
for young people include stilting, fire breathing, and other creative means for addressing issues
that youth want to bring attention to in the community. One of the first major projects, A Show of
Hands, “started as a celebration of an environmental site, and became a celebration of the
neighborhood.” Myths and Mirrors focuses on marginalized groups who don’t have a strong voice
in the public sphere, including low-income and working class communities, women, the
Francophone community, and Aboriginal communities. The organization runs on a project basis
with no long-term programming, and produces two major projects each year and six or seven
smaller projects that last under three months. Many participants stay involved from project to
project. Myths and Mirrors Community Arts came into being during a time of “poor-bashing” and
“government demonizing a part of the community. That part of the community needed to tell
their own stories.” The organization came into being to create a space “to talk about the myths of
‘free-market’ capitalism and neo-conservatism” and to be a mirror for “what’s going on on the
ground.” McGauley describes why Myths and Mirrors’ projects are needed: the “Utopian function
of community art, [to] give ourselves free spaces to dream again.” She explains, “Art projects give
people a reason to come together to discuss and play with issues and ideas that are important to
them. They offer people the means to express themselves and get their voices out there” so they
become part of the conversation. Myths and Mirrors is based in McGauley’s background in theatre,
including Theatre of the Oppressed and the Community Play model. The organization’s theoretical
framework includes models of collective creation and a key focus on relationship and on voice. “We
experiment a lot with different ways of doing our work.”
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How Myths and Mirrors Community Arts works
Myths and Mirrors is connected to a neighborhood community development project for families
and children, Better Beginnings, Better Futures, and was created to be able to engage in political
work without threatening the charitable status of Better Beginnings, Better Futures. Myths and
Mirrors has been denied charitable status three times because the organization is “too political.”
Having a space to do explicitly political work “gives freedom to communities, [so] that they don’t
have to feel pressured by other considerations.” Establishing new relationships with community
groups through personal contacts is the part of the project process that takes longest and requires
most care. When Myths and Mirrors’ membership requested some projects in the Francophone
community “we had to explore the possibilities, so I had to spend at least six months setting up
personal relationships with people in that community, getting a sense of what the issues are, [and]
are they even interested? Establishing relationships is key to everything.” Once relationships are
established, Myths and Mirrors makes sure to stay in constant contact and evaluate the process as
the project moves forwards. Having loose themes gives Myths and Mirrors a starting point to
engage with a new community. The first three years of the organization, the theme was “Possible
Futures,” followed by “Belonging.” The newest theme is oriented to environmental issues: “Earthly
Matters.” Communities that become involved can develop what they want within the theme: “If
you just say ‘we want to do an art project with you,’ of course they just give you blank stares, you
need to give them something to chew on. Why approach people to create a work of art, if there is
not an important idea or challenge that needs to be explored?” In other situations, projects will be
developed because an issue becomes apparent in the community. McGauley “starts work where
the energy is.”
Community members of all ages are involved in Myths and Mirrors’ work. A recent project was a
play created in collaboration with call centre workers: “Northern Ontario is invaded with call
centres, as part of our latest new- world economic development strategies to bend over backwards
to welcome businesses into town. Of course most of these workplaces offer non-union, low pay,
high stress, insecure jobs. We partnered with our local Labour Council to develop a project with call
centre workers. I began the project with an ex-telemarketer who had been involved in the union
drive of the only unionized call centre in town. Through her relationships and contacts, we
gathered a core group of telemarketers. Together we did participatory research on the call centre
industry, we interviewed telemarketers from other workplaces, and combining this material with
the core group’s experiences, we wrote a play called ‘Get a Real Job’ about issues of working in call
centres.” Myths and Mirrors has a strong volunteer base and a strong participant base of adults in
the community. Youth are often attracted to the projects, and the organization has a “large youth
contingent.” Participants, who are involved in planning, creating and implementing projects, as
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well as in providing feedback and participating in evaluation, are not paid for their participation,
except in cases where the artistic product brings in money. During the creation of work, expenses
like transportation, child care and food are paid for by the organization. Other resources are made
available to participants and to the broader community, including the means of creative
production, resource contact lists and pamphlets with information about the issues tackled by the
project. Myths and Mirrors brings in experts to answer questions when relevant; when working on
issues of poverty, McGauley brought in welfare workers sympathetic to the cause.
Participatory research is an important part of collaborative community arts projects at Myths and
Mirrors. A mural on the theme of water quality, in collaboration with the Junction Creek
Committee, involved young people and adults thinking about “what do we need to know about
water, who can help us?” Participants decided what the appropriate questions were and who the
experts were who could address the questions. “We brought in a native elder who talked about
meaning of water in Ojibwe and Anishinabe. We brought in a Greenpeace activist. We brought in a
scientist from the local university who talked about water in Sudbury.” After the experts engaged
in a roundtable discussion, Myths and Mirrors facilitated workshops for participants to process the
information. “We use a lot of popular education methods, mapping, a lot of theatre exercises,
image exercises to capture what the main issues and possible solutions are. That seeds the
material for the artwork.”

Training and professional development
Artists who work with Myths and Mirrors must both understand the work and be willing to learn;
finding those artists can be a challenge in a region far from a large urban centre. McGauley was
able to capture funds to bring two community artists to train with Myths and Mirrors for a year;
one of those artists is still working with the organization. First the artists were trained by
McGauley, then they collaborated with her as co-artists and co-facilitators until they could take on
their own projects. When the organization hires artists working in particular media on a project
basis, Myths and Mirrors might facilitate the process or will co-facilitate if the artist wants to learn
to engage in community arts. “We’ll also engage in a more intense process, do evaluations of their
work, give them theory. We usually don’t leave artists alone with projects unless we’re quite sure
they can keep up the important relations.”
Before training a new artist, McGauley assesses whether the artist is well-suited for community
arts: “the artist has to have an impulse to work with people in the first place. Also [the artist] has
to understand it isn’t only about their individual art, but that their skills and aesthetic senses are
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important to the project.” Training for new artists is very hands-on and participatory. Artists are
mentored through a project so that they experience the entire process, from making initial
contacts, establishing relationships, and if the project is politically sensitive, setting up the project
to deal with the issues successfully. McGauley shares “resources on different collective creation
techniques, and there’s lots of different ways to do that.” She also shares resources on group
process, “Right to the end of the process, making sure it is publicly acknowledged through the
media or a public event. Making sure there’s follow-up and some kind of closure for participants so
they aren’t forgotten or dumped.” Artists participate in the projects and in evaluating what went
right and what went wrong. “We have a style of doing things so we make sure to bring artists
through all that before they’d start on their own project.”

Challenges and opportunities
Myths and Mirrors Community Arts has a staff of three, with two full-time workers. Each year,
about eight artists work with the organization, and every summer six to twelve youth are brought
on as staff for summer projects to be trained as community artists. A requirement for the Board of
Directors is that members must have participated in a Myths and Mirrors project. The
organization’s annual budget ranges from $100-180,000, with the greatest source of monies being
the public sector, followed by foundations, fundraising events and individual donors. Funding can
be a challenge because Myths and Mirrors does not have status as a registered charity because of
the political nature of the work. The organization is well-supported by volunteers, and the financial
and physical resources, while they could always be better, are adequate for the scope of Myths and
Mirrors’ work. Each year between 200 and 800 participants are involved in creating art. Estimating
audience size is difficult, because the organization has such a broad base of programming; Myths
and Mirrors has permanent installations in the library, has designed murals and downtown
manhole covers, has toured plays and does not charge at the door for performances. In addition,
the size of the audience varies year to year. In the past year, 600 people attended performances in
Sudbury, but as many as 10,000 people may have seen Myths and Mirrors’ work in the community.

Values and outcomes
For Myths and Mirrors, “social change means challenging oppression of any kind, and injustice, and
[…] then pushing for changes to that oppression and injustice.” Projects have tackled a wide range
of issues. Perhaps the organization’s main goal is to encourage individuals to become agents of
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change: that’s “what we’re heading for with the environmental project. Sudbury’s a mining
community so we have over a hundred [types of] mining residue in our soil and air. We’re going to
base this new project on the soil study that’s being completed now. A lot of the issues are around
denial; it’s so scary, people don’t want to know. So we’re looking to develop popular education
tools working with young parents to understand how different chemicals and metals in the soil
affect our health and look for solutions to that.” Creating visions of a possible future is an
important part of Myths and Mirrors’ work: “In our work those visions then become—we have
permanent installations, public art works— they’re reminders of these visions of equality, justice
and hope, and hopefully it gives people direction for their social action.”
From its beginnings, Myths and Mirrors has focused on the images and identities of people in
poverty, both to bring their voices into the discussion and to give the individuals the experience of
voice, which leads to understanding “why they’re in poverty, that it’s not a personal problem but a
social and economic problem.” A theatre troupe of people living on social assistance used Augusto
Boal’s theatre techniques to create skits performed throughout the community: “that helps to
dispel stereotypes and myths of people living in poverty, and helps build up their own identities in
the face of insidious poor bashing.” In addition, that group has learned, through participatory
research, how to advocate for themselves and on behalf of people living in poverty. A group of
young people wanted to create a mural in downtown Sudbury: “I knew they would get into trouble
with the city, especially because the city owned the wall. We worked with the young people so
they could advocate for themselves, so they could make presentations to the city. And what came
out of that was a youth advisory committee for the city, because they were so impressed with [the
youth] and the mural.”
Myths and Mirrors Community Arts uses a wide variety of yardsticks to assess its success. A
continuous, iterative evaluation process is a part of every project, and a formal evaluation follows a
project’s conclusion. Participants have the opportunity to do a written evaluation as well as have
circle discussions about how the project went. At times, McGauley will conduct individual
interviews with participants to assess the project’s success. Tangible outcomes, such as the youth
advisory committee for the city, are important measures of success. Just as important is the quality
of the art produced: “the artwork itself needs to be high quality and meets the intentions of the
participants.”
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B E V E R LY N A I D U S
Intermedia/Activist Artist and Associate Professor of Interdisciplinary Arts,
University of Washington, Tacoma
Tacoma, Washington, USA
http://www.artsforchange.org

Beverly Naidus is a teaching artist at the University of Washington-Tacoma campus, where she
teaches in the Arts, Media and Culture concentration as part of the Interdisciplinary Arts and
Sciences program. She works with the concepts of art as an intervention and a strategy for self and
social transformation, particularly with her students. Naidus places her artwork in conventional art
spaces, such as galleries and museums, and she also places camouflaged work into public spaces,
such as “racks of clothing that look like racks of clothing but that have a hidden message.” Naidus
began exploring art as a tool for social change as an undergraduate, and has been working in the
field for over 30 years. As a teaching artist at a University, her audience and her community are
generally her students: “multi-age, multi-ethnic, primarily working class, and usually the first ones
in their families to go to college.” Many of her students are connected to the military, because of
the location of the University. Naidus describes activist art as “an antidote to dominant culture,
and we need to be connected to each other. People are profoundly disconnected, alienated;
consumer culture creates individual islands of desperation.” Naidus engages in the work from a
“gut passion. I don’t feel like I can function in a balanced way in the world unless I do work for
social change. The alternative is despair.”

How Beverly Naidus works
Naidus describes a variety of strategies artists can use to reach audiences, many of which she has
used in her own work, and strategies that she shares with her students as a way to broaden their
thinking about art and social change. First, the artist working alone in studio to reveal injustice
and suffering and provoke people to think about it, and perhaps to heal the artist’s own life—
”that’s one of the roles that I’ve had, that I’ve used my work to provoke people to think about
things that I’ve experienced or witnessed.” Second, the artist working with activist groups to put
forth a particular agenda. Third, the artist working in collaboration with artists who are trying to
provoke audiences. “I did that in New York for many years with feminist groups and groups
working on gentrification and environmental issues.” Fourth, the artist can engage in community-
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based art, animating the community to make their own art and facilitating rather than directing a
project. “In a sense that’s what I’m doing with my students, because I’m not teaching art students.
I think of my classes as ten-week-long community-based art projects.” Fifth, the artist as a
visionary, creating “a utopic vision for people to rejoice in or celebrate what’s good about the world
or remediate what causes suffering in the world.” Naidus explains, “all of those five fingers are
necessary to have the sort of cultural revolution we need in order for things to improve. We can’t
be saying ‘Only art that wakes people up is necessary right now’ or ‘Only artists working in
community are good.’ We need to have this diverse kind of compost to have a more healthy,
balanced society.”
The community she works with most directly—her students—self-selects by signing up for her
courses. The students are “the storytellers. They’re the ones who get to share their experiences
through art.” Students plan their project, they may recruit participants—depending on the
project—they are creators and performers, and they provide feedback. In her interactive
installation pieces—museum and gallery works—the audience also tells “their stories in response
to my story. Each piece has a different strategy for gathering their stories.” A recent piece, about
being an activist in today’s world, involved playing a game and picking up ‘encouragement’ and
‘discouragement cards.’ When the game was won, the participant needed to write a story about
being or not being an activist. Naidus is deeply grounded in feminism as a theoretical framework:
“questioning patriarchy is the underlying thing.” Other sources of inspiration include Paulo Freire,
Augusto Boal, a group from the UK called The Public, Postman and Weingartner’s book, “Teaching
as a Subversive Activity,” and colleagues at the Institute for Social Ecology, where Naidus was a
visiting artist, who have shared other pedagogical approaches for inspiring people to tell their
stories.

Training and professional development
The Arts in Community program (still pending approval from the University of Washington) is
coordinated by Naidus in collaboration with a colleague. Fairly new, the program hopes to hire two
more arts faculty, and has first-year students for the first time this year. The curriculum is
coordinated so “students will be introduced to topics through concepts instead of techniques and
instead of mediums. [For example,] what does it mean to camouflage yourself in public? What
does it mean to do site-specific work?” Naidus teaches courses such as “Body image and art,”
“Cultural identity, fear of difference and art”, and “Labour, globalization and art.” A new foundation
course for first-year students will deal “with images and text and objects and how to work with
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them in relation to the world” for students who are “preparing themselves to be artists working in
community.” Students with an Arts in Community major will enroll in a capstone course that spans
two quarters (20 weeks), and will involve a student-written proposal and a practicum in the
community. The role of faculty in the capstone course will be to support students, “talk to them
about having a ‘bridge person’ if [they’re working in] a community they’re not part of already, help
them develop social skills, because that’s something traditional art programs do not help with.
[The students] can go to meetings and not be the ‘alienated artists’ but be someone there to offer
different tools and ways of seeing things to the community, and inspire people to create art about
whatever’s happening.”

Challenges and opportunities
Naidus works with about 100 students each year, and her installation pieces have an audience of
as many as 2000 people. One challenge in working with students is that students may feel
dissatisfied with their grade when Naidus sees her role as “pushing them” to exceed their
expectations for their art. Another is that “my students are for the most part very conservative. […]
I can polarize them if I don’t make them feel safe and create trust. If they feel I’m making
assumptions about who they are, I touch a nerve.” This hasn’t been a problem with a whole group,
but occasionally with a few students. Funding her own art, and in particular, community-based art,
is a challenge; funding bodies within the University of Washington system may not understand
what it means to create activist art. “I think they had a sociologist evaluate my proposal but their
questions about it were also irrelevant because they were […] not really understanding what it
meant to make art. They wanted more concrete assessment[s] that didn’t translate to me.”

Values and outcomes
For Naidus, social change is about inspiring the communities she works with “to question their
assumptions about the world. To raise consciousness. To give them a sense of possibility and hope.
To chart a path that is not mainstream. To subvert the dominant culture’s values. And another
cliché—but still meaningful—empower.” Naidus explicitly fosters critical thinking through a media
literacy project in every class. Students “look at how advertising artists in collaboration with
corporate ideology trick the viewer into believing that their life is not complete unless they buy
this thing.” Taking the project further, “we also do a culture jamming project to subvert the ad to
make the message more transparent to other people, and once they do that, they really get it.”
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Students explore their identities by creating a project that deals with their cultural heritage; they
“have to bring in an object that has cultural meaning for them, they have to bring in a cultural
story, an image of an ancestor, and they have to combine those three things and have to make art
out of it.” Before the project, they engage in exercises to help students understand what cultural
identity is. We “work on the idea that students can become teachers and artists who are engaged
with social change. And by telling their stories and making art about their stories, that’s the first
step. Once they have recognized that their story is valuable and other people recognize that, they
begin to see the possibility that they can become agents of change.”
Naidus works on fostering students’ engagement and participation in their communities, “but I’d
have to be critical when assessing how well it works […]. I know some of them have, but I don’t
know how sustainable this process is after they’re in my class. For instance one of my students
lives on public assistance raising four kids, and after my class she worked with a housing
organization in Tacoma that insisted that new oppressive legislation be rescinded. She was making
art for the organization to help communicate these concerns to other people. I feel that she may
be among a small minority of students who continue to make art in community, but it’s
something I look for as an outcome.” Similarly, Naidus pays attention to whether students “find
their voice” as an outcome of her courses: “Not all of the students understand that after taking my
course. Maybe 30% really get that I’m helping them to find their voice, that’s one of the key things
that my classes are about. Thirty percent get it during my course and take it out into the world by
demanding media literacy in their kids’ schools or confronting principals, [and so on]. They
understand that they need to speak out and advocate for themselves.” Naidus bases her estimate
of 30% on the students who contact her to share their experiences beyond the classroom.
Other ways that Naidus attends to her success in terms of her teaching and her installation work
include gathering direct feedback from participants and audience members. Students complete
teaching evaluations. Involving community members beyond the classroom and beyond the Arts in
Community program is a measure of success, as is an increased flow of information about the
issue being tackled. “I love it when there [are] articles in the student newspaper and discussion
among students and within the community. In the ‘art and time of war’ project [we] used an
American flag in project, and some of the security guards in the class who were Veterans were very
offended. I tried to create a dialogue, but it didn’t happen, but the possibility of it happening was
good, and in the future we’ll make more effort to make it happen.” Finally, when Naidus has
‘repeat offenders’—students who return to take another course from her—she sees that as a sign
of success.
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N E W U R B A N A RT S
Tyler Denmead, Executive Director
Providence, Rhode Island, USA
http://www.newurbanarts.org

New Urban Arts, founded in 1997, is a multidisciplinary arts program for young artists in urban
Providence. The three core programming areas are an arts and youth development program for
high school students, a professional development program for emerging artists who want to learn
to work with the high school student population, and a teaching artist residency program that
provides opportunities for artists to create new works and lead public art workshops, both in
collaboration with high school students. New Urban Arts also has a gallery and a performance
space for events, exhibitions and readings. Participants at New Urban Arts are mostly 14-25 years
old and mostly female and from low income families. New Urban Arts is in urban Providence, in a
majority Latino community; students who participate in the organization’s programs are 20%
Black, 20% Southeast Asian, 20% white, 30% Latino, and 10% multiethnic. “Beyond that, some
[participants] are doing very well in school; some are at very high risk of dropping out. Some see
themselves as very talented artists, others don’t.” Projects at New Urban Arts tend to last three
months to a year, and most community participants stay involved between one and two years.
New Urban Arts creates access for young people to engage in the arts: “There is a total lack of
access locally for arts education, and the arts education that is offered I feel often predetermines
who can participate, meaning that the majority tend to learn quickly—or believe quickly—that
they’re not creative and they’re not actively encouraged to participate.” In addition, Denmead
explains, “I believe in the intrinsic value of the arts; creativity and having creative practice is one
way to lead a more meaningful life. It allows us to question assumptions and authority, and
encourage ourselves to imagine how the world might be different. That’s the connection between
arts and social change.”

How New Urban Arts works
Youth find out about New Urban Arts through word of mouth and peer-to-peer networks. The
organization has partnerships with foster homes and social service agencies to support young
people’s access to New Urban Arts programs. Young people play multiple roles in the organization.
They are artists “who are creating new work, practicing in different media, and everybody is
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responsible for building collaborative and nurturing environments where young people have
ownership. Young people will give new students tours of the space, introduce them to mentors,
and talk to them about their experiences.” Young people also design independent projects: “right
now a group is planning an art lock-in, an all-night art making project, so they are designing new
projects.” Youth provide administrative support, assist with fundraising, and serve as educators in
the community: “We have, for example, a group of high school students who go to the YMCA and
lead poetry workshops for middle school kids.” At times, they are paid for their participation. They
serve on committees of the Board of Directors, and are both mentors and mentees. Young people
can be found at New Urban Arts “just hanging out. Sometimes [they’re] stuffing envelopes,
sometimes performing new work.” Adult artists—who tend to be young adults, just post-high
school—serve as artist mentors with a peer-to-peer role with the students, “so less about teaching
and more about sharing and inspiring and working collaboratively on new work.” The adult artists
have opportunities to create new work and engage in collaboration with young people. Adult staff
members build the organization to support the work. Other roles that adult community members
have in New Urban Arts include donors and Board members. Both youth and adults involved in
New Urban Arts provide feedback to the organization and are involved in evaluation activities.
New Urban Arts makes counselors available at workshops or events when relevant. The
organization creates connections with other organizations, such as college preparatory programs,
to support the young people who participate in New Urban Arts programming. New Urban Arts
maintains an alumni network to provide ongoing support for alumni and provide opportunity for
young artists to network with each other.

Training and professional development
New Urban Arts has identified four tiers of development: introductory, emerging, established, and
sustainable. The organization has developed a framework that maps creative practice across four
domains that look different at the different tiers of development: creating, collaborating,
documenting and reflecting, and engaging. “We do training on how you push young people to
progress or evolve within that framework, which is constantly being changed based on how artist
mentors and students define it.” New Urban Arts draws on a variety of sources for its theoretical
base, including Reggio Emilia for documentation, and a Learning Circle model. Staff are brought
into the organization based on a list of competencies rather than qualifications; “we are interested
in staff who we feel will be able to connect well with young people, who are able to take risks,
[who have an] interest in a variety of disciplines, are responsible, and able to make strong
commitments.” Young people participate in the interviewing process for hiring artistic, though not
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administrative, staff, and the question for the youth is: “do the artists approach making art in a
way I find interesting and inspiring?” Many of the artists are alumni of New Urban Arts; “We get
slammed on that all the time; there’s a perception that artists with degrees are more qualified
than those without, or [artists] with a list of exhibitions are more qualified. I’m not interested in
how established or successful—in the marketplace—an artist has been; I’m more interested in
how people come to value creating work collectively and building a network of creative people
that inspire one another.”
Artists have opportunities for training within New Urban Arts. New artists participate in an
orientation. Each year, the organization holds three weekend retreats, as well as weekly hourly
meetings for peer groups of artists “to reflect on the art that we’re doing.” Eight young people
who are hired as youth mentors also participate in weekly reflective sessions. “In the retreats, we
do a lot of work on discussing what we call creative practice: what is it, how do you define it? How
do you develop a lifelong or sustainable creative practice? That’s our mission: once young people
leave the studio for last time, we hope they carry a creative practice that will last their lives.” The
retreats also introduce approaches to documentation from Reggio Emilia schools, for artists to use
with students. Workshops tackle question issues of diversity and inclusion, as well as fundraising
and grant writing. Artists engage in community-building activities and receive training in youth
engagement. They also learn about the school system and the city, “so artists are familiar with the
constituency that they’re working with if they’re not from Providence.” The program director of
New Urban Arts, who has a Master’s in Arts and Youth Development from Columbia College, leads
the training sessions and retreats.

Challenges and opportunities
New Urban Arts has 16 adult staff, two of whom work full-time, and eight adult volunteers. Each
year there are eight paid youth mentors, and about 130 youth participants. The work produced is
viewed by about 4,000-5,000 people each year. The organization’s annual budget is about
$180,000; the largest source of funds is the individual donor base, followed by foundations, the
public sector, fundraising initiatives, and lastly corporations. New Urban Arts is well-funded to
accomplish its current level of work, and has adequate physical space and project-based financial
resources. The organization relies heavily on the Board for fundraising and financial support.
Challenges for New Urban Arts include fitting into funding categories and accessing young people
that aren’t currently being served; it isn’t about “recruitment of participants because we’re at
capacity but there are kids out there we’d like to be serving but are not.”
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Values and outcomes
At New Urban Arts, social change means that “young people are empowered to take their lives in
more meaningful, positive and new directions, and they can also make a positive and lasting
impact on their communities.” At the same time, “There’s a fine line in social change work
between the movements, revolutions, declaring the way for other people to follow, versus allowing
people to carve out their own path. And whether that’s considered progressive or not,
revolutionary or not, we’re more interested in people defining their paths themselves.” The
organization works to develop critical thinking skills in young artists: “they did an oral history of a
variety of issues”—being first generation Americans, sexual orientation, dating across ethnic lines,
and school issues—and “interviewed their peers on the challenges they face, and produced CDs of
the interviews and passed them around to policy mentors who work with young people, teachers,
and other young people.” Students explore their identities as a core part of their work at New
Urban Arts: “Every student who participates has to write what we call ‘My creative practice’ where
they connect why they create, who they are, and what they create, and it evolves into a statement
that goes with their first exhibition.” High school seniors in New Urban Arts participate in a yearlong college preparatory program: “so they get college applications fees waived, take some SAT
classes, go on college trips, and get support with their portfolios and college applications.” New
Urban Arts used to involve young people in community planning activities, but found that “the
experiences were often miserable for young people; we felt their experience in our studio would
better prepare them for participating in those opportunities later in life.”
New Urban Arts engages in program evaluation, including documentation processes from Reggio
Emilia schools. In addition, direct feedback from participants and viewers of art, and attendance
statistics are indicators of success. Evidence of success also include increased decision-making roles
for youth and young people’s increased access to the arts. “I think sometimes we underestimate
the value of the artwork that young people are creating. The artwork that young people are
creating here really does give people a new perspective and a greater appreciation for their fellow
man and woman.”
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P O RT E PA R O L E
Annabel Soutar, Artistic Director
Montreal, Quebec, Canada
http://porteparole.org/

Porte Parole—which means ‘spokesperson’—is a young organization that, at its core, is Annabel
Soutar’s documentary theatre work. Documentary theatre involves material on stage that is
drawn, verbatim, from interviews, media archive, or court trial transcripts. Soutar’s inspiration lies
with Anna Deavere Smith’s approach to representing complex conflicts through theatre. Soutar
describes: “The aim is to show the beautiful and wild differences of opinion that exist about the
same story. Getting at a unified vision of reality seems impossible. I love how one story can exist
through many different voices, many different angles.” Founded in 1998, Porte Parole has created
five plays, taking on issues as diverse as the political landscape of Quebec province, genetically
modified food, and the experience of Algerian immigrants in Montreal. Soutar believes theatre has
a powerful impact both because it brings members of a community physically into the same space
to share an experience, and because theatre is a medium that renders stories concrete, in contrast
to other, more abstract, media like television and the internet.

How Porte Parole works
Porte Parole’s production cycle usually begins with Soutar selecting a topic of interest to her that
has dramatic potential, seeking writing grants, and then researching the project over a period of
about one year. The research phase involves identifying who the community of interest is based on
the topic, and traveling to interview as many people as possible, trying to absorb their gestures
and chemistry as well as their words. The next six to twelve months involve sculpting the texts
into a draft, editing but never changing the words of an interviewee. Soutar transcribes each
interview herself, listening to the voices of her interviewees, absorbing the rhythms of their
speech, and representing that rhythm on the page. “The art of documentary is in the editing, in the
way you build the dramatic spine through material that is not immediately dramatic.” On top of
the artistic criteria of any dramatist—selecting poetic material with dramatic tension—Soutar’s
central rule is to “stay open and believe every person that comes to speak to you, and respect their
version of the truth” without judging them or promoting a particular agenda. Once the draft is
complete, Soutar sometimes gathers feedback through readings or work with a dramaturg. The
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last six months of the cycle move into production. Rehearsals and performances each last about
one month. For each show, Porte Parole brings in designers to create an expressionistic stage
picture rich with metaphor, such as using rubber bands in a play about the stock market to
represent phone lines, points of tension and entanglements. Productions tend to have a few
professional actors playing multiple roles, often addressing the audience directly as if it were the
interviewer. An audience development manager is hired to find links to as many schools,
community associations and groups as possible because of their connections to the content of the
production. Porte Parole is working towards touring a production for the first time.
Generally, community members are involved in Porte Parole primarily through their stories and
their voices being represented on stage. Being interviewed provides an opportunity for reflection
that is rarely experienced in everyday life. Porte Parole makes a tremendous effort to invite the
community to the play, and offers satellite events that involve the community, such as talkback
sessions.

Training and professional development
Performing in a Porte Parole play is a learning experience for actors, both in understanding
documentary theatre and in engaging with the specific topic of the play. Actors are privy to a great
deal of research that is not in the final script; they watch interview transcripts and read articles.
“That community of artists becomes our first audience to […] raise their consciousness. And then
their feedback often gets integrated into the rest of the play.” Soutar has given occasional
seminars on her work at Concordia University in Montreal, and has taken on interns, though they
are focused on learning their specific trade rather than the practice of documentary theatre.

Challenges and opportunities
Porte Parole has two permanent staff, Soutar as the artistic director and a general manager. During
production, there will be up to 20 people working with the organization, including administrative
and artistic staff. The organization’s operating budget is minimal, about $90,000 per year, with a
play’s production phase ranging from $80,000 to $120,000. Costs of production are high despite
the small casts in part because the actors hired are unionized, large theatre spaces are rented and
elaborate design sets are constructed. Corporate donations and government sources comprise the
largest source of income, followed by ticket sales and individual private donations. Porte Parole’s
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greatest challenges are around capacity and growth. Soutar strains to divide her attention
between administrative—largely fund-raising—and artistic tasks. Volunteers are available, but
Porte Parole lacks the capacity to organize them effectively. Soutar feels a constant need to shift
communication strategies to fit the models of funding sources, “detailing the outcomes as if they
can be plotted on a graph, and writing about artistic expression in a very practical way that
assures funders no money is going to be wasted, sounding reliable instead of poetic.” Other
challenges include communicating with the arts community, recruiting audience members, and
maintaining relationships with the community.

Values and outcomes
Porte Parole hopes that by rooting human stories in a specific context through theatre, the
organization can shift people’s attitudes and make the world an easier place to live. At the same
time, Soutar intends to set an example, by making people stop and think, and “investing in a kind
of communication because you believe that’s how people can communicate.” Porte Parole strives
to encourage people to become more active in uncovering stories instead of accepting what they
are told without exploring whose human voice is telling a particular story. For Porte Parole, change
happens in small increments, and measuring it in a funder-driven results-oriented approach does
not capture the less tangible social change outcomes of powerful artistic work. Soutar’s own
satisfaction with the aesthetic quality of the work is her main criteria for evaluating the success of
a play. However, the organization does engage in program evaluation and tracks attendance
statistics. In addition, Porte Parole monitors feedback from audience members, project participants,
and community stakeholders.
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M A RT Y P OT T E N G E R
Independent Artist
Florida, USA
http://www.abundanceproject.net/ & http://homepage.mac.com/mpott1

Marty Pottenger has worked on three large multifaceted projects and many smaller ones that she
feels carry “the possibility of transformation on an individual and collective basis” because “they’re
on a different basis than capitalism, and they offer people different ground upon which to meet
and connect and relate that is in itself a part of both remembering and creating a reality of what’s
possible in terms of human connection.” She has been creating socially-engaged art across a range
of disciplines since her childhood, because of the possibility of transformation, and also because
“it’s fun and interesting.” The communities Pottenger has worked with have varied from
geographic communities—the ‘home land security’ project in Portland, Maine—to groups of
people with a shared characteristic, if not identity—such as the project called Abundance, which
included people living across the United States in different social and economic classes. Projects
last from three months to three or four years, and community participants generally are involved
for the duration of the project.

How Marty Pottenger works
Pottenger describes her method as “asking questions and listening to the answers. Much as I
would say 80% of the final production comes directly from the interviews and stories.” She gives
the example of the project City Water Tunnel #3: “I listen to them and figure out something that I
think would be useful, and I mention it in conversation and get feedback. So I say, ‘It seems to me it
would be interesting if you got to give a tour to the office workers of the tunnel.’ They go, ‘Yeah.’ I
say, ‘Would you like to do that?’ They say, ‘Yeah.’ I say ‘Would you give up a Saturday?’‘OK, one
Saturday.’” She establishes a relationship with a community by going to meet people in person.
Gaining access to extremely wealthy people for Abundance was a great challenge, and she was
assisted by connections from “art agents or gallery folks who knew my reputation or had actually
brought my work to their spaces.” For ‘home land security,’ which is a commissioned project based
in one city, Pottenger was introduced to people in the community through the commissioning
organization, and developed a growing network of relationships. Generally, Pottenger pursues an
idea and seeks commissioning partners and funding sources. Participants in Pottenger’s projects
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play the roles “of interviewee, of storyteller, of performer, of advisor, advocate, critic, inspiration,
enabler”—by offering resources such as a story, a comment or money—and of artist. The major
projects all involve a performance, along with a range of other artistic works, and community
members who participate as actors are paid for their work.

Training and professional development
Pottenger has been invited to participate in teaching workshops or guest visits to over 20
universities and colleges. “I emphasize, when I teach, whether I’m teaching artists or others, I
always include experiences where each person makes art, whether it’s visual or poetry or
performance. Even if it’s just a few seconds of a ‘refrigerator poem’ or a one-minute performance,
but I always do that. It makes things go better.”

Challenges and opportunities
The size of a project budget varies based on the needs of the project and the money Pottenger
raises. City Water Tunnel #3 had a budget of $250,000; Abundance had $200,000; ‘home land
security’ had $100,000. Other, smaller projects, like What it’s like to be a man, Winning the peace,
and Dirt had budgets under $10,000. The main sources of support for Pottenger’s work are
foundations, government sources, and earned income through ticket sales. Pottenger hires staff
based on need; if a performance needs music, musicians are part of the staff, and if a documentary
is being made, a videographer is contracted. Active participants in creating or performing have
numbered between one and 300 for Pottenger’s projects; audience members and viewers have
ranged from 500-3000. Pottenger feels that her projects are adequately funded, but she herself
struggles with sustainability and having an adequate financial base.
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TH E POWER OF HOPE
Charlie Murphy, Co-Founder & Creative Director
Pacific Northwest, USA and Canada
http://powerofhope.org/

The Power of Hope, based both in Washington state and Victoria, British Columbia, is an
organization that serves youth by offering arts-based leadership and community development
opportunities for young people and arts-based youth facilitation trainings for adults. The
organization, going into its 11th year, offers school year and out-of-school programs for a diverse
mix of young people; over 50% youth of colour and 60% from economically challenged
circumstances. The Power of Hope works “to empower youth, to encourage youth involvement in
communities, to build capacity in the youth empowerment field” because communities “lack
effective avenues for youth voice.” Programming takes place over several months, or at times on a
single day or over a few days, and many youth participants stay involved for their four years of
high school.

How the Power of Hope works
The Power of Hope has evolved a working process that is built on group formation work using the
arts as a medium. Some programs are based at particular schools, and trainings take place both at
the organization and through fee-for-service consulting with other groups. Each of the Power of
Hope’s programs includes experiential workshops related to each of the organization’s core
themes: expanding your creativity, learning from people different than yourself, learning from
nature, exploring your inner life, and discovering ways to take action on what you care about.
Particular programs may emphasize one core value—for example, Hip Hop Hope focuses on
identifying issues through writing and performing, while Earth Arts focuses on the environment—
but all the themes are manifested across all of the Power of Hope’s programming. Young people
are the bulk of participants; they assist with program evaluation and design, in website
development, in performance events as performers, technicians and organizers, and in fundraising.
Many youth are granted scholarships so they can participate without paying. Community adults
are critical to the Power of Hope’s success; the Bellingham region alone has counted about 3500
adult volunteer hours a year. Adults play a role in fundraising and on the board, and they are also
co-learners and co-creators with youth.
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Training and professional development
The Power of Hope does a great deal of training. Staff of the organization bring experience
working with youth and if they work as artists, experience with the craft. Trainings include staff
development modules of several hours and the two day trainings that the Power of Hope offers
eight times a year: Creative Facilitation 1: Express Yourself and Creative Facilitation 2: The Art of
Facilitation. In addition, the Heart of Facilitation course on creative development, leadership, and
group facilitation is offered on occasion in collaboration with another youth-serving organization
and meets one weekend a month for five months. Participants in the Heart of Facilitation course
receive a training manual. Participants in other training programs receive a packet with exercises
and explanations.

Challenges and opportunities
With an annual budget of about $700,000, six full-time and seven part-time staff, 50-60
contracted artist-facilitators, and hundreds of youth and adult volunteers, the Power of Hope is
one of the few organizations in this study that was described as adequately funded, primarily by
individual donors, and then by foundations, earned income, and corporate sources. The
organization’s main challenges are managing growth and coordinating activity across the three
offices: Seattle, Bellingham and Victoria. In addition, Murphy feels that the organization could be
stronger at communicating with other groups, both in the arts community and in social change
work. The Power of Hope reaches 1500-1600 young participants and works with 1400 adults
annually.

Values and outcomes
Social change means both “empowering youth to identify and speak out on issues they care
about” and “building capacity among adults to partner more with young people” at the Power of
Hope. The organization works to foster critical thinking through discussion-based workshops and
using theatre improvisation tools. A weekend program, Across the Lines: Learning from Difference,
focuses on identity exploration. The Power of Hope encourages young people to become agents of
change—one of the core themes—by providing opportunities “to help youth find their voice,
discover issues that they’re passionate about, giving [them] tools to speak out about those issues,
providing venues for youth to make their voices heard.” Some of these opportunities include
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having a stage at a festival, having a group of youth presenting at a conference targeting adults on
a particular theme, such as environmental justice. The Power of Hope plans to hire an evaluator.
Evidence of success includes whether programs are filled, feedback from participants and
community members, and anecdotal evidence of behaviour change and increased youth voice: “a
high number of youth report increased involvement in their communities, leading all kinds of
projects.”

P R I S O N C R E AT I V E A RT S P R OJ E C T
Buzz Alexander, Founder & Director
Ann Arbor, Michigan, USA
http://www.lsa.umich.edu/english/pcap/

The Prison Creative Arts Project (PCAP) is a multidisciplinary arts organization based at the
University of Michigan that brings the arts to prisons, juvenile detention facilities, and
marginalized high schools. Each year PCAP organizes a large-scale art exhibition of prisoner art,
which began with 50 artists in 1990; 311 artists submitted work to the most recent exhibition and
247 exhibited. “Prisoners in every state in the nation are creating art. They do it to make money;
they make greeting cards for other prisoners; they do it for family members. But the amount of art
in Michigan is vaster than any other state in the nation because of our exhibition.” Throughout the
year, PCAP staff and University of Michigan students in PCAP courses or as PCAP members bring
workshops, most often focused on visual arts, theatre, or creative writing, into 44 prisons. The
workshops usually last between one and two semesters; in contrast, a women’s theatre group
through PCAP has been ongoing for 16 years, since PCAP began. PCAP works in close partnership
with the Michigan Department of Corrections to maintain access to the arts for incarcerated
artists. In addition to the art exhibition and workshops, PCAP has worked to create continuity for
the artists and students involved with the organization. The Linkage Project connects youth and
adults returning from prisons to the community with community arts mentors, and provides
resources for them to continue their art. Another project, started in recognition of what
incarcerated youth face when they leave the institution, brings in a mentor to support young
artists in developing a portfolio of their writing and art. PCAP Associates—students who are
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alumni of the Project—receive biyearly newsletters with contact information and updates for all
90 Associates.
PCAP provides opportunities for art to flourish in prisons and urban schools for three reasons: a)
“we believe everyone should have access to art” and the people they reach “have been denied that
opportunity” through economic and social circumstances; b) “since the end of the 70s, the United
States has engaged in the practice of mass incarceration as a means of social control, and we
believe we should go where people have been placed to work with them”; and “there is
remarkable talent and creativity in our incarcerating institutions, and it’s an opportunity to work
and create with people who have those talents.”

How PCAP works
PCAP becomes involved in an institution by calling and offering a workshop, explaining how the
organization works and the results it achieves. PCAP has a strong reputation in the prison system,
and at times a project is requested by a prisoner who sends a letter. In three prisons PCAP has
started prisoner-run art workshops by providing seed money for materials. Prison staff members
facilitate entry and serve as liaisons. Students who are taking PCAP courses or who are PCAP
members are co-creators and support people for artists creating their own poems, plays, stories as
well as art which they then exhibit through the annual art show. “We’re dedicated to giving
prisoners and everyone else a chance to grow, that’s the key word, growth that’s collaborative. We
don’t go into the workshops as teachers, we go as co-facilitators and co-producers.” Artists can
earn money through selling their exhibited work. Each participating artist receives a postexhibition packet with reviews, flyers, lists of all artists, guestbook entries, and a video
documenting the show, because artists in prison cannot attend. The public can purchase a book of
biographical statements by the artists when they attend the exhibition. Contact lists for resources
available in the community and with information about prison issues are sometimes available as
well.
Buzz Alexander describes PCAP’s method of work in an institution by using a theatre workshop
that he facilitates at a women’s prison as an example: “Sometimes the plays take on very explicit
political messages. And that’s something I’m always looking for when I do a play, I try to stimulate
it, though I don’t control it. […] The way we work to create a play is first of all improvisation. So
after a couple of weeks of playing and loosening up, we start talking about what we’d want to
make a play about. […] We do character interviews, the characters are interviewed and we learn a
lot more about the characters. So my role in all that is to participate fully in all of it, and because of
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the way I think, I look for openings, for conflicts; I sometimes take my character in a direction that
will provoke other characters and questions about community relations. Other people do the same
thing according to what [they’re] seeing. It’s a very improvisational and very intense way of
working. We’re always trying to get to the deeper meanings and questions that a community is
about.” Alexander identifies the Highlander Center, Paulo Freire, and Augusto Boal as inspirations
for the PCAP model.

Training and professional development
Most of the PCAP staff members are University students who lead workshops through three
courses. The students need to interview to take any of three PCAP courses through the
Department of English and the School of Art and Design. Students who are accepted experience a
full-day retreat, two 3.5 hour workshops, and meetings with Alexander and the facility liaisons
before beginning their work. Most students who become members of PCAP have taken a PCAP
course, but others take a full day of training that attempts to tackle the important issues covered
in a PCAP course. Students in the courses work in teams at a facility, and have a weekly team
meeting with the professor teaching the course for feedback and strategizing. The students have a
challenging reading list, engage in a weekly two-hour discussion class, and keep a weekly journal.
They write a final reflective paper and have a performance to end the semester at the site.
Students are also creators: in theatre workshops they are actors and co-creators, in creative writing
workshops they read their writing in the final performance. Alexander notes: “An important thing
to know is that all of our work is based on trust. I trust my students with a small amount of
training, and trust the participants in the prison to enter into the creative space that’s there
because we’ve set it up. Work through the immense differences between them and it always
works. I trust anybody who comes in the room with me, if we all work hard, we’ll make something
happen. I tell students the hardest thing to do is to believe that its going to work, and everyone in
the room is going to make a play together, or a reading.”

Challenges and opportunities
PCAP has two paid adult staff, plus Alexander and Janey Paul, another faculty member at the
University of Michigan, who both teach PCAP courses. The organization would benefit from more
paid staff to manage the programs and organize the art exhibition. PCAP is rich with volunteer
staff: there are 50 student members, plus an additional 15 students on the planning committee for
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the art exhibition. In a given semester, there are 72 students taking PCAP courses, and running
workshops. The annual budget for the organization is between $100,000 and $250,000, with the
University of Michigan and foundations being the largest source of funding. Participants in prisons
and schools number just over 1000, and over 4000 attend plays, readings, the youth exhibition and
the annual art exhibit, which draws 3770 alone. In addition, the video documentary of the art
exhibit is distributed to all the participating prisons, and prisoners can see the exhibit and its
impact on the viewing public. A challenge for PCAP that is central to its mission is that “when
you’re working in places where there’s a great deal of pain and oppression, which is part of the
continuing oppression of the people in those places, it’s a challenge to handle that emotionally,
and a challenge to analyze it in a way that’s empowering.” In addition, working in the institutions
is a challenge: prison staff can be overburdened and the environment can be chaotic or hostile at
times; young women leading workshops are often approached by men who are incarcerated
looking for friendships or more; young people leading workshops may make mistakes—they are
“idealistic, passionate, and not as experienced as they will be later in their lives”—that require
troubleshooting and negotiating with the institution.

Values and outcomes
To stay in the prisons, PCAP cannot organize prisoners to work toward system change. Instead,
social change means bearing witness so that people can learn what is going on in prisons and
breaking stereotypes about people who are incarcerated: “We’re engaged in rehabilitation of
people outside prisons, not the prisoners, our fellow citizens who have been a part of the massive
incarceration of Americans. […] Our role in social change is to be part of the movement to
undermine this mass incarceration, which is based in economic decisions since the end of the ‘70s.
[…] What we’re really going for is making activists, though that is never a demand we make of our
students, though we hope it happens. Students may see the economics of it, but it doesn’t lead
them to shifting their own pattern of behavior and their career choices. And that’s inevitable, and
something I have to respect and be generous about.” PCAP engages in formal program evaluation
and uses many metrics for assessing the success of projects. Letters from artists, contributions
from patrons, national recognition by way of invitations to speak about PCAP are important
measures of success. Most important are the careers of students who have been a part of PCAP
and that “our work has raised the level of artistic practice in the prisons. There’s incredible work
being produced in the prisons every year. And that’s because we send in a video tape every year.
And because of the art show artists gather in the prison, and apprentice with each other.”
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PUNJAB LOK RAHS
Shafiq Butt, Project Coordinator
Lahore, Pakistan
http://www.lokpunjab.org/

Punjab Lok Rahs emerged in 1983 as a street theatre group during a period of military regime in
Pakistan rife with sectarian, ethnic and political violence. Left wing political parties were banned in
1958, and by 1983 other political parties and civil society organizing and political activity were
banned. Punjab Lok Rahs grew out of a group of political activists who were in search of a forum
for expression and political engagement. A membership-based organization, Punjab Lok Rahs
volunteers are people who want to be politically engaged but who have no other outlet. The
organization has three central principles. The first is to do theatre with interested volunteers—and
particularly university students who have no other space in which to become politicized—as
actors; Punjab Lok Rahs would “engage them through theatre and politicize them, and if tomorrow
a situation would emerge, we’d give them space to join a political party.” The second principle is to
create theatre on social, economic, political and human rights issues, and within that civil
paradigm, politicize audiences. Although Pakistan has four provinces, the central government,
ruled by martial law, has denied people their language and culture rights, has denied provinces
their autonomy, and has imposed Urdu as a national language, though it is the mother tongue of
only 7% of the population. Punjab Lok Rahs works in Punjabi. The organization’s third principle is
that Punjab Lok Rahs will not accept government funds or funding from multinational
corporations. In the mid-1990s, international monies started entering Pakistan to support the
establishment of a civil society, “and a debate started in our group, what kind of money we should
take.” Because UNESCO works with the Pakistani government, it will not fund organizations that
do not work in Urdu. In addition, if the organization were to accept donor funds, it could lead to
tension between the people who would become paid staff and other volunteers. Thus, funds are
generated locally, with some money from CIDA and other development organizations. In 1996, a
sister organization, Punjab Lok Sujab, emerged to harness the enthusiasm and energy generated
by theatre. Punjab Lok Sujab works on women’s issues, pursue language rights, and address
globalization, and in particular at this time, the milk economy and the intrusion of Nestle to try
and capture the milk market in Pakistan. “Theatre is also activism—but when you perform a play,
what else do you? Where will you take it?”
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How Punjab Lok Rahs works
Punjab Lok Rahs bases its theatre in Rahs, a Punjabi theatre tradition. The organization uses
traditional theatre symbols as its logo: a lantern and a tambourine. In addition, the organization
borrows from contemporary theatre traditions, including Bengali theatre activist Badal Sircar’s
Third Theatre and Augusto Boal. Boal’s methods are useful for Punjab Lok Rahs’ training, but less
useful with audiences, because Boal works by drawing what is already in “people’s minds.” In the
Pakistani context, audiences need to be given some direction, lines to act, to push people towards
political thinking and understanding. Punjab Lok Rahs is inspired by Paulo Freire’s approach to
activism.
Punjab Lok Rahs works to target community members directly, particularly in rural villages where
67% of Pakistan’s population lives. “We don’t use the power structure in the village. Think about
what deprivation the village has; that’s been created by the power structure. Don’t go to the
landlord, don’t go to the local administrative structure in the village, don’t go to religious leaders.
Go to schoolteachers. Go to people who aren’t in the power structure and want to do something.”
The organization engages with the community around an issue that Punjab Lok Sujab is tackling,
and community members participate in research on that issue. “We have theatre workshops with
village kids, with village women, with village young people, see how they perceive their disease,
and what local remedies they have. We develop a play from that information.” The performance is
used as a communication tool in public health campaigns on the issue. This strategy has been used
for work on the prevalence of goiters in the villages, resulting from a lack of potassium iodide in
the food change, and on the issue of honor killings. Because theatre is not permitted in public
venues in Pakistan without the scripts undergoing government censorship, Punjab Lok Rahs
performs in public spaces in villages and educational institutions, on roads, and in people’s houses.
The organization has created 40 major works, with 450 productions of those works in different
parts of the Punjab. Each year, two or three plays are developed and performed throughout the
province. “After the play, we have discussion, and if [community members are] attracted, we invite
them to our group, and if they then want to get involved we have training” for volunteers to
become actors and take on other roles in the organization. Punjab Lok Rahs also produces an
annual mother language festival, where all performances are in Punjabi. In preparation, the
organization offers workshops for children in about 50 schools, involving “singing, dance, skits,
drawing, and [we] also teach them about language issues.” During the festival, there are
competitions for young people in a variety of arts disciplines. Public health organizations are
invited to staff a table and share their resources during the festival. The festival aims to attract
Punjabi people and others interested in language rights issues.
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Training and professional development
Punjab Lok Rahs offers regular training sessions for volunteers who are interested in becoming
actors in the organization’s plays. The training focuses on working through the potential actors’
inhibitions on how to act. In Punjabi culture, the word for acting, ‘kanjr,’ is the same as the word for
pimp; it has negative connotations. Finding volunteers to be actors is a challenge, especially for
women; most women who act with Punjab Lok Rahs come from educational institutions in urban
areas. Trainings tend to be three-day sessions, and take place in a variety of venues; theatre
training is not permitted in educational institutions.

Challenges and opportunities
Punjab Lok Rahs has two main offices, each with a project officer and an accountant, and two
satellite offices which are rooms volunteered in participants’ houses. The Board is composed of
nine activists, including two women, with equal representation of low and high castes. There are
one or two volunteers on the Board to prevent paid staffs’ interests from dominating decision
making. The membership of Punjab Lok Rahs comprises 100-150 people. A writer, director, stage
manager, stage and lighting designers are employed project by project; the writer and director
have been working with the organization for 25 years. In a given year, the organization employs
about 15 people to work on projects, and about 30-40 volunteers participate as staff each year. “If
someone wants to develop her or himself in one of our areas, we train them.” Theatre work is open
to volunteers but projects with donor funds from development organizations such as UNICEF have
paid staff. For each of the two or three plays developed each year, Punjab Lok Rahs produces 10-15
performances, each of which attracts an audience of about 500 people. In addition, the annual
mother tongue festival draws 20,000-30,000 people. Punjab Lok Rahs’ major challenge is a lack of
resources—and particularly, the right resources, “who respect our agenda instead of their own.”
Because resources are low, the organization has trouble bringing volunteers into the
organizational structure, though over 25 years of work there have been 1,000 volunteers
participating with Punjab Lok Rahs. In addition, when funding is time-limited and project-based,
building capacity in the community is a challenge: “We have a responsibility for the community, so
they can develop to a level where they can solve the problem themselves.” It is difficult to maintain
the continuity of donor agencies, as agencies change their funding agendas. Punjab Lok Rahs
struggles to make progress towards its social action agenda in the face of Pakistan’s political
situation. The government is “promoting mullahs” to countries of the global North, as a way of
continuing financial support: “‘If you don’t support us, they [the mullahs] are there.’” Butt notes
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that the political situation makes it difficult to track and sustain volunteers; “[we] will have
volunteers who will do jihad but not to do theatre activism.” Military rule creates an unstable
economy, with double-digit inflation and a lack of jobs and job security; “People are more focused
on their living than these kinds of [activist or arts] activities.” The ban on public performances in
educational institutions and the need to submit scripts to censors before performances in public
venues are basic barriers that Punjab Lok Rahs must deal with in order to do its work.

Values and outcomes
“For us social change means development of the people from the roots, instead of development
imposed from outside. If we want to work with the dairy farmers, we learn from our dairy farmers
[…] and gradually develop them. Another problem donor agencies have is they have a set paradigm
they want to fit for every problem. We don’t work in that way. You first understand what is the
people’s perception and what they actually need that will gradually develop them. They don’t need
milking machines. Maybe in twenty years [they] will need milking machines. An imported
development agenda isn’t what we do. [What we work on is] developing people consciously on
issues. […] Primary education should be in Punjabi. We will get it after twenty years, we will get it
tomorrow, we will get it after thirty years; this is what we want. The Punjabi language should be
incorporated into the education of Punjabi children. The judiciary should be in Punjabi. The
language of communication, the language of education, of the judiciary, then the language will
survive. If you put the language out of these three areas, the language will die. We’re using the
festival as a tool to get people educated about that. Language isn’t just a speaking instrument, it’s
history. It’s an identity issue. If language dies, identity dies. We won’t let it happen.” Seeing people
working on language issues through the festival, bringing poets and puppeteers to communities,
creates opportunities for community members to imagine themselves advocating for their
language. Punjab Lok Rahs works through “criticizing the current environment and then bringing
new questions” to the community.
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R AW A RT W O R K S
Käthe Swaback, Program Consultant and former Program Director
Lynn, Massachusetts, USA
http://www.rawart.org/

Raw Art Works (RAW) is a community-based youth arts organization that began in 1988 as the first
statewide art therapy program for incarcerated youth in Massachusetts. After six years, RAW found
a home in the community of Lynn with the intention of moving towards prevention work,
“reaching kids before they got incarcerated.” Today, RAW offers 21 different programs for children
and youth ages six to 21, with over 400 youth attending weekly groups each year and up to 2,000
young people reached through programs in the community. Lynn, where RAW is located and from
where 95% of youth participants come, is a marginalized city; 74% of RAW participants are from
low income families and 45% speak a language other than English at home. RAW’s four central
goals are based in the themes of, “identity, belonging, success, and community.” RAW’s
programming is oriented towards fostering young people’s understanding of their identity,
experience of belonging and success, and for “the community to recognize youth as valued
members of society.” Both process and product are incredibly important at RAW. The art shows,
take place not only at RAW but also at different places within the community, allowing youth to be
positively seen by the greater community. At RAW, many teens apply to become “RAW Chiefs” but
only 16 young people are chosen each year to be assistants to the art therapists who run groups.
Art therapists work with groups that range from open studio groups, skills-focused groups to
performing arts groups. There are skills-focused groups such as the Adventures in Fine Arts for
young people who want to attend art school. There are same-sex groups for both middle school
and high school youth. The Real to Reel program includes six groups that work in film. In the
summer, RAW moves out into the community with the Van Go program, working with groups of
young people at parks, housing developments, recreation centres, and other community locations.
Some community locations, such as housing developments, have had ongoing satellite groups
throughout the year. The Art Tag program involves students taking a field trip to RAW during the
school day for three sessions over three weeks, culminating in a public art installation at another
school. RAW then works with students from the new school to create public art for yet another
school in a game of tag. There are still groups for young people who have been incarcerated, and
RAW runs a group for high school seniors to support preparation for college and careers. In
addition, RAW produces a major art show annually.
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Most art projects last less than one month; others last from three months to a full year. Most
groups themselves run for the school year. RAW Chiefs can be involved with the program for all
four years of high school. “What also makes RAW really unique is you have kids who absolutely
grow up at RAW. They often have so much disruption at school and at home that RAW becomes a
place of stability with kids in programs for up to ten years. I have one kid from a housing
development who commented, ‘If I want to know what my childhood was like I can just come to
RAW and look at the pictures.’ So a big part of the mission is to raise kids.” RAW seeks to “improve
kids’ lives and better our community and the arts are an incredible way to help them build a sense
of identity as an artist, a sense of belonging, see themselves as successful, and develop the
creativity and problem-solving skills with choices for their future. RAW develops positive
collaborations between our youth and the greater community, help youth feel like they can be
seen and valued by the community, help the kids discover the resources that are out there for
them, and how they can give back to their community.”

How Raw Art Works works
Programs and groups at RAW are initiated based on community needs. The school-based Art Tag
was formed as a response to severe cuts in art and music programs in public schools. Adventures in
Fine Arts started when young people expressed an interest in learning more about painting and
needed stronger portfolios for colleges and jobs. Incarcerated young people may be mandated to
have therapy, so in that case groups developed from community needs. Young people also voiced
needs to act, dance, play music, and perform, so two performance-based groups were created.
Youth are involved in feedback and evaluation processes at RAW, and alumni have been also
represented on the Board of Directors. RAW Chiefs additionally help design and shape the
programs. RAW Chiefs are paid, and attend two sessions weekly; one session is the group they are
co-leading with an art therapist, and the other is a training session that often involves art-making.
Adult community members are trained volunteer mentors in Project LAUNCH!, a program that
helps seniors with the application, financial aid, and acceptance process into college or with the
next steps in careers after high school. Community members also may assist in project planning,
serve on the Board and as volunteers, and provide feedback to RAW. In the past RAW offered art
therapy programs to adults as well as youth, but the organization “decided to focus on what we do
best: working with kids.” Recently, RAW has partnered with other community organizations to
celebrate the growing arts district in Lynn, by hosting Third Thursday and community art events.
“RAW has this great system which works really well helping each group become accountable for
itself, and using peer motivation to help kids learn and grow.” Each month, young people in each
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group vote on a group member who “has been especially attentive to the ten characteristics that
make an awesome group member and human being.” The ten characteristics have been
determined by the youth themselves at the start of the year, to answer the question: “how do you
prove that you’re a stellar group member here?” The qualities may include being respectful, staying
focused, showing up to the group, cleaning up more than one’s share, and so on. The ‘RARE Kid,’
who is selected through this vote is nominated based on having put effort into demonstrating
those qualities. “We read all the nominations and end up taking a photo of the RARE kid that goes
up on the wall. It’s a great way to acknowledge the kids who are trying really hard and to motivate
the others.” RAW Chiefs are also recognized for their efforts through a Stripe Ceremony, with
multiple stripes to be earned within each goal of identity, belonging, success, and community. For
example, within the ‘identity’ category, young people can earn stripes for co-leading a group
concept that they develop and implement from start to finish, for showing commitment to their
own art, for showing courage in expressing their feelings and experiences, for demonstrating
“outstanding leadership in limit-setting,” and more. The RAW Chiefs set goals with a group leader,
deciding which stripes they each want to work towards. The young people write down their goals,
both short-term and longer-term, and break them down to stages and steps over a three-month
period. Each week, the RAW Chiefs evaluate for themselves what they accomplished that week and
set plans for the next week. This serves both as a communication tool between the youth and the
group leaders, and as a tool for young people to develop and work towards both personal and
employment-related goals. The group leaders track the RAW Chiefs’ progress, and hold a stripe
ceremony each quarter. “We found that it needed to be that structured because it’s so
complicated. We’re trying to do so much, and we needed to make it really clear to ourselves and
the kids about what we’re trying to accomplish and find a creative way to acknowledge all that
they have accomplished”

Training and professional development
Staff at RAW Art Works generally have a master’s degree in art therapy. New staff “have to be
practicing artists in their field and also have to have a strong therapeutic background. They have
an identity as artists, with clinical skills, and a passion for this work.” In other youth arts programs,
“problems arise when there is often little in place when a kid is talking about being suicidal, or
other major issues are coming up in an art piece. Artists often do not have the training to know
what are the questions to ask, what to do with the answers you get, how to feel comfortable with
that realm that can get rather deep and really dark fast, and how to keep safety for the whole
group Many artists might become stumped in those moments or haven’t worked through their
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own therapeutic issues, and that can be really dangerous.” Many staff at RAW started as interns
through the art therapy program at Lesley University. Weekly staff meetings create an opportunity
for staff to bring challenging issues to the group and gather feedback from the entire staff. The
Clinical Supervisor at RAW also makes appointments with individual staff and evaluates their
groups, providing oral and written feedback twice a year. Staff may engage in additional
professional training outside of RAW, taking either art courses or art therapy courses: “RAW really
values the constant improvement in both clinical and artistic skills. This year we received a grant
to further enhance the film school and AFA [Adventures in Fine Arts] to have six guest artists come
in for the kids but also to further train staff in specific artistic disciplines.”
The RAW Chiefs attend ten specific training sessions throughout the year as well as their weekly
groups. One addresses setting limits, in the context of the RAW Chiefs’ work mentoring younger
youth. Other issues that are important for engaging youth in the arts include understanding
diversity, learning skills in conflict resolution, ways of speaking with children and youth about art,
and in showing young people that they have choices.

Challenges and opportunities
RAW has a total of 12 staff, with eight adult staff members who run the groups, three of whom are
full-time. Approximately 15 adult volunteers work with RAW during the year. All the program staff
are art therapists or artists with additional training. There are 16 RAW Chiefs, who are paid, and six
other paid youth. The organization’s annual budget is $915,000, and the largest source of funds is
foundations, followed by individual donors and then corporations. RAW draws upon philanthropic
giving of individuals and families as well as the social networks of staff for contributions, either
cash or in-kind. RAW is both staffed and resourced comfortably for the scope of the organization’s
programs. One of the big challenges for RAW Art Works is finding qualified staff. “Finding art
therapists who have visual or performing arts as a passion and identity is difficult.” In addition,
managing staff workload to avoid burnout, developing solid support from the Board to foster
individual donor giving, and raising $1.2 million for the Capital Campaign in order to buy a new
building have been both challenges and successes for RAW.

Values and outcomes
Social change means helping “youth see the choices in their lives: how decisions affect them,
others, and the environment. To help them see the resources and skills they have to make positive
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change in their lives and community.” Identity is a key concept at RAW, and the art that students
produce reflects this value: “For example, this year’s exhibit is entitled, ‘Check the Label.’ We have
asked youth to explore the labels that are ‘put’ onto them (how they are often stereotyped) versus
how they want to be seen.” In previous years, a project called the House of Truth was developed by
a group of 14-18 year old young women: “We built a whole structure inside the building of RAW.
Inside the House of Truth, [the young women] came up with questions that were the most
pertinent to ask each other hidden in the walls , and in art objects in the house were all their
answers. What has been the most difficult change in your life? What are your greatest
accomplishments? When was the last time you cried? People could come in to this very sacred
space and read other people’s truths and they had to leave their own truth.” RAW encourages
young people to develop critical thinking skills; “Almost all of our projects relate to our youth
questioning and understanding themselves, each other, and causes, situations and possible
creative solutions to problems.”
Young people engage and participate in their communities through their work with RAW. For
example, to contribute to a march about supporting immigrants’ rights, youth made flags
declaring ‘We count!’ that were distributed to community members participating in the
demonstration. Young people made over 40 flags and participated in the local march. “In all of our
projects we encourage youth to honestly look at and understand who they are, to see who they
want to be, and to develop the skills and the resources to get there. We begin with art, helping
youth to see that they can create and make positive changes to their art. When they see that they
can change their piece of art, then they can see that they have the power to start to change their
life, and they see they can do a small part to change their environment and the community in
which they live.” The quality of art is important to RAW: “We help kids develop the skills to create
art that they are proud of. With this, kids often increase in their overall feelings of success, giving
them confidence to try other positive new challenges in school and in their lives.” Because RAW is
an organization based in art therapy methods, “we’re constantly being asked about the quality of
the arts. RAW is absolutely top-notch quality and when you go to the shows, it’s amazing what the
kids are able to do. I also think it is a challenge to the field to hold them both, to value both the
quality of the product and the process.”
RAW engages in in-depth formal program evaluation twice a year with all 400 youth that attend
groups, focusing on what the young people think is going well, what they’d like to be different, and
what changes they see in themselves. The formal evaluation process began for the organization,
with clarifying what RAW aimed to accomplish, using logic models as a tool for the organization to
develop its theory of change. “We started with 80 questions for the self-evaluation of youth, but
needed to simplify the process while giving justice to the complexity of the work we do. We
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decided to focus only on what directly related to our goals and what would give our youth the
greatest voice in this process.” In order to do this, RAW found that they needed to develop more
appropriate evaluation tools to better show the links that existed between their goals, activities,
outcomes, and what the youth and staff were reporting as well as to bring forth accurate data that
pointed to how programming could be improved. Beside direct feedback from young people
participating in the program, evaluation strategies include gathering feedback from viewers or
audience members and community stakeholders, and tracking attendance at events and shows.
RAW attends to the numbers of youth who return to participate in programs, and to the number
of youth on the waiting list to join groups. The development of new relationships with partnering
organizations and funders also provide evidence of the organization’s success. Increased access of
young people to the arts and to viable positive choices in their lives is ultimately the measure of
RAW Art Works’ accomplishing its goals. RAW states, “RAW steps up by making a commitment to
support and guide each artist as they strive to shape their identity into something they will be
proud to exhibit for the rest of their life.”

R OA D S I D E T H E AT E R
Dudley Cocke, Director
Whitesburg, Kentucky, USA
http://www.roadside.org/

Roadside Theater is one wing of Appalshop, a multimedia arts and education organization, largely
governed by the people who work there, in rural Appalachia. Roadside Theater was founded in
1975, six years after Appalshop began its work celebrating Appalachian culture and highlighting
issues of concern to people in the 13 states that make up the Appalachian region. Besides Roadside
Theater, Appalshop has a record label and a radio station, and produces films about the region.
Roadside has produced 54 major plays. “The anchor of our work both here in the Appalachian
coalfields and nationally is our ethnically diverse working class audience. If you were to see one of
our plays, you’d see we’ve developed our own unique aesthetic, an aesthetic of our place, but still a
lot would be recognizable to anyone familiar with the performing arts—for example, strong
narrative and ballads tradition prominent in Irish theatre and drawn from our region’s Scots-Irish
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cultural roots. Our aesthetic might look even more unique in the more narrow US context, but in
the world context, a lot of it would be recognizable. Likewise, if you were from the US and
accustomed to the US theatre’s elite audience, you’d be surprised by our working class audience,
but if you were from another part of the world, you wouldn’t be surprised by at all.”
Roadside’s work falls into three main categories: plays created by an ensemble company,
intercultural plays in which the ensemble company collaborates with other companies in the
United States “to explore how the Appalachian story connects to the story of other people,” and
community cultural development work. In the development work, “we go in and out of a
community for an extended period of time with a particular methodology, always multi-year, and
help the community find its own stories and music, to celebrate that and begin creating their own
performances out of that body of material. In those residencies, we’re working our way as quickly
as feasible out of a job. We come in […] and present work from our repertoire and then deconstruct
the work for the community. By next putting the community forward so that they discover their
own resources, they may end up starting their own theatre company and then we have a peer we
continue to collaborate with in the intercultural part of our work.” In addition, Roadside Theater
has engaged in teaching at universities and colleges. “For a region like Appalachia, which for 100
years has been a mineral colony at first of national and now international energy conglomerates
like Royal Dutch Shell, it’s been important to have an organization like Appalshop to give voice to
the Appalachian experience of 100 years of absentee ownership, and [to the] very strong cultural
heritage that needs to be continuously reinvented and passed on for our people to know that we
have an identity apart from the global economy. Like any group that is faced with a legacy of
injustice and inequity, it’s important to have an insider’s perspective on those issues as part of the
public discourse.” Appalshop’s mission statement describes the organization’s goals:
• to document, disseminate, and revitalize the lasting traditions and contemporary creativity of
Appalachia;
• to tell stories the commercial cultural industries don’t tell, challenging stereotypes with
Appalachian voices and visions;
• to support communities’ efforts to achieve justice and equity and solve their own problems in
their own ways;
• to celebrate cultural diversity as a positive social value; and
• to participate in regional, national, and global dialogue toward these ends.
Cocke warns that trying to place Roadside Theater’s and Appalshop’s work into neat categories is
misleading. “We often don’t work in the normal time frames, or always in the usual discipline silos.
One of the problems with the structures that exist is their time frames, which try to deal with
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problems that are decades in the making in a really short time.” Some of the work of Appalshop is
put into immediate use as organizing tools. Other work is several years in development, like a
documentary film on the prison system, which travels to festivals but also is used as an organizing
tool as part of a larger prison reform project that is envisioned to take ten years. An artistic
collaboration and cultural exchange with Zuni Pueblo Native Americans in New Mexico, set up as a
25-year project, has resulted in the development of the first Zuni language theatre company.

How Roadside Theater works
Roadside Theater is invited into communities, not only by arts organizations but by community
organizers, environmentalists, health organizations, and others. “We’re particularly interested in
working at the intersection of art and other fields.” Residencies in a community start with
performances of plays from Roadside’s repertoire alongside community workshops that share the
ensemble’s artistic process. The next stage involves uncovering community stories and music: “so
we’ll pick a theme and start community story and music circles around that theme, [and
community members] become part of telling stories. […] There’s no fourth wall in Roadside’s
aesthetic; it’s not about concealing, it’s about revealing.” The story and music gathering phase
ends with public performances of the community’s stories and music by the community, often
with large potlucks or cook-outs to celebrate the cultural harvest. In the third stage of a residency,
the community’s stories and music serve as material for the development of plays by artists of the
community. Finally, Roadside works to help the community identify resources and infrastructure to
establish and continue their work. Roadside’s first full-length production, in 1975-76, was a complex
documentary theatre piece about the coming of industrialization to the mountains, murder, and
two hangings. Set in the 1890s, the play was performed by three actors playing 51 roles. “The
audience came to the play, Red Fox/Second Hangin’, because they wanted to hear if there were any
new facts; it was still a live story 80, 90 years later, still a lot of mystery as to what happened and
whether justice was served. If we had a fact wrong or there was new information, people just
spoke up right in the middle of the performance. That’s the kind of relationship we have with the
audience here, they feel like they own the work because it’s coming from them.”
“A lot of our work is around complicating the dialogue because it’s too often simplified. [There was
a] musical we made and toured for four years with Junebug Productions, [a theatre ensemble]
which came out of the civil rights movement […]. We intended the play to find a Black and white
working class audience. Black and white working class people don’t go to the theater and if they
did, wouldn’t go together. So we had a problem to solve, and we solved it by asking each
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community we visited to put together an ecumenical choir to learn the songs from the play and
when we arrived, they were staged into the performance. Once diverse community people started
singing together, they got a new sound going, and that got the young people interested, because a
new local sound was going down—and then everyone got excited! The people from the Black
church would come to support their choir members, the white church theirs, and so on down the
line. Then after the performance, we’d get music and story circles started with the audience, and
the circles’ theme would be the theme of the play, which was white and Black working class
relationships and history—and people would start talking about the particular local history of race
and class, and sitting in the circle you’d start getting very different angles on the same local event.
And then it’s up to the community, not us, to figure out what to do with such information and
emotion. After all, we’ve got problems in our own community! By first sharing the beauty of song,
seemingly unlike people were able eventually to discuss very difficult issues. Our approach is to be
a resource to communities away from our own, and in our community it’s to dig deeper.”

Training and professional development
Bringing up the next generation of Appalachian artists is an important part of Appalshop’s work.
The organization was started by teens and young people in their early 20s. “We’re always actively
recruiting and training young people. We’re in a major generational shift at Appalshop; there are 14
people under 35 who’ll be the new organizational leaders, so there’s a whole formal training piece
around that.” The Appalshop Media Institute works to train youth leaders of high school age.
Young people come to Appalshop and Roadside Theater for internships. “We’re getting people from
a variety of fields, who don’t see a bright line between working in the arts and culture and their
fields.” For example, a young intern is studying to be a medical doctor and sees her work at
Appalshop as a way to learn about health disparities in a poor region; another intern majored in
astrophysics and is interested in educational policy and youth leadership.”
Roadside has attempted to develop a strong relationship to universities, but “universities are so
quick to reach out to this community or that, and I’m always trying to persuade them to reach in
and understand what’s going on in their own university community before attempting to connect
to other communities.” A project at Dartmouth University focused on the white, working class
people working on the buildings and grounds, cooking in the kitchens, and supporting offices and
departments. Roadside was able to persuade the university to look at their own community. “We
ended up bringing these folks who often were second, third, fourth generation families working at
the University—and consequently had a much longer history of the University than faculty—into
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our performance projects with students and faculty.” Roadside Theater has taught courses on the
history and principles of grassroots theatre at the College of William and Mary, Cornell University,
and other universities and colleges. A book by Roadside Theater, From the Ground Up, grew out of a
national grassroots symposium in collaboration with Cornell, and has served as the textbook for
the course.

Challenges and opportunities
Roadside Theater has three core full-time staff, with many administrative functions taken care of
by Appalshop. There are currently three associate artists who are part of the ongoing ensemble
company, as well as many other artists both at home and across the United States with whom
Roadside regularly collaborates. At this time, the annual budget is $300,000 to $350,000, but has
been as high as $600,000 in the past. Roadside has functions and resources that are not funded by
that budget but that fall under Appalshop’s budget. Roadside Theater tries to maintain an even
mix of funds from earned income, public and private funding sources. Appalshop reaches hundreds
of thousands of people annually through films and electronic media. Roadside’s audience tends to
be 40,000 to 50,000 annually; “it’s a kind of tricky question for us, because our cultural
development methodology is designed to spin-off this kind of work, so you’re really looking at
compound audiences. So by helping develop the Zuni language theatre company, it’s now reaching
thousands of people every year. Over the years we’ve spent a lot of time starting and sustaining
regional, national, and, at times, international networks to support this kind of work.” The main
challenge for Roadside Theater and “for social change theatre [in general] right now in the US is
the political climate that it exists within. I’ve never seen this kind of work anywhere in the world
be able to fully flower without strong support from the people, and the mechanism for that
support in the US is the tax dollar, chiefly from the federal government. And beginning in the ‘80s
with the rise to power of the radical right-wing, there has been an intentional strategy not to put
public money in work that’s reaching a broad public.” The barriers to creative cohesive narratives
about grassroots history are high; for example, archives are dismantled, or difficult to bring
together. “No way to put the story together. We had the same problem here; a lot of our earlier
work is about putting the early Appalachian story back together—reconciling the so-called official
written history with the oral history, the people’s history.”
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Values and outcomes
At Roadside Theater, “we are consistently looking at the issues of justice, freedom, world peace,
and equity. But it really breaks down to the enactments of those issues in particular landscapes
and communities. Those [are the] grand ideals, but we’re focused on the particulars of how those
ideals can be realized in particular places.” A question that is always posed is “how can local life
become aware of itself? Our whole process is really about asking questions and then seeking
solutions and then asking new questions.” Roadside Theater, in the creation of its work, places
critical questions on the table: “Who’s it for? What effect do we want it to have? What are the
possible unintended good and bad consequences of the work? How will it bring us some new
insight? How is it not repetitive of what we’ve already done? What are the new questions that it’s
asking? What are the new aesthetic elements it’s exploring?” Finally, artistic merit is a central value
at the heart of Roadside’s work: “Artistic excellence is sharpened by the deep relationship with
tradition and with community. Somehow it has gotten into a lot of artists’ and producers’ minds
that tradition and community are subtractive when grading contemporary art. It’s an era we’re in
and an error. And why would an artist ever want to be in the position of having to choose between
truth and beauty? They’re twined—and what audience would want less of either?”
In both its play creation and community cultural development work, Roadside Theater lays out
goals for a project from the start in collaboration with partners, and determines how the
outcomes will be measured. “We assess them, reformulate them, make new goals, make another
assessment, so it’s iterative.” Time, and playing with time, is a part of Roadside’s identity and work:
“Equally important to the direction of historical change is the rate at which the change occurs. A
lot of our work engages that rate of change. In some cases we’re trying to slow down change, and
sometimes, of course, the converse, if the change is positive by our lights.”
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S OJ O U R N T H E AT R E
Michael Rohd, Artistic Director and Alisha Tonsic, Managing Director
Portland, Oregon, USA
http://www.sojourntheatre.org

Sojourn Theatre, in Portland since 2000, is a professional company of actors that seeks “to pursue
excellence both in terms of artistry—originality and vision of our work—and civic engagement.”
Company members share “a commitment to community and an interest in thinking about how
theatre and democracy intersect.” Sojourn develops mainstage and touring productions, offers
educational programming in Portland for youth to explore both aesthetic and community
concerns, and engages in collaborations, both national and site-specific, through residencies.
Residencies and projects may last from five days to three years, all with many months of
preparation lead time. In addition, Sojourn has an apprenticeship program and Michael Rohd
travels to provide trainings to artists and community workers at university and theatre settings
around the United States. This work places Sojourn in interaction with communities from rural to
suburban to urban; culturally, ethnically, and socioeconomically diverse. Rohd explains why Sojourn
works the way it does: “I think that public spaces that allow for people of diverse perspective to
come together and share experience and dialogue are rare today. […] A lot of art for social change
is very didactic and seeks to make political statements. We’re not interested in that—people with a
wide point of view are welcome. Ways to build bridges, not ways to say strongly this is what I think
is right.”

How Sojourn Theatre works
Rohd describes the stages of developing a work, all of which provide “opportunities for engaging in
conversations” with community: partnership building, researching and workshopping with
community to develop the work, production, and post-production events. Partnership building is a
critical piece of starting new projects that includes “discovering points of contact, mutual interests,
building trust, [and] finding shared goals.” When Rohd trains others on how to develop
partnerships, he discusses elements of ethical relationship building, including authenticity,
curiosity, and openness about needs and expertise, “as well as thinking about organization and
agency. How do human beings connect? How do you find a shared moment?” While community
members are involved in all aspects of Sojourn’s work, productions are generally acted not by
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community members but by the professional artists of the company. Rohd’s methods of
developing an ensemble and working in communities is articulated in his book “Theatre for
community, conflict and dialogue: The Hope Is Vital training manual.” Sojourn offers a plethora of
supplemental resources to community members surrounding a project or residency, from public
school residencies that supplement work with adults in the community to workshops for the
public to interactive components of the website.

Training and professional development
Sojourn rarely brings another member into the company, but when new members are brought in,
they have usually worked with the organization before as associate artists. A potential company
member would be invited to participate in a workshop and would spend some time with Sojourn
before being brought in to the company. Rohd leads two training sessions in his pedagogical
method every year, an internal and a public. The trainings include content on devising physical
performance and on civic engagement strategies. Sojourn Theatre has graduated its first cohort
from its new apprentice program. Artists fresh from their university degree join the company as
apprentices, work for and with Sojourn, and develop their own touring production, as an
apprentice company within the company. In the first year, the apprentice company created a
performance for students in their first year of high school, designed to be performed for small
audiences for a more personal, deeper impact. The three or four apprentices pay tuition for an
intensive year of integrated work with Rohd and the ensemble. Each apprentice works with all the
Sojourn artists, but has an informal mentoring relationship with one company member who
“keeps a special eye on them.” The apprentice program allows Sojourn to generate an income
stream for Rohd to serve as a resource to artists from Portland, rather than his spending a lot of
time traveling to teach his method. Sojourn Theatre would like to have the capacity to offer
scholarships to ensure a broad mix of apprentices.

Challenges and opportunities
Sojourn Theatre is a small organization, with two full time staff—the Managing and Artistic
Directors—and part-time a Director of Education and Community Engagement and an
Administrative Associate. Other staff are brought in on a project by project basis. There are four
core performers in the company, plus two founding members (including Rohd), and about 10
associate artists—some performers, some designers, a stage manager—who work on particular
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projects. The number of participants and audience members varies widely year to year; an average
of approximately 100-150 community members participate in creating a production, and 20008000 people reached through performances. The organization recently acquired its own office and
performance space. One of Sojourn’s main challenges is managing its quick growth and finding
strategies for sustainability. Sojourn received several substantial multi-year capacity-building
grants to help the organization’s structure catch up to its growth in artistic activity. The annual
budget has grown from $45,000 several years ago to about $260,000 this year, but Sojourn needs
to find new sources of funding to continue operating at the same level when the capacity-building
grants end, all around the same time. The greatest share of Sojourn’s budget is contributed, from
foundation and government sources. A smaller portion is earned income, from fee-for-service
activities, tuition for educational programs, and ticket sales, though much of the work is presented
for free or for a very low ticket cost. Besides sustainability, Sojourn’s challenges include
communicating the work to the arts community and funding sources, and fitting into existing
funding categories.

Values and outcomes
For Sojourn Theatre, creating social change means helping to build new relationships and to foster
consciousness building that can support people in affecting their individual or community
relationships and the context in which they live. “We will be a part of the cultural fabric that allows
the possibility of change to be present.” Sojourn’s post-event dialogue work is based on a pedagogy
of inquiry: “We’re not asking people for responses or observations to something; we ask them what
questions did it raise. We embed questions in everything that we do. We don’t make art that
communicates a message, we make art that raises questions.” Sojourn encourages individuals to
become agents of change; a public education project, Witness Our Schools, involved 500 interviews
and performances across Oregon, connecting the voices of thousands of people in the state to their
legislators. Sojourn engages in formal program evaluation and informal gathering of feedback
from participants, stakeholders, and audiences. In evaluating the company’s success, evaluating the
artistic process and product is as important to Sojourn as social change impact: “How satisfied are
the artists in their artistic work? Has the process been satisfying? Is the work original and new?
How is the quality of the work […]? Do people who were part of the process feel respected?”
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S P E C I A L I Z AT I O N I N T H E AT R E A N D D E V E L O P M E N T,
CO N CO R D I A U N I V E R S I T Y
Edward Little, Professor and Chair, Department of Theatre
Montreal, Quebec, Canada
http://theatre.concordia.ca/

The Specialization in Theatre and Development (TDEV) was launched in 1998 and is one of five
undergraduate program choices in the Department of Theatre at Concordia University along with
Performance (acting), Design for the Theatre, Playwriting, and a Major in Theatre. Students in TDEV
experience an integrated approach to theatre training involving foundation courses in all of the
department specializations. TDEV students move from introductory courses aiming at providing
them with many of the key theories and practices of theatre for social change, to developing and
designing projects and productions under the guidance of an instructor, and finally on to
graduating projects that might involve Independent Studies, Supervised Internships, or the
creation and realization of their own Special Projects in conjunction with local community groups,
organizations, or populations. Students have developed community-engaged Special Projects
focusing on social justice, cultural diversity, and quality of life in conjunction with local community
centres, resident seniors at the Montreal Institute for the Blind, and with a local youth detention
center. Students regularly undertake Internships with Montreal companies including: Geordie
Theatre, Teesri Duniya Theatre, and Black Theatre Workshop; and the Specialization is currently
working on a pilot “Theatre for Human Rights Project” to be performed with culturally diverse
youth in the Park Extension neighbourhood of Montreal. While students studying theatre tend to
be young, white, and female, TDEV actively seeks to attract culturally diverse students to the
specialization.

How the Specialization in Theatre in Development works
TDEV seeks students who are “artist-philosophers.” Little describes these as people “who have a
deep connection to their artistic practice, who engage in critical thinking about relationships
between art and society, and who wish to create an art that is socially responsive.” Students are
invited to bring their individualized perspectives and community connections to their studies, and
this in turn can influence both the course of their education, and the types of Special Projects that
they might envision as graduating students. Similarly, instructors in TDEV develop community-
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engaged theatre projects and larger productions based on their social concerns and community
relationships. Smaller projects might be developed as class “outcomes,” while larger projects or
fully supported productions extend to the entire Department of Theatre and normally involve a
cross-section of students from all Specializations.
The Specialization in Theatre and Development requires all students to take two foundational
studio courses, plus additional studio courses chosen from offerings including: Theatre with Young
People; Popular Theatre: Theory and Practice; Theatre with Diverse Populations; Storytelling, Oral
History and Narrative; and Special Projects. Little describes the first of the foundational studio
courses—The Artist and Community—as “part encounter session, part bus tour.” This course
requires that each student explore the scale of socially engaged approaches to theatre through
wide-ranging readings, skill development exercises, and personal reflection. Through assigned
readings, discussion, and hands-on exercises, students are charged to undertake a personal
examination of their philosophy and their approach to art: What kind of work do they aspire to
create? What intentions and values define their art? Are their choices and informing ideologies
truly their own, or to what degree might these be socially and/or culturally constructed or
determined? The second foundation course—The Audience and the Performance Event—introduces
students to theories and practices in representative examples of socially engaged and alternative
theatre including: agit prop, theatre workshop, collectively created documentary drama, feminist
collectives, performance art, and the large-scale collaborative community play. Students learn from
both their instructor and their peers, and student-led workshops are an integral component of the
class.
The Specialization also offers occasional “Special Topics” courses with guest artists teaching in
areas such as Collective Creation and Alternative Approaches to Creating Performance Scripts,
among others. In December 2006, a number of TDEV students will travel to Bangalore, India to
undertake training in techniques of Indian Street Theatre. This training and experience will be
incorporated into the Theatre for Human Rights production of Rights Here! scheduled for Spring
2007.

Challenges and opportunities
The Specialization in Theatre and Development draws on the expertise of three full-time faculty
from the Department of theatre, as well as a number of regular part-time faculty who are artistpractitioners living in the Montreal area. The Department of Theatre takes in about 70 new
students every year, with between 14 to16 places allotted to each specialization. Students
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auditioning for the Specialization in Theatre and Development tend to be slightly older than
average first year students in other programs. As such they often carry additional life
responsibilities. It is often a serious challenge for students to balance their need to work part-time
with the demands of an intensive program of study that offers enriched community based
learning through hands-on outside projects, yet, by nature requires that such projects also
accommodate the exigencies and schedules of community participants. Furthermore, the
University’s timetable is sometimes difficult to align with the schedule of professional artists who
may be contracted to work elsewhere for several weeks during a regular semester. Similarly, fulltime faculty whose research involves active professional careers outside of the university must
negotiate outside contracts around their yearly teaching schedule. Finally, because communityengaged art remains relatively unknown and marginalized compared to mainstream theatre,
securing resources for enriched learning opportunities for students to work in the community can
be difficult. Similarly, reaching potential audiences for non-traditional performances in community
settings, as opposed to a University’s theatre, requires a lot of additional effort: “Getting the word
out and getting people to come to see a show can be a challenge. Traditional theatre brings the
public to a known facility, while a lot of community-engaged work takes place in alternative
venues in the communities themselves.” University resources are stretched, so that although part
of the University’s mission includes outreach and service to the community, it is difficult to act on
the mission and remain engaged in community in a sustainable way.

Values and outcomes
Little believes that social change occurs on “a continuum between affirmation and intervention.
This can be considered at various levels. If you bring elements of a community together to talk
about, or creatively express particular issues, it will likely be an affirming experience, but it may
not immediately seem connected to social change. Yet this affirmation, this movement towards
finding common voices or common ground at local or even personal levels, is very often a
prerequisite for social intervention at broader municipal, regional, or even national levels. Theatre
and Development embraces a broad vision of what might constitute social change. To suggest that
a particular project or show resulted in social change risks contributing to a consumer-driven
vision of art as a product or commodity rather than an ongoing process of engagement in the
human condition.”
Little makes a distinction between cultural democracy and the democratization of culture. While
not mutually exclusive, a heavily process-oriented cultural democracy stems from the authenticity
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of a grass-roots, participatory approach to creating art, while the democratization of culture is
about making the finest artistic products available to the widest possible audience. “British
theatre critic Michael Billington once reviewed two productions of a script originally created to
involve hundreds of members of a local community in all aspects of the creation and performance
of a play about the joys and challenges of life in their town. The play was subsequently taken up by
Britain’s National Theatre and performed exclusively by theatre professionals. Billington wrote,
‘When I saw the community version, I was deeply moved. When I saw the National Theatre version,
I was deeply impressed.’ The aspiration of Theatre and Development is to produce art that both
moves and impresses.”
Success in Theatre and Development is largely assessed qualitatively: we “look for emergence -- the
dawning awareness and growth of artist and participant. Has communication been enhanced?
Have community networks been strengthened, created or fostered? Is there potential for a lasting
impact?” Student feedback reinforces the value of the Theatre and Development specialization:
“Because all students enrolled in the department of theatre are required to take foundation
courses in Theatre and Development, we are able to collect feedback from students who are not in
the specialization. A common response from these students is: ‘This was incredibly useful! I’ve
never thought about theatre in that way!’ I think that’s a mark of success. I believe that all art is
about illuminating other perspectives -- about shining a light in such a way that people see
something they wouldn’t otherwise notice.”

T E E S R I D U N I YA T H E AT R E
Rahul Varma, Artistic Director
Montreal, Quebec, Canada
http://www.teesriduniyatheatre.com

Teesri Duniya Theatre was founded in 1981 to give voice to South Asian actors living in Montreal
using theatre arts. Today it is the only theatre company in Montreal where artists of every culture,
colour, language and heritage work together. Because of its culturally inclusive approach, the
company is able to draw on many traditions, styles, forms, disciplines, and on the cultural
experiences of diverse communities. In the 1980s, many visible minority communities in Montreal
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were engaged in “cultural activities” such as food festivals, fashion shows, ethnic beauty pageants
and religious festivals from their countries of origin. These activities gave their communities a
sense of sharing, strength and cohesiveness in a new country, “but they could hardly be described
as artistic activities with quality and aestheticism. In Teesri Duniya, we reacted against exotic
ethnic displays in the name of arts, as well as against the unequal institutional support and social
conditions under which visible minority communities lived and practiced their arts.” In contrast,
Teesri Duniya emphasized the content of heritage, history and cultural experience over appearance
and exoticism.
Initially, Teesri Duniya performed contemporary works from India in Hindustani; within two years,
“we opened ourselves to various other cultural communities, including the dominant cultures. That
was a very rich experience for us.” Some of the company’s original plays were “a sort of rapid
response to abrasive situations we faced in our everyday lives such as racism, and exploitation of
immigrant work force especially women in the textile and other labour intensive industries. […]
Some years later, we moved to a more cutting edge avant-garde theatre, which was thoroughly
dramaturged and more fully developed, while always ensuring that the content remains socially
and politically relevant.”
The theatre company engages in four main areas of activity: theatrical production, the
development of new works of theatre, special community-based projects, and the publishing a
theatre quarterly called alt.theatr: culture, diversity and the stage. Teesri Duniya’s ensemble takes
the approach that “the theatre is a response to issues of dignity, to issues of what is socially
wrong.” Theatre is an important tool for new Canadians to engage in “critical social self-analysis as
well as an analysis of social conditions under which they work”, because “some of us who have
come from a different part of the world, we go through an adjustment or re-evaluation period
where everything is new and everything we do is scrutinized and we’re singled out as some sort of
strange beings because of cultural differences. Therefore the community is the cornerstone of our
work.” In contrast, more often than not, in mainstream theatres the community is treated solely as
an audience; “We cannot make meaningful contact with communities if an organic link with the
community is not made and the content of the work isn’t socially relevant. So for us to keep real
involvement and real engagement of the communities, to the works of our art, it is important to
tackle issues that are relevant and have resonance with those communities.”
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How Teesri Duniya Theatre works
Teesri Duniya’s original works are based on cultural experiences of various communities: “for many
minority groups, a lot of their experience, history, everyday journey has not been documented, it
lives with them.” As a playwright, Varma connects with the community in the research process by
networking with activist groups who work on the issue that he has chosen to tackle. He also
explores the academic literature on the subject matter and speaks with experts. At times a
research team of community participants is drawn to gather information about the issue. Varma
looks for gaps where the mainstream theatre has neglected an issue from a minority perspective:
“I try to see if my work of art can make up for that. Cultural minorities play an important role in
my, as well as in the company’s, works. The work is aimed to decolonize minds, and so the
reference points are not that of the ‘discovery’—our history predates ‘discovery.’ And that history
has gone through very turbulent ups and downs; […] The work I create takes a very anti-colonial
perspective, attempting to relate to our history through our cultural experience.”
Community members play different roles on different projects. Varma describes his writing
process: “As much as possible, I hear all possible viewpoints and opinions, and finally create the
script on the basis of my own political analysis and engagement. Thus [the community] had a
lesser role during the actual writing process, but a lot more role after the play opens and
community dialogues start. This process is different from some of the collective creations we do
where the community is a partner from the very beginning—particularly in works where we draw
attention to the elderly, women, new immigrants, refugees. This work is created by and about
them.”
As artistic work is created by the writer, dramaturge, or director, it is gradually opened to public
discussion: “We use all this process as sensitization and awareness to the public much before the
play is ready to be open to the public.” A play will run for three weeks, during which Teesri Duniya
will aggressively pursue media exposure to create awareness amongst the broadest possible
audience. The company is particularly interested in reaching community organizations working on
the issue tacked by the play. Schools and academic institutions are invited and “we encourage
them to write assignments on the work they have seen.” During the play’s run, Teesri Duniya will
host community forums and talkback sessions. “While the production is going on, the community
has been organized to carry out a […] wide variety of activity which is somehow related to the
theme of the play, but carried [out] by our supporters and by the general members of the
community. They conduct workshops, small info sessions; they distribute literature, arrange
presentations from us into the schools.”
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The three weeks of productions usually culminate in a large public forum with a dialogue between
the artist who has created the work and the public. Teesri Duniya seeks opportunities for linkages
with an academic audience by having “an academic write about it somewhere in a journal. […] We
continue to find ways to use the media to propagate what we have done. This also gives us the
chance to stay in touch with the people for whom the work was done or who were featured in the
play.” Varma notes that Teesri Duniya’s work is ongoing, and not project-based; the company hopes
to develop and maintain relationships with communities. Teesri Duniya tries to extend its work
through multiple translations, into French, into Hindustani, to reach segregated audiences. “The
essential thing here is [that] we find there are divergent views on any issue even within the same
community. […] We’re learning a lot more than we are presenting. And then the issue is how we
translate that information to theatrical form.”
Besides community forums and talkbacks, Teesri Duniya creates a number of opportunities for the
community to access resources. Contact lists and pamphlets with information about the issue
being addressed are made available. Artists in other disciplines are invited to display their work
related to the theme of the play: “We’d invite a visual artist and ask what their impression is and
then display their work. We’ll post comments [that] audience members provide so others can look
at [them] and comment back.” Other resources are provided on a case-by-case basis, such as
transportation or child care for community members. At times, Teesri Duniya publicizes and
encourages minority artists to attend government-sponsored information sessions about art
funding. The company also provides coaching, hands-on support in grant-writing and accessing
resources.

Training and professional development
Teesri Duniya artists have opportunities for specialized rehearsals and training in particular art
forms. For example, for a collaborative dance-theatre project involving Teesri Duniya Theatre and
dancer choreographer Aparna Sindhoor, who has garnered worldwide attention for her radical
interpretation of classical Indian dance, Bharatanatyam, actors are offered special workshop,
training and hands-on coaching in the techniques of dance-theatre.
In any work where artists of different cultural background work together, they “go through a
certain degree of readjustment with each other, in terms of respecting and expecting other
aesthetic forms.” Community-based, non-professional artists who become involved in the
community projects come together across cultural boundaries in Teesri Duniya’s work. “Each time a
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community is doing a culturally specific activity, they have an audience, have experts, enjoy their
work but don’t branch out. Our theatre allows them to branch out to other communities. […] Arts
is very important to them, they get together to sing, to dance, to read their poetry and books and
so on. And aesthetically it’s not very professional but it’s very passionate. So our sense is to try to
take advantage of their passion. […] I really believe that art has to be done with quality, and we
have been able to engage community participants to not just use art but also be responsible
about art in terms of inputting quality into it.”

Challenges and opportunities
Teesri Duniya’s annual budget is about $150,000 per year, which has grown from about $20,000 in
the first 15 years, when the organization had no support from funding bodies. In 1996, the Canada
Council for the Arts created a Racial Equality in the Arts criteria, and Teesri Duniya qualified for
funding. Most of the budget is from the public sector, followed by the artistic directors’ donated
labour, individual donors, and then other sources. The organization has two full-time salaried
administrators, two part-time salaried staff—a designer and an accountant. The artistic and
associate artistic directors receive a small monthly honorarium, “our strategic decision not to take
money so we can invest it” in the organization. For each project, Teesri Duniya hires about 20
people, including actors, director and crew, on a unionized salary at the equity rate. Often
community participants are offered an honorarium”. The organization also has ten to twenty
volunteers per project engaged in selling tickets, hanging flyers, and other organizational support
tasks.
In each project, the company involves between 250-500 community participants in community
dialogues and other activities, such as the heavily attended talkbacks. In addition, about 25 artists
“by profession or by passion” contribute their energy to each event. Every major play is seen by
about 2000 people. Teesri Duniya finds the recruitment of minority artists, particularly actors, a
challenge, most likely because minority artists have limited opportunities to work professionally. It
is difficult to maintain a stable administrative staff. Funding bodies are focused on a Eurocentric
and large organization model, but these organizations tend to create “professional theatre devoid
of social content.” Teesri Duniya does not fit that model, and therefore funding productions can be
a challenge.
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Values and outcomes
For Teesri Duniya, social change means that the “social and political system must change to give
voice to the minorities” in the arts. In addition, the company lobbies funding organizations to
create more opportunities and respect for community-based theatre. More broadly, “we ought to
be living in a society where we all feel dignified and equal in every respect.” The company has
tackled a wide range of issues, including refugees’ experiences of racism, police violence against
Black people, native land rights, violence against women, the industrial accident in Bhopal, India,
and the choices put to immigrant communities in the Quebec separatist struggle. The next three
years, the content of Teesri Duniya’s work will focus on an anti-war and pro-peace theme. To
Varma, the aesthetics of the work are critically important: “Mere intention doesn’t make good art,
and if it’s not good, it doesn’t make the social impact you want to make. You can’t simply do
anything in the name of art; there is no excuse for bad art, whether it is community art,
professional art, or in between. The aesthetic can change issue to issue, but if quality is not put
into that the public will not like it.” A central thread running through Teesri Duniya’s work is the
understanding of a group’s social history and political issues: “what our place is relative to other
fellow human beings; interactive or dialogical identity.”
Direct feedback from participants, community stakeholders, and audience are important to Teesri
Duniya in assessing a project’s success. Attendance statistics, increased involvement of community
members and the involvement of new partners for ongoing and future projects are also measures
of success. Increased awareness about the issue in the community and increased communication
between groups are important; “too often after the project, some of that bond is broken. [In one
play we had] great interaction between various ethnic communities; it affected all of them, but
there was no mechanism to keep dialogue or contact going on for a long-term basis. We have
other ways to achieve that: a newsletter that is circulated among the people who come to our
programs so that kind of link is maintained.” The company’s assessment of the quality of the
production is also a key measure of its success. Teesri Duniya is interested in having a direct social
change impact: “It’s a desire, I’m not sure how successful we have been. […] I wish through theatre
we could do some of that in a very concrete way. But I do believe the play we did [about Bhopal]
created an atmosphere where it added voice to the work of activists that is already going on in the
community.”
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T H E AT R E A N D M E D I A F O R D E V E L O P M E N T,
U N I V E R S I T Y O F W I N C H E ST E R
Alex Mavrocordatos, Creative Director, cdcArts
Winchester, UK
http://www.cdcarts.org/ma_tmd/

The undergraduate program in Community Theatre and Media, since 1982, and the master’s
program in Theatre and Media for Development, since 1994, at the University of Winchester
combine theatre and media work to train students as cultural activists to facilitate personal
empowerment and change, as a precursor to broader social empowerment and change. In
addition, the staff of the master’s program maintain a consultancy called cdcArts, through which
they provide training to trainers to use theatre and media as tools for development and social
change, predominantly in the global South. For the purposes of this project, our focus will be on
the master’s program, though there will be references to the undergraduate program and cdcArts.
The master’s program lasts one year, during which the students engage in one local community
theatre or media project in the UK that is supervised, and a ten-week project, usually in a
community in the global South. Undergraduate students work in small groups and engage in three
six-week or ten-week community-based projects over their three years in the program. Students
tend to do project work, whether in the UK or abroad, in disadvantaged or marginalized
communities—such as sex workers as peer educators in Zambia—though increasingly projects
address policy makers—such as development organizations in Nepal. Mavrocordatos first entered
the domain of theatre for social change at a time when government agencies and nongovernmental organizations did not recognize the importance of culture in development. Now the
importance of culture and dialogue is broadly recognized, but Mavrocordatos still sees a need for
theatre as a cultural tool to tackle issues of poverty and human rights.

How the Theatre and Media for Development program works
The program sustains ongoing partnerships with many local and international non-governmental
organizations (NGOs) as well as civil society organizations (CSOs) and community-based
organizations (CBOs). At times student projects are in collaboration with an existing partner. Often,
however, students develop new relationships with communities or organizations: “I prefer students
to find their own project and negotiate the terms. Rather than me calling up and saying ‘we’ve got
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a group for you again this year’ I prefer them to have new territory to negotiate and arrange.” At
the same time, students are taught principles of sustainability, to create projects and work in a
way that has a sustainable impact on a community or organization, and sometimes students
return to an organization to take their previous project a step further. When students or staff of
the program are working in a community, members of the community and of the partnering NGO
participate as artists or organizers. “I prefer not to separate drama activity from the general life
activity in the sense that it could be the same: if I’m working with a health NGO concerned with
AIDS or other matters, I’d work with the same people the NGO would work with. They’d be artists
and activists, not separate. Sometimes we work with drama groups, but we get them to be
development facilitators as well. In moving from being artists to being cultural activists, I think
that’s the key. The arts rediscovers its social function.” Community members participate through
taking all or some of the following roles: assisting in project planning, recruiting other community
members to participate, creating and performing in the artistic project, and engaging in
participatory ongoing evaluation. “In one project the drama was a form of feedback, a message,
from the community to the NGO, including how the NGO had been neglecting the community […].
The drama became a feedback system, a participatory monitoring and evaluation system.”
Community members are not generally paid for their participation, though they may be fed or
supplies may be provided: “The cost of payment can be lack of sustainability. If you pay them then
they don’t do it when you’re gone, because it’s a job. If they’re doing it for the community it carries
on when you’re gone. […] I’d rather think of myself of paying in drama lessons. Mostly when I’ve
paid participants it’s felt like a few steps backwards rather than a few steps forwards. The issue of
payment is very thorny.” The program comes with the capacity to do theatre for development
training in the community and depends on the partnering NGO to provide supplemental
resources; at times the program will create a manual in collaboration with the NGO.

Training and professional development
“Our most important work is equipping students to do this work.” Master’s students come to the
program from the development sector or with a theatre or arts background. Students are
predominantly from the UK and Europe, partly for financial reasons; applicants from the South are
challenged to pay the high fees of the university program. On average, ten students are admitted
into the master’s program yearly, perhaps six from Europe and four from the South. A challenge for
the program is creating scholarships; “Most scholarship organizations aren’t really interested in
arts for development […] which is a point of distress for us, there should be a mutual feeding from
different cultural contexts.” The dialogical approach embedded in the program is based on
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principles articulated by Brazilian popular educator Paulo Freire, “based on democracy,
sustainability and participation.” Mavrocordatos cautions that any given participatory theatre
technique is not always appropriate for a particular cultural context; for example, a common
technique, forum theatre, may be appropriate in Latin America and Europe, but not in some African
or Asian communities for example. A central goal of the master’s and undergraduate programs is
the development of critical thinking skills allied with action. “It’s across the board: there’s
discussion, there’s essay writing, every project they do they write about, and evaluation with the
project work they do, and all of that is a critical process. […]As far as the drama work, […] we pick
up the contradictions and dramatize them, and people evaluate whether that’s right or wrong and
think about it critically.” Personal and social identity is a starting point for working with students
to develop their critical thinking and skills; “a first step we do is a creative life map, be it
performed, drawn, sculpted, expressing personal identity.”

Challenges and opportunities
The master’s program has a core staff of six full-time employees, including an administrator. An
additional one or two people work on the undergraduate program. The staff tend to be “theatre
oriented and have learned and philosophized their way into development issues.” Additional
experts and specialists are brought in to teach particular areas, such as in the course on
Globalization and Development Issues. The program would benefit from more staff; theatre work
is labour-intensive but the university allocates resources based on numbers of students. The
master’s and undergraduate programs are funded primarily by government sources, followed by
student fees. Master’s students pay _5000 for the yearlong course. Because there are no resources
for subsidizing students, in any cohort of ten students another four or five will have been accepted
into the program but not been able to enroll; this is particularly a challenge for students from the
South. The ten master’s students in a cohort spend ten weeks, usually abroad, working in small
groups of two to four, with a group of perhaps 20 community members as participants. This year’s
cohort has projects in Kenya, in Iceland, in the Himalayas in India, and working with refugees in
England. Performances in those projects usually have an audience of about 100. Undergraduate
students, about 20 each year, work in small groups on three major projects—one video
documentary, one theatre, a third of their own choosing—that involve ten to twenty community
members. A major challenge for the program is capturing money: “The reason I haven’t applied for
money very often is that I don’t fit into the [funding categories]. None of us is very good at
fundraising—we don’t have that skill.” In addition, finding ways to work with policy makers and
people with power is a challenge that is at the heart of the theatre for development work: “how to
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negotiate with powerful people to share their power; that’s the other half of what we’re teaching.”
Much of the art community at the University and beyond “really don’t understand the nature of
what it is we do.” With local theatre groups in particular, “the task there is to have them take on
cultural activism as a part of what they do.” In development work, sustainability can be difficult
because of high staff turnover in the non-profit world: “You start a project with a bit of future to it,
and then there’s a change of staff, and the new person doesn’t have any time for cultural stuff, so
they wind the program down. Or you’ve got to start to build up the project again with a new
relationship.”

Values and outcomes
For the program, social change means “empowerment, access to rights, and dialogue.” The staff
and students engage in dialogue “with different groups in different formations, all the parts of a
full and rich society.” Student projects tackle a wide range of issues, from racial justice to
globalization, from gender to indigenous issues to youth engagement. Critical thinking,
participation in community, and awareness of identity are all aspects of theatre for development
work that results in advocacy and social change. Participation is “a basis on which we work. Let’s
say you’re working with a group of street children integrating into the community […] Their aim is
to be able to participate as ordinary members of their community. […] But to tie it all up, they need
the critical consciousness to explore those barriers to participation, or they just accept that they
are inferior and separate. Without being critical aware you’ll accept your status as an untouchable
person or disabled and therefore different and an inferior being. You have to have the awareness
to say my black skin is irrelevant to this particular issue or to doing your job.” Critical awareness is
central: “When we went with sex workers in Zambia and had them create plays about their lives
and what economic factors made them take that path in life, and that they can’t stop because
they need to support their families, and then presenting those to other women and to men, it’s a
critical process. Not only are they being critical about how their lives have developed, but engaging
others in a critical process: potential future prostitutes, and potential customers.” Projects in a
community have participatory monitoring and evaluation, and these are processes that students
are taught to implement. Mavrocordatos notes that developing ways to assess impact of a theatre
for development project is a challenge. The program evaluates work with students similarly,
engaging in pre- and post- evaluation. With students, the evaluation tends to be through
discussion and debriefing. Quantitative evaluation of the program on the undergraduate level can
be misleading: “The community drama course is falling in attendance due to the availability of a
number of other courses on drama and video without the community aspect, but it’s our
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perception that there’s more students coming these days who’ve deliberately picked the
community aspect. I know we’re getting [fewer] students, but I also know more are more
motivated than they used to be.”

U RBAN BUSH WOMEN
Amy Cassello, Managing Director
Brooklyn, New York, USA
http://www.urbanbushwomen.org

Urban Bush Women, founded in 1984, creates and teaches dance theatre “based on women’s
experiences, African American history and cultural influences of the African diaspora” (from
www.urbanbushwomen.org). Cassello describes that dance is used as a vehicle for social change in
three major ways: community engagement projects, teaching, and the content of and process of
making repertory work. Although community engagement projects and tours of repertory work
take Urban Bush Women around the United States, and beyond, one of the company’s core values
is to contribute to the well-being of its local community. Thus, Urban Bush Women works with a
diverse mix of youth and adults, in Brooklyn largely with communities of colour, and particularly
youth involved in dance classes, a summer camp, or who live in a neighboring housing project.
Community engagement projects outside of Brooklyn generally last at least three weeks, not
including the process of laying ground and building trust; repertory work is developed over a year
or more. Being in New York, Urban Bush Women feels pressure to produce work to coincide with
the city’s season, and repertory work is created to deadline. Dance classes in Brooklyn occur weekly,
when the company is not on tour. Cassello explains that Urban Bush Women is important because
its projects “empower people, help people think in new ways, express themselves in new ways,”
and that “when we work with a community, its really about taking what local people believe is
important and working with them to create a piece.” In Flint, Michigan, Urban Bush Women
worked with a committee representing churches, government, colleges, and community members
to create a piece called Community Is, which focused on what the people of Flint “thought made
their community special or interesting or vibrant.”
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How Urban Bush Women works
Community engagement projects generally begin when Urban Bush Women is invited into a
community, based on the company’s reputation. “I think being a woman-led organization and an
African American organization does help people, because we physically represent what is typically
underrepresented, and these [community engagement] projects are often made because people
realize they want to be attentive to a particular [underrepresented] community.” Once invited into
a community, one way that Urban Bush Women works to develop new relationships is by holding a
Community Sing, which is “sometimes less threatening than dancing.” Another point of entry is
offering dance classes in a community, or starting by presenting a performance. Community
members participate as co-creators of music, text, choreography, as dramaturges or costumers, or
wherever their interest lies. Young people, whether in dance classes, summer camp, or as part of a
community engagement project, are encouraged to create their own choreography and not simply
learn steps. When a project begins, community members are invited to come together around a
list of suggested research topics and share their own experiences around that topic for “a local
view,” while Urban Bush Women brings in an expert to provide “a national overview that unifies
everybody’s perspective.” When the work is presented at the end of a project, Urban Bush Women
provides contact lists for resources, reading recommendations and a list of websites relevant to the
topic. Repertory work is created through a highly collaborative process, “creating a community in
the studio amongst the women” in the company.

Training and professional development
Dancers are brought in to the company through an audition process, and are selected for their
dance skills, maturity, experience, talent and interest in being teachers, community workers and
organizers. New dancers are trained in dialogical learning, facilitation, and anti-racist practice.
Company members assist in leading the workshops, reinforcing their own training while also
working in a leadership role. Dancers also attend other organizations’ training programs when
appropriate.
For the past several years, Urban Bush Women has organized a Summer Institute, a ten-day
program combining dance classes and workshops on a particular topic—such as this year’s
gentrification and displacement—that culminates in a public performance created by all the
participants. This year the Summer Institute had 65 participants from across the United States, not
necessarily dancers, ranging in age from 17 to 55, who were interested in making community-based
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art. Experts on gentrification were invited to present workshops, and participants came to the
Institute having done their own research on the issue.

Challenges and opportunities
Urban Bush Women has seven full-time ensemble members, plus an eighth who does some
management work, and three full-time and one part-time staff, including the artistic director. The
annual budget fluctuates—between $540,000 and $710,000 over the past three years—and Urban
Bush Women organizes its activities around its earned revenue, which is its largest source of
support. Significant support also comes from foundations and government sources. Community
engagement projects involve about 100 participants, and draw about the same number in
audience. Audience for repertory work and touring varies; last year Urban Bush Women sold
approximately 17,000 tickets. “We’re encouraging more people to identify as urban bush women,
however they identify it for themselves. There’s a core group of probably fifty people, whether
you’d say that’s our most enthusiastic fan base or part of the extended family, and part of that is
extended [because there have] been about fifty urban bush women over the years who’ve gone on
to do their own thing.” Urban Bush Women could benefit from greater capacity: more paid staff to
do administrative work and outreach; a studio space of its own—for pragmatic reasons and also to
foster the organization’s identity and presence in the community; and the ability to sustain and
grow its programming. The organization would like to be more connected with activists and
organizations doing social change work.

Values and outcomes
At Urban Bush Women, social change means “representing the untold and undertold histories and
stories of people, from a woman-centered perspective using movement from the African diaspora.
We represent on stage what is often forgotten or dismissed or diminished.” A core value is
validating the voice of the individual, the history and identity of the people with whom Urban
Bush Women works. Cassello gives the example of the program in the neighboring housing
project, “Builders, Organizers, Leaders through Dance” (BOLD): “cutting images out of magazines,
discussing with girls that you don’t have to look like this to be important. You have to be
disciplined, have to pay attention, have to be dedicated, but you don’t have to have your leg up as
high as the other girl.” The Summer Institute focuses on increasing individuals’ participation in
their communities by creating a learning exchange, a “sharing and honing of skills with the
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assumption that people go back to their communities and are refreshed and rejuvenated, [they]
can develop professionally and be part of a network.” Urban Bush Women engages in internal
debriefing and reflection to evaluate success, and notes anecdotal evidence to gauge community
response. At times the company has run a post-event focus group with a small number of
participants for debriefing and feedback. Evidence of engaging younger audiences and “opening
people’s eyes” to alternative ways of being are important to Urban Bush Women.

T H E V I L L A G E O F A RT S A N D H U M A N I T I E S
Chase Jackson, Managing Director
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, USA
http://www.villagearts.org/

The Village of Arts and Humanities celebrated its 20th anniversary in 2006. The organization,
which recently transitioned from the leadership of its founder to a new artistic director, is
narrowing its mandate to focus on three programming areas. Building Though the Arts involves
outdoor art and land transformation. Learning Through the Arts includes an afterschool program, a
teen program, an intergenerational theatre program, outreach work at schools, churches or
community centres under the banner ‘Village on the Move,’ and special projects and
collaborations. This year, the Village is collaborating with Liz Lerman Dance Exchange on their
project Genome. Shared Prosperity, the third programming area, is a convening of community
stakeholders to facilitate community development and the meeting of community needs in areas
such as jobs, housing, and public works. “The neighborhood looks to us as the mama or daddy on
the block, to help find resources to do things we wouldn’t normally do as an arts organization, [so]
we decided to pull the organizations together.” The community that the Village serves includes all
of inner city Philadelphia, and is about 60% African American, 40% immigrant, Latin American and
Puerto Rico; the median age is 30, and 86% of children live below the poverty line. Programs at the
Village can last a school year for the teen program, an entire year for planning the two festivals, or
more for the adult knitting-and-health program that meets weekly. The Village of Arts and
Humanities developed from an original community-building park creation project by founder and
artist Lily Yeh “to reclaim lives in North Philly.” Yeh stayed with the Village for 18 years: “We’re
following in her footsteps, and we’re here because we believe that art changes lives.”
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How the Village of Arts and Humanities works
Community organizations and community members often call the Village for support with
community development and other needs. Because the Village of Arts and Humanities is working
towards more focused programming, requests for new projects are considered in light of the
organization’s mission. Arts projects are often initiated through children in the neighborhood and
at local schools. “We had a project in one of the schools around the corner, and brought the artist
to the schools, and we knew that project would showcase at a festival, so we knew we would get
the parents through the kids, and the teens through their siblings.” The Teen Leadership Corps
(TLC) helps develop and organize festivals, which play an important role in breaking down
boundaries between rival groups in the neighborhood. Young people as well as adults assist in
developing other programming by sharing their interests with the Village. The Village has an
increasing emphasis on theatre programming, and a multigenerational theatre project is a central
activity; much of the visual art, music and digital media programming is geared towards
developing the theatre project. The theatre project is based on the words of community members,
from elementary school children to seniors, and community members are also actors in the
performance. Adults and young people also participate in workshops, provide feedback, create art
and perform, and are involved in evaluation. Community members make up fifty-one percent of
the board of the Village. Some youth are paid for their involvement with the Village; adults and
other youth are not paid but are fed. The Village provides a wide range of supplemental resources
to the community, including two newsletters—one on artistic activity and one for the Shared
Prosperity program—a garden tool lending program, and pamphlets of information and contact
lists for resources. The Village’s parks are also available for the community to use for parties.
Through the Shared Prosperity program, a hospital provided a social worker to spend time at the
Village “because we really needed it in the neighborhood. Kids came in and got to know him, just
as someone hanging out, because of his presence, he was able to bond with the kids in a different
way so […] he could talk to them without them feeling like they have to talk to this man.”

Training and professional development
Artists who work at the Village of Arts and Humanities have prior experience in teaching.
Professional development opportunities are provided to staff and artists as needed.
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Challenges and opportunities
The Village of Arts and Humanities has an annual budget of $1.1 million, with most funding
coming from foundations, followed by corporate donors, individual donors, government sources,
and earned income. There are 17 paid adult staff, and about 30-50 contracted artists for particular
programs and festivals. The 15 youth in the Teen Leadership Corps are remunerated. In a year, about
500 community members—often from outside the neighborhood—volunteer to sustain programs
and projects. The Village is engaging in outreach activity to try to increase volunteer participation
from the African American community outside the immediate neighborhood. A challenge for the
organization is reaching out to some segments of the neighborhood: “We are literally beside a
housing complex that houses probably 4000 people, and we don’t get participation from their
kids at all except from the school. […] So we have a struggle with the community, and the
community sees us as big dogs, ‘you don’t need us.’” In addition, the neighborhood struggles with
drug-related crime and turf issues, which can make participation difficult for some community
members. Sustaining participation is similarly a challenge. Partnerships with other local
organizations can be difficult because the constraints and challenges that the other organizations
face can inhibit follow-through. “They’ll run to us, we step up, they step back.” Although the Village
is adequately funded, physical facilities and equipment could be improved.

Values and outcomes
Executive director Kumani Gantt’s vision statement for the Village speaks of “foster[ing] the
inherent creativity present within every human being.” The vision also includes dismantling
“racism, privilege and oppression,” advocating dialogue in artistic expression, and the “pursuit of
artistic excellence.”“Our work is fearless, and our definition of art building broad enough to
encompass our work in environmental justice, greening and beautification, and community
organizing.” Fostering participation in the community is an important part of the Shared
Prosperity program, and the collaboration in the program has led to the creation of a merchant
association, a community development corporation, and the Village’s health program. The Village
provides opportunities for young people and adults alike to explore their personal and social
identities. Jackson told the story of a young man who participated in the theatre piece last year, a
re-working of Antigone: “The challenge he had memorizing these lines, it was a really big part for
him, he came into it thinking he wasn’t going to be able to do it. We had a brass crown made for
him, and for someone who would not even go into the neighborhood being a ‘cool dude’, when he
had the crown, not only did it make him into a king, he wanted to wear it out into the community!
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He matured three years in this year, to me. He’s 16 or 17. Even though he was still a kid, he was
proud to say ‘Yes! Why shouldn’t I be a king!’” The Village of Arts and Humanities relies on
feedback from program participants, the broader community, and community stakeholders to
evaluate its programs. In addition, high attendance and increased participation are taken as
measures of success.

YO U T H O N STA G E ! A N D T H E A L L STA R S P R OJ E C T
Dan Friedman, Artistic Director of Youth Onstage!
New York, New York, USA
http:// www.allstars.org

Youth Onstage!, founded in 2003, is a program of the All Stars Project, a non-profit organization
promoting human development through a model of performance since 1981. The All Stars Project
also includes the All Stars Talent Show Network, which involves young people in producing talent
shows in poor neighborhoods. The Development School for Youth is a 14-week leadership program
in which young people learn the ‘performance’ of the business world. Production of Youth by
Youth, All Stars’ newest program, teaches high school students to be producers of culture. Castillo
Theatre has been producing mainstage political and experimental theatre since 1983. All of the
programs are supported by the All Stars Project, which is privately funded. “The people who
participate are the funders. We went on the streets after work and on weekends, and started
talking to people about wanting to build theatre programs that don’t take government funding,
and that’s also how we built community connections. After ten years on the streets we had a
database of close to 100,000 contributors. On the streets of New York you meet all sorts of people,
including major business executives. Some of our street contacts have evolved, over the years, into
major donors. This broad base of support allows us maximum elbow room; participants can say
what they want to say.” Two years ago, All Stars was able to buy a $12 million performing arts and
education complex, which includes three theatres, rehearsal spaces, dressing rooms, costume and
scene shops.
At that time, Youth Onstage! was formed “because for the first time we had the space to launch
youth theatre, which is something we always wanted to do.” Youth Onstage! puts on plays “that
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have something to say about what’s going on in the world” with young actors, 14-21 years old, and
has an after-school performance training program, the Community Performance School, taught by
professional actors, directors and dancers who volunteer their time. “The bottom line is not art, but
developing people through performance.” Youth Onstage! produces both scripted plays and plays
created by youth themselves through improvisation. The program is working to build bridges
between ‘inner city’ youth and the professional theatre world, and give young people the
opportunity to learn theatre skills from professionals. Most of the young people involved come
from the poorest neighborhoods of New York City. “Whether or not the young people go into
theatre, we think the activity of performing, being who you are and also who you’re not, gives you
a method for breaking out of constrained social roles that society has put you in.” The way for
young people to be ‘cool’ in their communities, like the way to be ‘cool’ in any community, is
“mostly not growth-ful to them. To be an actor you’ve got to be a fool, you’ve got to fall on your
face, and that’s growth-ful to them.”

How Youth Onstage! and the All Stars Project work
All of the programs of the All Stars Project are “very committed to grassroots outreach.” They work
to involve young people and their communities in their programming, and to develop relationships
with community organizations ranging from schools to block associations to cultural
organizations. The Development School for Youth involves partnerships with corporations that
share a “concern for youth coming out of poor communities.” The All Star Talent Show Network
enters into relationships with high schools, sets up tables on the streets of the community
surrounding the school where a show is scheduled and asks children and youth, “Do you want to
be in a talent show?” Young people show up for the auditions, and everyone who auditions makes
it into the show. Youth Onstage! seeks high schools that have theatre clubs or classes as a source
for recruiting young people interested in theatre. Some Youth Onstage! participants come from the
Talent Show Network and other All Stars’ programs.
The All Stars Project maintains a broad volunteer base; approximately 350 people contribute their
time and skills to the programs each week. Teachers, directors, coaches, and technical people
working with Youth Onstage! are volunteers, as are the executives and managers from the
business sector who volunteer to teach with the Development School for Youth. “The whole word
‘community’ is broad and ambiguous in our culture. When we in the All Stars use it, we’re not
speaking about a particular neighborhood or ethnicity; our kids and our volunteers come from all
boroughs and all ethnic backgrounds and all economic strata, though 90% of the youth [are] poor.
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So we use ‘community’ as a dynamic concept: whoever chooses to be a part of it by getting
involved in it. […] A key part of our methodology is to mix social strata.” Adult volunteers, besides
participating in planning projects, recruiting youth, sharing their skills, creating, performing, and
sharing their feedback, are also involved in fundraising for All Stars. Young people in Youth
Onstage!, are primarily the students and actors, and are emerging as playwrights. “Our idea is to
bring them into all aspects of theatre production […]. I eventually hope the young people will do all
the directing, writing, and design work. We’re now beginning the transition; we’re looking to give
it over as the organization matures.” Young people also participate in outreach for Youth Onstage!
A variety of resources are available to the community alongside Youth Onstage! productions. Each
show has a program, including a director’s note and information about the performers and the
Youth Onstage! program. A ‘culture talk’ is organized for most shows, with a panel of scholars
and/or experts on the topic of the play to discuss the issues. At the end of each performance, “the
actors wait in the lobby in costume, and part of their job is to talk to the audience; we encourage
and try to promote dialogue about the issues.” When requested by schools or other organizations,
Youth Onstage! cast will participate in talkback sessions. The organization has also organized
events and conferences alongside shows.

Training and professional development
Many of the full-time staff of All Stars have been with the organization since its early days, and
have been trained “in the streets doing community outreach. Now we’re hiring people who haven’t
done that trial by fire, so we do that training.” Theatre professionals who want to teach in the
Youth Onstage! Community Performance School attend three training sessions to learn All Stars’
ensemble approach to theatre, learning and development. Many volunteers are white and middle
class; there is a cultural, economic and experiential gap between them and the majority of the
youth: “we don’t want them to pretend it doesn’t exist, or be patronizing, or overly liberal, but be
tough with the kids in terms of demanding professional level work from them.” New teachers read
and discuss Friedman’s paper, “Performance and Development,” that explains All Stars’ approach to
community-building, performance and growth. More experienced teachers work with new
teachers. In the third training session, teachers improvise scenes relating to the issues they have
learned.
The Youth Onstage! Community Performance School runs in eight-week sessions that correspond
with school semesters. In Fall and Spring, classes run Wednesday evenings and all day Saturdays; in
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Summer classes meet for five hours each day, Monday through Thursday. Courses are mostly
performance-based. The basic program consists of classes in movement, voice, improvisation and
character development, and more advanced classes, open to those who have completed one
semester include a playwriting workshop, singing for actors, dance for actors, and yoga for actors.
During the summer session, students create a play through an improvisation workshop that is
performed for the public on 42nd Street at the end of the semester. Young people must commit to
attending all classes for the entire eight weeks. They are related to as theatre-professionals-intraining and are expected to perform as such.
All Stars’ method in all its programs, not just Youth Onstage!, is to use performance as a tool for
growth, both on stage and off. “In that tension between who you are and who you’re not, who you
are and who you’re becoming, you can learn a new way of thinking and feeling that you wouldn’t
get otherwise. You can try new things, you can try something else. It’s not phony; it’s providing
choices [as],‘you’re performing right now as an alienated tough guy, you can perform something
else.’” All Stars is also group-oriented, and makes an effort to create and sustain mixed groups of
youth: in Youth Onstage! “we have some young people who’ve never seen a theatre performance
and some who’ve gone to Broadway shows since they were little kids.”

Challenges and opportunities
Friedman is the only full-time staff member of Youth Onstage! although Brian Mullin, a long-time
volunteer with the program, will be coming on board by the end of 2006. The program also has, in
the fall of 2006, twelve unpaid theatre professionals as teachers, and another six volunteers
providing administrative support for the school and creative help with Youth Onstage!’s fall
production. All Stars’ annual budget is about $5 million. About 75% of the budget comes from
individual donors. All Stars hosts an annual fundraising gala at Lincoln Center, where youth in the
programs are trained to be hosts and discuss the organization’s programs. Tickets are sold for
performances, but earned income is a small portion of the budget. Corporate donations are
accepted when companies match their employees’ contributions. All Stars also has some funding
from foundations. In its’ first two years of operation, Youth Onstage! has involved about 180 young
people in its plays and classes. Audiences for Youth Onstage! productions are estimated at about
6,000-7,000 annually. The All Star Talent Show Network has 1,600 performers and reaches 10,000
to 15,000 people each year. The Development School for Youth involves 700 young people per year.
Sometimes adult volunteers and youth participants alike shift from one All Stars program to
another.
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The move to the new complex has been financially challenging for All Stars. Overhead increased
considerably with the new facility, but so has the All Stars’ ability to raise funds. In its first year on
42nd Street donations increased by 17% and have continued to increase every year since. “We never
have ‘enough’ because we have a very expansionary history. We’re always taking on new things,
but we also run it with what we’ve got.” The All Stars Talent Shows, which are staged on Saturday
afternoons in high school auditoriums around the city, regularly attract audiences of 1,000 and up.
Youth Onstage! productions, which are staged on 42nd Street, involve concentrated outreach to
community and youth organizations as well as the kind of publicity done by other theaters in New
York City. Shows have been well attended.
Opportunities for building ties with the arts community have increased dramatically since the
move to 42nd Street and the development of new programs like Youth Onstage! and the
Production of Youth by Youth. The All Stars’ Artists Committee, which is chaired by Susan Jaffe,
former prima ballerina with the American Ballet Theatre, includes dancers Mikhail Baryshikov, Bill
T. Jones, Mark Morris and Paul Taylor, actors Fran Drescher, Charles Dutton, Patrick Stewart and
Ashley Judd, and director/designer Robert Wilson. Committee members have done benefit
performances, taught workshops and acted as public spokespeople for the All Stars. In its first year,
the Production of Youth by Youth placed its participants in internships with, among other cultural
organizations, The Rubin Museum of Art, the New York City Ballet, The New Federal Theatre and
the Roundabout Theater Company.
Working against a culture of competition can be a challenge, but all of the programs work on
building the group, the ensemble, as the basic unit of development. Key to this is relating to the
participants as builders (not passive recipients) of the program and its activities. The dream for
Youth Onstage! is to have “a full-time free theatre conservatory plus the after-school program.” The
challenge is “continuing to make this a place where top notch theatre professionals want to
volunteer.”

Values and outcomes
At the All Stars Project, social change means creating environments for young people to try new
things and develop “outside of negative constraints.” If enough youth have the opportunity to
grow, this will have a social impact in the present and on future generations. Young people are
constantly being engaged around thinking critically about the limitations of their experience, and
the possibility of accepting their starting points and moving on to growth. The first play of Youth
Onstage! was Crown Heights, about riots between the Hassidic Jewish and the Black communities
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in a Brooklyn neighborhood. “We did a play with 18 teens, half Black, half Jewish, and a few Latino
kids. We also interviewed people who were in the riots [and] we made a video, taking a look at
racism and race relations under the liberal veneer of New York City. It caused quite a storm, […] and
after every show, actors went out to the lobby and had conversation with the audience,” engaging
in dialogue about many things, including why Youth Onstage! constructed and represented the
issue the way it did. “We even had a press conference, where, among other things, a young person
talked about what the experience was like to act a Hasidic Jewish person when you are a Black
person who has never even met a Jewish person before.”
All Stars does not attempt to determine outcomes, does not push young people in specific
directions; it simply builds environments for development. Youth in All Stars programs are
encouraged to think of themselves as “the future,” to take responsibility for themselves and their
communities, and to imagine possibilities for their own impact on the world. Young people in the
All Stars programs are encouraged to try out new roles that can benefit society as a whole: “they
learn that they have the option of acting this way or that way, they have the option of trying
something new. That’s how they develop, [and] that hopefully has an impact on the world.” All
Stars is not issue-driven, and organizing is not identity-based; “that said, it’s important to start
from where they are” which means that “because our basic constituencies are African American
and Latino, issues of poverty and racial justice come up all the time.”
Some, but not all, young people in Youth Onstage! want to become theatre professionals, and the
program provides opportunities to build bridges with theatre professions and to discuss where
young people might go after All Stars. “We always let them know there are lots of ways to do
theatre, beyond, or in addition to, auditioning for the professional theatre. They might start their
own theatres, for example, or help others to perform in their community or school or workplace. I
use my example: I have a Ph.D. in theatre history, but it took me twenty years to create a theatre
that could do the things I really wanted to do, and it might take you that long. And even if they
don’t do theatre, they come out of Youth Onstage! realizing they can produce something, including
their own lives, that they are creators.”
The All Stars Project evaluates its programs on a daily and weekly basis and a phone survey of
youth who have participated in its programs is being planned. “I think it’s hard to show cause-andeffect results. I could pull out success stories, but they’re all anecdotal. Because of our funding
method we don’t need to keep stats on [outcomes], and it isn’t our methodology. Development is
hard to measure in traditional ways.” The organization gauges success from direct feedback from
participants, audience members and community stakeholders and attendance statistics. New
partners, participants and funding sources, and increased dialogue about issues tackled in plays
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are also evidence of success. A long-term goal of the organization is to create free youth
development centres in all boroughs of the city using All Stars’ approach to building relationships
between youth and arts professionals.
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PART II:
ANALYSES OF SELECTED
CASE STUDIES
UNDERSTANDING HOW THE MEANINGS
OF SOCIAL CHANGE RELATE TO PRACTICES
AND IMPACTS IN THE DOMAIN OF ARTS AND
SOCIAL CHANGE
What does social change mean in the arts? When I framed the study, I left this open for artists to
determine for themselves. Often, as I spoke to artists and others in leadership positions in these
arts organizations, I was asked what I meant by ‘social change.’ I hedged the question, because I
was interested in understanding what ‘social change’ means to the organizations and individual
artists themselves. So I asked them, ‘what does social change mean in your work?’ The responses
ranged from action-oriented statements about how the work is making a difference in society, to
reflections on what a socially just world would look like, to rejection that the concept of ‘social
change’ applies to their work. Looking across all of the organizations and individuals, some
common themes suggest that although aesthetics, practices and products vary tremendously, the
domain of arts and social change shares a loose set of organizing principles or ideas that underlie
why artists engage in this work.
The seven main themes that emerged from my conversations with artists and organizations are
Working toward equity and justice; Raising consciousness and awareness; Fostering individual
empowerment and participation; Bringing people together and building relationships among
individuals and groups; Creating dialogue; Giving voice and telling stories; and Creating new
visions and opening new imaginations for what the world could be. In this analysis, I will start by
describing each of these themes, and then move on to exploring in depth how these underlying
principles and values animate the artistic and community engagement practices and the resultant
work of six organizations: the Beehive Design Collective; Chickenshed Theatre; Intermedia Arts; Liz
Lerman Dance Exchange; the Los Angeles Poverty Department; and Porte Parole. I will also pay
particular attention to the ways that several of these organizations rejected the concept of ‘social
change.’
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What does social change mean in community-engaged arts:
Understanding the themes
To understand what social change means in this domain, I extracted all of the questionnaire
responses to two questions: ‘What does social change mean in your organization?’ and at the end
of a series of questions that requested examples in response to possible social change outcomes
that I had defined, ‘What other aspects of your project or projects have not been captured by the
outcomes we just discussed?’ I pulled out the main ideas, and then with a platterful of ideas in
front of me, grouped them into thirteen categories: the seven listed above; a catch-all category for
all the specific social issues that the organizations tackle, from gentrification to criminal justice to
sexual health and more; and four others that were not nearly as pervasive across the 46
organizations: community empowerment; human rights; positive individual development; and
supporting artistic institutions or individuals’ artistic development. A final category captured both
highly idiosyncratic and very general statements.
In addition to these thirteen categories, eight participants qualified or rejected the idea of ‘social
change’ before going on to describe what their organizations do that could be understood in a
framework of social change. The participants ‘pushed back’ in different ways: “Social change is this
huge concept. I tend to look for things from a more grounded perspective.” (CuriousWorks and the
Migrant Project); “It’s inevitable. I see life as a process of social change; it’s not something that can
be stopped. It’s a dynamic construct.” (Department of Dance, Temple University); “Dance has built
up a discourse that provides benefit precisely because it doesn’t engage with specific social
agendas.” (Ludus Dance).

Themes common to all domains of social change
Three of the seven organizing principles or main themes are shared with other domains that work
towards change in society, such as community organizing, community development, and some
streams of education and law practice, among others. Working towards equity and justice is a
broad category that encompasses a wide range of ideas among the artists and organizations who
participated here: working towards inclusivity, tolerance, and equal access to material and
intellectual resources; challenging injustice; uprooting racism; shifting the meaning of diversity;
and more. Alternate ROOTS describes: “we’re about uprooting racism as a primary focus of the
organization; we feel racism is alive and well and continues to be one of the oppressions that
keeps community and people pitted against one another.” For Black Theatre Workshop, social
change means “a shift in how we consider diversity. That it’s not an add-on, that it needs to be
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really fundamentally embraced with all the challenges that brings. That it’s vital and fundamental
to our ever-changing society.” Everybody’s Theatre Company explains that “in a general sense
[social change] would be creating a world with a fair distribution of resources and wealth, and the
most vulnerable members of society are taken into account.” At Roadside Theater, “we are
consistently looking at the issues of justice, freedom, world peace, and equity. But it really breaks
down to the enactments of those issues in particular landscapes and communities.”
Raising consciousness and awareness, similarly, is not the exclusive domain of arts, but was raised
by over a third of the artists and organizations in the context of describing what social change
means in their work. It includes fostering critical perspectives and critical thinking; making
connections from the local to the global; being subversive; challenging assumptions, prejudices, or
stereotypes; asking questions; and changing people’s attitudes. For the Prison Creative Arts Project,
social change “means breaking stereotypes; we’re in a very punitive society, and when people come
in contact with the work it breaks their stereotypes.” Peggy Diggs describes her teaching: “I find
that one of the principal things that we need in the US is for people to begin to question
everything! And not to assume that things are the way they are because they have to be forever.
So my overarching goal, which I think is a realistic one, is to provide opportunities for people to
question their own assumptions about groups of people […].” Also a teaching artist, Beverly Naidus
explains: “For me, it’s mostly getting students and audience members to question their
assumptions about the world. To raise consciousness, to give them a sense of possibility and hope.
To chart a path that is not mainstream. To subvert the dominant culture’s values.” Fringe Benefits
describes social change: “Everybody discriminates in one way or another, and we try to raise
awareness in our work about how we all do that.”
Although the concept of ‘social change’ implies changes in communities or societies, according to
many of the artists and organizations in this project, changes in society through the arts evolve
through a process of individual empowerment and participation in neighbourhoods and
communities. Headlines Theatre makes clear that collective change hinges on individual
empowerment: “By being agents of change in your own life you affect the community as a whole;
change starts at an individual level and that changes the structures that you are part of. I think
this kind of work is really good at that. Not about making structural changes, but about exploring
and identifying ways […] to change on the individual level.” At New Urban Arts, social change
means “that young people are empowered to take their lives in more meaningful, positive and
new directions and they can also make a positive and lasting impact on their communities.” Ludus
Dance describes social change as “helping people to recognize that they have potential.” In
addition, other organizations describe their artists and community participants gaining confidence
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and new capacity to work in partnership. Organizations also talk about supporting people in
solving their own problems.

Themes particular to the domain of arts and social change
Two of the themes that emerged from the organizations’ and artists’ descriptions of what social
change means for their work are not exclusive to the domain of community-engaged arts, but the
arts have a special role in these areas, and do them particularly well. Creating dialogue includes
creating safe spaces for conversations, opening dialogue between people and groups who would
not usually have the opportunity to engage with each other, and talking openly about previously
taboo topics. A part of Porte Parole’s role is “reminding people that democracy will not work if
people do not participate; we need to find tools to make public discourse more fun and creative,
and really encourage participation. Otherwise we can’t really call ourselves a democracy. [We want
to] remind people that they’re citizens and their participation in dialogue is what makes politics
possible and productive.” Intermedia Arts describes fostering dialogue as ‘the power of art’: “If we
only focus on trying to look at the world through the eyes of oppression and strictly through the
eyes of privilege, we’re missing many opportunities for people to interact at real levels and have
real communication. So, you know, we have to recognize issues of privilege and class and race and
the like in what we’re doing, but that’s the power of art too, that allow us to communicate in ways
that get beyond the judgments we’re applying to other people, and see what ways people are selfidentifying.” Shakthi from CuriousWorks and the Migrant Project makes the claim that the arts
have a special role in fostering dialogue: “No change can happen without dialogue. If we were all
happy carefree people and focused on not having boundaries or borders—if we had that world,
the arts would be doing something about the importance of having borders!”
The arts can also play a special role in bringing people together and building relationships among
individuals and groups. This can mean promoting understanding between communities, bringing
people into contact who would not otherwise meet, or finding new approaches to collaboration.
Common Weal takes on the role of bringing people and communities together: “We consider
ourselves a bridge as well, and the bridge is to connect these communities that are often in the
margins or disenfranchised to the larger public to speak about who they are, as well as to the
mainstream art world.” Daniel Dancer of In Concert with Nature describes social change as
“waking up to the power of collaborating together to achieve the changes we need to see in
society. And demonstrating the power of that collaboration.” Relationships are central to social
change for Sojourn Theatre: “social change in itself is when people’s individual or community
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relationships and systemic context are affected to a degree where they see a difference in their
daily lives […]. What it means to us in terms of our [projects is] helping to build the new
relationships and be a part of awareness- and consciousness-building that can help create the
context for those moments of change.”

Themes unique to the domain of arts and social change
The two final themes, though one could argue that they are found in a few other domains such as
journalism and politics, are uniquely suited to the domain of arts and social change. Giving voice
and telling stories means representing untold stories in a community, bearing witness by bringing
hidden stories to light, valuing youth voice, and supporting the community in finding a common
voice. Roseann Weiss of the Community Arts Training Institute explains, “I think that if you can use
the arts to give people voice, that’s a society changing thing. You can’t ignore people with voice […]
and you see it happen in all kinds of projects. I think that’s a step towards democracy.” Urban Bush
Women describes the meaning of social change: “It goes back to our mission, representing the
untold and undertold histories and stories of people, from a woman-centred perspective using
movement from the African diaspora. We represent on stage what is often forgotten or dismissed
or diminished.” Similarly, Teesri Duniya Theatre believes that the “social and political system must
change to give voice to the minorities.” At the Prison Creative Arts Project, social change “means
bearing witness, so that people learn what’s going on.” Nicole Garneau at the Arts in Youth
Community Development program at Columbia College Chicago explains that “[something] we
talk a lot about and we feel is a value is youth voice, valuing youth leadership.”
Finally, creating new visions and opening new imaginations for what the world could be is a process
of visioning the future that may be exclusive to the arts. Included in this category are expressions
of creativity, hope, freedom and expression. It includes practicing new ways of being in the world,
people being able to assign their own affiliations, fostering creativity and fun, engaging in positive
expression, giving people new perspectives, and more. Myths and Mirrors Community Arts
captures the essence of this theme: “In our work those visions then become—we have permanent
installations, public art works— they’re reminders of these visions of equality, justice and hope,
and hopefully it gives people direction for their social action.” At the Center for Art and Public Life,
social change “means really creating a paradigm shift, a different way of looking at issues and
coming to deal with issues from a community perspective. […] It really is about a paradigm shift,
not doing things the way they’ve been done if it’s not working anymore.” Ludus Dance explains
that “dance allows people to go into that liminal space where they can be who they are and not
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who they are at the same time, so they can practice new identities.” Jumblies Theatre’s vision
includes the phrase ‘transient utopias and far-reaching ripples’: “we can change things a lot within
our own environment, in ways we know and ways we don’t know […]. It creates inspirations for the
way the world could be and society could be.”

Process and product
All seven of the major themes can be interpreted as either a goal or a process of social change
work. At any given time, a theme may be a meaning of social change or a strategy for creating the
change; in some cases, giving voice and telling stories may be described as the outcome of social
change work, whereas for another organization creating opportunities for community members to
tell their stories may be described as the method or process of enacting social change en route to
another social change endpoint, such as equity and justice. Alternately, giving voice and telling
stories may be both the strategy for creating change, and the meaning of social change itself for a
single organization. The process may be built into the product; the product may reflect the process.
This sense of ‘walking the talk’ may be one special strength of community-engaged arts done well,
and relates to the theme of creating new visions and opening new imaginations for what the world
could be: not only is the artistic work a new vision for what the world could be, but the
community-engaged process can embody, or strive to embody, new ways of working together. At
the heart of debates around process and product—quality of community engagement and quality
of artistic work—is this question of integrity between representation through the arts and
everyday processes and practices. Some of the organizations are explicit about their desire to
embody in their process the ideals that they would like to embed in the artistic products of their
work. The seven major themes are italicized throughout this section, whether they appear as
meanings of social change or as instrumentation strategy, in order to draw attention to the roles
that the themes play in the six organizations’ work.

Case studies of six organizations: Understanding how the
themes relate to practices in the domain of arts and social change
To understand how artistic and community engagement practices support the meanings of social
change in community-engaged arts, I selected six organizations to explore in some depth. The
organizations were selected to capture the broadest possible range of social change themes,
geographic locations, and artistic disciplines. I was interested in including organizations that
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emphasized the importance of time and place in their work, and organizations that rejected the
concept of ‘social change.’ Organizations that are primarily focused on teaching or training were
not considered for this analysis. The organizations selected are located in Quebec, the United
Kingdom, and the Northeast, MidAtlantic, Midwest, and the West of the United States. The
organizations are in major metropolitan centres, in medium-sized cities, and in rural towns. They
work in dance, visual arts, theatre, and multidisciplinary art forms, including digital media. The
Beehive Design Collective, Chickenshed Theatre, Intermedia Arts, Liz Lerman Dance Exchange, the
Los Angeles Poverty Department, and Porte Parole will each be considered separately in order to
understand how the meanings of social change animate and motivate the artistic and community
engagement practices in each organization. This link, between the meanings of social change and
methods and practices, can be thought of as the organization’s ‘instrumentation strategy’ or
theory of change, which may be explicit for some organizations and is implicit for others. The
organizations’ instrumentation strategies are then linked to how each organization assesses its
successes. Three organizations that describe raising consciousness as a central meaning of social
change are described first. The Beehive Design Collective, the Los Angeles Poverty Department, and
Porte Parole all employ an instrumentation strategy of giving voice and telling stories to raise
consciousness. Following these, Chickenshed Theatre, Intermedia Arts, and the Liz Lerman Dance
Exchange all reject the concept of ‘social change’ in different ways—though they embrace social
changes that emerge through their work.
In the case study descriptions, all of the direct quotations are from the interview questionnaire
about that organization unless otherwise indicated. As in the summaries in Part I, the quotations
describe the organizations from the point of view of the individual being interviewed, and are not
necessarily representative of all staff members involved with the organization. This analysis—and
the analysis on teaching and training that follows—is based entirely on responses to the interview
questionnaire, and any inaccuracy or misrepresentation of these organizations is my responsibility
and my error. I hope I have succeeded in my aim to illustrate both the simplicities and complexities
of these six organizations without over-simplifying the meanings of social change, the practices,
the impacts, or the relationships among them.

T H E B E E H I V E D E S I G N CO L L E C T I V E
The Beehive Design Collective creates large-format, intricate posters that depict economic and
15

environmental struggles of North-South globalization in the Americas. It is one of the youngest
organizations in the study, and one of the most closely attached to its grassroots. Central to the
Beehive Collective’s work is a vision of making connections between local and global circumstances
15 Please refer to the summary description of the Beehive Design Collective (p. 24) for basic information that will not be repeated in this discussion.
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and conditions: “We have a strong balance between being engaged locally and globally, and using
art and storytelling as a way to connect those, not just for ourselves but to show other people how
they’re connected as well.” The Beehive Collective also describes its work in terms of creating
dialogue, creating new visions for how the world might be, and giving voice/telling stories.
The vision of heightening awareness and raising consciousness is played out in the methods that
the Beehive Collective selects for artistic and community engagement practices. The Beehive
Collective articulates its instrumentation strategy: “The main need we see that we’re filling is that
there’s a desperate need for more visual tools to explain the way the world works, the way things
are going, being able to explain complex situations with an alternative communication strategy,
other than books, radio, traditional formats to convey information, trying to affect things on
another level.” The ‘way the world works,’ the ‘complex situations’ are important for people to
understand—there we see the meanings of social change articulated again as raising
consciousness and making connections between local and the global—and the Beehive Collective
works towards this by encapsulating a multitude of stories in a graphic image that can then itself
become a vehicle for storytelling.
Artistic practices
Visual storytelling, thus, is the artistic method that the Beehive Collective employs to raise
consciousness. “The art world often thinks of political art as crude and pushy, and a lot of the
propaganda of the left is crude and pushy, and we want to have ways to talk about things that are
cross-cultural, and have more aesthetics than something that is just propaganda. So that’s the
start of the vision.” The Beehive Collective describes the most recent poster, ¡Mesoamérica Resiste!:
“It’s quite a job trying to pull those [stories] all together on one big cartoon. It’s a triptych. The bad
news [about Plan Puebla Panamá, the corporate international development project that the poster
illustrates] is all on the front, and then you open it up and there’s all the stories of resistance on
the inside twice as big.” Over the course of the six years of the Collective’s work on posters—there
have been six—the ‘worker bees’ of the Collective have developed artistic strategies that strive to
raise consciousness most effectively. “One thing that is very important about our strategy that
we’ve evolved, is we don’t use images of humans in our work. Instead we pick animals, plants or
insects native to the same bioregion of the story, and that helps the images be more cross-cultural,
and less stereotyped. That’s a really huge thing for us in our evolution that we’re hammering out
how to get really good at that. That’s been a really important part of people in other countries
really embracing what we’re doing. All of us are very passionate about making things that help
build a bridge between environmental issues and economic issues, and often those are very
different camps of people who don’t talk to each other, so explaining globalization in terms of the
local flora and fauna, or just images of animals in the first place, is just very important. Getting
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people in each camp to talk about the other’s issues.” Making visual storytelling tools that speak
to people across the Americas is important to the Beehive Collective: “Part of what’s difficult about
the poster too is we’re very dedicated to make it cross-cultural so people here in the North can see
the poster and see themselves in it, and people there [in Mesoamérica] see their story and
embrace it and use it for their work.”
Community engagement practices
Community engagement takes place both in the gathering of stories and the sharing of stories
that are depicted in the posters. Telling stories is an integral part of the Beehive Collective’s work,
but it is less the meaning of social change in itself than it is the primary method, or process,
towards the raising of consciousness around North-South globalization issues. The ¡Mesoamérica
Resiste! poster involved an elaborate process of gathering stories: “we have about 75 different
groups and individuals in central America who have given their stories or edits or are connected to
the project in some way, and then there’s a team of about 18 people working on the graphic as
well.” The Beehive Collective organizes to meet people working towards social change on the same
and related topics by connecting with organizers of large protests or convergences: “We make a lot
of connections all at once. We have tons of contacts from that, and we float around visiting all
their contacts, and [gathering] all their stories, and knowing we have a deadline for that event for
the poster to get back to all the people, where they’ll all be there together.” A tremendous number
of diverse stories are then represented visually on the posters.
The community engagement practices of sharing stories support the work of heightening
awareness and raising consciousness in both the global North and the South. There are three main
practices of sharing: making presentations interactive so ‘worker bees’ and community members
can come together and learn from each other; presenting in a variety of locations, including high
schools and universities as well as “out of the box” locations such as farmers’ markets and
community centres; and distributing posters so that other activists can use them in their work,
both in North America and in Central and South America. “We get so many more requests to come
than we can deal with, so a lot of times we’ll say ‘we’ll come to your school and talk in the evening
if you can find us a place to talk in the day that’s really out of the box,’ like a farmers market or
community centre, so we often make our host be part of the process of not just preaching to the
converted. […] They do all the promotion to bring us to their area. It’s really wild that a lot of kids,
they’ll be like ‘I don’t know any high school teachers’ so we send them a packet of posters and [tell
them to] go sit at the farmers’ market because there’s always a lot of teachers at the farmers’
markets, and put up a poster that says ‘free lectures on economics and globalization for high
schools,’ and that’s how you meet teachers. High school teachers are so desperate to get kids to
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pay attention to economics, they don’t care if it would be seen as controversial, and we’re not
pushy with the way we talk about things.”
The Beehive Collective aims to spread information by making “visual tools that then take on a life
of their own, mutate, cross-pollinate, and other people adopt them and become storytellers.” The
posters are spread far beyond the reach of the worker bees themselves. “We usually do 200-250
presentations a year, and that’s the formal ones, but then there’s all these extra bees around, and
then all these other people take up storytelling with the pictures.” The worker bees take the poster
to the protest or convergence that inspired the project and they present and distribute their work.
“That’s how all the posters over the years have been seeded: it’s all been through the grassroots,
through the strategic way of going to events with thousands of people who can all take a poster
and go back to their town, could bring us back there to talk, or take a bunch to distribute. We’ve
distributed about 60,000 posters over the past 5 years through that mechanism of reaching
people.”
Other processes of social change
Besides the explicit set of meanings of social change—foremost of which is connecting the local to
the global and raising consciousness—the Beehive Collective also has a more process-oriented
implicit approach to social change that involves creating new ways of being in the world that are
about collaboration and decentralization. The process of the work is built into the work—and in
that sense the process and the product cannot be separated, and the instrumentation strategy is
the outcome itself. Collaboration and decentralization support the creation of new ways of being
in relationship with each other and new ways of envisioning the world. “Everything that we do is
collaborative, so when we make art or we are working on different activities, we try to involve
people either here in Maine locally or when we’re traveling [around] making things. It’s very
interactive, so what’s really different about what we’re doing [is] we don’t credit individuals with
our work; everything is credited to the energy and all the people who’ve helped make these things.
It’s really important, because it’s very different from how a lot of other people go about coming up
with stories and images.” The art that comes from the Beehive Collective is all anti-copyright, and
is credited to the swarm rather than to a particular worker bee. “I’m not sure everyone does that:
the evolution of things is always as on the surface with people’s work as it is with ours. There’s a
difference between [our process and] ‘our group’s going out to collect stories, and then we’re going
to own the creative process and we might share it with [the people who gave us the stories], but
not necessarily super-reciprocated.’ We’re just super-aware of resource extraction, and mining
other cultures for inspiration is something we talk about and try to be really responsible about. It’s
very [much] on our minds and present all the time, and we put that into the process as well as the
work itself. Part of it is because, imagine not knowing much about Plan Colombia, and you’re a kid
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from the US, going to talk to people, and then coming back to draw a picture about it and then
stand in front of people, including Colombians, and talk about it. You have a lot of nerve to do that
unless it’s super-reciprocal.”
At the same time, the Beehive Collective’s work is highly decentralized in every way, from artists to
funding sources. “The glue that holds it together is that people want this to exist, not that we have
a structured organization. We’re not doing things because we said we would, so people jump in.
People might be around for a week. […] There’s only three people in Maine right now, but that
changes at different times of the years. I’d say people who say they’re a bee, [it’s] a self-identifying
thing, is about 25 to 30 people.” There are usually “about six full-time backbone bees, and then
other bees all spread out through the Americas and also Europe.” Funding also is decentralized,
which the Collective sees as a strength: “[It’s a] little weird how the mosaic work [that comprised
the Collective’s first artistic projects] has been on the back burner, and now it’s a mosaic of tiny
funds instead. But what’s important, I think, to convey about that situation is that while all these
other things are falling apart for other organizations because they’re so reliant on grant money,
we’re doing OK. We just bought a crazy big house, and we’re just moving along. We’re relying on
lots of really small amounts instead of big chunks that you get addicted to and don’t know how to
function without.” The decentralized nature of the Beehive Collective’s processes is also visible in
the Collective’s approach to distributing posters widely and encouraging activists to take up the
art to use as an organizing tool. The social change work does not end with the creation of visual
storytelling tools, but begins there, and is enacted by the worker bees as they tour their
presentations and by others beyond their immediate reach.
Instrumentation strategy and impacts
Social change for the Beehive Collective means raising consciousness and making connections
between the local and the global, and the instrumentation strategy is telling stories—visual
storytelling as the artistic practice and the gathering and distributing of stories as the central
community engagement practice. Success, for the Beehive Collective, includes seeing the visual
images used in community organizing both in the North and the South: “Whatever the work is
about, if the people who are the most directly affected by that story or that work feel compelled to
embrace the work and are using it themselves, that’s when we feel satisfied with what we’ve
done. Like, knowing that lots of people in Colombia are using the Colombian poster for their own
work, that’s how we know it was successful and feel really solid about that.” This is both evidence
for the Beehive Collective that the collaborative, decentralized process of creating the work is
successful—the people whose stories are invested in the artistic work embrace the work—and
that others acknowledge that the visual tools can be used for raising consciousness, as they adopt
the posters themselves for that purpose.
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L O S A N G E L E S P OV E RT Y D E PA RTM E N T 1 6
The Los Angeles Poverty Department (LAPD) has been creating theatre in collaboration with lowincome and homeless people in the Skid Row area of Los Angeles since 1985. The organization’s
structure is bare-bones, comprising director John Malpede, associate director Henriette Brouwers,
and an administrative assistant. At times, staff members donate their time to the organization.
Despite great differences in organizational structures, art discipline, and both artistic and
community engagement practices, LAPD shares similarities with the Beehive Collective: a closeness
to their grassroots; raising consciousness as a primary meaning of social change; and the telling of
stories as a key instrumentation strategy that links the meaning of social change with the
organizations’ practices in their work. For LAPD, the telling of stories and, in particular, giving voice,
is both the theory of change—instrumentation strategy—and a part of the meaning of change
itself. In addition, themes of social change in LAPD’s work include creating dialogue and
empowering individuals to participate in, and change, their communities.
Brouwers describes the meanings of social change at LAPD: “Connecting the lived experience to
the social forces that impact the lives of poor people. That pretty much sums it up […]. To change
the social policies that create these [situations], I think that’s basically it.” The instrumentation
strategy of giving voice and telling stories links LAPD’s artistic and community engagement
practices to both raising consciousness and empowering individuals to create changes in their
communities and to affect social policies. Brouwers describes RFK in EKY, not actually an LAPD
production but a project by Malpede as an artist-in-residence at Appalshop, recreating Robert F.
Kennedy’s three-day tour of eastern Kentucky in 1968 to highlight issues of poverty and
unemployment: “when Kennedy came here [to Kentucky] in 1968, the whole idea of the War on
Poverty—that’s why he did those hearings in Kentucky—he wanted to hear from the people who
are poor how they saw the situation and how they wanted to change it. […] The initial idea was
that the people who have the problem are the experts in solving that problem, but they never get
the power to do that. That’s one of the things that’s very important and one of the things LAPD is
doing, giving people the power to talk about their own stuff and how they want to solve it, too.” In
the process of telling stories, people who are the experts on their own lives and circumstances can
develop the awareness that they have the answers, and can articulate those solutions.
In addition, creating dialogue is an important component of LAPD’s work, again tying together
process and product, both as a meaning of social change and as an instrumentation strategy
linking meaning with practice. The purpose of RFK in EKY “was to hold up a mirror to the present

16 All of the quotations about LAPD come from the interview questionnaire with associate director Henriette Brouwers unless otherwise indicated.
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by recreating this, continue the discussion about what has changed and what hasn’t changed.” The
discussion, comparing what has and what hasn’t changed, is dialogue, which is critical in and of
itself, but is also the process that supports communities in making the connections between their
local stories and the bigger picture of social policies and forces.
The raising of consciousness is linked to empowering individuals to create social change: “It really
starts with giving people a voice that never [have had] a voice. Also, giving people the confidence
that what they are saying is actually important, because I do think that a lot of poor people
actually know what the problems are and have a very good way of thinking about [them], but
because they’re always told it’s their own fault and [that] they’re stupid, they don’t have
confidence.” LAPD encourages its members to become active agents of change, by joining local
organizations that are involved in social action and community organizing. “Quite a number have
become more active working in the community with organizations that are already there. Getting
people to vote and stuff like that.”
Artistic practices
Storytelling on stage is the central artistic practice of LAPD, and has evolved over the company’s
twenty years of work: “At first John [Malpede] started as a homeless advocate working for legal
aid, collecting the narratives of people who were homeless, trying to get them back on SSI or
welfare, collecting evidence for class-action lawsuits, working on Skid Row. He already knew
people, and then he started doing theatre, working with the stories of the people, always
connecting [them to larger] social circumstances. The first shows were really wild shows! And the
main thing why [LAPD] took off and got so much recognition is he really showed what was going
on with people who were poor, homeless, schizophrenic, drug addicts. It was very chaotic and
made a big impression on the audience, and the actors, who finally had an opportunity to show
their stories, so it worked two ways.” Over time, LAPD has shifted from simply showing stories to
making connections between the local and the global: “We stepped away a little bit, it’s not as
important to tell the personal stories but to connect the lives of the people that experienced
poverty and its effects to the decisions and the process of the policy makers. Agents & Assets is a
performance about how the CIA was selling crack cocaine on the streets of San Francisco and Los
Angeles to support the Contras in Nicaragua. […] We take the literal transcripts of those hearings,
and the thirteen actors are mostly former crack addicts, people addicted to crack cocaine, who play
the congressmen and women in the trial.” The telling of stories becomes a means for raising
consciousness.
17

Malpede states, “”I don’t believe in talent and I don’t believe there’s any difference between
community-based art and any other kinds of art.” The vitality of LAPD’s performances emerges
17 Via electronic mail.
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from the reality of the stories that are represented on stage, by actors who have lived the
experience of the stories: “The main thing about the performances in LAPD, the actors and the
acting, is [that] it’s all based on reality, on realness, and on the passion of the performance. […] The
people in the performances are really good actors because what they’re doing is for 100%; they’re
not faking anything! And that’s why the theatre LAPD makes is so interesting and really hits
people when they see it.” Brouwers emphasizes this point, that the quality of LAPD’s aesthetic
product is interwoven with its deep connection to lived experience: “The starting point [is] that it
has to be [both] interesting and good theatre, and I think we do it by not trying to be traditional or
imitate any kind of idea about theatre, but by being real.”
Community engagement practices
LAPD’s community engagement practices can be split, roughly, into the sharing and gathering of
stories on the front end, and the enactment of stories in performance. For some LAPD productions,
the script evolves from community members’ stories and improvisations. In other cases, such as
Agents & Assets, scripts are developed from historical documents such as courtroom testimonies.
“One of the LAPD-ers also works with Critical Resistance [a grassroots organization] and had all
these testimonies of people who were in jail during Hurricane Katrina. [We had a residency in
Charlotte, North Carolina and created a performance; the] title was Emergency Evacuation Plan for
the City of Charlotte. That’s something we’re thinking about for LA; there’s no evacuation plan for
Skid Row and what would you do with thousands and thousands of homeless people? We read the
testimony and improvise it and start talking about their experiences, what they’re going through,
what is important to say, and that ends up being the performance. It’s always the case: it’s always
listening to people, and even if we don’t tell personal stories, the material comes from their
interest, and what connects them to the material. We try to make it wider than the personal story.”
“A lot of it happens already on the floor, because everything is based on improvisation. If we don’t
work from a big script [such as the testimonies of Agents & Assets], most of it comes from
improvisations. Certain things stand out and you just keep going deeper and deeper. Sometimes
we write text, or texts are written that people use to improvise off, and so you find ways to make it
solid so people can repeat it. We also talk about it: ‘we have this part of the text, we could do this
combination.’ We also want [the performance] to end in discussion, so we think about how you
would make that happen. You’re directing a show so you think about which kinds of issues you
want to have on the table and confront the audience with.” This process of sharing stories—either
through the direct narration of personal experiences or by responding to texts—serves to heighten
the consciousness of the community participants/actors, helping them understand how the ‘big
story’ is constructed from all of their stories and personal experiences. From there, LAPD fosters
opportunities for community members to engage in community participation: “Many of the
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women on Skid Row have lost their children or […] they just wander around with their children
trying to find a place to stay for the night. So [the performance La Llorona, based on a Mexican
legend about a woman wandering the world in search of her lost children,] was telling that story,
about families, women and children, but also about traveling, leaving something behind and
ending up in a different place. We used the legend to get people to talk about what had happened
in their lives, and also why it happened. Often they come up in the story with the reasons, and you
just focus in on those reasons and explore longer, start talking about it. For example, […] we often
invite people from [the Downtown Women Action Coalition and LA Community Action Network]
or have people in the performance go and talk with those people to get informed about what’s
going on and what people are doing to change their situations.”
The enacting of stories on stage creates opportunities both for the community members/actors
and for the audience to raise their awareness and make connections between personal stories and
“social forces” that impact people’s lives in the community. In Agents & Assets, the actors are
primarily people formerly addicted to crack cocaine enacting court trials about the CIA’s role in
crack epidemics in California, “and after the performance we have a panel discussion and [we]
focus on different aspects of the war on drugs, or other aspects of the war, [and] link it to what’s
going on now, with experts. [It] ends in discussion with the audience. [It’s a] different way of
approaching the social circumstances that affect the lives of the people that we work with.” Agents
& Assets lasts an hour and a quarter, and is composed entirely of testimony that must be
memorized by the actors: “I’m used to learning a lot of text but the language of the politicians is
very difficult to follow. People do an incredible job memorizing that text! It is a process when you
go through it and try to understand this way of thinking, the language that they use; it brings a lot
of understanding, discussions about what happened then and why. It’s a whole process.” The
discussions that follow LAPD performances are not ‘talkbacks,’ because those tend to be “really
personal again, like ‘how wonderful that those people can act,’ so we try to avoid that and talk
about what the actors want to talk about: what is the situation and what are the things affecting
the situation.” Both the individuals telling their stories and the individuals watching those stories
performed are involved in a process that creates links between small local lived experiences and
the larger social situations and structures in which they are nested and by which they are shaped.
In the Beehive Collective, stories are gathered like pollen, brought back to the hive, and tied
together by the worker bees—artist/activists—into a complex image that is then shared with a
broad audience in venues that create spaces for new stories to emerge. In contrast, in LAPD’s work,
Malpede and Brouwers facilitate a process in which scripts and plays are often co-constructed with
the community in which the performance will take place, whether in Skid Row or in residence in
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another community. Community members are involved in constructing the ‘big picture’ that
illuminates how their individual stories are connected. For LAPD, the meanings of social change
include raising consciousness and empowering individuals to action; there is an implicit assumption
that knowledge and awareness are power, and that knowledge and awareness are a necessary first
step towards the action that creates social change.
Instrumentation strategy and impacts
For the Los Angeles Poverty Department social change means raising consciousness, specifically by
connecting local stories to larger social situations and conditions, as well as empowering individuals
and creating dialogue. The main instrumentation strategy is telling stories and giving voice, by
presenting stories on stage as the central artistic practice, and both sharing stories and involving
participants in enacting stories as the central community engagement practices. Brouwers
describes evidence of LAPD’s impacts on three levels: generating confidence in individuals,
spawning new efforts to develop creative processes, and affecting the development of social policy.
Generating confidence in individuals demonstrates LAPD’s empowering of individuals, as well as
creating dialogue: “We made [a] performance [as part of a long-term residency project] that’s a
discussion-starter. It’s amazing, two years ago [the women in the community] didn’t want to talk
about drugs at all, or if they did it was just crying or [they got] totally clogged up; it was
impossible. And now they’re performers and they’re leading discussions, it’s totally amazing. They
have enough confidence now that what they are thinking [is valid and valuable].”
The creation of new creative projects and processes inspired by experiencing LAPD’s work or
participants’ involvement in LAPD projects supports the company’s empowering individuals to
create their own projects, and more indirectly, raising consciousness about the power of the
creative process. Brouwers describes how LAPD knows the work is having an impact: “When we do
‘Fried Poetry,’ everyone participates and then says “I had a great time” but then you hear that
people are starting their own homeless writers’ coalition.” This point is emphasized when I ask her
if there are any other ways LAPD assesses success: “When people are inspired to go create their
own, even if it isn’t in a political way—though ultimately it is political—to get the word out about
their own creative process. Even [just] to have more facilities for people to express themselves is a
really cool thing to happen on Skid Row.” Finally, LAPD works towards having an impact on social
policy, in collaboration with community organizing and community development groups: “That’s
the ultimate goal! I do think that La Llorona did help a little bit, I know that DWAC [the Downtown
Women’s Action Coalition], I don’t think we have that big an influence, but DWAC is working very
hard, so to do a performance like this is helping them a little to do the work.” In the Kentucky
residency project, which is largely about drugs in the community, “there’s no treatment, only [talk]
about putting money into ‘education and prevention’ […]—there’s no treatment! And every family
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has at least two family members that need treatment immediately, and I do see that things are
starting to change. It’s not only because of us, but I think [our work] is influencing the
conversation; [there’s] more talk about treatment facilities. If that happened, that would be a really
important thing.” Having an impact on public discourse about a social issue—creating dialogue
and raising consciousness through connecting the local and the global—supports community
organizations that work towards changing public policy.

P O RT E PA R O L E
Porte Parole, founded in 1998, is a small theatre company that creates and produces documentary
theatre based on material drawn verbatim from interviews or archival documents such as court
trial transcripts or media archives. Like the Beehive Collective and LAPD, Porte Parole situates
raising consciousness through the telling of stories as a core meaning of social change. Creating
dialogue through modeling a new approach to communication is also a central meaning of social
change for Porte Parole. Though Porte Parole uses theatre techniques rather than visual
storytelling, the organization’s artistic and community engagement practices are close in spirit to
the Beehive Collective’s approaches: Porte Parole collects individual stories and juxtaposes them in
ways that tell a new, more encompassing story that does justice to the complexity of the situation
being represented.
Annabel Soutar, Porte Parole’s artistic director and co-founder, describes raising consciousness as a
central purpose of her work: “The aim is to show the beautiful and wild differences of opinion that
exist about the same story. Getting at a unified vision of reality seems impossible. I love how one
story can exist through many different voices, many different angles. [It] reminds us whenever
we’re consuming news, [to] question the authority speaking to us, ask how the way they’re telling
the story speaks in their own human voice and therefore [is] prejudice[d] in some way.” She
presents a hypothetical scenario to make her point that theatre can create social change: “Making
people stop and think can have an enormous impact. If you could imagine the reason someone’s
driving slowly [might be] because their spouse died instead of only seeing people as flat objects in
your way, or looking down on people because they aren’t doing things the way you do. [And then
to think, for example,] ‘I shouldn’t be honking at [people] because I might be causing them to hate
the world, and they might go home and hit their son!’ I think we get our hope in the world from
the way people treat us. If people cut in front of us in line, or we feel they’re cheating us, or not
respecting us, we give that back. So whenever you root human stories in a specific context, you can
change people’s attitudes and that makes the world an easier place to live.” Thus, telling stories is
an instrumentation strategy that works towards raising consciousness among the individuals who
come into contact with Porte Parole’s work, whether they are actor or audience.
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In addition, Soutar posits creating dialogue is as a second central meaning of social change, a prerequisite for democratic participation. Social change means “reminding people that democracy will
not work if people do not participate. We need to find tools to make public discourse more fun and
creative, and really encourage participation. Otherwise we can’t really call ourselves a democracy.
There’s a phrase we’ve thrown around: ‘the artful citizen’—to remind people they are citizens and
their participation in dialogue is what makes politics possible and productive.” The
instrumentation strategy for creating dialogue is modeling a new approach to communication: “at
the end of the day it’s just about setting an example, investing in a kind of communication
because you believe that’s how people can communicate.” This instrumentation strategy is similar
to the theme of creating new visions and opening new imaginations for what the world could be;
Soutar imagines audience members leaving a performance inspired to communicate in a new way,
and reflect on how public discourse might be more nuanced and complex.
Artistic practices
Porte Parole creates theatre that models a new approach to communication and tells a multitude
of stories that reveal the complexity of the world. “With the Seeds project, the way we offered a
balanced portrait [was]: we questioned the stereotypes of ‘small farmer’ and ‘big organization,’ and
who was the victim in that process. […] The media presented it as the farmer as ‘innocent victim,’
but I did a lot of research on the farmer and found out some other things about him. So we
challenged the stereotypes.” Soutar creates her script through a process of selecting a topic and
pursuing grants that give her about a year to research and write. She conducts interviews in
person whenever possible, gathering material from the community of relevance to the topic. Once
she has gathered interview material, and other texts from the public record, such as media
archives and court trial transcripts, Soutar takes six months to a year to craft a script. “The main
principle I have is that I do not change the words of the interviewee. I severely edit it, but don’t
change the words. I transcribe every interview I conduct, sometimes not completely, but I don’t let
a research assistant do it. I spend a lot of time listening to the voices, absorbing the rhythm of
their speech. The way I write it down on the page is very particular. Let the way the words sit on
the page represent the rhythm, the character of the person’s language.” Soutar’s criteria for
selecting material to represent on stage “are artistic. I can only use material if it’s poetic, if it has
dramatic tension, if it resembles action, conflict, has an active drive. Those are the criteria of any
dramatist. It means I have to be very careful about choice of topic, where there’s a conflict at the
centre, so I know there’s going to be some juicy subtext to expose.”
In order to display the “beautiful and wild differences of opinion that exist about the same story”,
Soutar includes as many perspectives as she can on the story that she is telling: “I try to interview
many, many people so I can get a dynamic on the stage. The art of documentary is in the editing, in
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the way you build the dramatic spine through material that is not immediately dramatic. Often it
happens through the contrast between one character and the next, it creates a comedy of
contrast.” Porte Parole models an approach to dialogue that privileges complexity and balance: “I
really believe that any documentary in any medium should be balanced. Not to use the play as a
vehicle to promote an agenda, a political belief set. My main rule of thumb is: just stay open and
believe every person that comes to speak to you, and respect their version of the truth. Do not
judge them, do not parody them, just let them speak through you. Of course, I know there’s no
such thing as 100% objectivity in my choice of subject, interview subject, which material is going
to make it to the stage; I’m making subconscious judgments about materials, but my plays rarely
land on a message. I have to go out and do research well and talk to everybody.” In an article on
the relationship between art and civic dialogue, Andrea Assaf, Pam Korza, and Barbara SchafferBacon of the Animating Democracy Project reference dialogue educator and psychologist’s Patricia
18

Romney’s notion of ‘multipartiality.’ In dialogue, multipartiality means taking the side of every
participant. The facilitator does not strive for neutrality—something impossible to do, because the
mask of neutrality simply serves the status quo—but rather works for the interests of every
participant. Soutar’s approach to developing a script is an example of putting multipartiality into
action.
Community engagement practices
Soutar names the ‘community’ in her work as the people who she interviews to construct a script:
“All my plays are based verbatim on what real people tell me in interviews. I could say that my
community are the characters in all of my plays. Not just indirectly. Porte Parole really means
‘spokesperson.’ The actors I hire are professionals, they’re not from the community, but they are
speaking directly for the community.” The community for each play is defined by the topic of the
play: “My research involves really finding out who a community is, and talking to as many people
as possible. Once you’ve met someone for two or three hours, they’ve gotten to know you, they’re
interested in the project because they know their words are going to be in it. When you meet
someone, that’s going to be the best way to get someone interested and involved.” The community
can be very targeted, or very general, depending on the content of the play. In preparing for Seeds,
Soutar interviewed the farmer who stood up to Monsanto, the corporation generating genetically
engineered seeds, and “his lawyers, his entourage, and anybody involved in Monsanto. As I read
articles was led to other people quoted as experts in the article. I lined up to get into the Supreme
Court hearing [about the case], and met a lot of people in line, and called them later. I went to a
conference about protecting the rights of farmers to use seeds. Especially with the internet, it’s
easy to find out who the community is, to connect the dots.” In contrast, in preparing the script for
18 Assaf, Andrea, Korza, Pam & Schaffer-Bacon, Barbara. INROADS: The Intersection of Art and Civic Dialogue. (August 2002).
http://www.communityarts.net/readingroom/archivefiles/2002/08/inroadsthe_inte.php
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Novembre, Soutar traveled around the province of Quebec and spoke with anyone:“[We] stayed in
bed and breakfasts and had conversations with people in the living rooms. We went to bars and
diners. Our only goal was to cover all points on the map in Quebec, and then we followed the leaders
too and recorded their speeches. We would go to campaign offices. Even though it was so unfocused,
the randomness of whom we spoke to wound up being the funniest thing about the play, all kinds of
Joes on the street. That had a sort of universal appeal for the audience.” Capturing a multitude of
stories from multiple perspectives engages the community through the community engagement
practice of giving voice and telling stories:“We’re allowing people to speak! Through us.”
Porte Parole’s concept of community opens to include the professional artists and actors
participating in the play, and then the audiences. At this point there is a shift in Porte Parole’s
community engagement practices from telling stories to the two core meanings of social change
for Porte Parole: raising consciousness and creating dialogue. Artists and actors have “an
opportunity to learn about the specific topic we’re covering, I do a tremendous amount of research
and they’re privy to a tremendous amount of research that doesn’t end up in the play. They watch
interview transcripts, read articles. That community of artists becomes our first audience to move,
not to move, to raise their consciousness. And then their feedback often gets integrated into the
rest of the play.” Audience members are recruited from communities who would be interested in
the topic of the play. “We hire an audience development manager whose job is to find links to as
many community associations, school groups, etcetera, as possible, and get people to buy advance
tickets because of their connections to the content. […] With the audiences for each play, we get
people who are interested in the topic, and then a whole lot of people who are just interested in
theatre and documentary theatre.” Porte Parole creates opportunities for dialogue both by
modeling an approach to communication that considers the many positions players hold in a
complex situation, and by creating dialogue around the play itself: “We make a huge effort to invite
the community in an organized form to the play, and hold satellite events during the play that
involve the community, [such as] talkback sessions that are mediated and organized through the
various communities that the play involves.”
Porte Parole has had other, less public, opportunities to raise consciousness and create dialogue
through theatre. A pharmaceutical company commissioned Porte Parole to create plays—
monologues that raised awareness about bone diseases and toured to conferences and
associations—to “bring our theatre approach to some of their communication problems. I love
entering communities that I don’t understand. I try and put my stereotypes about big
multinational corporations aside and just meet the people and see what their language is, how
they communicate.”
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Instrumentation strategy and impacts
Both raising consciousness and creating dialogue are critical meanings of social change for Porte
Parole. The instrumentation strategy for raising consciousness is telling stories, and for creating
dialogue is modeling new approaches for communication. Porte Parole’s artistic practices include
giving voice to a multitude of diverse perspectives on stage through a small number of actors in a
visually minimalist way. Community engagement practices include gathering stories through
interviews and involving audience members in dialogue around the issues through talkbacks and
other supplemental events surrounding a theatre production. Soutar resists the move towards
identifying tangible, countable impacts: “You can’t predict the outcome of your work, it’s too
intangible. But obviously I think the work is making an impact. I just can’t exactly say to you that I
have complete understanding of what social change is. I think it happens in very small increments,
and it’s very hard to pinpoint and to measure, and that we shouldn’t give up on it despite how
[difficult it is] to measure it in a scientific way.”
Soutar is interested in modeling new approaches for communication for artists to engage with
funding bodies about the impact of the arts on society: “[We] have to inspire people on a different
level than [by saying] ‘so many people came to see my play and it changed their minds on this
topic.’” She is interested in exploring that communication challenge through a documentary
theatre project: “When it comes to communication with fundraisers, as artists who are involved in
the struggle to raise money, we are constantly having to change the way we communicate to fit
the model of commercial management, detailing the outcomes as if it can be plotted on a graph,
and writing about artistic expression in a very practical way that assures funders no money is
going to be wasted, sounding reliable instead of poetic. […] I’m thinking of doing a project looking
at the language chasm between business and the arts. Specifically, what happens in those
meetings between the artists and the for-profit sector, the artist saying ‘Look what I do that
doesn’t have any financial outcomes, does that mean it’s not important?’ That’s a dialogue I’m very
interested in exploring.”
The impacts that Soutar does describe seeing from her work are the benefits of bringing people
together—something that she has not identified as a central meaning of social change per se in
Porte Parole’s work: “I also think the activity of theatre, like any live medium, brings people
physically into the same space to experience a one-off event. Even if the event itself isn’t
successful, the coming together of members of a community into one space has an impact.” Porte
Parole has also seen evidence of an increased flow of information about the issue or community
when Soutar is contacted by people touched by the work. For Soutar, the main criteria of success is
aesthetic: that she is satisfied with the quality of the piece.
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C H I C K E N S H E D T H E AT R E
Chickenshed Theatre, founded in 1974, is a theatre company that engages in performance and
education in inclusive theatre. Located in London, UK, Chickenshed has fostered the creation of
other theatres in London and beyond that use its methods of inclusive theatre. The company offers
an educational degree in collaboration with Middlesex University and a BTEC National Diploma in
inclusive theatre, as well as other opportunities for training in Chickenshed methods through
consultations. Chickenshed has a series of inclusive children and youth theatre companies for
different age levels. Finally, the anchor for all of Chickenshed’s educational work is the professional
company performance work. Social change at Chickenshed means creating new visions and
opening new imaginations for what the world could be: an inclusive world. “In simple terms we’re
looking for an inclusive society, with all its organizations, activities, communities, being open to
anyone who’s part of those communities. Not open to some, closed to others. If we engage in
social change, that’s the end we want to look for: an inclusive society.” Paul Morrall, Director of
National Training and Development, qualifies the idea that ‘social change’ is a meaningful concept
at Chickenshed: “We’re a theatre company; we didn’t set out to make [social change] a feature of
our work, we just wanted to involve everyone in the performing arts. The way we’ve done it,
people use Chickenshed as a model for what the world should be like. It wasn’t something we set
out to do at the beginning.” Chickenshed Theatre is the first of the three organizations in this
analysis that qualify or reject the construct of ‘social change.’
The instrumentation strategy for creating new visions of an inclusive world—and creating that
inclusive world—is modeling an inclusive world by working inclusively and propagating
Chickenshed methods by teaching and training, and mentoring new theatre companies that want
to work inclusively. In a nutshell, Chickenshed’s instrumentation strategy is about the power of
organizational culture to create social change: “We tend to have a method for making sure when
any individuals or groups come to the theatre they see the need to include each other—it’s so
much part of our core philosophy.”
Artistic practices
The artistic practice that supports imagining an inclusive world is modeling an inclusive world by
working inclusively and creating inclusive theatre performances. “Performance drives Chickenshed,
allows us to develop our methodology […]. The professional company work is the main strand.”
Morrall adds, “the theatre that spearheads everything is really good, and we say the inclusion
makes the work artistically more excellent. The quality is really important, and there isn’t that
much theatre that has both quality and inclusion.” Actors and educators at Chickenshed tend to be
very familiar with the company’s inclusive methods because they often have been exposed to
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Chickenshed’s programs and methods: “The bulk of our performers and teachers […] have grown
up within the company or have been in one of our courses and have gone through the system, so
they’re very experienced in inclusive theatre from quite a young age.”
Community engagement practices
Chickenshed assumes, explicitly, that social change happens through individual change, “by
providing people with an opportunity here where they can succeed, and trying to record that
success so they can take it to other places in the community or other communities […]. It can be
artistic or educational progress, with the resultant social progress that goes hand in hand with
that.” By experiencing inclusivity, either by observing it on stage or through interactions in
Chickenshed programs or courses, individuals will be able to take methods of inclusivity with them
into society. “It’s almost like having an inclusive artistic think-tank: how theatre can effect those
types of changes. And our outreach model is a model of going out and discovering a process to
make a permanent difference in [participants’] communities. We do it a lot, and again, [it’s] looking
critically at an inclusive model and trying to be part of a process that helps to set it up somewhere
else, [in a] theatre- and arts-led model of social change.” Thus, both artistic and community
engagement practices focus on fostering change in how individuals think about and experience
the world, through the company’s organizational culture and through Chickenshed’s curriculum in
education courses and training.
Education courses and training workshops include one and two-year educational programs,
summer courses of “intensive two week periods where people can learn in a very quick time about
Chickenshed inclusive theatre and specific methods,” and “corporate training days for businesses
and organizations to show them that through a model of inclusive theatre they can become
inclusive in their organizations.” Fostering critical thinking is an important part of education and
training: “It’s almost like that’s the curriculum. What do things look like at the moment, and how
can the arts, without compromising quality, create change in society? [That is a] root element of
the curriculum.” Artistic work emerges from a process of critical thinking and exploring identity:
“Most artistic products start off with that: an individual questioning themselves and their own
perspective.”
Chickenshed has a deliberate strategy of propagating ‘Sheds’—other theatre companies that work
inclusively—so that more people can experience inclusivity through theatre. “We run a national
inclusive theatre training and development program […] that seeks to set up inclusive children’s
theatre, youth theatre and companies initially in other parts of the UK, but now we’re also in St.
Petersburg, Russia. […] Basically [we have] a training program to get hold of arts practitioners who
want to work inclusively so they can set up their own companies. […] We spend the first two years
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with them setting up and starting the company off, we train them and then they take over the
groups. We’ve set up 21 of them. They’re not franchises of Chickenshed; once we work with them
for two years they become independent.” Initially, Chickenshed approached leaders of Council in
different boroughs to engage new communities in developing inclusive theatre; now Chickenshed
is approached by communities wanting to set up theatre companies in the Chickenshed model.
Instrumentation strategy and impacts
At Chickenshed Theatre, social change means creating new visions and opening new imaginations
for what the world could be using an instrumentation strategy of modeling an inclusive world. This
is the ultimate example of the interrelation of process and product. The artistic practices of
working inclusively and presenting inclusive theatre performances are critical to producing high
quality work: “It’s quite crucial that we use the theatre and the arts as the spearhead of any
attempt at social change. We don’t compromise the art; we try to synthesize the two things as
much as we can. If it has a lot of messages and is boring […], no one is going to be changed by it.
The artistic is at the forefront. Everyone benefits, really, from that kind of focus.” Chickenshed’s
community engagement practices include having people experience an inclusive way of working,
sharing the company’s methods through training and teaching, and mentoring new theatre
companies. Although Chickenshed’s Paul Morrall does not address creating dialogue or bringing
people together, as a meaning of social change, these themes are raised as evidence of success for
the organization when asked whether increasing communication between individuals and groups
is a sign of success: “If we can encourage new types of dialogue with people who normally
wouldn’t communicate with each other, we feel we’ve done a good job.”
Chickenshed models inclusivity in its approach to assessing impact: “You know something’s been
successful if people carry on coming, and when people are attending, are they fully engaged in all
the activities? […] We always adopt a team approach to everything, [… We have] lots of meetings
to make sure people’s impressions converge, or if they don’t, we adapt what we’re doing.”
Chickenshed conducts internal evaluations of the company’s work and external evaluators are
invited to “verify activities. They’ll question audience members […]. We also have organizations
such as the Arts Council […] send verifiers who come to shows, usually anonymously, and verify
shows, and write reports, and those form the basis of future funding activities. They’ll evaluate
aesthetic quality, also how satisfied participants are with their input, and how the audience feels
about [the work]. Also the relative cost of projects and if they provide value for money. Those
would be the main key factors. The other key factor is: does it make an impact in the community,
does it offer something unique to the community? Does it seek to effect change? Does it
successfully impact the community in terms of what it seeks to do? The Chickenshed school is very
high in that area.”
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Chickenshed has been successful in supporting the creation of over 20 new theatre companies;
two of these are in Scotland and Russia and the rest are in England. The company works toward
realizing the vision of an inclusive world from small to large scale activities. When asked whether
Chickenshed looks at public policy impacts, Morrall responds, “From borough to borough there
have been some policies that are inclusive adopted in direct response to Chickenshed’s input. We
try to seek input into policy; sometimes we feel we’re nearly there, sometimes it’s hard to talk to
anyone. [It’s] a job we never see as finished. It’s happened a lot at a local level; we’d like to translate
that to a national level.”

I N T E R M E D I A A RT S
Intermedia Arts is a multidisciplinary art centre in Minneapolis, Minnesota, founded in 1973. Daniel
Gumnit, Executive Director of Intermedia Arts, explains: “Our mission is to be a catalyst that uses
art to build understanding among people.” Building understanding among people emerges as a
core meaning of social change—a meaning of social change different from the seven major
themes that we identified across all of the organizations. At Intermedia Arts, building
understanding among people involves creating change in three areas: bringing people together and
building relationships among individuals and groups, creating dialogue and communication among
people who would otherwise not be in dialogue, and respecting how individuals self-identify.
Honouring people for who they are and being aware of and respecting individual differences is an
important part of respecting how people identify themselves. This leads Gumnit to reject the idea
that ‘social change’ has any one particular meaning: “It means a lot of different things to a lot of
the different communities that participate in our programming, not a monolithic ideal.” The
instrumentation strategy that links artistic and community engagement practices with the
mission of building understanding among people is bringing people together around art.
Artistic and community engagement practices
The line between artistic and community engagement practices is fine, but especially fine in
organizations that reject the notion of art for ‘social change,’ like Intermedia Arts and the
organization to follow, the Liz Lerman Dance Exchange. Intermedia Arts brings members of all
sorts of communities together to create art that defines who they are and breaks down barriers
between individuals, groups, and even roles in the organization. Gumnit states, “The way we
operate, it’s a level playing field. [We] have a hard time separating who’s offering a service [and]
who’s participating. We’ll have a performance, there may be 100 people in the performance, and
then we’ll have a dialogue after it, and 30-40 people participate in it, so then they’re no longer a
viewer. And just by showing up they’re participating.”
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Projects often develop out of interactions with the community: “We start with our mission, we
look at the community to see which needs are in the community, we create programs, we look
behind us to find investors […] to provide funding for the project. The community is the centre of
what we’re doing.” Gumnit emphasizes the importance of place in Intermedia’s work: “Just by our
existence as a community centre we’re a gathering place, and [it is important to recognize] the
power of people coming here and talking, and [the] strange juxtapositions of people who wouldn’t
otherwise talk with each other. We were running a performance program for refugees from
Burma, Karen people, all these Karen elders [were] out there smoking cigarettes and interacting
with graffiti artists in the graffiti art program. Who’d have thought these refugees from Burma
looking for ways to maintain their traditional culture and stories would hang out with these young
body-pierced graffiti artists, hanging out and smoking cigarettes and talking about art? And the
power of that.” The role of Intermedia Arts as a place where very different individuals and
communities come into contact supports the organization’s work in bringing people together
around art, creating dialogue, and honouring individuals’ self-defined identities.
Intermedia Arts plays a role as a gathering place where connections can be made serendipitously
and spontaneously; at the same time, projects intentionally bring people together around artmaking. A GLBTQ (gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender, queer) Cabaret “works on creating outreach
to the straight population.” A project with Latino artists brought together new Latino immigrants
and established “old-wave” Latino communities; though there were tensions among the groups
involved which made the project a challenge that “took massive amounts of work,” the project
was ultimately successful both artistically and in terms of creating understanding among
participants.
Participants who gather at Intermedia Arts have opportunities to interact outside of their usual
roles in relation to each other, and also have opportunities to engage in dialogue outside their
everyday communication strategies and to define themselves outside the everyday ‘boxes’ in
which they are often positioned. Communicating beyond stereotypes and pre-judgments is an
important part of what happens at Intermedia Arts: “We’re working hard to get past the paradigm
of value being determined by your level of oppression. […] If we only focus on trying to look at the
world through the eyes of oppression and strictly through the eyes of privilege, we’re missing
many opportunities for people to interact at real levels and have real communication. So […] we
have to recognize issues of privilege and class and race and the like in what we’re doing, but that’s
the power of art, too, that allows us to communicate in ways that get beyond the judgments we’re
applying to other people, and see what ways people are self-identifying. That’s really what’s
important. If we function in a mindset based on ‘I’m an oppressed person of colour and I see this
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participant in the group as a white people of privilege,’ rather than ‘I’m a person with my own
suffering and my own issues’ […] it becomes a major impediment to communication.”
Instrumentation strategy and impacts
For Intermedia Arts, social change means building understanding among people through bringing
people together and building relationships among individuals and groups, creating dialogue, and
honouring how individuals self-identify. The instrumentation strategy is bringing people together
around art-making. This is evidenced in Intermedia Arts’ role as a gathering place, in projects that
deliberately bring people together within and across self-defining communities, and in efforts to
create spaces for communication beyond stereotypes and judgments. Gumnit provides an example
of how participants and staff alike learn from their encounters with individuals and groups with
whom they do not cross paths in everyday life: “[Karen immigrants from Burma participating in an
event] came up and started telling these horrific stories of murder and abuse and sexual assault
[…] And the audience was completely and totally unprepared to deal with this unbelievably brutal
onslaught of information they didn’t expect to deal with in the performance. The ripples from that
were just tremendous in terms of our organization, and questions of exploitation, what have you.
The [Karen] people who participated in the program thought it was the most wonderful thing in
the world, to be able to tell their stories and have people listen. And many people in the audience
thought we were exploiting those people. It sparked discussions in the organization about what is
art, what are expectations of people in an audience.”
Intermedia Arts invests in assessing its impacts, from internal to external evaluation, from
gathering direct feedback from participants to monitoring audience attendance and media
coverage. The organization tracks its impacts on public policy, though not to the same depth that it
tracks immediate impacts on participants. “I think that a lot of the work we’ve been doing around
new immigrants, because it’s so visible and because we involved so many people at the
government level, I think the work has had an impact on public policy. I can’t say that ‘because
we’ve done stuff a law was passed,’ but I think things may have gone differently. Also a lot of the
work we’ve done on public-private partnership related to wireless internet [in Minneapolis] has
had an impact.” The city is currently developing a city-wide wireless network.

L I Z L E R M A N DA N C E E XC H A N G E
The Liz Lerman Dance Exchange has engaged communities in dance through performance,
community engagement work or residencies, and educational programming for 30 years. While
Chickenshed Theatre was not created with social change in mind, and Intermedia Arts creates
space for as many meanings of social change as there are communities participating in its work,
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the Dance Exchange rejects the notion of social change as a motivating force: “[The term] ‘social
change’ is not one that we use amongst ourselves much […]. We’re more likely to talk about
community engagement, social value, civic value, [and so on]. But the change idea so much implies
a motivation and directedness of activity.” John Borstel, Humanities Director at the Dance
Exchange, emphasizes the point: “Art for social change implies to me something about why you’re
motivated to make the art, and in our case, while we see the social implications of art and the
social impacts of art as very integral to what we’re doing, we tend to see the art as the central
thing and the motivation primarily about the art and human experience needed through the art.
It’s more a question of emphasis and motivation than of essence.”
Nonetheless, the Dance Exchange does create art that speaks powerfully to issues of social
relevance, from the impact of genetics research on society to the legacy of the Nuremberg trials on
international law, education and human rights. Borstel speaks to this issue: “It’s important to
understand about our work, and its relationship to art and everything else: we might go into a
community like a nursing home, and there might be somebody there who hasn’t walked or
spoken, and by the time the workshop is over, the person who hasn’t been walking is walking
again. We might go into a community where police and youth are engaging only in an adversarial
way and by the time our workshop is over they’re having a conversation; they’re making a plan for
how they can continue talking. If we have a goal to make the person walk, or to have people
communicate, we would never succeed, but because we make art the goal, those things happen.
We’re never going in directively saying ‘we want to increase communication,’ but by virtue of what
we do, in terms of providing a forum for collaboration, gathering people around an issue they can
all support or they can support the importance of even if don’t agree about, by virtue of doing
that, participation and organization and social action often do extend from our work.”
Given Borstel’s positioning of the Dance Exchange outside the construct of social change, do any of
the seven common meanings of social change for organizations across the sample resonate with
the Dance Exchange’s work? The Dance Exchange is guided by four questions: Who gets to dance?
Where is the dance happening? What is it about? Why does it matter? By restoring to dance its
aesthetic, social, spiritual and healing functions through a process of inquiry, the Dance Exchange
may be at times working towards equity and justice, at other times raising consciousness or
creating dialogue. It may bring people together, tell stories, foster individual empowerment, or it may
create new visions of what the world could be. Explicitly, however, the Dance Exchange is motivated
towards none of the above, and is defined more by a process of creating dance through
collaborative inquiry than by a vision of an idealized end.
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It is important to keep in mind that many of the organizations and individuals who participated in
this project might argue that although they were able to identify what social change means in
their work, they, too, are guided by process or inquiry. At the same time, the difference between
how an organization like the Beehive Collective and the Liz Lerman Dance Exchange represent
themselves in these interviews is vivid; in contrast to the Dance Exchange’s disavowal of a
motivation towards change, the Beehive Collective makes very clear what social change means in
its work, and that meaning of social change is built into the artistic and community engagement
processes. Respecting the Dance Exchange’s position on the construct of ‘social change,’ I cannot
speak meaningfully about an instrumentation strategy that links the meaning of social change to
artistic and community engagement practices. However, I will look to understand those practices,
and explore the interplay between the Dance Exchange’s processes and the seven themes as the
kinds of social change that may result from, rather than drive, the Dance Exchange’s work.
Artistic and community engagement practices
As mentioned above, the line between artistic and community engagement practices is thin for
the great majority of the organizations, but especially so for the Liz Lerman Dance Exchange. As
the Dance Exchange engages in a collaborative process of inquiry, the company seeks to combine
education, community engagement, and the creation of performance—artistic and community
engagement practices are part and parcel of all the work. “Ideally we’re engaged in all those
activities: people learning by being involved in the development of artistic work they may help to
perform, for instance. We’re always seeing those categories as mutually and positively reinforcing
one another.”
The Dance Exchange defines community in a variety of ways, from geographic to generational,
from professional to communities of interest. At times the company is interested in a particular
community and seeks to learn the topic that is important to that community; at other times, the
selection of topic precedes the selection of a community. Communities also approach the Dance
Exchange to develop a relationship and collaborate on creating work on an issue of importance to
the community. The Dance Exchange approaches the community, whatever it is for a given project,
as experts in a topic of inquiry or an area of practice: “One typical way of starting things is simply
to have a workshop where we introduce ourselves, get people moving, get people sharing stories,
and see what we can learn from a given group, what their practice is. So for instance, if we’re going
to a group that represents an immigrant population, and they do a form of dance from their
background, we’re also interested in learning their dances. Or we’re really interested in learning
what scientists are going to tell us. We have as much to gain as to give.”
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The Dance Exchange’s central community engagement practice is collaboration: “There’s a lot of
collaboration and partnership in the way that we function, in the way we impart our work to other
people. […] We engage people a lot in developing their skills in working together, and being
together in spite of differences of ideology, for instance.” There are echoes of two common social
change meanings in that statement: bringing people together and building relationships on the one
hand, and creating dialogue in a way that echoes Porte Parole’s approach of openness, curiosity,
and lack of judgment—and the concept of multipartiality—on the other. At times, the Dance
Exchange is brought into a community or a set of relationships because “our presence is seen as a
possible catalyst for new ways to see each other.” For example, the company’s presence at
Wesleyan University is supporting the university in building relationships between arts and
sciences, “and we’re engaged in helping that dialogue happen.” The Dance Exchange has
developed a set of tools that support its methodology of collaborative inquiry through dance: “In a
residency, we’ll spend the morning teaching tools, explain them, give small assignments to
experience [using the tools], and in the afternoon [participants will] be challenged to apply those
tools to a given task, usually collaborative. ‘Here are some tools, now you and three other people
need to create a dance work or an approach to a community that involves those tools.’ [They’re]
not just deploying [the tools] but [they] need to do collaborative negotiation […].” Thus community
participants contribute to creating work “in a process we strongly influence and direct,” and
provide feedback to each other and the company through Liz Lerman’s critical response process.
The Dance Exchange’s artistic practices arise within and from community engagement practices,
and vice versa. Responding to a question about how the Dance Exchange may encourage
individuals to explore their identities, Borstel describes how an exercise of identity exploration
develops, though collaboration, into dance: “For instance, in a project focused on immigration if the
question is: ‘complete the sentence ‘I come from’ as many times as you want in as many ways you
want,’ if you do that exercise you’re compiling a […] partial personal profile. […] That’s satisfying to
do for yourself, but when you’re sharing that idea with a group of people who come from other
places, and define that literally, poetically, figuratively, metaphorically, a lot of exploration happens
in that sharing. And when you carry that to developing movement out of those words,
collaborative movement we do together, you are getting to an exploration of identity for
individuals and for community, and understanding how we’re the same and how we’re different
and what the value of those differences are.”
Impacts
Borstel describes the Liz Lerman Dance Exchange as defined by a method of creating dance
through collaborative inquiry, without a particular motivation towards social change. Because the
Dance Exchange rejects the construct of ‘social change’ as a motivation or a goal, we cannot speak
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of an instrumentation strategy, but can explore the company’s practices in terms of the seven
themes of the meanings of social change for the organizations in this project. At the same time,
the social impact of the work is important to the Dance Exchange: “I think that we do look to the
impact that our work has on people. While we’re uncomfortable with labels like ‘transformational,’
many people who come to work for the organization or who stick around, or who become
followers in some way, have had their lives substantially changed by the organization. So we really
do look to some kind of human change or community change as a measure that we continue to do
our work in a meaningful way. It can be defined in a lot of ways.”
The Dance Exchange’s artistic and community engagement practices are bundled together in a
process that weaves together the three main strands of the Dance Exchange’s work: education, the
creation of performance, and community engagement. Reflective practice is an important element
of the company’s work: “If we leave a situation and know how we’d do it better next time, that’s
success; we challenged ourselves to do something that we didn’t necessarily feel we had complete
mastery of […], and we are reflective enough to see how it can evolve. I think those things are real
measures of success for us. If we developed a work about international justice in response to
genocide, [Small Dances About Big Ideas] and then we’re asked to do a workshop about that topic,
we have a huge fund of knowledge to work from. What techniques to use to impart knowledge on
a very sensitive topic, that’s something we learn only by doing.”
Borstel describes the Dance Exchange’s impacts in terms of creating networks, developing
relationships, and building social capital. “Our work as been seen in context of the idea of social
capital, and [has been] seen to exemplify the idea of social capital, generally the idea that social
networks benefit everyone by serving as a resource for human need.” When asked whether the
Dance Exchange encourages individuals to become agents of change, Borstel responds, “I think
when we work with artists, we function as agents of change, and when we work with artists we
are encouraging them to think of themselves and their potential that way, and imparting tools
and methods that will help them do that. So we are very much doing it to the extent [that] we’re
working with people who define themselves as artists. We’re not necessarily preaching that to
every community member we encounter. I think a word we’re more likely to use than ‘agents of
social change’ is ‘artists as citizens’—fully engaged, invested in the life of the community,
understand[ing] that actions will have an impact whether for good or ill, and with the right
orientation and tools, it can be an impact for good.”
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Understanding the domain of arts and social change
The meanings of social change in context
In this analysis I explored in depth the seven meanings of social change that emerged as critical to
the domain of arts and social change from the 46 interviews with organizations and artists, and I
then explored how these meanings of change relate to practices and impacts in six organizations.
The seven meanings of social change are Working toward equity and justice; Raising
consciousness and awareness; Fostering individual empowerment and participation; Bringing
people together and building relationships among individuals and groups; Creating dialogue;
Giving voice and telling stories; and Creating new visions and opening new imaginations for what
the world could be.
The Animating Democracy Initiative’s investigation of arts-based civic dialogue found that the arts
play a variety of roles in civic dialogue, including as a spark, an invitation to participate, a space,
and a form.
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Arlene Goldbard identified just a few of what she sees as the many roles that

community arts plays in cultural development, including: “unearthing buried or forgotten cultural
history,”“creating public forums for discussion of cultural issues,”“making space for alternative
visions and cultural issues in mass media,”“asserting the value of diverse cultures and promoting
cultural communication,”“preserving and extending living cultural heritage,”“asserting everyone’s
right to make art and take part in making culture,” and “using community arts to focus
community development.”
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A mapping, by Bill Cleveland, of all the different kinds of work taking place in the domain of arts
and social change found that they fell into four overlapping quadrants:
• “Activities that EDUCATE and INFORM us about ourselves and the world
• Activities that INSPIRE and MOBILIZE individuals or groups.
• Activities that NURTURE and HEAL people and/or communities
• Activities that BUILD and IMPROVE community capacity and/or infrastructure.”
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These quadrants reflect the primary activities of different areas of the domain, including artsbased business, prison arts, arts and globalization, artist training, arts and human rights, cultural
policy development, celebrations, and more. The seven major meanings of social change identified
in this study may seem to map onto these quadrants—for example, activities that inspire and
mobilize individuals or groups may include working towards equity and justice—but under closer
19 Ibid.
20 Goldbard, Arlene. Overlaps, Intersections and Conflicts: An Introduction to Arts and Culture (March 2002).
http://www.communityarts.net/readingroom/archivefiles/2002/03/overlaps_inters.php
21 Cleveland, William. Mapping the Field: Arts-Based Community Development (May 2002).
http://www.communityarts.net/readingroom/archivefiles/2002/05/mapping_the_fie.php
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inspection, most of the meanings of social change could be mobilized for all of these quadrants of
activity. Although I found that the meanings of social change can also be the means, the meanings
of social change lie along an altogether different dimension than the four quadrants of activity:
they can be read as potential visions, missions, motivations, goals, or impacts—intentional and
serendipitous—of work in the domain of arts and social change.
Process and product
Process and product are often described in opposition, as if the high-quality presence of one
signifies absence of the other. People working in the domain of arts and social change often decry
the either/or nature of this discourse, and the current analysis may help to put the dichotomy to
rest. The findings suggest that process and product are deeply interrelated; in community-engaged
arts projects the integrity of the work is measured, at least in part, by how the artists ‘walk their
talk.’ An organization seeking to create dialogue, like Porte Parole, engages in dialogue creation as
part of the process. An organization seeking to create new visions for what the world could be, like
Chickenshed, engages in creative envisioning and modeling processes as an integral part of the
work.
Arts, social change, and citizenship
Citizenship was not a key concept in this study, yet it arose in both Porte Parole and the Liz Lerman
Dance Exchange’s descriptions of their creative processes. The domain of arts and social change,
within the boundaries of the criteria for this study, is associated with active participation and
engagement with community members. This sits in contrast to the predominant model of the
passive, watching audience in the mainstream arts as practiced in North American society.
Similarly, in a democratic society, citizenship is tied to active participation. Viewership and passive
disengagement are not active citizen activities. Community-engaged arts can play a role in
fostering a healthy democracy by, as Porte Parole describes it, “reminding people” that
participation is not only a democratic imperative, but also exciting, fun and creative. Porte Parole
uses the term ‘the artful citizen’ to speak about the kind of relationship the organization would
like to foster between people and their democracies. The Liz Lerman Dance Exchange, in contrast,
speaks of ‘artists as citizens’ to describe the role of the artist in a democratic society, and
reminding artists that their work has the capacity to “be an impact for good.” These organizations
remind us that the domain of arts and social change can take on the role of modeling
participation outside of the private sphere, and demonstrating that participation can be rewarding
as well as productive. The relationship between the arts and citizenship, particularly arts-based
civic dialogue, is one of the most deeply explored areas of the domain of arts and social change in
the United States, supported by the Animating Democracy Project of Americans for the Arts. 22
22 Assaf, Andrea, Korza, Pam & Schaffer-Bacon, Barbara. INROADS: The Intersection of Art and Civic Dialogue. (August 2002).
http://www.communityarts.net/readingroom/archivefiles/2002/08/inroadsthe_inte.php
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On the value of through-lines
The thrust of this analysis was to explore organizational values—the meanings of social change—
and then to relate those values to practices and impacts. The notion of a through-line, or what I
called an instrumentation strategy, is seen as critically important in the social services where
organizations are often encouraged to develop a logic model that lines up resources and activities
with outputs, outcomes, and impact. The logic model supports organizations in clarifying their
theory of how their program works in creating the changes they expect to see, as well as in
evaluating their progress and evaluating outcomes and impacts.
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In this study, the exploration of the instrumentation strategies linking the meanings of social
change with practices and impacts has deepened our understanding of some organizations.
Chickenshed Theatre is a rare example of an organization with a completely clear instrumentation
strategy linking the meaning of social change—creating new visions and opening new
imaginations for what the world could be—with artistic and community engagement practices. I
have demonstrated how three organizations—the Beehive Collective, LAPD, and Porte Parole—
work towards raising consciousness by drawing upon a variety of artistic and community
engagement practices for telling stories and giving voice. Furthermore, in these organizations, the
analysis of instrumentation strategy has unearthed other themes that help us understand how
practices are related. For example, collaboration and decentralization are key to the Beehive
Collective’s work. Porte Parole using an instrumentation strategy of modeling in service of creating
dialogue. These allow us to see previously hidden parallels across very different organizations.
Collaboration is the central practice of the Liz Lerman Dance Exchange; future research exploring
the tools and meanings of collaboration in the Dance Exchange alongside the Beehive Collective
can help us expand our understanding of collaboration as a key element of the domain of arts and
social change. Chickenshed Theatre’s instrumentation strategy is modeling the world the
organization wants to create, one that is inclusive. Again, a deeper investigation of how modeling
functions in Chickenshed and in Porte Parole may help us understand not only modeling as an
instrumentation strategy but also the relationship between process and product, which the idea of
modeling may help to unpack.
In contrast, the exploration of instrumentation strategies failed in the case of the Liz Lerman
Dance Exchange, which has a very different way of speaking about its work. The Dance Exchange
has artistic motivations but is avowedly clear of social change motivations—and yet its work often
engages social issues and has social change impacts. Organizing an analysis so that investigation
of practices is book-ended by values and impacts is clearly not the appropriate approach to
understand the Dance Exchange; a focus on practices and processes, on the other hand, is. For me
23 Logic Model Development Guide. (Battle Creek, MI: W.K. Kellogg Foundation, October 2000).
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as a researcher, this raises the question of whether an emphasis on values and impacts—although
it may be effective in bringing new findings to light for most organizations—is the most
interesting way to understand the domain of arts and social change. Several organizations of the
46 that participated in the study warned against adopting a social services/funding agency
approach to evaluating successes. Quite a few participants in the interview questionnaire process
remarked that the questions, particularly those about social change values, were interesting and
thought-provoking. One or two reacted to the interview questionnaire—adapted from a study of
youth-serving organizations—by stating that it did not at all capture the essence of their work.
This is not to denigrate the value of the current research, but to pose the question of how to best
study and understand the domain of arts and social change. It may be that just as process and
product are intertwined and inseparable in this domain, and as the meaning of social change is
often also its means, researchers must find methodologies that wear the lenses of what they are
studying in order to generate new kinds of understanding.
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UNDERSTANDING TEACHING AND TRAINING IN
THE DOMAIN OF ARTS AND SOCIAL CHANGE
The analyses of case studies have explored the through-lines linking the meanings of social
change to practices to impacts in a handful of organizations that are exemplars of high-quality,
impactful work in the domain of arts and social change. The six organizations analyzed above have
very different approaches and practices and they are each recognized for their aesthetic and social
impacts. There is no single list of ‘best practices’ to be plucked out and applied by new artists
working in and with communities. What, then, are the implications of this diversity for teaching or
training artists to engage in the domain of arts and social change?
The approach I took to understanding teaching and training involved extracting all of the
interview responses that were related to teaching or training for a sub-sample of six organizations
that either are teaching or training institutions or have a formalized teaching or training
component within the broader scope of their art and social change work. For some of these
organizations this extract included almost the entire interview while for a few it was a much
smaller portion of the conversation. I organized the teaching and training responses into
categories based on elements of the programs: goals, challenges, impacts, funding, organizational
context, social context, who learners are, what learners do, what projects they do, what
communities they work in, and what they learn.
My aim in presenting this analysis is to highlight the wide array of choices and possibilities in
designing a training program in arts and social change by illuminating both the differences among
these organizations and their implications. To highlight those differences, this analysis is organized
by element by element, rather than organization by organization. The elements move from a focus
on the learners, to the programs, the organizations, and finally the social contexts in which the
training takes place. As in the analysis above, my intention is to demonstrate the rich complexities
of training and teaching as evidenced by interviews with six organizations; I take responsibility for
any inaccuracies in describing training programs.

Introducing the organizations
I selected six organizations that have a formal training or teaching component to explore different
models and practices of training in the domain of arts and social change. My goal in selecting a
sub-sample of organizations for this analysis was to include a variety of models, both community-
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based and located in institutions of higher education. The organizations included in this analysis
are:
• Theatre and Media for Development, University of Winchester (TMD): A bachelor and master’s
program at a university in the United Kingdom for students with backgrounds in the arts or the
development sector. Master’s students, in particular, often engage in projects in the global
South. The analysis will focus on the master’s program.
• Prison Creative Arts Project (PCAP): A university-based multidisciplinary arts organization at the
University of Michigan that involves students through one-semester courses or as volunteers
throughout their university degree. Students, who do not necessarily identify as artists, learn to
lead workshops in prisons and urban high schools in Michigan.
• Arts in Youth Community Development Master’s program (AYCD): A master’s program at
Columbia College Chicago for artists who have their own arts practice and have some
experience in community to develop leadership and administration skills for working in youthserving community arts organizations.
• Bachelor of Fine Arts in Community Arts (BFA CA): A multidisciplinary bachelor program at the
California College of the Arts in Oakland, in cooperation with the College’s Center for Art and
Public Life. Undergraduate student artists learn the theory and practice of community arts.
• Community Arts Training Institute (CAT Institute): A training program for artists and
activists/social service workers that builds community capacity in art and social change in the
city of St. Louis, Missouri.
• Sojourn Theatre: A year-long apprentice training program involving a cohort of artists within an
established theatre company in Portland, Oregon.
To learn more about each of the organizations, please refer to their summaries in Part I.
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My goal

in this section is to demonstrate the range of possibilities available in considering training in the
domain of art and social change. All quotations are the words of the interview participant for the
organization offering the training or teaching program; the names and positions of those
participants are available in the organizations’ Part I summaries. Note that publicly available
descriptions of curricula for several of these teaching and training programs are compiled in
Appendix D: Curricula and Program Modules.

What are the goals?
Teaching and training programs have a range of goals for engaging in training activity. Goals can
24 Theatre and Media for Development, p. 175; Prison Creative Arts Project, p. 144; Arts in Youth Community Development, p. 20; Bachelor of Fine Arts in
Community Arts, p. 31; Community Arts Training Institute, p. 58; Sojourn Theatre, p. 163.
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be categorized in terms of the target of their intended impact. One set of possible program goals
can be for the development of the organization offering the program. For example, Sojourn created
a tuition-based apprenticeship program in part to sustain the theatre company’s work while also
creating an avenue for the company to support the development of new artists. A training
program will inevitably have goals for the learners who will participate. Among the six
organizations in this analysis, goals for learners included teaching methods of communication,
giving learners tools to take to new environments, and creating a corrective to an institution’s
dominant mode of training artists with no connection to the communities in which they live.
Training programs may seek to impact and develop the domain of arts and social change. The
programs described goals such as supporting an infrastructure that permits organizations to thrive
and do good work, and engaging institutions of higher education as a part of the surrounding
community. The AYCD program in particular is concerned with growing the field of youth
community arts and developing leadership in the domain of arts and social change. Finally, the
programs have long-term social change goals for their training that may be general, such as
fostering the development of cultural and/or political activists and giving people voice, or specific,
such as undermining the US trend towards mass incarceration.

Who are the learners?
The six training and teaching programs have a variety of learner profiles. Learners can be
undergraduate students; recent graduates; master’s degree students; or people distant from or
without higher education experience. Even among the undergraduates, learners might be fresh
out of high school, they may have experience in the working world, or they may be returning for a
second degree. Programs may support learners who identify as artists, as social service or
community workers, or none of these in particular. Some programs’ learners are largely white, of
European descent, whereas other programs include more ethnically and racially diverse groups.
Several of the organizations mentioned the importance of recruiting a diverse group of learners.
Diversity may support multiple purposes, including fulfilling educational goals related on working
in collaboration across difference. Organizations may also intend to develop the skills of people
who can return to their home communities to support arts and social change.
Programs that are based on a cohort model—bringing a group of learners into the program who
will learn and complete the program with each other—are intentionally small. Sojourn brings in
three or four apprentices each year, the CAT Institute has a yearly cohort of 14, and the TMD
master’s program has a group of approximately ten students every academic year, usually
including six Europeans and four students from the global South.
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Training or teaching programs may aim to develop beginners in the domain of art and social
change, or they may seek learners with experience in the area of community arts, community
development, or the arts in general. PCAP students may be from any discipline or major, and PCAP
interviews students before they are admitted into courses or as members of the organization
within the university. Once in courses, students run arts workshops in prisons. The TMD
undergraduate program attracts students interested in, but not necessarily with a firm career
commitment to, community drama; the master’s program attracts learners with a background in
the arts, social work, or the development sector. AYCD is explicit about the importance of bringing
in learners who already have community arts experience, because they will begin their practicum
experience right away and must have a social justice analysis and skills in working with people
already in place. AYCD interviews applicants in depth, and asks them about social and economic
issues as well as about their experience in the field of community arts. The CAT Institute selects
seven artists and seven social service workers/activists every year to create a mixed cohort where
learners can benefit from each others’ expertise. Sojourn’s apprentices tend to be recent university
graduates with a theatre background.
The goals of training programs will relate to whether learners are recruited from local, regional,
national or international contexts. In this sample of six programs, the CAT Institute in particular
works towards developing a local, networked community of practitioners—both artists and social
service workers/activists—who can work together to build cultural community capacity in St.
Louis. In contrast, the TMD master’s program, with its focus on development and social change,
encourages students to work on projects in the global South, and makes efforts to recruit learners
from the South as well as the UK and other European countries. Programs that focus on
developing a new generation of leaders in community arts may be particularly invested in
recruiting learners from low income or racialized communities, rather than from a particular
geographic locale. AYCD and the BFA CA program have an interest in training future leaders of
community arts organizations who will be able to reflect and represent the communities in which
their organizations are located.
Most of the programs described an application and interview process. The CAT Institute begins
with a nomination process in late spring. Information about the Institute is distributed through email listservs, press releases, community newspapers—particularly in immigrant communities—
and via existing relationships with arts and non-arts organizations in the city. Potential applicants
can nominate themselves, or they may be nominated by others, often alumni of the CAT Institute.
Applications are sent to nominees, and must be returned to the Regional Arts Commission in
September. Potential participants are then interviewed. Sojourn’s apprentice program is publicized
by word of mouth, web-based message boards, and also through networks of universities and
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colleges with a relationship to Sojourn. PCAP interviews students who apply to take the PCAP
academic courses, and most students who join PCAP as members have already completed a PCAP
course. The two degree-granting master’s programs have a formal application process and
potential learners are interviewed before being admitted.

What do learners do in the programs?
Learners can be involved in the six programs for a duration that ranges from a single semester in a
course to four years of undergraduate involvement. Sojourn’s apprentice program and the CAT
Institute last approximately nine months, coinciding with an academic year. The BFA CA program is
a four-year bachelor program. The master’s programs each take one to two years to complete.
The degree-granting master’s programs involve learners on a full-time basis, but are very different
in their organization of learning experiences. The AYCD program places learners in an intensive
practicum placement in a community development or youth community arts organization for the
five semesters of their studies. Learners are paid by the College as part-time employees for the
work they do at the practicum organizations. As part of the practicum process, learners evaluate
themselves and are evaluated by their mentors at the community organizations twice annually
using a web-based evaluation tool called Journey Mapping. AYCD students are part of the
Department of Arts, Entertainment, and Media Management, and they take arts management
courses in accounting and marketing as well as courses in youth development, community
organizing, and partnership building. Learners write a thesis focused on management,
organizational or program development that can be research-based or a project, or they can elect
to take a comprehensive exam. “The organizations themselves get really excited about the
research projects, [and] in some cases they feel they’ll benefit from the research students are
doing.” The TMD master’s program, in contrast, involves learners for one year, during which they
participate in a closely-supervised local project and a ten-week project, usually in the South, that is
less heavily supervised. The first module of the TMD master’s course is Issues in Globalization,
followed by a double module in which learners gain both theory and practice experience with
cultural facilitation. The TMD program emphasizes participatory processes where theatre and
media are used as research tools that connect local and individual stories to collective and global
realities. Learners, in small groups of two or three, then engage in their major project. Major
projects tackle a wide range of social issues in a wide variety of locations. One project involved
new citizens and immigrants in Iceland in creating a documentary that was then presented to
policy makers. Another involved school children in a small town in India exchanging video
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postcards with children at a European school. Yet another involved a group of Zambian children
with disabilities creating a play for their community, advocating for their right to dignity and
respect. The learner completes the TMD program with an independent dissertation or a
consultancy for an organization.
Sojourn’s apprentice program, too, is an intense time commitment, though learners meet largely
on weekday evenings and weekends to permit apprentices to work during the day to defray
expenses. Apprentices attend weekly workshops and one-on-one mentoring sessions with artistic
director Michael Rohd. They participate in the development of Sojourn’s fall and spring productions
and develop their own theatre piece in collaboration with Rohd. The apprentice play tours in and
beyond Portland. The CAT Institute also assumes that learners will continue working while
participating in the training program. Learners attend sessions for one consecutive Friday and
Saturday each month over nine months. Each day of training is a ‘session’ covering a different topic,
from defining community to diversity training, from the creative process in program design to
marketing and public relations. The CAT Institute models its sessions on, and teaches learners
about, theories of multiple intelligences and learning styles, ensuring that learners have
opportunities to engage in different approaches to learning, from exercises to demonstrations to
group work. CAT Institute learners are placed in groups for lab projects in which they research and
design a community arts project; they are also assigned a mock grant application to complete for
their hypothetical project. They must do research in the community, talk to community members,
and identify an organization or group with which they would collaborate. The lab groups are
assigned by program faculty, mixing learners from different personal, cultural and professional
backgrounds. “If you tell people it’s real they start thinking about why it can’t happen. The job in
the lab is to create the best possible community arts project you can—that lets them have their
imagination.”
Both the BFA CA program and PCAP involve undergraduate students. The BFA in Community Arts is
an interdisciplinary degree program. Learners take courses towards their major in Community Arts,
including studio courses, as well as distribution requirements in disciplines including math,
sciences, and social sciences. Like all students at the California College of the Arts, learners take a
required cultural diversity course. Learners in the BFA CA participate in a community-based
internship. PCAP learners have varied experiences both in their preparation for entering prisons,
and the frequency and intensity of their participation leading workshops. Both students in courses
and PCAP members outside of courses have a full day of training before working in a prison or high
school. Students in PCAP courses also participate in two 3.5 hour training workshops, and meet
with the Director and the liaison at the prison facility or high school before they begin running
workshops. Learners can take a PCAP course: Art Workshops in Prisons, through the School of Art
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and Design, and Theatre and Social Change or The Henry Ford High School Project through the
English Department at the University of Michigan. Learners enrolled in one of the three PCAP
courses work in teams at a site, and attend a two-hour weekly discussion class based on a
challenging reading list. Each team has a weekly meeting with the instructor to strategize and get
feedback on their work. Learners keep a weekly journal, write a final reflective paper, and have a
performance at the site of their workshops.
Organizations can be deliberate in their support of learners beyond the scope of the program. Both
PCAP and the CAT Institute described their sustained alumni networks. The CAT Institute depends
on alumni to nominate potential participants and to return to the program as guest lecturers. In
addition, the CAT Institute offers summer training workshops open to alumni, and hosts the CAT
Café, a space for alumni to come together and network with each other. PCAP maintains an alumni
network and newsletter for students who have been PCAP members, though these learners are
geographically dispersed after graduation from the University of Michigan.

What do they learn?
Although the survey questionnaire did not explicitly ask a question such as, ‘What are the most
important things that participants learn?’ all of the programs described values and teachings
throughout the interview.
Collaboration, relationship-building and partnership are critical to teaching or training in the
domain of arts and social change. The concept of collaboration works against the traditional
depiction of the solitary artist who emerges from the studio only to mount gallery exhibitions; this
may be why collaboration is so heavily emphasized in the training programs: it is not a skill that
artists are traditionally expected to master. The CAT Institute places learners in lab groups of
mixed cultural and professional backgrounds, requiring them to collaborate in creating a
theoretical project. Roseann Weiss, who oversees the CAT Institute, explains that the lab projects
are a safe space for learners to practice collaboration: “That’s why we do the labs: it’s a chance to
fail. Because in a real situation you don’t want to fail. And community arts projects are all about
partnership; they can’t happen without partnership.” Sojourn’s Michael Rohd teaches relationshipbuilding: “I talk about ethical collaboration, how to approach relationship-building with integrity,
[which requires that you be] open and curious about [the community’s] needs and expertise and
[…] honest about what your needs and wants are. What do you want, and what do you have to
offer. You have to be really authentic up front. Authenticity, curiosity, [and] openness lead to ethical
relationship-building.”
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PCAP engages university students and prisoners in collaborative creative process: “We’re dedicated
to giving prisoners and everyone else a chance to grow, that’s the key word: growth that’s
collaborative. We don’t go into the workshops as teachers; we go as co-facilitators and coproducers.” This collaborative approach is the hallmark both of PCAP’s work in prisons and high
schools as well as in the university classroom where learners prepare to lead workshops in
institutional settings. PCAP also encourages learners to create community and work in community
for social change: “At their best, the courses become communities and things come out of them. If
students get very tight, they manage to come up with organizations or specific instances in which
they intervene in the University community.” AYCD and the BFA CA programs both use service
learning pedagogies that place learners in community settings, and both describe partnership as
an essential framework for community arts. AYCD calls its service learning projects “partnership
activities” in which students provide a service to community-based organizations. Sonia Mañjon,
Chair of the BFA CA program, describes: “The framework that I like to bring [is that] it’s never an
individual’s project; you have individuals who create leadership and vision, but it’s based in
community, based in a collaborative model that is [dependent] on having partnerships. Once you
don’t have that anymore it’s not about community arts and what [community members] want to
do and what they bring to it.”
A second value emphasized by many of the organizations is the importance of fostering critical
thinking in engaging in the domain of arts and social change. Critical thinking encompasses
understanding how the world works, connecting the local to the global, and becoming aware of
how stereotypes operate and of one’s own identities and assumptions. Mañjon gives an example
of how the BFA CA program challenges learners to think critically: “One example is by placing some
of our classes in a community setting or context. Art in the Public Interest, a partnership with West
Oakland, one of most disenfranchised communities in Oakland, meets in [a community
organization,] ArtEsteem, [and] works with elementary, middle and high schools in West Oakland
to use art as a vehicle to increase students’ self-esteem. What my class focuses on is bringing
awareness to [BFA] students around what is West Oakland? Why is West Oakland seen the way it’s
seen in the city? Who lives in West Oakland? Students coming into [the college] are told not to go
to West Oakland, so I take them there. [In class, at ArtEsteem, we work on] really understanding
what is West Oakland, who lives here, what are the dynamics, […] how did it become
disenfranchised. The other three hours [a week] are spent at a school site or another site working
with an artist and working with students or other people on art. So as you’re learning about West
Oakland—and people come with preconceived ideas [that] it’s not safe to be here—a lot of it is to
dispel the stereotypes and images. At the end of the semester, 90-95% of my students will
continue to volunteer at the site they were placed in. They come to understand there are a lot of
sociopolitical and economic issues that go into disenfranchising a community.”
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The TMD program also describes the central role of critical thinking about how the world works in
the program: “Because they’re at university, it’s across the board: there’s discussion, there’s essay
writing, every project they do […], and evaluation [of] the project work they do, and all of that is a
critical process. Starting from studying Freire
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and issues of globalization, all of that is a critical

process. As far as the drama work, which they’d then apply directly in community, […] we pick up
the contradictions [in society] and dramatize them, and people evaluate whether that’s right or
wrong and think about it critically.” The TMD program uses social identity as a starting point to
think critically about the world. An early assignment in the program is “a creative life map, be it
performed, drawn [or] sculpted, expressing personal identity.” The CAT Institute also emphasizes
understanding cultural diversity and having an awareness of one’s own “baggage”—the
assumptions that the artist or social service worker carries into the community arts project that
may interfere with building relationships. PCAP’s methods of teaching and engaging in the
community include theatrical improvisation, which leads to critical thinking. Buzz Alexander,
PCAP’s founder and director, explains his role in improvisation: “I look for openings, for conflicts. I
sometimes take my character in a direction that will provoke other characters and questions about
community relations. Other people do the same thing according to what [they’re] seeing. It’s a very
improvisational and very intense way of working. We’re always trying to get to the deeper
meanings and questions that a community is about.” Sojourn, too, is guided by critical thinking
and inquiry, and work in community as well as in teaching is based on a pedagogy of inquiry:
“We’re not asking people for responses or observations to something; we ask them what questions
did it raise. We embed questions in everything that we do. We don’t make art that communicates
a message, we make art that raises questions.” Although each program has developed its own
unique approach to art and social change work, Paulo Freire’s dialogical approach to social change,
with its iterative process of critical reflection and action, is a key influence on several of the
programs’ methods of both teaching and community engagement, including the TMD program,
PCAP, and Sojourn Theatre.
Other learnings that are emphasized in the teaching and training programs include understanding
the role of the arts and arts organizations in society. The BFA CA program teaches learners the
history of community-based art movements in the United States, including the Chicano arts
movement, the Harlem Renaissance, the WPA movements, and more. “All of those movements of
communities […] have had very deliberate art forms.” After understanding the theory and history
of community arts, “what you’re bringing to the table is an understanding of art and how it can be
used as a vehicle for galvanizing energy [and] bringing people to the table.” AYCD places each
learner in one community arts organization for the four or five semesters that the learner is in the
program: “[The] emphasis is a deep and meaningful experience at a community arts organization.
25 Paulo Freire, Brazilian popular educator and activist
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We really feel that it’s important that students understand something about the life cycles of
organizations, and you just don’t get that ‘til you spend at least a year somewhere.” Programs,
especially academic programs, teach about social justice issues. PCAP teaches about the history of
incarceration in the United States, with an aim towards the “rehabilitation of people outside
prisons.” The TMD master’s program includes a module on globalization. Some classes that are part
of the AYCD curriculum involve subject matter including “economic justice, immigration,
gentrification, housing. But the other thing we talk a lot about and we feel is a value is […] youth
voice, valuing youth leadership, valuing community development from the point of view of the
people of that community, whatever it is, having the agency to develop their own communities.”
Both the CAT Institute and the TMD program place importance on learning evaluation methods. In
the TMD program, learners keep a journal of their project’s process, and projects are assessed in
part on their documentation of monitoring and evaluation. The CAT Institute includes a session on
evaluation: “I talk a lot about evaluation being incredibly important, and that you don’t know
where you’re going if you don’t know where you’ve been. I preach pre-survey, mid-survey, postsurvey. It doesn’t need to be rocket science. Social workers do statistics, but narrative is [also] a
valid form of evaluation. I see these evaluations and they’re good. […] We model that in the
Institute; I give them pre-, mid-, and post-surveys.”
Learning by doing is a central component of all the teaching and training programs. In five of the
programs, participants spend time learning by engaging in projects and facilitating the creation of
art in community settings. Even in the CAT Institute, hypothetical lab projects are sometimes
eventually realized as projects in the community. The AYCD and BFA CA programs use service
learning pedagogy, which integrates action and reflection by involving learners in working in
partnerships that support community goals while creating opportunities for them to engage in
critical thinking about their participation in community settings. In addition, the programs model
what they are teaching, involving learners in the kinds of creative processes and collaborative
relationship-building within the program that they learn to do in communities. Buzz Alexander,
PCAP’s founder and director, points out that preparing learners to enter the community is only part
of the picture: “An important thing to know is that all of our work is based on trust. I trust my
students with a small amount of training, and trust the participants in the prison to enter into the
creative space that’s there because we’ve set it up. […] I trust anybody who comes in the room with
me, [that] if we all work hard, we’ll make something happen. I tell students the hardest thing to do
is to believe that it’s going to work, and everyone in the room is going to make a play together.”
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What are the organizational contexts of the programs?
Organizational context is critically important to how the training programs are structured and
supported. The contexts of the six organizations include public universities, private arts colleges, an
arts commission that oversees funding for arts organizations and programs, and a small theatre
company. Accredited degree programs at universities or colleges offer learners a recognized
credential upon completion; this may be an advantage for learners in choosing where to pursue
education in the domain of arts and social change. Large institutions may be more able to offer
financial support to bring in students and sustain enough faculty and staff. However, the benefits
of affiliation with institutions of higher education do not come without a range of potential
constraints, including requirements for faculty to have particular credentials regardless of
expertise and experience and in many cases a history of strained relationship with the local
community.
Both the AYCD program and the BFA CA program offer degree programs that are administratively
shared across a department and a centre that focuses on community arts: the Center for
Community Arts Partnerships and the Center for Art and Public Life, respectively. The centres are
able to buffer against some of the typical constraints of institutions of higher education. Both
programs are fairly new and have been able to leverage the existing relationships that the centres
have with community organizations. Community arts organizations provided input in the
development of the degree programs and serve as internship or project sites for learners. The
Center for Art and Public Life is able to make a case for who is an expert, bringing community
organizers and self-taught artists to teach though they may not have an MFA degree. Both
programs benefit from their connection to the art college in a variety of ways: academic support
for students; availability of faculty for teaching theory and practice of community arts; and staffing
support for the programs.
Because both Columbia College Chicago and the California College of the Arts are private arts
colleges, both programs are challenged to bring in a diversity of students who may not be able to
pay full tuition fees. AYCD has captured foundation funds to support the program above and
beyond the tuition dollars students bring in. These funds help to provide stipends for community
organizations that spend time mentoring students and for students for their time in practicum: “If
people have to work for free, the only people who we can have in the program are the people who
can afford to work for free. We need to have working class and low-income people in positions of
leadership [and] not perpetuate the system where the cultural elite are running programs for
people with [fewer] resources.”
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The challenge of welcoming a diversity of learners despite their lack of ability to pay is nearly
universal among the teaching and training programs in this group. The TMD master’s program is
limited in its ability to bring in learners from the South because those potential participants are
less likely to have the £5000 to pay for the course. Although the university—a government-funded
institution—covers a large portion of the cost of the TMD program, approximately half the
learners admitted into the program each year are not able to attend the program because of
financial need. Learners, furthermore, are likely to fund their own expenses when they travel for
their projects, though the TMD program has a small pot of funds to support the projects
themselves. In contrast, PCAP, as an organization within a large publicly-funded university that
involves learners as students in a course or as volunteers, does not face the challenge of turning
away students. The pool of potential learners in PCAP is the student body at the University of
Michigan, which is largely white, and PCAP participants are disproportionately female.
The only small organization among the six, Sojourn Theatre is a small theatre company in Portland,
Oregon, whose artistic director is invited to make frequent presentations and train learners around
the United States and beyond. Sojourn’s apprentice program was created as a venue for Rohd to
serve a resource for developing artists in the field, while supporting him to spend more time at
home with the company and bringing in a steady income stream through learner tuition of
approximately $4000 per year per apprentice. At the same time, the cost of tuition keeps the
program unaffordable for some potential participants, and Sojourn is interested in finding funds
for scholarships.
The CAT Institute is the only program with an organizational context that takes the challenge of
funding out of the hands of the participants. Situated in a regional arts commission, the CAT
Institute benefits from a policy that directs a small portion of hotel and motel taxes to the arts.
The Regional Arts Commission in St. Louis grants about $3.5 million each year to arts and non-arts
organizations for arts programs, and some of those funds flow to support the CAT Institute. The
CAT Institute’s funding situation means that visiting faculty receive honoraria, and learners are fed
and provided with printed resources and materials: “I think it’s very important to treat people well,
so that’s where most of the expenses go.”

What are the broader social contexts of the programs?
The broader social contexts in which programs and organizations are situated impact learners’
experiences and program goals. For example, the TMD program, nested within the University of
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Winchester, operates in a web of global relationships with non-governmental organizations
(NGOs) and on-the-ground agencies in countries in the global South. The program’s perspective is
one of globalization, examining and exploring the impact of economic imperialism of wealthy
countries of the North, including the UK, where the program is located, on the South. Alex
Mavrocordatos notes that over the past two decades governments and NGOs have become aware
of the importance of culture in development. The TMD program—which has been offering an
undergraduate degree since 1982— increasingly has taken on the role of attempting to address
policy makers, “the agents of the disadvantage,” as well as to engage with marginalized
communities. Despite governments’ shift in understanding the importance of culture in
development over the past twenty years, funding for higher education within the UK has
diminished over the same period so that potential learners applying from less affluent and
wealthy countries alike have fewer opportunities for financial support to attend the master’s
program than learners might have had in the past. This impacts not only the potential participants
who are not present, but also the learners who are present, through missed opportunities for
interaction and learning. Although the TMD program does strive—and is able—to include learners
from the South in each cohort, the program’s challenges in maintaining a diverse cohort highlight
the implications of social context and policy on teaching and training in the domain of art and
social change.
The BFA CA program is located in Oakland, one of the most diverse cities in the United States.
Oakland has many disenfranchised and invisible communities, often communities of colour. In
contrast, the California College of the Arts, a private college, has a population largely comprised of
white students from economically comfortable families. Many students are warned by their
friends and families not to visit the most marginalized areas of Oakland. The Center for Art and
Public Life deliberately challenges the stereotypes that learners may bring with them, by involving
learners in communities in West Oakland. At the same time, the Center subverts the status quo by
creating opportunities for disenfranchised communities in Oakland to leverage the College’s
resources. The 100 Families Oakland: Art & Social Change project brought families together to
create art, and each ten-week session of workshops culminated in an art exhibit to bring friends,
family and community members together. It is “not so important that we have [a large] audience
because the work is created towards a different goal: creating family and community
infrastructure, and we’ve done that.”
PCAP works in the context of the Michigan Department of Corrections as well as juvenile facilities
in the state. Staff in the prisons and juvenile facilities facilitate PCAP’s entry and serve as liaisons.
These sites are very busy, at times chaotic, and are often difficult workplaces for staff in the
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facilities, which means that it can be a challenge to move PCAP’s work forward and get timely
responses. Artists in the prisons create their own work that is exhibited through PCAP at the
annual prisoner art show, which PCAP members help organize and curate. However, incarcerated
artists cannot attend the exhibition, and PCAP creates a video to distribute to the facilities so that
artists can experience the show. Finally, PCAP must be careful about the political ramifications of
working with prisoners; the organization strives to support prisoners and learners in exploring
political issues and the realities of incarceration in the United States, yet PCAP will be barred from
a facility if the organization is deemed to be organizing prisoners. In broader context still, like
many states, the state of Michigan has increased its rate of incarceration dramatically over the
past two to three decades. In 2000, Michigan incarcerated 478 people per 100,000 residents,
compared to 163 people per 100,000 in 1980.
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Buzz Alexander points out: “I came to Michigan in

1971; we had about 3,000 prisoners. Now we have close to 50,000. We had three prisons; now we
have peaked at 52.” From 1980 to 2000, state spending of tax dollars on prisons increased 299%
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compared to a 33% increase for spending on education. Prisoners in Michigan, as across the
United States, are disproportionately racialized minorities, compared to the overall make-up of the
population. All of these contextual factors impact how—and why—PCAP engages in its work. For
example, learners in PCAP constantly explore their identities and the implications of their work in
the prisons: “We are always asking […] who are we who passed all the standardized tests and
entered the University of Michigan to come into facilities and work on an equal basis with people
who didn’t have the opportunity to do this. Who are we as Americans, as citizens? Are we
dabbling? Are we really engaged? And for people in the workshops, the way we work is for people
to own their own stories, lives, backgrounds, to create art around them, and as we do that we
explore [these issues], and at our best we really confront those things.”

From analysis to implications
Having explored the range of possible goals, strategies, structures, content, and contexts of
teaching and training in the domain of arts and social change, and in light of our findings on the
relationship between values—the meanings of social change—and practices, I move to considering
the implications of this research. In the last pages of this report, I will present the implications for
future research and for the future development of training programs by posing a number of
questions for consideration. Finally, I will share a set of recommendations garnered from the
research findings.
26 From Mother Jones magazine special report, Debt to Society: http://www.motherjones.com/news/special_reports/prisons/atlas.html
27 Ibid.
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IMPLICATIONS FOR RESEARCH IN THE
DOMAIN OF ARTS AND SOCIAL CHANGE
This study is one of several about the domain of arts and social change to be produced over the
past decade, and yet we have barely swept the surface of this vast field. Most of the past studies
have been case study analyses of artistic and organizational practices in social context, and adding
depth to the current research on teaching and training by supporting deeper case study analyses
of teaching and training organizations would enable us to understand:
What values are teaching and training organizations aiming to instill in learners? What tools and
skills are they aiming to equip learners with which to engage in communities? How coherent and
consistent are the values across different materials and different personnel involved in delivering
the training program? This last question is somewhat akin to asking whether all of the people
involved in an organization understand and share the organization’s mission and vision. Does it
make a difference if they do? How is that difference operationalized? The current study began
exploring the meanings of social change that artists and arts organizations in this domain bring to
their work, but stopped short of an in-depth investigation of the values as well as the skills that
training programs, in particular, wish to inculcate in their learners. Because the domain of arts and
social change is inherently value-laden—like any pursuit that involves human imagination and
relationship—understanding the values, including the meanings of social change, that programs
transmit to learners is an important component to understanding how programs work.
To understand the values and the tools, researchers can conduct an in-depth document analysis of
promotional and recruiting materials, application materials, course syllabi and reading lists, and
other hand-outs provided to learners. In addition, researchers can interview multiple personnel
involved in program delivery, including program staff, faculty, academic and community
supervisors in community, and others that interact with learners in the program. The seven
common meanings of social change from the current study can serve as a basis for developing
questions that explore a broad range of values. Comparing interview responses and document
analyses can reveal gaps between intentions and realities in what values and skills are being
emphasized in a program.
What are the primary values, tools and skills that learners are actually taking away from their
experiences in the training program? How are learners implementing these in their community
work, both within and outside the program? How are the learnings that participants take from
‘classroom’ or ‘lab’ situations interacting with learner experiences in the field? What are the gaps
between program intent and on-the-ground learning? And what practices broaden and narrow
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the gaps? The scope of the current study prohibited an assessment of program outcomes and
learner experiences. An understanding of the differences that make a difference in learner
experiences will enrich the development of new approaches to supporting leadership
development in the domain of arts and social change.
Interviews with learners before, during, and after program participation can illuminate what
learners feel they are taking away from the program. Researchers can identify learner values and
motivations before entering the program to understand how these interact with and modify
learning in the program. Learners can be asked to describe the circumstances of particular
learning: ‘can you tell me how you learned that?’ Interviews with community-based supervisors, in
programs that involve placements or internships, can reveal what experts out in the field perceive
as program learnings, as they observe their interns growing and changing. Analysis and critique of
learners’ work in the domain—both artistic and community engagement, both during and after
program participation—is a critical part of understanding how the values, tools and skills have
been taken up. Note that I say how, and not whether, the values, tools and skills have been taken
up; any research in the domain of arts and social change must have a healthy respect for
complexity, creativity, messiness, and unpredictability. I am advocating research towards a deeper
understanding of how teaching and learning work in the domain, rather than simply promoting
widespread program outcome evaluation—though that too has its place.
As Jumblies Theatre (p. 111) would frame it, what are the ‘far-reaching ripples’ of teaching and
training in the domain of arts and social change? Without losing the awareness that most ripples
are beyond our sightline and may take a generation or more to manifest, and keeping in mind the
youth of formal training in the domain, what are the early indicators of the legacies of teaching
and training programs? These questions suggest that we should be focused on growing and
supporting the field of arts and social change, and that researchers can strive to understand how
efforts to support artist and leadership development influence communities and institutions.
Tracking changes in local, regional, and national funding and policy by governments and other
institutions, such as foundations and large non-governmental organizations, is a long-term
research project. Within a community, far-reaching impacts of arts and social change projects can
include effects on networks of artists and activists, on schools, parks or alleyways, on community
cohesiveness and social capital. Researchers should not limit their investigations to broad, largescale impacts—the domain is more often about ripples than about tidal waves—but must
leverage their imaginations to find research methodologies that can capture nuance that may not
be readily visible to the naked eye.
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What are new and innovative research methodologies for learning about the domain of arts and
social change? How can the language and practices of this domain inform the research
methodologies that are applied to it? These questions are not posed to suggest that
methodologies based in social sciences have no place in research on the domain of arts and social
change. Instead, I ask the question to open the possibility of new approaches to understanding.
The arts are already embedded in some qualitative research methodologies such as art/o/graphy
and performance ethnography. Social change is an integral element in a host of community-based
research methodologies, including participatory research and action research. Methods borrowed
from the domain of arts and social change, such as Liz Lerman’s critical response process and
Chickenshed’s methods of inclusivity, might point the way towards new approaches to research
that can navigate the holistic essence of the domain.
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IMPLICATIONS FOR TRAINING IN THE
DOMAIN OF ARTS AND SOCIAL CHANGE
In this study I presented a diversity of possibilities for training in the domain of arts and social
change and examined the through-lines that link the meanings of social change to artistic and
community engagement practices and impacts. Having posed questions to guide future research
on teaching and training in the domain of arts and social change, I will now leverage the learnings
from the current research to present a series of reflective questions to help guide the development
or assessment of training in arts and social change. These questions highlight the wide range of
decisions that must be made in designing training and teaching programs, and they are organized
from elements over which you have a great deal of control, such as your goals and practices, to
elements over which you have less control, such as your social context. Note that some of these
questions assume that you are developing a face-to-face, rather than a distributed learning/online
program or course; if you are developing a program to be delivered over the internet, some other
questions will apply.

Reflect on your values, motivations, and goals
What meanings of social change and other values drive your vision for a training program?
What are your goals for your learners?
What are your goals for the domain of arts and social change?
What are your goals for making social change in your community and beyond?
What are your goals for yourself and your organization?
Food for thought: Different levels of goals should complement and support each other. Think about
goals as immediate, short-term, mid-range, and long-term. Goals, which are related to values and
vision, will drive practices.

Reflect on your learners
Are your learners new artists, established artists, social service workers/activists, or anyone
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interested in learning what you have to offer? Are your seeking to train beginners or more
experienced practitioners, whatever their profession or vocation?
Food for thought: The six training and teaching organizations analyzed here run the gamut of these
categories. Your choice(s) here should tie into your goals on every level: for the learners, for the
domain, for your community and society, and for your own organization.
Are you seeking to capture a diverse group of learners?
What does diversity include?
Generation, national or regional origin, race/ethnicity, class, gender identity and expression, sexual
orientation, disability, religion, art discipline, or other dimensions of difference?
Food for thought: The more intentional you are about who your learners should be, the more
intentional you need to be in your recruiting practices. Your choice(s) here, too, should tie into your
goals. If you want to develop cultural community capacity, you will focus on recruiting from your
local community. If you want international impact, you may want to recruit internationally.
Recruiting the target group of learners can be a major challenge, and is critically important for
meeting your goals. Roseann Weiss of the CAT Institute sees a part of her role as crossing the racial
divide to bring in people who represent different communities in the city. Alex Mavrocordatos of the
Theatre and Media for Development program talks about the challenge that funding structures
create for bringing in the students that will match your goals.
Making the decision about how much experience you want learners to have before they enter your
program requires careful consideration. Sending idealistic, passionate people who do not have a lot of
arts and social change experience into community settings as they are learning requires a great deal
of your time in trouble-shooting and potentially in patching up problems. On the other hand, if all
programs require learners to have experience, where do new practitioners get their early experience?
What are the implications for the domain of arts and social change if new practitioners do not have
opportunities for training and support?

Reflect on your practices
Recruiting learners
How will you recruit learners? Will you use a nomination process—which may make sense if you
are tightly bound to a network that you want to grow—or an open application process?
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Will your program be tuition-based? If so, who may be excluded? Will there be opportunities for
learners to get scholarships or bursaries?
Will learners have opportunities to work for pay while in your program? What are the implications
of that for international learners?
Food for thought: If you recruit learners largely through your personal and professional networks,
you may cut off some dimensions of diversity, depending on what your networks are like. Keep in
mind that informal recruiting practices tend to work to the benefit of people who carry more
privilege in society.
How will you accept learners?
What will you require of learners on your application? What do you need to know to make a
decision about whether to accept someone into your program?
Will you require interviews? If learners are not local, can you interview by phone?
Who will review applications and make decisions about potential learners?
Food for thought: Requiring a meaningful time and energy investment in an application process will
send a message to potential learners that you are careful, thorough, thoughtful, and invested in your
program. They will have a higher degree of commitment and higher expectations for their time and
energy investment in the program.
Program structure and practices
How many learners will be in your program? Will you have a cohort model, where a group of
learners start and end the program together?
How long will the program duration be? How many hours each week will learners be involved in
formal and informal program activities?
What will the balance be between formal and informal activities? How much ‘classroom’ or
workshop time will learners have?
What areas will the curriculum cover?
Will it include training on art technique or focus entirely on community engagement?
How much time will be allotted to skills in management, including grant writing and fundraising,
versus skills in relationship-building, collaboration and ethnics?
How much emphasis will be placed on working with and giving voice to marginalized
communities versus reaching and impacting power brokers?
How will learners engage with arts and social change while in the program?
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Will they have internships in arts organizations?
Will they apprentice together within one organization, whether yours or another?
Will they complete community-based projects of their own choice and design, brokering their own
relationships with community organizations?
Will they develop hypothetical projects instead?
What opportunities for structured reflection will the program provide?
Will learners have supplementary projects or assignments to complete? Research papers?
Consultancies? Journals or arts-based reflection assignments? Grant proposals? Community
presentations?
Food for thought: Real-life practice in the domain of arts and social change is complex and fraught
with technical, interpersonal, and both intra- and inter-community challenges. A training program
that is highly structured provides clear expectations for learners—likely leading to lower rates of
learner attrition and higher satisfaction—and provides opportunities for learners to experiment in a
safe space, learn more theory, and perhaps feel more prepared for a variety of experiences in
community. A program that is loosely structured and that takes more of a ‘trial by fire’ approach
mimics the actual experience of working in the arts and social change, and may provide deeper
learning in a narrower range of experiences.
Also, see appendix D for curricula and program modules, as well as the curriculum section of
appendix E: print and web-based resources.
Creating a program culture
What do you want your program’s culture to be?
Are you seeking to create a learning community among your learners? If so, what will you do to
foster trust and a sense of community?
Food for thought: What makes a learning community may be different for different people; you may
want to be explicit about the kind of organizational and program culture you want to create. The
values that are embodied in your program’s culture should be reflective of the values that you teach.
If you support learners in developing critical thinking, you should expect them to think critically
about your program’s structure and practices! If you emphasize collaboration in the arts and social
change, you should model collaboration in your program. If you have an explicit value of diversity
and inclusivity, it is not enough to bring diverse learners to the table. You must then make sure that
your teaching and training practice welcome and value the differences that learners bring with
them. This might mean anything from entertaining a variety of learning styles in the activities you
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structure to challenging prejudicial assumptions to providing learners with choices in the kinds of
projects and assignments they complete.
Assessing learners and the program
What kinds of feedback will learners receive? How often and from whom?
How will learners be assessed, if at all?
Are there certain values, skills or tools that learners must be able to demonstrate before
competing the program? How will these be determined and assessed?
Food for thought: Research on motivation demonstrates that when motivation is extrinsic, that is,
when success is tied to external rewards, intrinsic motivation decreases. This means that relying
heavily on others for assessment—working for the A+—has a negative impact on learners’ own
motivation to get the most from their learning experience. Methods of assessment or feedback that
place evaluation largely in the hands of the learner, with support from peers and experienced others,
are more likely to empower and motivate learners. Liz Lerman’s critical response process is one such
28
approach.
How is the program itself assessed?
What approaches and tools will you use to monitor and evaluate the program?
How often will the program be evaluated?
Who will conduct the evaluations?
Food for thought: Assessing your own success should be clearly tied to the visions and goals that you
have established for the program. Nicole Garneau of the AYCD program points out that knowing how
to measure success is difficult: “[How] do you know you’re effective? Do you judge the jobs students
get, the work they do, the funding you get, the kind of people who apply?” These are but a few of the
areas that are open for assessment. Others include learners’ own subjective experience of the
program and their learning and qualitative measures of the communities’ experiences with learner
projects, if applicable.
Supporting alumni
What kinds of support do you provide for alumni, if any?
Food for thought: The kinds of support you provide for alumni should reflect your goals. If your goals
include growing the domain of arts and social change, you might consider having formal alumni
support structures. You should also take into consideration from where you have recruited your
learners. Support networks will look different if your learners are all from the local community, or if
28 Lerman, Liz. Toward a Process for Critical Response. (October 2003).
http://www.communityarts.net/readingroom/archivefiles/2003/10/toward_a_proces.php; Lerman, Liz & Borstel, John. Liz Lerman’s Critical Response
Process: A Method for Getting Useful Feedback on Anything You Make, from Dance to Dessert. (Takoma Park: Liz Lerman Dance Exchange, 2003).
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they are from all over the world. Like all other program structures and practices, support for program
alumni will be contingent on the kinds of change you want to make in learners, in the domain, in
your community and the world. Keep in mind that a structured and supported network of
collaborative peers may be the most valuable thing that learners get from your program in the long
run.
Reflect on your organizational context
In what organizational structure will your program be situated?
Will the program stand alone, offered through community centres or other existing community
institutions?
Will it be offered by an arts organization or centre?
If it is offered in a community context, will learners receive a certificate or other documentation of
their participation?
Will it be an academic program? In a college or a university? In an academic department or in an
adult learning or continuing studies unit?
If it is an academic program, will learners leave with a certificate or bachelor’s or master’s degree?
Food for thought: A recognized certificate or degree is an asset for learners, yet the far-reaching
ripples can also have drawbacks. If completion of a program becomes an expected or required
credential for the hiring of artists in community settings, your program will face pressure to train
more people or else leave them shut out of opportunities. If you are limited in your capacity to train
learners, or if your program is unaffordable for some learners, this can have serious implications,
especially for fostering a diverse generation of leaders in the domain of arts and social change.
How many people will be teaching or mentoring?
Who will they be? What kinds of credential do they need to have?
Food for thought: Finding the instructors you want for part-time, contracted teaching positions can
be a challenge, and also does not foster stability in the domain of arts and social change. How you
hire, as well as whom you hire, will have an impact on the domain.
Academic institutions have credential requirements for faculty. Depending on how flexible the
institution is, this can make the hiring of experts in the domain of arts and social change, many of
whom are not formally trained, a challenge.
How will your program be funded?
How stable is the funding?
What does it cover? What does it leave unfunded?
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What kinds of accountability will your funding bodies demand from the program?
If learners intern in communities, are they paid for their work? If not, how will learners support
themselves financially while in the program?
How will you ensure that qualified, motivated learners are able to participate in the program
regardless of their ability to pay?
Food for thought: Make sure to consider the implications of your funding situation, and build in
structures and processes that buffer against potential challenges. Decide where you are willing to
make compromises and where you are not.
What is the potential impact of your organizational context on community relationships?
What is the potential impact of your organizational context on recruiting and retaining learners,
instructors and staff?
Food for thought: The organizational context of the training or teaching program has implications
for both resources and relationships. Community-based organizations can bank on their pre-existing
relationships with other institutions, organizations and community groups, as well as their
relationships with artists and social change workers in the local community and beyond. An
organization’s circle of relationships will impact both whom the learners are exposed to during their
time in the training program, and the network of connections they are able to maintain upon
completion of the program. Organizational resources obviously have an impact on learners’
experiences in the program, as well as which learners are able to participate in the program.
Institutions of higher education have both advantages and drawbacks as settings for training
programs in arts and social change. An institution of higher education will grant a new training
program the institution’s reputation; do your homework to decide if that is a reputation that you
want for your program. Universities, in particular, may have a history of troubled relationships with
surrounding communities. Often communities feel ignored, at best, or exploited, at worst, by the
institutions of higher education in their midst. Institutes of higher education can create constraints
and reduce flexibility around curriculum, who you can accept into the program, how learners are
evaluated, and what kinds of projects are acceptable. In addition, the time frames of projects and of
the program must coincide with the academic calendar.
On the other hand, universities and colleges have an enormous store of resources that you may be
able to draw on as you develop your program, including pots of funds, relationships with funding
bodies and years of know-how in capturing funds, and a marketing department that can support
your recruiting efforts. These institutions can offer more resources than a stand-alone organization is
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likely to have. One possible strategy is to create a unit or centre affiliated with an institution of
higher education and jointly manage training programs through an academic department and the
centre. The AYCD program at Columbia College Chicago and the Bachelor of Fine Arts in Community
Planning at the California College of the Arts, both included in the analysis of training programs,
both have this structure and describe it as offering great advantages and buffering against some of
the challenges of affiliation with an institution of higher education.
Reflect on your broader social context
What kinds of neighbourhoods and communities are in your local environment?
What are the cultural characters of the communities in your local environment?
What are the social and economic barriers and affordances in the communities?
What is the relationship between the arts and arts organizations in general and the communities
in your local environment?
What is the history of arts and social change work in the community? Are there barriers and issues
left behind from past projects or are there fertile, welcoming soils for arts and social change
projects?
What is the reputation that your organization or institution has in the local community?
What are the relationships between your organization or institution and other arts and non-arts
community organizations?
How stable or volatile are arts and non-arts organizations in your local environment, both in terms
of funding and staff turn-over?
What is the reputation that your organization or institution has among peer institutions?
Will you place learners in your program in other arts and/or non-arts organizations in the local
environment?
How will you select which organizations?
How will you communicate your expectations to the organizations?
Will the organizations be compensated for the time they spend mentoring the learners?
How will you match learners to organizations?
How and how often will you assess how those relationships between learners and the
organizations are faring?
Food for thought: A positive history and relationship between your organization, other arts and nonarts organizations, and the community cannot be underestimated. At the same time, relationships
can always be improved with time and respectful, ethical collaboration and engagement. Consider
the importance of collaborating with community partners—both leaders and teams of community
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members—as you begin to answer some of the questions in this section as part of a process of
fostering and sustaining positive relationships. If learners are going to be engaging in community
contexts as part of the program, consider which communities and with which organizations they can
work to the benefit of both learners and communities. Reflect on both the potential nurturing and
damaging impacts that learners might have in fragile or marginalized communities, and consider
how to foster the most supportive environment for both learners and communities. If learners are
going to be taking part in the work of other community organizations, make sure that there is
adequate support and supervision for them in those organizations. Make sure that a staff person in
your program has the role of keeping a finger on the pulse of the community and the relationships
between your learners and the organizations in which they participate.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR TRAINING IN THE
DOMAIN OF ARTS AND SOCIAL CHANGE
If your interest is explicitly about creating social change with and through the arts, reflect on what
social change means to you. What does social change mean to the people who teach in and run
the program? What does social change mean to the learners who are showing up at your
doorstep? Is there a shared understanding or consensus that you can come to? If so, does it
strengthen your work? If not, does it matter?
At the same time, explore what social change means for communities in which your learners will
be situated. What are the communities’ motivations and interests? How will they impact your
practices in training and your learners’ experiences in your program? How will your learners be
connected to community? Training and teaching organizations emphasize the importance of
learning by doing, and learners will benefit from having sustained and meaningful opportunities
to engage in arts and social change work. It is critical to ensure that communities are more than
living laboratories, and that they reap genuine benefits from the infusion of energy and
imagination that learners bring to the program.
Contemplate and clarify your motivations in designing a teaching or training program. Do you
want to pass down the wisdom that you have gathered in your experience in the field? Do you
want to create a space for artists or others to develop skills and confidence? Do you want to
strengthen leadership and institutions in the domain of art and social change? Do you want to
change the world? You may have motivations, or goals, on all these levels, or your motivation may
be simply to engage in a process of inquiry and involve others in that process. These goals, as well
as the meanings of social change in your work, will drive, or at least strongly influence, the way
your program is structured and the practices you teach and you use.
If the idea of a through-line or instrumentation strategy linking the meanings of social change to
the practices you use in your training is appealing to you, try mapping your theory of change. Link
the meanings of social change to your motivations and goals, to the practices you would like to
foster in learners and the practices you will use in training, to your visions of success.
No matter the thrust of your curriculum, emphasize critical thinking and ethical collaboration.
These are key to meaningful, impactful work in the arts and social change. Critical thinking
includes possession of an emotional and intellectual toolkit for investigating and understanding
social and economic realities, as well as one’s own prejudices and assumptions. Consider the value
of collaboration with peers in the field and in communities from the moment you begin designing
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your curriculum to the ways you support learners after they complete your program.
Practice what you preach, walk your talk, and embody your teachings in the process of your
trainings. The process and the product are both critically important. If a key learning in your
program is that it takes time to build relationships, make sure to take that time to build
relationships within the program, starting with your staff and continuing with your learners. Make
walking the talk a part of your evaluative process: keep asking yourself: ‘are we modeling how we
believe that art and social change work should be done in the way we train?’
Be intentional about fostering diversity. This involves expanding notions of what makes an ‘expert’
in hiring a diverse staff. It involves working harder to reach communities of potential learners who
may not yet be looking for the opportunities you can provide. It has implications for the wealth of
experiences learners will bring to the program and for the future of the field.
Be imaginative about what success will look like in your program, short-term, medium-term, and
long-term. Hewing to the measures of social service organizations may please funders but you
may find that the changes you want to make in the world are not amenable to familiar yardsticks
and measures. Satisfy your funders, but don’t give up on finding new ways to talk about how you
want to impact the world, and new ways to talk about how your program is working—and keep
talking about them. Try to bring your funders along with you as you figure out how to
operationalize your motivations into practice.
At the same time, evaluate and monitor your successes. Knowing where you’re going will be a lot
easier when you know where you’ve been. Asking learners and community members for feedback
also contributes to the trust and relationship-building that is critical to this work.
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APPENDIX A: METHODS OF RESEARCH
Study Population
The criteria for inclusion in this research study were organizations and individuals who:
• Use art as a tool for social change;
• Use art practice to explore issues in, and with, specific communities;
• Work through partnerships between artists and community; and
• Have a history of at least five years’ work in the field.
The sample of this research study comprises 46 arts organizations and individual artists who were
referred as exemplary in terms of artistic practice and social change impact. The organizations and
artists were referred by known informants recognized as experts in the field of communityengaged arts, and by self-nominated informants—often also experts in the field—who
encountered requests for referrals on community arts websites and e-mail lists. The call for
referrals resulted in 96 nominations of organizations and artists. Twenty-six were not contacted
for two main reasons: lack of time in the project timeline to include all organizatins, or the
organization or individual was determined not to fit study criteria. Attempts were made to contact
nine organizations or individuals unsuccessfully; either calls were not returned, language posed a
barrier, or contact information could not be found. Several international organizations fell into this
category. Three organizations declined participation, including one after the initial interview was
completed, all because of a lack of time to participate in the interview questionnaire or to provide
needed feedback. Forty-nine people participated in the interview questionnaire, representing a
total of 47 organizations or bodies of work. One of the interviews, because of time constraints, did
not yield enough information for the organization to be included in the final sample, resulting in a
total of 46 organizations or individuals.
Eleven of the organizations or individuals are in Canada, with seven in the three major
metropolitan areas of Toronto, Montreal and Vancouver. Twenty-six organizations are based in the
United States, including nine in California or the Pacific Northwest, nine in the Northeast and
Washington DC area, three in the South, and five in the Midwest. One organization works both in
Canada and the United States, and is counted in both. Four organizations are in the United
Kingdom, and two are in Australia. Four organizations are in other countries: South Africa, Pakistan,
Israel and one organization in the Netherlands that also works in South Africa and Zambia. The
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great majority of organizations are based in urban settings, though some of these also engage in
work in other locations, including rural communities and small towns.
Nine of the organizations are teaching or training institutions for the arts, or artists whose primary
work takes place at teaching or training institutions. Although many, if not most, organizations
and individuals work in multiple artistic disciplines, most have a primary discipline. Fifteen work
primarily in theatre, four in dance, and four in visual arts. Ten organizations have no primary
discipline, but work in multiple disciplines, and three work in other disciplines, including public
installations, performance art, and sky art.

Interview questionnaire
We adapted the interview questionnaire for the study (see Appendix B for the entire
questionnaire) from Sutton, Kemp, Gutierrez and Saegert’s study of Urban Youth Programs in
America, which sought to understand youth-serving social justice organizations in urban centres in
the United States. A Study of Youth, Community, and Social Justice Conducted for the Ford
Foundation.

29

The questionnaire included both closed- and open-ended questions, divided into

sections about organizational structures, project resources, social change values, and outcomes.
Major areas of focus within the sections included: what the artists or organizations do; what the
primary reasons are for doing the work; how community participants are involved; how
community is defined; how the organization establishes a relationship with a community; how the
organization trains others, if at all; what the major challenges are; what social change means to
the organization or artist’s work; and how success is assessed.
I contacted referred organizations and artists by e-mail, and followed up with a phone call, to
invite them to participate in the study. The interview questionnaire took approximately 75 minutes
over the telephone to complete on average, with a handful of organizations completing the
interview in under an hour, and a handful taking two hours, sometimes spread across two separate
phone conversations. One organization was interviewed in person. Interviews were not audio
recorded; instead, I typed as the participant responded to the questions, as close to verbatim as
possible. In several cases, participants veered away from the questionnaire format. In those cases, I
made sure that major areas of the questionnaire’s focus were covered.
After an interview was completed, the artist or organization was thanked over e-mail. I wrote a
summary from each organization or artist’s interview, and each participant was provided an
29 Sutton, S.E., Kemp, S.P., Gutierrez, L., & Saegert, S. (2006). Urban youth programs in America: A study of youth, community, and social justice conducted for
the Ford Foundation. Seattle, WA: University of Washington.
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opportunity to edit the summary for inaccuracies. Some of the organizations approved summaries
with no changes; others added a great deal of detail. Most of the organizations and artists who
responded with editing suggestions—26 of the 46 that were ultimately included—edited the
quotations to make them consistent with standard written English.

Selection of sub-sample organizations for in-depth analyses
The initial proposal for research described a second stage of in-depth interviewing and analysis of
a sub-sample of the organizations and artists who had completed the interview questionnaire.
Due both to time and budgetary constraints, the second stage of the research project—an indepth analysis of training, practices, and the meaning of social change—was limited to the data
already gathered in stage I questionnaire interviews. I conducted two analyses. The first explored
the meaning of social change across all of the participating artists and organizations, and then
examined a sub-sample of organizations to understand how the meaning of social change
connects to organizational practices, both artistic and around community engagement, and to
impacts. The second analysis involved understanding dimensions of training and teaching in the
domain of the arts and social change by analyzing the practices, structures, resources, constraints,
and contexts of another sub-sample of organizations. The two sub-samples involved different
criteria for selection.

Research questions and criteria for social change and practices analysis
The research questions that guided both the analysis and the selection of organizations were the
following:
• What does social change mean to artists who consider themselves engaged in social change
work? Are there models or clusters of common values?
• What role do time and place have in the work of the artist/organization?
• What artistic methods support the social change outcomes?
• What community engagement methods support the social change outcomes?
My interest was to capture a broad of meanings and practices, and therefore the initial criteria for
selecting the organizations were:
• Rich, textured descriptions in the responses to the interview questionnaire (of either practices or
social change values; ideally both); and
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• Include organizations
o

Across diverse geographic location (and we’re interested in organizations that work in
diverse communities);

o

Across diverse artistic discipline;

o

with varied and interesting artistic and community engagement practices; and

o

with a few younger, more grassroots organizations represented among the older, more
established ones.

I conducted a mapping exercise to support the selection of a diverse group of organizations: I
coded all 46 organizations and artists’ responses to questions about the meaning of social change
in their work, and then mapped all the organizations that were not specifically focused on
teaching or training as their central activity. As a result of the coding and mapping analysis, I set
the following additional criteria for selecting six organizations for the in-depth analysis:
• All of the following criteria should be represented, not in every individual organization, but in
the cluster of six that are selected. Include organizations that:
o

Talk about time and/or place;

o

Disrupt our assumptions about ‘social change’;

o

Identify DIALOGUE as one of the meanings of social change;

o

Identify CREATING NEW VISIONS OF A POSSIBLE WORLD as one of the meanings of social
change;

o

Identify RAISING CONSCIOUSNESS as one of the meanings of social change;

o

Identify GIVING VOICE & TELLING STORIES as one of the meanings of social change; and

o

Identify BRINGING PEOPLE TOGETHER/RELATIONSHIPS as one of the meanings of social
change.

I then identified a cluster of organizations that met these criteria, as well as a few alternate
organizations that might be considered instead. I reviewed the recommended cluster with Judith
Marcuse at Judith Marcuse Projects, the commissioning organization of this study, and together
we selected six organizations from my recommendations.
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Research questions and criteria for training analysis
The process for selecting organizations for the in-depth analysis on teaching and training in the
domain of the arts and social change was similar to the process described above. The following
were the original research questions that guided the selection of the sub-sample of organizations
as well as the analysis:
• What are some models of training artists to engage in social change work?
• What challenges do organizations face with training in particular, if any?
• What theoretical frameworks are used for training?
• What are the dimensions of difference across diverse organization in their training approaches?
• Are there systematic differences between programs that train in a university/college context
and programs that train in an organizational context:
o

in how they talk about their training?

o

in how they talk about their goals?

o

in how they talk about their outcomes, if they talk about them in relation to training?

• What are relationships between training models and goals of the organizations?
• How do social contexts affect training (look at barriers/challenges, affordances/opportunities,
demographics, etc.)?
Following from these questions, the criteria upon which I selected a slate of organizations were
the following:
• Organizations that have
o

an established or fomalized training/teaching component; and

o

a focus on training artists to do social change work, rather than focus on performance/arts
training; and

o

a focus on adults or older youth rather than children; and

o

enough information about the training such that I understand how it works.

• A selection that includes both university/college-based and organization-based training or
teaching programs.
From the pool of organizations that have an established or formalized training or teaching
component, the recommendations for inclusion in the sub-sample for this analysis was largely
based on whether the participant in the interview questionnaire had supplied enough detailed
information about the training program on which to base the analysis. From the ten
recommendations, Judith Marcuse and I reviewed the possible organizations and selected six to
include in the analysis.
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Methods of in-depth analysis
Both analyses engaged a similar process of coding interview texts from the sub-samples. The first
analysis coded the organizations for artistic practices, community engagement practices, and
impacts. They were already coded for different meanings of social change from the coding and
mapping process. In addition, I coded them for descriptions of time and place. The second analysis
coded the organizations first for all material about training or teaching, and then for subcodes,
including goals of training, outcomes of training, challenges, funding, organizational context,
social context, who are the students, what are the communities they work in, what do they learn,
and what projects do they do. Based on the coding, I developed analyses of how the meanings of
social change related to practices and impacts, organization by organization. The second analysis,
on training, looked at thematic issues across organizations.
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APPENDIX B: INTERVIEW QUESTIONNAIRE
Overview
This survey contains questions about your organization’s structure and resources, the projects that
you do, training for your staff and/or artists, your organization’s ideas about social change, and the
outcomes of your projects. You should only complete this survey if your organization
• Uses art as a tool for social change
• Uses art practice to explore issues in, and with, specific communities
• Works through partnerships between artists and community
• Has a history of five years’ work in the field
The person completing the survey should have a leadership role in supporting artists and/or
project staff in creating art for social change. The person should have knowledge of such issues as
training and orientation for project staff/artists, demographics, the organization’s
accomplishments, and should also be able to describe the organization’s philosophy as well as its
day-to-day operations.

Organizational structure
1. How long has your project or projects using art as a tool for social change existed?
2. What are the main categories of art for social change that you offer?
3. What are the primary reasons you offer these activities?
4. Why are projects like yours needed?
5. What roles do adult community members play in your project(s)?
6. What roles do youth community members play in your project(s)?
7. Approximately how many community members participate annually in all your art for social
change projects and activities?
a) as participants (in the process of creating or performing)
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b) as audience members or viewers
8. How long do projects normally last?
__ One day
__ Less than one week
__ Less than one month
__ Less than three months
__ 3 months to a year
__ 1 to 2 years
__ over 2 years
9. About how long do most community participants stay involved with your project?
__ One day
__ Less than one week
__ Less than one month
__ Less than three months
__ 3 months to a year
__ 1 to 2 years
__ over 2 years
10. How would you describe the community or communities your project serves?
11. How does your organization establish a relationship between a project and the community?
12. Are the art for social change projects offered within a larger organization?
__ Yes; specify; _________________
__ No
13. What is the approximate amount of your annual budget for art for social change project/s?
__ Under $10,000
__ $10,000 to just under $25,000
__ $25,000 to just under $50,000
__ $50,000 to just under $100,000
__ $100,000 to just under $250,000
__ $250,000 to just under $500,000
__ $500,000 to just under $1 million
__ More than $1 million
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14. Rank the sources of support your art for social change project or projects receive, with “1” being
the highest.
__ Government/public sector
__ Foundations
__ Corporate
__ Individual donors
__ Fundraising initiatives or events
__ Other; specify ______________
15. Name the three top funders for your art for social change project or projects within the last
three years

Project resources
The next questions relate to the human, physical, and financial resources your art for social change
project or projects have for carrying out activities.
16. How many people are actively involved in running your art for social change project or projects?
__ Number of paid adult staff
__ Number of paid adult artists (if different)
__ Number of paid youth
__ Number of unpaid adult staff
__ Number of unpaid adult artists (if different)
__ Number of unpaid youth
How many of these people are full-time? _______
17. Does your organization require special training or experience for the staff of your art for social
change project or projects before you employ them?
__ Yes; specify _________
__ No; On what basis do you hire staff? _______
18. Does your organization require special training or experience for the artists involved in your art
for social change project or projects before you employ them? (if artists are not regular staff)
__ Yes; specify _______
__ No; On what basis do you hire artists?
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19. Does your organization provide training for the staff of your art for social change project or
projects?
__ Yes
a) What kind of training?
b) How often?
c) Who provides the training (internal or external)? What is their background and experience?
__ No
20. Does your organization provide training for the artists of your art for social change project or
projects? (if artists are not regular staff)
__ Yes
a) What kind of training?
b) How often?
c) Who provides the training (internal or external)? What is their background and training?
__ No
21. Is there a method, model, or theoretical framework that you use as a basis for your training for
staff and/or artists?
__ Yes; specify______________
__ No
22. How do adult community members participate in the art for social change project or projects
(indicate all that apply)?
__ They participate in project planning.
__ They recruit participants.
__ They serve as staff, interns and/or volunteers.
__ They serve on the board of directors or on committees of the board.
__ They participate in workshops.
__ They are creators.
__ They are performers.
__ They provide feedback to the organization.
__ They are involved in post-event evaluation or follow-up.
__ Other; specify __________
__ They do not participate.
Are they paid for any of the above activities? _________________________________
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23. How do youth participate in the art for social change project or projects (indicate all that
apply)?
__ They participate in project planning.
__ They recruit participants.
__ They serve as staff, interns and/or volunteers.
__ They serve on the board of directors or on committees of the board.
__ They participate in workshops.
__ They are creators.
__ They are performers.
__ They provide feedback to the organization.
__ They are involved in post-event evaluation or follow-up.
__ Other; specify __________
__ They do not participate.
Are they paid for any of the above activities? _________________________________
24. How adequate are the number of paid staff for fulfilling the project’s mission?
__ Good __ Adequate __ Poor
25. How adequate are the number of volunteer staff for fulfilling the project’s mission?
__ Good __ Adequate __ Poor
26. How adequate are the organization’s physical facilities and equipment for fulfilling the
project’s mission?
__ Good __ Adequate __ Poor
27. How adequate are the organization’s project-based financial resources for fulfilling the project’s
mission?
__ Good __ Adequate __ Poor
28. How adequate are the organization’s core financial resources for fulfilling the project’s mission?
__ Good __ Adequate __ Poor
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29. Aside from a lack of funding, what are the main challenges you face in your work (indicate all
that apply)?
__ Recruitment of participants.
__ Recruitment of audience members/viewers.
__ Recruitment of artists.
__ Sustained participation by community members.
__ Sustained participation by artists.
__ Transportation issues for community members.
__ Communication issues.
__ Relationships among groups in the community.
__ Relationship between the organization and the community.
__Communicating what you do to the arts community.
__Communicating what you do to people involved in social change work (e.g., activists, social
service providers, nonprofit organizations, etc).
__Communicating what you do to funding sources.
__Fitting into existing funding categories.
__ Other; specify ____
__ No challenges other than a lack of funding.
30. To what degree does your organization form partnerships with other organizations to carry out
its art for social change activities?
__ A lot __ Sometimes __ Hardly ever
31. To what degree does your organization draw upon the social networks of staff (family, friends,
personal connections, etc) for regular in-kind or cash contributions?
__ A lot __ Sometimes __ Hardly ever
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Social change values
32. What does “social change” mean in your organization?
33. What kinds of issues do you work on?
__ Environmental justice
__ Racial justice
__ Poverty or homelessness
__ Women’s issues
__ Youth engagement
__ Aboriginal/First Nations issues
__ Health
__ Criminal or juvenile justice
__ Immigrant or refugee issues
__ Education
__ Globalization
__ Gender and sexual orientation
__ Peace and war
__ Union and labor issues
34. To what degree does your organization help participants develop critical thinking skills (e.g.
questioning why things are the way they are, understanding the causes of problems in their
community, understanding their situations or experiences in the family, school, neighborhood or
community, or globally)?
__ Something we really work on
__ Something we sometimes work on
__ Not really something we work on
35. If your organization helps participants develop critical thinking skills, please provide an example
of how you do this.
36. To what degree does your organization work on encouraging individuals to explore their
identities (eg, by appreciating themselves for who they are, improving the negative images
people have of their community or group, or understanding their community or group’s social
history and current social and political issues)?
__ Something we really work on
__ Something we sometimes work on
__ Not really something we work on
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37. If your organization works on encouraging individuals to explore their identities, please provide
an example of how you do this.
38. To what degree does your organization work on increasing individuals’ advocacy for themselves
or their communities (eg, how to find resources they need or how to increase the visibility of
their community assets and/or needs)?
__ Something we really work on
__ Something we sometimes work on
__ Not really something we work on
39. If your organization works on increasing individuals’ advocacy for themselves or their
communities, please provide an example of how you do this.
40. To what degree does your organization work on increasing individuals’ participation in their
communities (eg, by being part of decision-making in their community, organizing their own
social movements, or participating in local social action)?
__ Something we really work on
__ Something we sometimes work on
__ Not really something we work on
41. If your organization works on increasing individuals’ participation in their communities, please
provide an example of how you do this.
42. To what degree does your organization work on encouraging individuals to discover and adopt
behaviors that benefit society as a whole (eg, how to share resources like food and air, or power
and ideas, or how to live in ways that are less individualistic)?
__ Something we really work on
__ Something we sometimes work on
__ Not really something we work on
43. If your organization works on encouraging individuals to discover and adopt behaviors that
benefit society as a whole, please provide an example of how you do this.
44. To what degree does your organization work on encouraging individuals to become agents of
change (eg, by understanding the causes of problems in their community and by taking action
to address both the causes and the problems)?
__ Something we really work on
__ Something we sometimes work on
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__ Not really something we work on
45. If your organization works on encouraging individuals to become agents of change, please
provide an example of how you do this.
46. What other aspects of your project or projects have not been captured by the outcomes we just
discussed?

Outcomes
47. How do you know when your project or projects are a success (indicate all that apply)?
__ Direct feedback from audience members or viewers.
__ Direct feedback from project participants.
__ Feedback from community stakeholders (such as teachers, elders, youth workers, police,
members of government or funders).
__ Formal program evaluation.
__ Ticket sales/attendance statistics.
__ Increased involvement of community members in ongoing or future projects of your
organization.
__ New partners for ongoing or future projects of your organization.
__ Increased funding or new funding sources.
__ Extent and quality of media coverage.
__ Increased flow of information about the issue/community.
__ Increased public discussion and dialogue about the issue/community.
__ Increased communication between individuals and groups who have not previously worked
together on the issue.
__ Increased effort to include those most affected by the issue.
__ Increased leadership and decision-making role by those most affected by the issue.
__Changes in public policy .
__ Other; specify ___
48. What kinds of supplemental resources do you provide to the people who participate in or are
audience members/viewers of your projects (indicate all that apply)?
__ Contact lists for resources available in the community
__ Pamphlets with information about the issue tackled by the project(s)
__ Pre- and/or post-event teachers’ guides
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__ Counselors available in workshops or at events
__ Other; specify ____
__ We do not usually provide supplemental resources.

Conclusion
49. To help us learn as much as we can about the ways in which your organization provides art for
social change projects and activities, we would welcome receiving any of the documents listed
below that describe your organization’s work.
__ Annual Report
__ Descriptions of your art for social change project(s) and activities.
__ Mission statement for your art for social change project(s).
__ Newspaper clippings, journal articles, etc.
50. From the programs that we survey, we will be selecting 15-20 programs for participation in a
more in-depth case study. Participation means that you or another member of the organization
would take part in an open-ended telephone or face-to-face interview in a month or so. Could
we consider you for participation as a case study?
__ Yes
__ Maybe
__ No
51. In the next phase of the study, we are interested in learning about a broad range of projects.
Has your organization ever
a) started a project that fell apart?
b) completed a project that seemed successful, but that created or revealed problems in the
community?
c) completed a project that you felt had problems, but that was considered a success by the
artist(s) and the community?
d) completed a project that was not a great success, but that provided a valuable learning
experience for the artist(s) and the community?
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APPENDIX C: CONTACT INFORMATION FOR
ARTISTS AND ORGANIZATIONS INTERVIEWED
Alternate ROOTS

Center for Art and Public Life

1083 Austin Ave. NE

5212 Broadway

Atlanta, GA 30307

Oakland, CA 94618

USA

USA

http://www.alternateroots.org/

http://center.cca.edu/ and
http://www.cca.edu/academics/communityarts/

arepp: Theatre for Life
PO Box 51022

Charnwood Arts

Raedene, Johannesburg 2124

Loughborough Library Annexe

South Africa

31, Granby Street

http://www.arepp.org.za/

Loughborough
Leicestershire

Arts in Youth Community Development Master’s

LE11 3DU

program/Center for Community Arts Partnerships

UK

Center for Community Arts Partnerships

http://www.charnwoodarts.com

Columbia College Chicago
600 S. Michigan Avenue

Chicago Arts Partnerships in Education

Chicago, IL 60605

203 North Wabash Avenue, Suite 1720

USA

Chicago, IL 60601

http://www.colum.edu/ccap/

USA
http://www.capeweb.org/

Beehive Design Collective
3 Elm St.

Chickenshed Theatre

Machias, ME 04654

Chase Side, Southgate

USA

London N14 4PE

http://www.beehivecollective.org

UK
http://www.chickenshed.org.uk

Black Theatre Workshop
3680 Jeanne-Mance, Suite 432

Common Weal Community Arts

Montreal, QC H2X 2K5

2431 8th Ave.

Canada

Regina, Saskatchewan

http://www.blacktheatreworkshop.ca

Canada
http://www.commonweal-arts.com/
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Community Arts Practice Certificate, Faculty of

East Bay Center for the Performing Arts

Environmental Studies, York University

339 11th Street

109 Health, Nursing and Environmental Studies

Richmond, CA 94801

Building

USA

4700 Keele St.

http://www.eastbaycenter.org/

Toronto, Ontario M3J 1P3
Canada

Everybody’s Theatre Company

http://www.yorku.ca/fes/programs/bes/certificat

c/o Dale Hamilton

e.asp

106 York Street
Eden Mills, Ontario N0B 1P0

Community Arts Training (CAT) Institute

Canada

Regional Arts Commission

http://www.everybodystheatre.ca/Dindex.html

6128 Delmar Blvd.
St. Louis, MO 63112

Fringe Benefits

USA

P.O. Box 691215

http://www.art-stl.com

Los Angeles, CA 90069
USA

Community Cultural Development Program,

http://www.cootieshots.org/

Victorian College of the Arts
234 St. Kilda Road,

Headlines Theatre

Southbank 3006, Victoria

#323-350 East 2nd Ave.

Australia

Vancouver, BC V5T 4R8

http://www.vca.unimelb.edu.au/ccd/

Canada
http://www.headlinestheatre.com

CuriousWorks and the Migrant Project
PO Box 433

Het Waterhuis

Surry Hills NSW 2010

Banierstraat 1

Australia

3032 PA Rotterdam

http://www.migrantproject.com.au/

The Netherlands
http://www.hetwaterhuis.nl

Department of Dance, Boyer College of Music
and Dance, Temple University

In Concert with Nature

1700 N. Broad Street, #309

Rowena Wilds, OR

Philadelphia, PA 19122

USA

USA

http://www.inconcertwithnature.com

http://www.temple.edu/boyer/dance/
Peggy Diggs, Independent Artist
1097 Main Street
Williamstown, MA 01267
USA
http://www.williams.edu/humanities/pdiggs
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Intermedia Arts/Institute for Community Cultural

Myths and Mirrors Community Arts

Development (ICCD)

Sudbury, Ontario

2822 Lyndale Avenue South

Canada

Minneapolis, MN 55408

http://users.vianet.ca/myths/

USA
http://www.intermediaarts.org &

Beverly Naidus

http://www.intermediaarts.org/Pages/Programs/

University of Washington Tacoma

iccd/index.html

IAS Program
1900 Commerce St.

The Israeli Forum for Ecological Art and Shai

Tacoma, WA 98402

Zackai’s Eco-Art

USA

Srigim, Emek Haela, Israel

http://www.artsforchange.org

http://www.eco-art.co.il/home.asp?CL=ENG
New Urban Arts
Judith Marcuse Projects

743 Westminster Street

677 Davie St.

Providence, RI 02903

Vancouver, British Columbia V6B 2G6

USA

Canada

http://www.newurbanarts.org

http://www.jmprojects.ca
Porte Parole
Jumblies Theatre

4060 St-Laurent Blvd, Suite 704

9 Second St.

Montreal, Quebec H2W 1Y9

Toronto, Ontario M5J 2A7

Canada
http://porteparole.org/6

Canada
http://www.jumbliestheatre.org/
Liz Lerman Dance Exchange
7117 Maple Avenue
Takoma Park, MD 20912
USA
http://www.danceexchange.org/index.asp
Los Angeles Poverty Department
Los Angeles, CA
USA
http://lapovertydept.org
Ludus Dance
Assembly Rooms, King Street
Lancaster LA1 1RE
UK
http://www.ludusdance.org
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APPENDIX D: CURRICULA AND
PROGRAM MODULES FOR ORGANIZATIONS
IN THE TRAINING CASE STUDIES
Theatre and Media for Development master’s program
(taken verbatim from http://www.cdcarts.org/ma_tmd/mainpages/modules.htm)

Issues in Globalisation (20 credits)
This module addresses the relationship between the global economic policies of neoliberalism as
exemplified by institutions such as the International Monetary Fund, the World Bank and the
World Trade Organisation and the impact of these policies upon local communities in all parts of
the world through measures such as structural adjustment.
The module raises issues around the core concepts of democracy, participation and human rights
(especially child rights) and how these concepts can become expressed in active citizenship. It
examines the effects of global media upon indigenous cultures, highlighting the contradiction
between the desire for prosperity according to the Western notion and the need to preserve
culture diversity for the longer term health of the species.
The module adopts a problem-solving pedagogy grounded in the realities from which the students
come in order to help them to connect with the macro-movements of the modern world.
Workshops, seminars and mini-lectures are the teaching methods employed for this module.
Integrated Workshop in Theatre and Media for Development (40 credits)
This double module centres upon the concept of facilitation and provides a series of learning
opportunities through which students gain confidence in the leading of both the micro-structure
of the workshop and the macro-structure of a project aimed at sustainable social transformation.
Improvising and devising are taught through both practice and theory within the teaching
sessions and through the opportunity for students to engage in small-scale fieldwork where they
can test out their learning. By these means the students become advanced practitioners of
theatrical processes which can be applied in both formal and informal educational contexts.
The emphasis in the approach is to the transfer of skills, capacities and attitudes from the student
facilitators to the children and young people with whom the students engage in the fieldwork.
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Students experience a range of participatory learning activities centred upon the idea of using
theatre as a research process which operates through the medium of story, moving from the
individual to the collective as stories are transformed by the techniques of the drama process such
as image and forum theatre.
The Major Project (60 credits)
This triple module requires the students to engage in an in-depth fieldwork project where they
take control of the learning through the organisation and delivery of a project that is assessed
according to the criterion of sustainable transformation.
Each student acts as a facilitator of the learning needs of the young people with whom they work
in order that they can build the capacity of the young people to become the subjects not the
objects of their own development.
Where the students are school teachers is it expected that this extended practice will be located in
the schools where they are employed, thereby introducing radical pedagogies that have the
potential to lead to institutional transformation and to develop levels of participation and
ownership in the learning process and in the curriculum through which that process is articulated.
Others may be operating across a range of more informal contexts through liaison with NGOs
which have a remit to support marginalized communities and vulnerable people.
Each project that is undertaken has a supervisor allocated to it who observes the students working
in their chosen contexts and who looks for evidence of rigorous monitoring and evaluation
through the journal that students are required to keep. In addition the students make a
presentation at the conclusion of their projects where they reflect upon the learning
accomplishments of the project for themselves and upon the achievements and limitations of the
project in terms of the original aims set in consultation with the supervisor.
Independent Study or Consultancy (60 credits)
The final element of the course requires students either to write a 15,000 word dissertation on a
topic of their own choosing, subject to the tutorial guidance of the staff team, or undertake a
consultancy at the behest of a commissioning agency for whom they write a report (about 4,000
words) together with a critical annex submitted to the course tutors where they reflect upon their
own development as specialists in the facilitation of Theatre for Development. It is normally
expected that the consultancy will contain a substantial degree of action research to supply the
evidence base for the subsequent report. The choice of option is made subject to the guidance of
the tutorial staff who advise in relation to the career aspirations of the particular student.
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Community Arts Training (CAT) Institute
(taken verbatim from http://www.art-stl.com/CAT.cfm)

Sample CAT Institute Curriculum Outline
Session #1: Introductions and Overview. What is Community and building community?; A brief
history of Community Arts; Public Art & and Community Art
Session #2: The journey is as important as the destination; Panel of CAT Institute Alumni discuss
the field; Lab Assignments, RAC Grant & Site Visits
Session #3: Community Arts. Partnerships and power; Group assets inventory and the hard
questions
Session #4: Cultural competency, diversity and identity issues in program design. The
characteristics of oppression; Our roles; How does this impact our work and our leadership?
Session #5: Research - Evaluation - Process. What are we trying to accomplish and how do we
know we’ve succeeded? Assessment tools; Social services and arts evaluations
Session #6: Program design and legal and financial issues
Session #7: Art based education programs. Missouri Standards; Multiple Intelligences in program
design
Session #8: The Creative process in program design
Session #9: Partnerships, true collaboration and conflict resolution
Session #10: Marketing & PR; Funding Panel with foundation and agency guest faculty; and
Graduation

Arts in Youth Community Development Master’s Program
(taken verbatim from http://aemmp.colum.edu/programs/aycd_courses.html)

Recommended course schedule
Year one:
Semester one:
Basic accounting for graduate students
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Introduction to youth arts practicum
Symposium/Practicum I
Marketing principles I
Workshop on community organizing
Applied youth development
Semester two:
Accounting II
Data analysis and statistics
Symposium/Practicum II
Marketing principles II
Applied marketing: AYCD
Partnership building
Summer session:
Curriculum development in the arts
Year two:
Semester one:
Financial management
Artist in a climate of change
Symposium/Practicum III
Fund raising
Human resources
Semester two:
Planning and policy making
Grant proposal planning and writing
Arts media and the law
Symposium/Practicum IV
Summer Session and/or following semester:
Thesis
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Bachelor of Fine Arts in Community Arts
(taken verbatim from http://www.cca.edu/academics/communityarts/curriculum.php)

These are degree requirements for students matriculated in fall 2006 and spring 2007.
Studio Requirements:
Core Studio:
Drawing 1
Visual Dynamics (2D, 3D & 4D)
Community Arts Major Requirements:
Introduction to Community Arts
Art & Society 1 & 2
Art Education 1 & 2
Technology Suite Studios
Mentorship Studio
Public Art & Community Collaboration
Studio Art Concentration (300 level)
Senior Thesis
COMA Studio Electives
Additional Studio Requirements:
Interdisciplinary Studies
Diversity Studies Studio
Studio Electives (1 class must be at 300 level)
Humanities and Sciences Requirements:
English 1: Language Dynamics
English 2: Literature and Writing
Introduction to the Arts: Antiquity to Early Modern
Introduction to the Modern Arts
Visual Studies Seminar (300 level)
Visual Studies Electives
Science
Mathematics
Philosophy/Social Science
Cultural History
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Methods of Knowledge Seminar
Writing & Literature Seminar (300 level)
Diversity Studies Seminar
Humanities and Science Electives
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APPENDIX E: PRINT AND WEB-BASED RESOURCES
General resources on the domain of arts and social change
Web-based resources on the domain of arts and social change
(in no particular order)
Community Arts Network
http://www.communityarts.net/
An compendium of resources on community arts, including introductory articles, writing on many
initiatives and programs, a section on community arts education, a message board, and more.
Mapping the Field: Arts-Based Community Development
William Cleveland, May 2002
http://www.communityarts.net/readingroom/archivefiles/2002/05/mapping_the_fie.php
This useful article includes a list of qualities Cleveland has found in effective training programs.
An Introduction to Community Art and Activism
Jan Cohen-Cruz, February 2002
http://www.communityarts.net/readingroom/archivefiles/2002/02/
Overlaps, Intersections and Conflicts: An Introduction to Arts and Culture
Arlene Goldbard, March 2002
http://www.communityarts.net/readingroom/archivefiles/2002/03/overlaps_inters.php
The Animating Democracy Initiative
http://www.artsusa.org/AnimatingDemocracy/
The Animating Democracy Initiative’s purpose is to foster artistic activity that encourages civic
dialogue on important contemporary issues in the United States.
INROADS: The Intersection of Art and Civic Dialogue.
Andrea Assaf, Pam Korza & Barbara Schaffer-Bacon, August 2002
http://www.communityarts.net/readingroom/archivefiles/2002/08/inroadsthe_inte.php
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Tools from the Animating Democracy Initiative
http://ww3.americansforthearts.org/animatingdemocracy/resources/resources_002.asp
A list of resources, including tools, templates, and sample materials for planning, implementing
and evaluating projects.
Arts for Global Development
http://www.art4development.net
Includes art’ishake, an e-publication addressing issues in art and development worldwide. Also
publications, including the Creative Change Worldwide report.
Arts in the Public Interest
http://www.apionline.org/
A non-profit organization that supports the Community Arts Network and produces a monthly
newsletter. Archives of High Performance magazine (1978-1997) are also available.
Center for the Study of Art and Community
http://www.artandcommunity.com/
Research, publishing, training, lectures and consulting in the domain of arts and social change.
Centre for Creative Communities
http://creativecommunities.org.uk
A UK-based organization that provides research, evaluation and resources. Includes essays on
topics in their three program areas: collaborative linking and thinking, citizenship and diversity,
and creativity and learning.
Dramatic Action: Community Engaged Theatre in Canada & Beyond
http://www.communityengagedtheatre.ca
A series of articles by community-engaged theatre practitioners, including four who participated in
this study.
Cultural Commons
http://www.culturalcommons.org/index.cfm
“The meeting place for culture and policy.” Based in the United States. Through the website one
can subscribe to a weekly update on Center for Arts and Culture’s listserv.
Green Museum
http://greenmuseum.org
A resource designed to support the environmental art movement.
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Arts and Culture for Development
British Council, Arts
http://www.britishcouncil.org/arts-performing-arts-arts-for-development.htm
Creative Exchange
http://www.creativeexchange.org
UK-based network for organizations and artists working with arts and culture for social
development. Offers an e-forum news bulletin that reaches over 1,300 readers. Also includes a list
of publications and resources, many available on the website.
Institute of the Arts and Civic Dialogue, Harvard University.
http://www.artsandcivicdialogue.org/

Books and chapters on the domain of arts and social change
(in alphabetical order)

Don Adams & Arlene Goldbard. Community, Culture and Globalization. (New York: Rockefeller
Foundation, 2002).
Don Adams & Arlene Goldbard. Creative Community: The Art of Cultural Development. (New York:
The Rockefeller Foundation, 2001).
Barbara Schaffer Bacon, Cheryl Yuen, & Pam Korza. The Artistic Imagination as a Force in Civic
Dialogue. (Washington, DC: Americans for the Arts, 1999).
Augusto Boal. Theatre of the Oppressed. (New York: Urizen Books, 1979).
Deborah Barndt (ed). Wild Fire: Art as Activism. (Toronto: Sumach Press, 2006).
Karen Bond & Indira Etwaroo. “If I Really See You…”: Experiences of Identity and Difference in a
Higher Education Setting. Book chapter in: M.C. Powell & V.M. Speiser (eds) The Arts, Education, and
Social Change: Little Signs of Hope (pp.87-99). (NY: Peter Lang Publishing, 2005).
Lynda Frye Burnham and Steven Durland (eds). The Citizen Arts: 20 Years of Art in the Public Arena.
(Gardiner, NY: Critical Press, 1998).
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William Cleveland. Art in Other Places: Artists at Work in America’s Community and Social
Institutions. (Amherst, MA: Arts Extension Service Press, 2000).
Jan Cohen-Cruz. Radical Street Performance: An International Anthology. (London: Routledge, 1998)
Flo Frank, Marnie Badham & Sue Hemphill. Artist and Community Collaboration: A Toolkit for
Community Projects. Regina, Saskatchewan: Common Weal Community Arts, 2006.
Nina Felshin (ed). But Is It Art? The Spirit of Art as Activism. (Seattle, Washington: Bay Press, 1995).
Paulo Freire. Pedagogy of the Oppressed. (New York: Continuum, 1982).
Pam Korza. Civic Dialogue, Arts and Culture: Findings from Animating Democracy. (Washington DC:
Americans for the Arts, 2005).
Pam Korza. Dialogue in Artistic Practice: Case studies from Animating Democracy. (Washington, DC:
Americans for the Arts, 2005).
*Includes case studies of Urban Bush Women and the Liz Lerman Dance Exchange.
Sonja Kuftinec. Staging America: Cornerstone and Community-Based Theater (Theater in the
Americas). (Carbondale, IL: Southern Illinois University Press, 2005).
Baz Kershaw. The Politics of Performance: Radical Theatre as Cultural Intervention. (Routledge:
1992).
Suzanne Lacy (ed). Mapping the Terrain: New Genre Public Art. (Bay Press, Seattle, 1995)
Mark O’Brien & Craig Little. Reimaging America: The Arts of Social Change. (Philadelphia, PA: New
Society Publishers, 1990).

Pedagogical resources
Pedagogical resources for the domain of arts and social change
CANUniversity
http://communityarts.net/canu/index.php
A resource at the Community Arts Network for community arts training. Includes writings, a list of
places to study, syllabi from relevant courses, and access to an e-mail discussion group.
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A Landmark Year: Community Arts and U.S. Higher Education 2006
Linda Frye Burnham, September 2006
http://www.communityarts.net/readingroom/archivefiles/2006/09/a_landmark_year.php
A series of seven articles about the state of teaching and training in the domain of arts and social
change in the United States higher education system.
Teaching Topics for Community-based Arts for Social Change
Alternate ROOTS, November 1999
http://www.communityarts.net/readingroom/archivefiles/1999/11/teaching_topics.php
A list of topics that Alternate ROOTS faculty members believe must be a part of any curriculum in
the domain.
Toward a Process for Critical Response
Liz Lerman, October 2003
http://www.communityarts.net/readingroom/archivefiles/2003/10/toward_a_proces.php
An article by Liz Lerman describing the evolution and steps of the Liz Lerman Dance Exchange’s
Critical Response Process
Liz Lerman & John Borstel. Liz Lerman’s Critical Response Process: A Method for Getting Useful
Feedback on Anything You Make, from Dance to Dessert. (Takoma Park: Liz Lerman Dance
Exchange, 2003).
Artists in the Community: Training Artists to Work in Alternative Settings. (Washington, DC:
Americans for the Arts, 1996).
A handbook guiding artists to work in community settings.
International Theatre of the Oppressed Organisation
http://www.theatreoftheoppressed.org/
Resources and forum on Augusto Boal’s theatre of the oppressed techniques
Tools and resources: Fringe Benefits
http://cootieshots.org/tools.html
A portal of resources including curriculum materials for Fringe Benefits’ Cootie Shots, books
relevant to theatre for social justice, a glossary and other resources.
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General pedagogical and program resources
Canadian Association for Community Service-Learning
http://www.communityservicelearning.ca/
Campus Compact
http://www.compact.org/
A US-based coalition of college and university presidents dedicated to promoting community
service-learning and civic engagement in higher education
National Service-Learning Clearinghouse
http://www.servicelearning.org/
A US-based site with resources on service-learning from kindergarten through higher education.
Reflection
http://www.infed.org/biblio/b-reflect.htm
‘What constitutes reflection—and what significance does it have for educators?’ From a non-profit
site about informal education and lifelong learning.
Paulo Freire
http://www.infed.org/thinkers/et-freir.htm
An introduction to Paulo Freire from a non-profit site about informal education and lifelong
learning
Logic Model Development Guide. Battle Creek, MI: W.K. Kellogg Foundation, October 2000.
http://www.wkkf.org/Pubs/Tools/Evaluation/Pub3669.pdf

Research resources
Studies in the domain of arts and social change
Studies and statistics: Community Arts Network
http://www.communityarts.net/links/studies.php
a list of studies and statistics on the domain in the United States
Making Exact Change: How U.S. arts-based programs have made a significant and sustained
impact on their communities
By William Cleveland
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A Report from the Community Arts Network
Published by Art in the Public Interest, 2005
http://www.communityarts.net/readingroom/archivefiles/2005/11/making_exact_ch.php
Arlene Goldbard. Looking before you leap: Community arts in context. In Art/Vision/Voice: Cultural
conversations in community: A book of cases from community arts partnerships. (A collaboration
by California State University, Monterey Bay; Columbia College Chicago; Cooper Union for the
Advancement of Science and Art; Maryland Institute College of Art; Xavier University of Louisiana;
and the CAP Institute, 2006).
http://www.mica.edu/CAP/casebook.pdf
The Social Impact of the Arts Project
http://www.ssw.upenn.edu/SIAP
A research centre at the Penn School of Social Work. A variety of articles on the role of cultural
organizations and institutions play in community development.
Centre for Arts-Informed Research
http://home.oise.utoronto.ca/%7Earesearch/airchome3.html
A research centre at the Ontario Institute for Studies in Education at the University of Toronto,
Canada. “The Centre’s mission is to articulate, explore, and support alternative forms of qualitative
research and representation which infuse elements, processes, and forms of the arts into scholarly
work.”
Conflict Resolution, Arts and iNtercultural Experience (CRANE)
http://www.law.ubc.ca/pdr/crane/index.html
A research initiative to explore arts-based approaches to cross-cultural conflict.
Includes an extensive literature and resource review and annotated bibliography on the
intersection of arts, culture and conflict resolution.

Arts-based research methodology
Photovoice: Social Change Through Photography
http://photovoice.com/
Includes background information, methods, projects, and a listing of articles and books published
on photovoice.
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A/r/tography
http://m1.cust.educ.ubc.ca/Artography/
Includes works, resources on the methodology, publications, links to other resources and to people
working in this methodology.
Image and Identity Research Collective
http://www.iirc.mcgill.ca/static/home.html
A research collective based across two Montreal, Canada universities that focuses on developing
methodologies for image-based research.

Some artists and arts organizations nominated as exemplars (not
participants in the current study)
(in alphabetical order)

ActALIVE (Arts for Creative Transformation: Activism, Lifeline, Inspiration, Vision, Education)
http://www.actalive.org/
Albany Park Theater Project
Chicago, Illinois, USA
http://www.aptpchicago.org
Amakhosi Theatre for Social Change
Bulawayo, Zimbabwe
http://www.amakhosi.org
Art for Social Change programme
The Red House Centre for Culture and Debate
Sofia, Bulgaria
http://www.redhouse-sofia.org/engl/projects/c_otherprogrammes/art_change_programme.html
Art City
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada
http://www.artcityinc.com
Art Spot Productions
New Orleans, Louisiana, USA
http://www.artspotproductions.org/index.htm
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ArtSpring
Florida City, Florida, USA
http://www.artspring.org
Clay and Paper Theatre
Toronto, Ontario, Canada
http://www.clayandpapertheatre.org
The Confluence Project
Vancouver, Washington, USA
http://www.confluenceproject.com
Cornerstone Theater Company
Los Angeles, California, USA
http://www.cornerstonetheater.org
Dance United
London, UK
http://www.dance-united.com
Dell’Arte International School of Physical Theater
BlueLake, California, USA
http://www.dellarte.com
En’owkin Centre: National Aboriginal Professional Artists Training Program
Penticton, British Columbia, Canada
http://enowkin.tripod.com/id16.html
Beth Ferguson
http://visualresistance.org/wordpress/index.php?p=55
Grasshoppa Dance Exchange
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
http://artengine.ca/grasshoppadance/
Ground Zero Productions
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada
http://www.groundzerotheatre.ca/
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Harbourfront Centre
Toronto, Ontario, Canada
http://www.harbourfrontcentre.com
Iqui Balam
Guatemala
(Unable to locate current contact information)
Sonja Kuftinec
Twin Cities, Minnesota, USA
http://theatre.umn.edu/faculty/facultyProfile.php?UID=kufti001
La Luna Productions
Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada
http://www.lalunapro.com/index.html
Suzanne Lacy
Los Angeles, California, USA
http://suzannelacy.com/
Manchester Craftsmans Guild
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, USA
http://www.manchesterguild.org
Master of Arts in Community Arts, Maryland Institute College of Art
Baltimore, Maryland, USA
http://www.mica.edu/PROGRAMS/ma/community_arts/index.cfm?id=380
MISCELLANEOUS Productions
Vancouver, BC, Canada
http://www.miscellaneous-inc.org/
Graciela Monteagudo
Montpelier, Vermont, USA
http://www.autonomista.org/
Moving into Dance Mophatong
Johannesburg, South Africa
http://www.midance.co.za/
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On the Edge
Grays School of Art
The Robert Gordon University
Aberdeen, Scotland
http://ontheedgeresearch.org
People’s Palace Projects
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
http://www.peoplespalace.org.br/default_en.asp
Philadelphia Folklore Project
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, USA
http://www.folkloreproject.org
Philippines Educational Theater Association (PETA)
Quezon City, Philippines
http://petatheater.com
Public Dreams Society
Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada
http://publicdreams.org/
Regent Park Focus
Toronto, Ontario, Canada
http://www.catchdaflava.com
Social and Public Arts Resource Center (SPARC)
Venice, California, USA
http://www.sparcmurals.org
Soul City
Johannesburg, South Africa
http://soulcity.org.za/
Souther Edge Arts
Albany, Western Australia
http://www.southernedge.org.au/
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Theatre Parminou
Victoriaville, Quebec, Canada
http://www.parminou.com/par_eng/pre.html
TOHU
Montreal, Quebec, Canada
http://www.tohu.ca
Touchstone Theatre
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, USA
http://www.touchstone.org/
Applied Theatre Concentration, Department of Theatre, University of Victoria
Victoria, British Columbia, Canada
http://finearts.uvic.ca/theatre/specialties/applied_theatre/
Vancouver Moving Theatre’s The Downtown Eastside Community Play
Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada
http://carnegie.vcn.bc.ca/index.pl/whoweare2
The VIDYA Project
Mumbai, India

Training organizations (not arts-specific)
nominated as relevant to this domain
Highlander Research and Education Center
New Market, Tennessee, USA
http://www.highlandercenter.org/
CORO Foundation
http://www.coro.org/
Wellstone Action
St. Paul, Minnesota, USA
http://www.wellstone.org
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